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Preface
There was a time when the tantra was so omnipresent in Greater
India that in India, in Indonesian Java, in Bali, in Vietnam, in Korea, in
Japan and in China, a wanderer would have found familiar things
related to goddesses and gods, wherever she or he wandered.
Traces of the large empires of yesterday still remain. Sometimes,
even fragments of civilisations too have endured, despite massive wars
and blood shed. Mysteriously, Bali - now part of Indonesia - preserved
some early tantras and some of the temples there still have mixes of
Buddhist and Hindu traditions.
When I was there, in the mid 1990s, the Mahabharata had just
started to show on TV and the locals were entranced by it, because that
epic had never apparently reached its shores during the time it was part
of the greater Hindu empire. Bali is, or rather was, VËlmÌki’s territory
of the Ramayana. Everything has changed now. The empire has struck
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
back and India is becoming a powerful economic force, making it even
more urgent to preserve its ancient heritage.
What we have left of the Hindu tantras is, quite frankly, something
of a mixed bag. However, since I first became interested in these texts,
in the mid 1970s, the situation has improved greatly. A number of
scholars have recovered, and are still recovering texts, many of them
preserved in Nepal. There are critical editions now of some of the earlier
texts but there are just as many puzzles, or perhaps more, because of
these textual excavations.
According to scholar Mark Dcykowski, when Hinduism is threatened, the devotees and practitioners take the icons and the emblems of
their religion into their homes, but continue their worship and retain
their mysteries until it’s safe for them to be practised openly again,
when the politicians or the despots fade into the background and their
lives are not threatened because they worship the Deva, the ViÛÙu, the
DevÌ, the SÍrya or the GaÙapa.
There is evidence that within Hinduism itself, if you were a devotee
of ViÛÙu or Éiva, that could mean the difference between life and death,
depending where you were at the time. Sectarian people can be very
irrational in their frenzies of hatred, envy or greed, all encompassed in
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the sacred bodices of slavish “devotion”. There were apparently fierce
struggles between devotees of Éiva and ViÛÙu - we can only imagine
what happened when the Buddhist “heresies” continued to threaten Hinduism, while Islam encroached on Bharat’s borders, and later Europeans made their incursions. Blood flowed.
The powers-that-were, would have loved to ignore young Mr Buddha, who in Hindu iconography is now just a minor avatar of ViÛÙu.
Last year, when I visited Khajuraho I was given a tilak at the only
temple there that’s still in use. It’s dedicated to Éiva, but because I had
a red tilak, I was approached by a teenager in Khajuraho old village who
had a thorough go because he thought I hadn’t realised that ViÛÙu is a
greater god than Éiva and gave him all his power.
When times get tough - and times were tough at very many stages in
Indian history, we suspect that all was not necessarily as it seemed, and
the disappearance of items like huge emerald liÙgas from beautifully
carved Khajuraho temples may sometimes have well been down to the
venality of “devotees”, rather than necessarily the fault of Mughals,
English demons or other foreign Johnny-Come-Latelies from across the
borders of the Hindu empire - whether from the north, the south, the
east or the west.
It’s always nice to have a scapegoat you can tie to a tree to attract a
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
leopard or a tiger. Because goats are mammalian, they no doubt know
when their number is up - it has got to be frightening to be a blood
sacrifice however religious you are. He - and the tËntrik blood sacrifice
was always a he - must have looked at the blade about to destroy its life
with some foreboding.
Goats cannot volunteer, but perhaps human males, with nothing to
lose and everything to gain, put themselves up for the ultimate blood
sacrifice, resting assured they would get their result by going straight to
the paradise of the DevÌ. If there were male prisoners on the death rows
of petty Hindu kingdoms, perhaps they preferred to volunteer for immolation and a quick beheading by a priest of KËlÌ, rather than face interesting and quite possibly more painful alternatives.
You don’t have to be a descendant of Genghis Khan to be a vandal,
or a warlord, and the history of the world is littered with civilisations
that have come and gone with the subsequent wreckage thrown up on
foreign shores and shires. Religion is also often a slender bodice that
barely covers the body politic, and the number of politicians invoking
religion as a rationale for their actions is also legion.
The 27 abstracts of tantras in this book are a tiny selection of an
ocean of texts that may span 2,000 years or more. But none of the
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tantras abstracted here necessarily very old. Neverthless, there are consistent themes running through this selection of texts - they do represent
relics of times past, and tantras and other stories and legends that have
long disappeared. These abstracts are intended to give a broad view of
the range of texts that are classified as tantras. The NËtha samprËdËya,
for example, has almost definitely existed for 1,000 years at least, and
perhaps has far more ancient antecedents, now lost forever.
While history (itihËsa) is a legitimate study for both the Sanskritist
and the devotee, we must remember in these highly pixellated and
cached Google Internet days that it wasn’t until relatively recently that it
was possible to share knowledge on a worldwide basis. There are texts
and manuscripts no doubt sitting around waiting for a scholar or devotee
to read and understand them, just as there are thousands upon thousands of clay tablets right now in the basement of the British Museum
from Babylon, and from civilisations before then, just waiting for someone to notice and take the bother to translate them. Trying to interpret
what was in these people’s minds isn’t that tough, because they are
moderns, like us.
Palm leaf manuscripts don’t last forever, but probably have a far
greater half life than Google pages or CD ROMs, which now are being
hung out on the trees to scare away the birds rather than to store data.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
But even if you find a closely guarded manuscript, there is no guarantee
of its authenticity. Those folk who wish to protect their legacy or their
corner may decry as “alien” those ÛËstras or texts which claim to be
spoken by Éiva, by Éakti, by KËlÌ, by ViÛÙu, by KÎÛÙa or by any other
devatË. The texts, such folk may say, are instead written by mischievous
or disruptive folk who claim to be gods and goddesses but instead are
probably foul bhÍtas (ghastly ghosts). This is religion, and religion is
often to do with blood, or ends up with plenty of blood being shed when
the factions start their inevitable frictions.
I would like to introduce an autobiographical note here. I am not a
scholar, but rather a sËdhaka. I came to be interested in the tantras because,
from a very young age, I was interested in magical and spiritual traditions.
This led me, in 1974, to have some experiences which drew me deeply into
the study of tantra. Subsequently, I began learning Sanskrit in an attempt to
further get nearer to the heart of the original texts and discover some
meaning to the experiences I had.
I was offered initiation in 1978 in Gujarat by a man who claimed to
be a representative of the NËtha sampradËya and a number of other
Hindu groups, and subsequently started my own group, which still
exists, although I myself have played no active part in it for many years.
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In case you’re wondering, vËmËcËra wasn’t and isn’t part of the teachings and practices of that group. Or if it was, or is, the mob kept it
secret from me.
Translations of tËntrik texts I made in the late 1970s and in the
1980s were intended for members of that group, while there is also a
body of teaching, ultimately based on tËntrik traditions and experience,
which will form the subject of my next book, if I’m granted the time
and space to complete it.
India remains full of contradictions. Last year, en route to Jaipur by
car, I passed a train of the Rom tribe on the highway but with their
goods and chattels on tiny donkeys. They still pursue the trade of fixing
pots and pans although now there are plastic pots and pans a plenty in
every bazaar. Near Hampi – ancient Vijayanagar, last year, I saw a
bunch of members of the Dom tribe whose job it was to look after the
needs of their clientele by supplying them with those things are still
deemed to be necessary, despite proclaiming that they are foul things.
Meat, alcohol, prostitutes and drugs appeared to be the items on offer.
In Hampi itself, I witnessed animal sacrifice, which takes place on a
Tuesday and Saturday, indicating that the old practices are far from
extinct, although many of the thousands of temples there are defunct.
Yet in tourist burdened Benares, the DurgË temple apparently no longer
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
sacrifices male goats – their ears are merely nicked with a knife so that
some blood flows, and then they’re whisked off to an unknown destination. It quite probably isn’t en route to an Ëyurvedik centre in Kerala for
rest and recuperation.
When I first visited India, in 1978, members of the Dom tribe who
lived cheek by jowl in shanty conditions with caste Hindus in a small
town in Gujarat, appeared to worship a figure in the shape of a beautifully made toy of a pink horse sitting in a bird’s nest. This, their god,
they called RËm. India is full of the juxtaposition of the ancient and the
new, the rural and the urban, the inner and the outer, and the high and
the low.
2,000 years has eroded the past and even inscriptions on ancient
columns are beginning to look a bit faded and jaded by clouds of
pollution. The wave of consumerism and the rush to globalisation
stamps out not only ancient pillars but rare and curious creatures, extraordinary texts, and traces of all former cultures on our increasingly
lonely but still extraordinarily lovely planet. If this little work helps to
preserve some traces of former cultures, then that will be enough.
Now, the Internet has transformed all things everywhere, and the
tantras are no exception. As well as a bibliography, I’ve therefore in-
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cluded a webography to assist readers through the maze.
In advance, I’d like to express my apologies for any omissions,
errors, assumptions or presumptions in this work.
Mike Magee
London 2008
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Introduction
The different tantras in this book
This book contains abstracts of 27 texts relating to the tËntrik tradition. The manner of choosing the texts has been somewhat arbitrary.
They can broadly be divided into five categories, the Érikula, the KËlÌkula,
the TËrËkula, the NËthakula and a miscellaneous section consisting of
various digests and texts. In each category, I have attempted to choose
works which haven’t received that much attention previously. Some
abstracts of some of these texts have appeared on the web site
www.shivashakti.com, but where that’s the case, these have been greatly
revised and expanded for this printed material. I haven’t had access to
other Sanskrit editions for most of these texts, critical editions don’t
exist for many of them, to the best of my knowledge.
Every text in(c)
this2008
book www.shivashakti.com
has a tËntrik slant, and many of them have a
Kaula slant too. So what is a Kaula?
According to A.K. Maitra, in his introduction to the KulacÍ×ËmaÙÌtantra,
the word Kula means a family or clan, but “its technical sense has been
defined by the TËrËrahasyavÎttikË to be ‘Kulam=mËtÎ-mËna-meyam’ The
term thus combines the meaning of the three other words which are
further explained to mean jÌva (mËtË), jÕËna (mËnam) and the manifold
universe or viÚva (meyam). The gist therefore is said to be Éakti. As
Éakti is Kula so Éiva (as distinguished from Éakti) is spoken of as
Akula. KulËcËra is one of the seven ËcËras enumerated by the
KulËrÙavatantra, one of the leading tantras of the division of sËdhakas
of this school called Kaulas.”1 (introduction, page 2).
This needs some deciphering. MËtÎ means the measurer, mËnam the
measure, and meyam the measured. These represent the individual person (jÌva, the knower), the means of knowledge (jÕËna), and what’s
known, that is the universe. Someone who realises the unity of these
three is a Kaula, while the whole cosmos itself is the union of Éiva and
Éakti. Texts and personal instruction give methods by which an individual can achieve this realisation.
The Kaula school, however, associated as it is with left hand worship, has had a bad press right up to today. It is fundamentally antinomian,
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and in many of its texts no distinction is made between the suitability of
a woman and a man for initiation, nor is distinction of class an impediment.
We don’t need to imagine how the power possessors in India might
have felt about this in the 10th or 11th centuries. According to Mark
Dyczkowski, in The Doctrine of Vibration, KÛemendra, a contemporary
of Abhinavagupta in Kashmir, satirised “supposedly learned Brahmins
who belonged to the higher levels of society”. He wrote: “[Here], come
to his preceptor’s house, is the learned Brahmin (bhaÖÖa) initiated [into
Kaula practice]. In his hands a fish and a jar [of liquor], his mind made
up to drink, freed by Kaula doctrine of the sense of shame [he should
feel] by virtue of his caste... Passing thus the night [he leaves] drunk,
vomiting his wine; his face licked by a dog, the Brahmin in the morning
is purified by his prostration in the midst of other learned men.”2 (introduction, page 16).
Dyczowski continues that a 10th century Jain monk called Somadeva
wrote harshly about the Kaulas, “whose antinomian behaviour he took
to be no more than a sign of their depravity. If salvation were the fruit
of reckless living, he says, then it would sooner come to thugs and
butchers than to Kaulas.”3 (op cit, page 16).
Modern scholar Alexis Sanderson says in his essay Éaivism and the
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
Tantric Traditions: “The Trika’s Kaula cult...simply worshipped its three
goddesses ParË, ParËparË and AparË at the corners of a triangle drawn or
visualised enclosing the KuleÚvara and KuleÚvarÌ of the centre. The
worship could be carried out externally, on a red cloth upon the ground,
in a circle filled with vermilion powder and enclosed with a black
border, on a coconut substituted for a human skull, a vessel filled with
wine or other alcohol, or on a maÙ×ala. It may also be offered on the
exposed genitals of the dÍtÌ, on one’s own body, or in the act of sexual
intercourse with the dÍtÌ. Later tradition emphasises the possibility of
worshipping the deities within the vital energy (prËÙa) – one visualises
their gratification by the “nectar” of one’s ingoing breath.”4 (page 681)
Those who have approached Kaula gurus for initiation for however
long that may have occurred, may well have felt the need for freedom.
Perhaps if not for the great liberation (mahËmokÛa), then for liberation
from the stultifying class and caste structures of the time. Perhaps, as
KÛemendra’s satire suggests, quite a few applied for entrance to this
club because they were just dirty old men who liked a drink, the 10th
century Kashmiri equivalent of a full English breakfast with bacon, eggs
and black pudding, and dabbling with dodgy occult practices. We’ve no
doubt that such clubs existed then, as now.
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A desire for freedom, in and of itself, might not guarantee entrance
to a clan, but could indicate to a guru that a candidate for initiation had
a free-thinking attitude. The antinomian attitude to class structure, and
the other elements in Kaula worship, no doubt meant that the secrets of
the Kula had to be concealed from the herd, or paÚu and couched in a
symbolism that bewildered or confused the outsider, or, alternatively
bestowed a reputation for magic that meant the superstitious would steer
clear of the adepts.
Sanderson claims that the Kaula tradition was a reformation of the
former cult of the YoginÌs. This, he says “decontaminated the mysticism
of the KËpËlikas” and became available to married folk, rather than just
Éaiva ascetics. It gained champions from Brahmins in Kashmir. The cult
of the YoginÌs, he says included the term Kaula, based on the different
families of YoginÌs. The eight mothers of these families were later
associated with the subtle body of a practitioner in relation to her or his
sense of hearing, touch, sight, taste, smell, volition, judgment and ego.5
(op cit, page 680).
But the KËpËlikas, according to Briggs’ GorakhnËth and the KËnphata
Yogis, were already known in the sixth century of the Christian era.
“They went about naked, wore a cap while travelling, smeared their
bodies with funeral ashes, were armed with a trident or sword, carried a
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
hollow skull for a cup or begging bowl, were half-intoxicated with
spirits which they drank from the hollow skull, were known to commit
acts of violence; their garments (when they wore them) were of patchwork, they slept on the ground, and wore a rosary of rudrËkÛa seeds.
They offered human sacrifices to CËmuÙ×Ë in order to obtain magic
powers, and often resorted to tricks to ensnare victims... The powers
which they acquired included the ability to fly through the air. Their
wits were sharpened by the use of wine, eating disgusting food, and the
embrace of the Éakti of Bhairava. They were always lewd, and on
occasion carried off maidens.”6 (pages 224-225)
References to KËpËlika doctrines are numerous in the GuhyËkËlÌ
section of the MahËkËlasaÑhita. But things, from the outside, may not
be as they are on the inside.
However diverse these 27 texts are, there are some common threads
running through them all. The scholars specialising in these things seem
convinced that at one point the teaching of the wild men, and perhaps
equally wild wild women of the KËpËlikas became absorbed into the
household. White, in his Kiss of the YoginÌ, goes further and suggests
that eventually these practices, which involved sexuality and death, were
watered down into a very pale ale indeed, which like modern “Cobra”
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beer can now be bought in “alcohol free” versions. Hinduism was always pretty good at assimilation, and perhaps the Kaula streams were
beginning to be so influential that they were borged by the “intelligent”
power possessors, particularly so in Kashmir. The importance of NËtha
gurus like MatsyendranËtha and GorakhnËth to some Kaula lines is
clearly established. But it’s still very hard to say from a 1,000 year
distance what the facts were, particularly in relation to cults which
apparently specialised in ambiguity and resistance to the status quo.
For example, while the MËtÎkËbhedatantra is now considered by
scholars to be a comparatively late work, a flavour of the opposition of
left hand tËntriks to caste strictures comes in chapter three. “A person
does not become a brËhmaÙË by the recitation of the doctrine of the
Vedas. O goddess, a person becomes a brËhmaÙË when there is knowledge of BrahmËn (the absolute). Ordinary wine is called nectar of Lord
BrahmË. Wine is called SurË, as it gives divinity (sura) when enjoyed.”5
(verses 39-40)

ÉrÌkula
The first category of abstracts in this book is related to a body of
texts which is called the ÉrÌkula. Here, five works relate to the aspect of
the generally beneficent
goddess
(devÌ) known variously as LalitË and
(c) 2008
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TripurasundarÌ.
There is a lot of available literature on this cult, which some scholars
attribute to the southern direction or amnËya. It is an enormously elaborate and systematised cult centred around the famous yantra or diagram
called the ÉrÌcakra.
The DakÛiÙamÍrti SamhitË and the JÕËnËrÙavatantra are each free
standing texts, that is to say that they contain the essential elements of
the worship (pÍjË) of TripurasundarÌ. Neither of the editions consulted
here has any commentary. Other large works of the ÉrÌkula tradition
include the Gandharvatantra, and the TantrarËjatantra. Both of these are
available in Sanskrit editions – the latter has a long English introduction
to its 36 chapters by Sir John Woodroffe.
While the TantrarËjatantra does not have any references to worship
with an initiated Úakti or dÍtÌ, the DakÛiÙamÍrti SamhitË , the
JÕËnËrÙavatantra and the Gandharvatantra quite emphatically do. A
stream of ÉrÌkula was quite obviously associated with northern schools,
and inherited the Kaula streams which informed other traditions.
The Nityotsava is a different type of work to these, and was compiled by UmËnandanËtha, a disciple of a 17th century Kaula tËntrik
called BhËskararËya Makhin. It contains the pÍjË and other ritualistic
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details of LalitË, as well as chapters on her subsidiary deities VËrËhÌ and
KurukullË.
The YoginÌhÎdËya (Heart of the YoginÌ) is said to be a part of the
entire work known as the NityËÛodaÚikËrÙava (Ocean of the 16 NityËs),
the other part being often separately treated as the VËmakeÚvaratantra.
The final, much shorter work in the Érikula class is the
ÉrÌnËthanavaratnamËlikË, the “Little Rosary of the nine NËtha Gems”.
It isn’t technically a tantra, but it is most interesting because of the link
made in the ÉrÌ VidyË schools between “breath and time”.6

KËlÌkula
The KËlÌkula current is representative of a very different devÌ, the
famous KËlÌ, still worshipped to this day in eastern India, and to a lesser
extent throughout the subcontinent. Where LalitË is benign and her
image is soft, KËlÌ is terrifying and she is often in the battle ground or
the cremation ground, pictured as naked, standing on the corpse of her
consort Éiva, and sometimes shown as having sexual intercourse with
him in the reverse (viparÌta) position.
The sampradËya gurus of KËlÌ include among their number
MatsyendrËnatha and GorakÛanËtha.
section of the MahËkËlasaÑhita is a very
The GuhyakËlÌkËkhaÙ×a
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large work, published in three volumes. It’s only a subset of the
MahËkËlasaÑhita – I haven’t been able to get hold of the other available
parts of this massive work. It deals of the worship of the “Secret KËlÌ”,
one of the aspects of this devÌ. This work is evidently a great deal older
than the other texts abstracted, the KËlÌtantra, the KaÔkËlamËlinÌtantra,
the Niruttaratantra and the GuptasËdhanatantra.

NËthakula
The NËthakula section relates to a group of works associated with
the NËtha sampradËya, a tradition which dates back to MatsyendranËtha,
and his more famous disciple GorakÛanËtha. The history of the sampradËya
is difficult to trace – MatsyendranËtha is referred to by Abhinavagupta,
whose date is known with certainty, and who formulated Trika Éaivism.
MatsyendranËtha is associated with the YoginÌ Kaula tradition – the
KaulajÕËnanirÙaya, which exists in an English translation, is a work
with all the hallmarks of the Kaula tradition.
Mark Dyczkowski, in his book The Doctrine of Vibration, says:
“The rituals of the Krama school, which involve the consumption and
offering of meat and wine to the deity, as well as ritual intercourse, fall
into the former [KulaprakriyË] pattern. Those of the Trika (as we would
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expect since it integrates every form into itself) contain both. That Trika
and Krama (at least as presented in the Kashmiri Éaiva context) share
common Kaula roots is clear from the fact that the masters who are
traditionally said to have brought the Kula scriptures to earth are equally
venerated in both traditions.”7 (Introduction, p13).
“The theory of the Sun and the Moon as expounded by the NËth
Siddhas and the principle of being immortal by drinking the nectar
oozing from the Moon are found explained in the second BrËhmaÙa of
the BÎhad-jËbËlopaniÛat.” (Obscure Religious Cults, page 194). According to the author of this work, the NËthas inherited the doctrines of
rasËyana (alchemy) from previous masters (siddhas).
Later in the same text, it’s said that in a work called the YogavÌja,
the body is of two types – unripe and ripe. The former hasn’t been
disciplined by yoga, while the fire of yoga allows the latter to be free of
all limitations. “The great yogin with his perfect body moves in the
world according to his own will, and as this perfect body is produced
through the burning away of his physical body through the fire of yoga,
there is no further death for him.”8 (op cit, page 220).
The process of obtaining this perfect body is called kËya sËdhana, or
ulÖË sËdhana – and goes against the current in that it seeks to unite Éakti
in the lower half of the body with Éiva in the head. The moon as rasa
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
is the food, while the sun or fire is the eater. Combining the sun and the
moon within oneself reverses the outward current.
“In the ordinary course the nectar, trickling down from the moon
through this tenth door, falls in the fire of the sun and is eaten up or
dried up by the sun. The quintessence of the body in the form of soma
or amÎta being thus dried up, the body falls a victim to the fire of
destruction (KËlËgni).”9 (op cit, pages 240-241)
The NËtha sampradËya still exists, especially throughout northern
India, to this day. Some years ago 12 of the more important subdivisions organised themselves into a confederation called the baro panth. I
have visited a number of NËtha monasteries over the last seven years.
Some monks stay there permanently, while others may wander in groups
throughout India, staying from time to time at the different centres.
They are distinguished from other Hindu sadhus by the large earrings
that pierce the cartilage of their ears.
Its siddhas are believed to be able to quit their physical bodies at
will, and when they do so, are buried in the yoga posture, facing north.
As they are considered to be saints who have achieved the ultimate goal
while still alive, their tombs are venerated.
While MatsyendranËtha is still venerated by modern NËthas,
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GorakÛanËtha is, these days, held in higher esteem. He is considered to
be the father of yoga. GorakÛanËtha saved his guru from the wiles of
wicked women and allowed him to return to his meditation.
According to Bagchi, in his English introduction to KaulajÕËnanirÙaya,
in late Punjabi legends, GorakÛanËtha rescued MatsyendranËtha from
the hands of women dwelling in KËmarÍpa. “One of the Punjabi legends would have us believe that Matsyendra entered into the dead body
of a king through magic powers and lived for a time amongst the
women of the harem as a fallen Siddha. He was thence rescued by
GorakÛanËtha.”10 (KaulajÕËnanirÙaya, introduction, page 20).
Did MatsyendranËtha want to be rescued from these women? The
KaulajÕËnanirÙaya is plainly a left hand text with many references to
sacramental sexuality and to yoga.
At this distance in time, we cannot be sure of the facts and the texts
hardly help.
MatsyendranËtha is also venerated in Nepal, where he is considered
to be AvalokiteÚvara (LokËnËtha). “The followers of Gorakhnath do not
generally have a cult of Matsyendranath though they revere him as the
guru of Gorakhnath.
If they were to recognise Avalokiteshvara as another deity one would
expect that it would be Gorakhnath and not Matsyendranath...
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
What is striking is that the identification of Avalokiteshvara and
Matsyendra is peculiar to the Valley of Nepal. It was not brought from
outside. There is no evidence of such an identification in the Indian
Buddhist tradition, the Natha Yogi tradition or the Tibetan tradition.”11
(Karunamaya, chapter 13, page 437).
Present day members of the NËtha groups in India, certainly those of
the baro panth, align themselves to GorakhnËtha.
In the circles I’ve moved in, there’s no sign at all of a tendency
towards Kaula practices, and I have not encountered female sadhus,
although Briggs’ text, originally written in the 1920s, contains references to female NËthnÌs, and even pictures of them.
In a conversation with a mahant of one of the monasteries in Rajasthan
a few years ago, he told me that some initiates of the sects practise
yoga, while others may not.
Every NËtha sadhu I met in India struck me as a person of integrity,
generous with his time and freely sharing his knowledge.
The works abstracted here are the Siddhasiddhantapaddhati, the
YogaviÛaya, the AkulavÌratantra, the KulËnandatantra, and the JÕËnakËrikË.

TËrËkula
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The TËrËkula relates to works which centre on the goddess TËrË,
sometimes called NÌlasarasvatÌ (the sapphire SarasvatÌ) or UgratËrË. These
works promote the practice of svecchËcËrya, which may be roughly
translated as the path of doing one’s own will (icchË). This is left hand
(vËmËcËra) worship, and acknowledges a debt to Tibetan Buddhism –
several of the works relate that the sage VasiÛÖha went to the region
called MahËcÌnË near the Brahmaputra, only to see men and women
engaging in sexual intercourse, intoxicated with liquor, yet enlightened.
Buddha tells VasiÛÖha that this is the highest form of worship and tells
him the secret of MahËcÌnËcËra, which eventually enlightens all the gods
and goddesses.
The BÎhannÌlatantra deals with these topics and also speaks highly of
KËlÌkË, TripurË and KËmakhyË. The TËrËrahasya of BrahmËnandagiri
goes into the ritual worship of TËrË and provides additional material
about other aspects of this devÌ, who is counted second in the series of
mahËvidyËs. There are references to MahËcÌnËcËra in several other of
the left hand tantras in this current book.

The rest
The last section here published includes abstracts of a number of
works which do not
fall into any of the above categories,
(c)particularly
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but nevertheless have a left-hand slant. The BÎhat Tantrasara is a digest
of different practices and the worship of different devatË, as are the
ÉËktËnandataraÔgiÙÌ, the DevÌrahasyatantra and the Merutantra.
Each, however, has its own particular and quite distinct characteristics. The YoginÌtantra is different again, while the RudrayËmala is of
interest because it could be described as a tantra where the object of
worship is KuÙ×alinÌ. The KËmadhenutantra is a brief work dealing
with the potency of the mËtÎkËs, or letters of the alphabet.
I have also included short abstracts of two works from the schools of
Kashmir Éaivism, the MËlinÌvijayottaratantra and the Netratantra. Lastly,
there’s an abstract of the magical U××ËmareÚvaratantra, included to give
an idea of this type of work, but also of interest because it includes
lengthy descriptions of the worship of the yakÛiÙÌs.

The different divisions of tantra
Most scholars agree that there were five broad currents of Hindu
tËntrik schools or groups associated with Éiva, Éakti, ViÛÙu, SÍrya and
GaÙeÚa. If only things were that easy. As Goudriaan and Gupta point
out in Hindu Tantric and ÉËkta Literature, the tantras are the stepchild
of Indology, and it’s almost impossible to separate Éaivite from ÉËkta
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works because of the close relationship between the two.
Sir John Woodroffe says, in his collection of essays, Éakti and Éakta:
“Each sect of worshippers has its own tantras. In a previous chapter I
have shortly referred to the tantras of the ÉaivasiddhËnta, of the PaÕcarËtra
¼gama, and of the Northern Éaivism of which the MËlinivijaya Tantra
sets the type. The old fivefold division of worshippers was, according to
the PaÕcopËsana, Saura, GËnapatya. VaiÛÙava, Éaiva, and Éakta whose
mÍla devatËs were SÍrya, GaÙapati, ViÛÙu, Éiva and Éakti respectively.”12
(page 95)
PaÕcarËtra ¼gama is a VaiÛÙava school of tantra. An English introduction to the ÉrÌ PËÕcarËtrarakÛË, quotes P.T. Srinivasa Iyengar as
saying: “The influence of the ¼gamas or Tantras, as they are more
familiarly known, on Indian life has been profound. The living Hindu
religion of today from Cape Comorin to the remotest corners of Tibet is
essentially TËntric. Even the few genuine Vedic rites that are preserved
and are supposed to be derived straight from the Vedas, e.g. the saÑdhyË,
have been modified by the addition of TËntric practices.”13 (pages xixii).
In the LakÛmÌtantra, a PËÕcarËtra text, it’s said: “The intense delight
derived from the enjoyment through physical contact should be meditated on (by the yogin) with an unflickering mind as being my own
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
person [LakÛmÌ]. The state of pleasure obtained from stimulation and
friction with some recommended object (of delight) (i.e.) the erotic
enjoyment, should be cultivated (by the yogin). The pleasure derived
from seeing some object with the eyes, from tasting (some object), from
listening to (some sound), from inhaling some smell is my blissful
manifestation.”14 (LT 43, verse 78-85, Sanjukta Gupta translation.)
As scholar David Gordon White points out in The Alchemical Body,
elements of the Indian tËntrik tradition have existed since the 6th century
AD, and perhaps even before, and have undergone different changes,
reformations and transformations during that period.
Even within the five broad sections, there are so many divisions and
sub-divisions that you’d need a pretty sharp sword to cut that particular
Gordian Knot. Overlay this with the upheavals of the Muslim invasions
from the north, the plethora of local cult goddesses and gods with their
attendant folklore, the influence of the vedik religion, the existence of
texts like the upaniÛads and the purËÙas, the proliferation of different
schools of philosophy and yoga, the impact of Buddhism, and you get
the picture.
The tantras themselves don’t help – as you can see from abstracts of
texts in this book, homogeneity isn’t the highest on the scale of tËntrik
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priorities. Some of the digests incorporate what appears to amount to the
whole pantheon of Hinduism – see for example the Merutantra. But this
is perhaps not that strange. According to the MËtÎkËbhedatantra, a socalled “alchemical tantra”, all devÌs are forms of the one goddess, and
all devas are forms of the one god, Éiva.
“ÉrÌ CËÙdikË said: Why are there various goddesses such as TËriÙÌ,
BrahmËnÌ, Éakti-TripurË, VaiÛÙavÌ, ShakambharÌ, TËrË, TripurË and
ÉambhavÌ? ÉrÌ ÉaÔkara said: When SavitrÌ, the Mother of Veda, was
born from the body of KËlÌ, she became giver of the three vedas, and the
BrËhmaÙË-Éakti. From the secret mahËvidyË known as ÉaivÌ-EkajatË
originated LakÛmÌ-VaiÛÙavÌ, who also bestows the three vedas. The
secret mahËvidyË, ÉrÌ TripurËsundari, is ÉËmbhavÌ, the ultimate one,
MËyË, TripurË, the giver of liberation. In reality the mahËvidyË is one
with various names. So too the primeval god is one, with various names.”15
(MËtÎkËbhedatantra, chapter 12, verses 36-40).
The division into “divine” (divya), “heroic” (vÌra) and “beast like”
(paÚu) bhËvas (states) found in many tantras is not particularly helpful,
because they are defined variously in many of the different texts. While
many agree that the vÌra, or hero, is the brave soul who engages in the
left hand rites (vËmËcËra) into which woman enters, there’s no unanimity on that front either. It all depends on the particular text, the time it
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
was written, the place it was written and the tradition that spawned it.

Tantra as magic
There still aren’t that many English translations of tantras available and
one of the problems for Western readers is that even where they exist, any
given individual text does not tell the whole story. This is because, it
appears to us, texts were intended for the in-groups, and presupposed both
oral instruction and a background knowledge of the concepts that you don’t
find in the manuscripts or printed texts, which may well have been messed
up by copyists and/or printers, none of whom might have had a clue what
the material they working on meant.
In the introduction to the SaundaryalaharÌ, (TPH, 1937), the editors
Sastri and Ayyangar, claim that devotees of the goddess, Éakti, fall into two
classes – Samayin and Kaula. The introduction says the Samayins believe
in the unity of Éakti and Éiva, while the Kaulas worship the KaulinÌ as the
sleeping KuÙ×alinÌ in the lowest, MÍlËdhËra cakra and “are satisfied with
the attainment and enjoyment of purely temporal objects, believing, at the
same time, that with the rousing of the KuÙ×alinÌ, they attain liberation.”16
This is a sectarian view by Samayin southern Indian devotees of the
Ériyantra, which is not borne out by the available Kaula literature unless
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it’s wilfully bent into that shape. The editors, in a commentary to verse
31, discuss 64 tantras which they say are vËmËcara, or kulËcara, aimed
at people with “aboriginal blood running in their veins” and “beyond the
pale of the scriptural path”. But the editors provide a useful list of what
they consider to be these delusive tantras and provide their own instructive list of these 64 tantras, giving their own reasons why they are
“reprehensible”.
These are MahËmËyË Éambara – deluding the senses; YoginÌjËla
Éambara, magic using yoginÌs in the cremation ground; Tattva Éambara
– causing the elements to appear as though mutually transforming themselves; Siddha Bhairava, VaÖuka Bhairava, KaÕkËla Bhairava, KËla
Bhairava, KËlËgni Bhairava, YoginÌ Bhairava, MahË Bhairava, Éakti
Bhairava – eight tantras representing the eight Bhairavas, but “considered objectionable, as they partake of KËpËlika doctrines; BrËhmÌ,
MËheÚvarÌ, KaumËrÌ, VaiÛÙavÌ, VËrËhÌ, MËhendrÌ, CËmuÙ×Ë, and ÉivadÍtÌ,
which the authors say “stray far away from the Vedic path”; Brahma
YËmala, ViÛÙu YËmala, Rudra YËmala, LakÛmÌ YËmala, UmË YËmala,
Skanda YËmala, GaÙeÚa YËmala and Jayadratha YËmala – these say the
editors aim at the “gratification of several desires, which not having the
sanction of the Vedas are considered objectionable”
Then there’s Candra JÕËna, which say our editors “expounds the 16
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NityËs and is however considered objectionable, as smacking of KËpËlika
tenets”; MËlinÌ VidyË for crossing oceans; MahË SaÑmohana, “bringing
on sleep in persons even during their waking state”; VËma JuÛÖa and
MahËdeva “productive of awkward habits and tendencies, which may be
characterised as VËmËcËra, filthy conduct”; VËtula, VËtulottara, and
KËmika contain “features not countenanced by the Veda”; HÎdbheda
Tantra; Tantra Bheda, Guhya Tantra – involving “retaliatory processes”;
KalËvËda – which contains “perverse doctrines”; KalËsËra, which “expounds the rules of relating to the excellence of colour and is, as such a
VËmËcËra”.
Then we have KuÙ×ikËmata and Matottara – which deal with special
pills and alchemy; ViÙËkhya – said to deal with a yakÛiÙÌ and with
sexual virility; Trotala – connected with magical tankards, collyria and
sandals, clairvoyance and “mysterious powers of locomotion”; Trotalottara
which has “the power of bringing the 64 thousand yakÛiÙÌs face to
face”; PaÕcamÎta – immortality, the five elements; RÍpabheda ,
BhÍto××Ëmara, KulasËra, Kulo××ÌÚa and KulacÍdËmaÙi – bringing about
death and “as such, not recognised by the Veda”; SarvajÕËnottara, MahËkËlÌ
Mata, AruÙeÚa, ModinÌÚË and VikuÙÖheÚvara – five tantras which “deal
with the tenets of the Digambaras”; PÍrvËmnËya , PaÚcimËmnËya,
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DakÛiÙËmnËya, UttarËmnËya, NiruttarËmnËya, Vimala, Vimalotta and
DevÌ Mata – “which have reference to the doctrines of the KÛapaÙakas
and are as such to be discarded”. The KÛapaÙaka cult was a sect of
naked mendicants, also beyond the pale for our Vedik editors.
What’s clear from the above is that tantras are intimately connected
with magic – the same is true, by the way, for the Adyar edition of the
SaundaryalaharÌ, which is jam packed with little diagrams and yantras
which yield results when inscribed on gold plates and the like, such as
a “cure for impotency” or “bewitching kings, demons, animals and
women” by chanting different verses a more or less large number of
times for a specific period.
While this is a pretty useful indication for some type of practices
described in some of the tantras, it’s far from a comprehensive menu of
types of magic contained in other works it doesn’t mention. Chapter 34
of TantrarËjatantra, for example, describes a series of magical rites including the SiddhasËrasvatavidyË (a mantra) which if infused into water
and drunk by a little girl allows her to speak of the past, the present and
the future. In the same chapter there’s a dhyËna of AÚvËrÍ×hË, a red
goddess who sits on a red horse and subdues the enemy of the sËdhaka.17
In chapter 37 of the same tantra, verses 75-80, a technique is given
for leaving your body and entering another body. Chapter 31 of the
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same tantra is entirely devoted to “punishing enemies”, by doing homa,
by making a doll, and using specific positions of the planets to strike at
your enemies. Chapter 32 contains rites to benefit others.
The KËlikËpurËÙË, in chapter 58, verses 55-56, says that creating the
kavaca of KËmËkhyË bestows the siddhis guÖikËÕjana, pËtËla, pËdalepa,
rasËyana, uttËÖana and the like. According to Van Kooij, these are a
collyrium which you put on your eyes and lets you see buried treasure,
the power of entering into the earth, an ointment for the feet which let
the adept move anywhere without detection, and alchemy.18
Other siddhis mentioned in the tantras and in some of the texts
abstracted in this present book are kha×ga, which lets you create a
magical sword which cannot be bested in battle; antardhËna, which is
invisibility; khecara, which lets you fly, and bhÍcara which lets you
move fast over the surface of the earth.
We now turn to the KaulËvalÌnirÙaya. According to the editor of the
English introduction and the Sanskrit text, “A.A.S.”, chapter 19 talks
about the six acts, but also mentions other abilities such as the revival of
dead people by the transfer of prËÕa from an adept to a corpse and the
ability to see through walls, which you do by using an unguent you put
on your third eye. Chapter 20, says A.A.S., describes phetkËriÙÌ siddhi
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and lÍkÌvidyË. The latter is very useful because it lets you disappear or
appear, while phetkËriÙÌ siddhi means you can control jackals. Undoubtedly this is a useful magical skill to develop, because it’s possible that
if you walk through any metropolitan park in the 21st century, some
crazy might set her or his jackal-like dog on you.19
But these things are mentioned to show that attempting to separate
magic from tantra is a pointless exercise. The tantras abstracted in this
book include many other magical applications, as we will see. This is
not to say that tantra is just connected with magical applications. The
TantrarËjatantra has many fine passages related to cosmogony, to yoga,
and to the unity of knower, knowledge and known.
What we are dealing with here, no doubt in many different forms and
in many different cults, are the practices of a set of adepts, with all that
implies. The different lines and the different devatËs are not mutually
exclusive. The principles of pÍjË or worship follow a largely uniform
pattern, regardless of the aspect of the god or goddess, but what’s
concealed, or rather not immediately apparent, is the intense inner work
and devotion required to become such an adept, whether a yogi or a
yoginÌ.

Initiation
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When my dear but now dead gurudev gave me to understand that I’d
received the guru initiation into what he said was the NËtha sampradËya
in March 1978, he made it perfectly clear that initiation (dikÛa) of and
by itself bestowed little. It was up to a sËdhaka – that is to say up to
someone like me - to achieve the things aimed for and to realise them.
Four years earlier, I had received a tËntrik mantra in a dream which
turned lucid at the point it “sounded”, totally out of the blue, an event
which set me off on the tËntrik hunt. So by the time we had our meeting
in Mehmadabad, Gujarat state, all sorts of miraculous things had already
happened.
His opinion about initiation is echoed in some tantras, and schools of
yoga, but others describe a “Saul on the Road to Damascus” situation,
where the Éakti within the guru lights up the aspirant’s own Éakti in a
flash. By now you will have already noticed that there’s precious little
in tËntrik texts that is straightforward. The guru-disciple relationship is
more fraught with dangers than nicely kissing your girlfriend, having a
glass of Chardonnay or four, and seeing her as ÉrÌ ÉrÌ 108 Éakti while
you slump against, or under a tomb stone in an olde English parish
church.
The classical formula, and it’s enshrined in many of the works ab-
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stracted in this book, is that a candidate, once he’s been accepted as
such by a guru, comes to a certain place at a certain time, and the devatË
is installed in much the same way as a sËdhaka might install his favourite form of the god or goddess in a yantra.
There’s so much ambiguity about initiation and about the status of
gurus, about paramparas, about sampradËyas and about lineages,
empowerments and the rest that whole volumes have been written about
them. The “guru is god” idea has seized the East and the West and now
vast billions of dollars pour into the coffers of “gurus”, proceeding from
what is really quite a straightforward idea. Many of these gurus wield
considerable political power in modern India.
In many tantras, while it’s enjoined that a candidate should have the
requisite qualities and potential to be initiated, it’s also important that
she or he chooses the right guru who must have corresponding qualities.
If you desperately want to learn bricklaying, going to a master craftsman who makes violins may mean you have chosen the “wrong” guru
or teacher.
But, on the other hand, if a master of making stringed instruments
accepts you as a student, and she or he is truly a master, you may well
learn exceptional skills which, while they might not entitle you to string
Stradivari productions, could set you up as the best carpenter there ever
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
was in Old Cremona Town, or at worst an excellent joiner because of
your apprenticeship - which taught you vast attention to detail and to
working hard.
The tËntrik texts make it clear that once a guru accepts you as his
student, it is imperative to behave towards him, or in some cases her, as
if she or he were a god or a goddess. An “apple for the teacher” doesn’t
go half way towards describing the duties of being a pupil of a tËntrik
guru.
You must obey her or him, even though such orders may pit you
against society and its mores. To disobey a guru of either sex is to draw
upon yourself the ire of the entire lineage of whatever parampara you’ve
been initiated into, which extends beyond the planet earth to the celestial realms and back to ¼dinËtha Éiva himself. This is not a matter of
whether you can make good violins or not – this is, apparently, a matter
of spiritual life and death, obviously given the philosophy of the tantras,
a totally ludicrous idea.
Principles of Tantra, chapter 24, quotes from endless Kaula tantras to
show that devotion to a tËntrik guru is unconditional. Chapter 25 is
interesting because, at first, quoting from the GaÙeÚavimarÚiÙÌ it says:
“Initiation by a yati, the father, one living in a forest, or when taken
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from a sannyËsÌ does no good to a sËdhaka”. (page 219)
The same chapter discusses women gurus. “Initiation by a woman is
to be recommended; in particular, initiation by a mother of her son,
which gives results eight fold greater than is ordinary.”20 (op cit, page
220)
You can receive a mantra and be initiated in a dream. “In the
RudrayËmala it is said: ‘In the case of a mantra received in a dream,
there is no necessity for vicËra of Guru and ÉiÛya. If a mantra is received in a dream from a woman, it will be purified by a samskËra.’ ‘No
mantra becomes effective without the taking of Guru, therefore the life
of the Guru should be invoked into a mantra received in a dream and
into a ghaÖa, and the mantra should then be received by writing it on a
banian leaf with kuÔkuma.’ This is laid down in the YoginÌ Tantra and
other books.”21 (op cit, page 221).
The author continues: “The dhyËna, mantra, stava, kavaca and so
forth, for women gurus are different from those for male gurus. SËdhakas
will learn them from the MatÎkËbheda, GuptasËdhana, and other tantras.”22
(op cit, page 221).

SËdhana
The Sanskrit(c)
word
sËdhanË
means work leading towards a goal, but
2008
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that goal may differ before success (siddha) is achieved. The object of
the goal varies greatly depending on what a sËdhaka wants to achieve.
The greatest goal described in many tËntrik texts is liberation, but there
are also a number of lesser goals. That is why one of the other meanings
of sËdhaka is an adept, or a magician.
The texts in this book give the impression that tantras consist in a
large part of strings of rituals, for lesser or for greater aims, interspersed
with material similar to spells. The most notorious material is related to
ritual sexual intercourse, and this is what’s given tantra its curious
western “New Age” twist in the late 20th and the 21st century, “neotantra” being almost completely divorced from the Asian traditions.
Most of the texts themselves say that instruction comes from the
guru, and this means that while the books may describe rituals and
practices, there’s a lot that’s unsaid, and intended to be supplemented
with instruction from the various schools connected with the very many
various traditions.
SËdhanË also means work on one’s self, and this can be of an intensity that certainly isn’t for the faint-hearted but for those with some
strong desire. When an individual embarks on this path, she or he may
not know at first what his or her desire is based on. The guru, already
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adept in the practice and in theory linked to one of the different traditions, assessed a would be disciple and, again in theory, knows from the
way the work is approached, what’s best for the would be adept. She or
he may be told they’re completely unsuitable for the work. The guru
might be right or wrong about this.
The process of sËdhanË also requires persistence, an intuition of
what’s meant by the sometimes flowery words and seemingly endless
rituals and how they may be applied. Even if you confine yourself to the
daily pÍjË, this can be a slog, as some of the rituals contained in this
book clearly show. You have to have a reason for doing it and while the
dead hand of tradition shows that many a pÍjË is performed today
without inner knowledge, at least that means the rituals have been preserved.
Many of the traditions are of the view that performing pÍjË - which
can only be approximated to “worship” - is worthless without the inner
work that has to be undertaken as preparation to the rituals. This falls
into the realm of yoga - the intense visualisations required cannot be
achieved in a day, and while the traditions always allow for the possibility that realisation can fall to a person at a stroke, that may only be for
those who by sËdhanË in perhaps countless lives previously have prepared themselves for the grace of the DevÌ in this so short life.
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PÍjË
K.R. Van Kooij, in the Worship of the Goddess according to the
KËlikËpurËÙË, describes common pÍjË (sËmËnyË pÍjË) for the devÌ
KËmËkhyË, classifying it into four parts which are the preparatory acts,
meditation, worship proper, and the conclusion.23
While individual elements in different pÍjËs exist, depending on the
aspect of devatË, his classification holds good for the hosts of tËntrik
devatËs. We can briefly summarise his analysis as follows.
Preparation includes, in his words, the “removing of sins”
(pËpotsËraÙa), cleaning (mËrjana), creating of the maÙ×ala, expelling the
bhÍtas (bhÍtËpasËraÙa), and the “binding of the directions” (digbandhana),
preparing a jar for the special offering, turning this water into nectar
(amÎta), preparation of the place to sit (Ësana), paying respect to the
Ëtma within, and purifying of the hands.
The second phase, meditation, includes prËÙËyËma, internal purification (bhÍtaÚuddhi), meditation in the heart seat (pÌÖhadhyËna), and nyËsa.
The third phase includes sprinkling the place with water, mental worship (mËnasapÍjË), installing the devatË into the yantra, or whatever
object is sacred to the particular aspect, invocation, presenting the offer-
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ings (upacËra), worship of the devatË, worship of the surrounding devatËs,
recitation of mantra (japa), hymn (stuti), giving of sacrifice (bali) and
“dismissing” the devatË (visarjana).
In effect, after the internal meditations and nyËsa, a male or female
“worshipper” visualises himself or herself as being one with the devatË
he or she is worshipping. The devatË is “drawn out” by breath usually
with a flower, and placed on the yantra, image or other object, and then
worshipped as if she or he is actually present. After the other elements
of the pÍjË are completed, the devatË is “drawn back” by breath, using
the same flower into the complex of the “worshipper”.
The final phase involves the scrubbing out of the yantra or other base
for pÍjË, if it is a temporary object, and using the leftovers to make a
forehead mark, then worshipping the devatËs of the leftovers, and a
final offering to the sun.
While these elements are common to all pÍjËs, they may be elaborated at great length and they may also be truncated. See, for an example of elaboration, the abstract of Nityotsava, a manual largely devoted
to the rituals of the DevÌ TripurasundarÌ. The “five limbs” in the
DevÌrahasya each contain the essential elements of pÍjË for a large
number of DevÌs and Devas.
According to the English introduction to the KaulËvalÌ, if a man does
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
an outward rite without inner worship (antaryËga), then it’s fruitless.
“AntaryËga may be done in different ways such as KuÙ×alinÌyoga or
meditation by the sËdhaka in his heart on the ocean of nectar in the
middle of which is the island of gems, encircled by a beach of golden
sand.”
In addition to the common form of pÍjË, there are a number of
optional rites which may be performed, sometimes in the period when
the devatË is installed in the yantra or an image. These might include the
creation or recitation of a kavaca (armour), the recitation of the 1,000
names of the devatË, and other rites.

NyËsa
The word nyËsa means “placing” or “putting down”, but in the tËntrik
context refers to both an outer and inner practice. Each of the devas and
devÌs has his and her own nyËsa, and, quite often, there are multiple
versions. For example, in the Nityotsava there are nyËsas which transform the adept’s body into the ÉrÌyantra itself, and in another complex
nyËsa identifies the adept with 50 forms of GaÙeÚa, the nine planets, the
27 nakÛatras, seven YoginÌs, 12 sidereal constellations and the 50 pÌÖhas
or sacred sites.
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When an adept performs a nyËsa, she or he places the fingers on the
different parts of the body specified, but is also required to visualise the
different aspects of the devatË and pronounce a mantra when so doing.
This is supposed to turn the body of the adept into the divine form of
the aspect of devatË “worshipped”, on the principle that there is no
difference between worshipper and worshipped.
In addition to the complex nyËsas prescribed in tËntrik texts, there
are also nyËsas common to all devatËs. These include ÎÛi nyËsa, hand
nyËsa, mËtÎkË nyËsa and six limb (aÔga) nyËsa. The ÎÛi is the “seer”
who first perceived a mantra of a particular deva or devÌ, hand nyËsa
purifies the fingers, mËtÎkË nyËsa identifies the body with the 50 letters
of the alphabet, while six limb nyËsa purifies the important parts of the
body.
Here, as examples, are the hand and six limb nyËsas for BaÖuka
Bhairava, a form of Éiva-Bhairava as a very small but bright boy:
oÑ
oÑ
oÑ
oÑ
oÑ
oÑ

hrËÑ vËÑ aÑguÛÖhËbhyËÑ namaÒ ý (thumbs)
hrÌÑ vÌÑ tarjanÌbhyËÑ svËhË ý (index fingers)
hrÍÑ vÍÑ madhyamËbhyËÑ vaÛaÖ ý (middle fingers)
hraiÑ vaiÑ anËmikËbhyËÑ huÑ ý (ring fingers)
hrauÑ vauÑ kaniÛÖhËbhyËÑ vauÛaÖ ý (little fingers)
hraÒ vaÒ karatalakarapÎÛÖhËbhyËÑ phaÖ ý (front and back of hands)

oÑ
oÑ
oÑ
oÑ
oÑ
oÑ

hrËÑ vËÑ hÎdayËya namaÒ ý (heart)
hrÌÑ vÌÑ Úirase svËhË ý (head)
hrÍÑ vÍÑ ÚikhËyao vaÛaÖ ý (peak, top knot)
hraiÑ vaiÑ kavacËya huÑ ý (armour)
hrauÑ vauÑ netratrayËya vauÛaÖ ý (three eyes)
hraÒ vaÒ astrËya phaÖ ý (missile)
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These nyËsas, accompanied by mantras and gestures (mudrËs) typically incorporate elements of the mantra of a devatË – for example here
the bÌja or seed mantra of BaÖuka, VaÑ.

MudrËs
A mudrË is generally taken to be a hand gesture used in the pÍjË of
a devatË, and their number is legion. For example, the devÌ TripurasundarÌ
is said to have nine such mudrËs, related to the nine maÙ×alas of the
ÉrÌyantra.
But different texts enumerate different numbers of mudrËs, some of
which are used for specific purposes, such as invoking the devatË into
her or his yantra or other base used for worship.
MudrË also has other meanings – in some of the texts it very obviously defines an inner attitude rather than a specific hand gesture, or,
perhaps more correctly, the assumption of the mudrË corresponds to an
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inner attitude.
For example, in his translation of the Éiva SÍtras, Jaideva Singh
describes the Bhairava or BhairavÌ mudrËs as “a kind of psycho-physical condition brought about by the following practice: ‘Attention should
be turned inwards; the gaze should be turned outwards, without the
twinkling of the eyes’.”24 (Éiva SÍtras page 252)
The NËtha work, Shri Vilakshan Avadhoot says. “There are five
MudrËs or poses which a practitioner of Yoga can adopt for DhËran.
These are known as KhecarÌ, BhÍcarÌ, CËcarÌ, AgocarÌ and UnmanÌ.”25
(page 191)
The work says that KhecarÌ MudrË involves concentrating the mental
tendencies in the mouth, concentrating the sight in the space between
the eyebrows, then drinking the nectar from the 1,000 petal lotus. The
BhÍcarÌ MudrË involves drawing the prËÕa and apana into the nose. The
CËcarÌ MudrË the sight is to be fixed at the space between the eyebrows.
AgocarÌ involves concentrating on alternate ears, breathing in a calm
way, and opening up the system for the unstruck sound.
The UnamanÌ MudrË, says the text, involves an aspirant who “should
perceive the entire creation within himself. He should not think that the
world is different and away from him...All forms of life moving or nonmoving appear to be the reflection of his own self.”26 (page 196).
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Kavaca
The word kavaca means armour and these follow a tËntrik formula
which varies according to the aspect of devatË. While, as you can read
in the DevÌrahasya, these can be written and worn as amulets, they also
offer a way of helping a sËdhaka realise the unity between her or his
personal existence and the devatË.
Take, for example, the devÌ LalitË. She has 15 limbs called the
NityËs, who correspond to the 15 days of the bright lunar fortnight. A
kavaca in chapter 28, verse 55 of the TantrarËjatantra, reads as follows:
“LalitË, protect all of my being always and everywhere. KËmeÚvarÌ
protect me in the east, BhagamËlinÌ in the south east, and NityaklinnË,
always protect me in the southern direction. BheruÙ×Ë always protect
me in the south west, and VahnivËsinÌ shield me in the west.
MahËvajreÚvarÌ protect me always in the north west, and in the north,
DÍtÌ protect me. TvaritË, [in the north east), shield me.
“KulasundarÌ protect me above, and NityË protect me everywhere
below. NilapatËkË, VijayË and SarvamaÔgalË - protect and cause good
fortune everywhere. JvËlamËlinÌ guard me in my body, senses, mind and
breath. CitrË, always protect my citta.
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“May they protect me from lust, cruelty, greed, delusion, arrogance,
presumption, evil, selfishness, grief and doubt - everywhere and always.
[May they shield me] from numbness, evil actions, lies, anger, worry,
harmfulness, and thieving. They should always protect me and promote
auspicious acts.
“May the 16 NityËs protect me by their own Úaktis seated on elephants, and with their Úaktis seated on horses always shield me everywhere.
“The Úaktis seated on lions protect me within, and the Úaktis in
chariots always protect me everywhere in war. The Úaktis seated on
Garu×as protect me in the aether (sky) and upon the earth. The Úaktis,
with their terrifying weapons, put to flight elementals, ghosts, flesheaters, seizers of the self, and all ailments.
“The innumerable Úaktis and devÌs on their elephants, horses, tigers,
lions and Garu×as protect me always and everywhere without gaps.”
The purpose of this kavaca is clearly protective, but it also centres a
sËdhaka in the universe of LalitË and her 15 NityËs. We may contrast
this with different kavacas, for example to KËlÌ in her aspect as DakÛiÙË
KËlikË.

Ritual Accessories
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The fifteenth chapter of the Gandharvatantra describes 16 different
offerings used in a pÍja, the upacËrËs. These do differ in the different
texts, with the number and types sometimes being multiplied upwards
or downwards.
The Gandharvatantra describes the material to sit upon (Ësana), water
to wash the feet (pËdya), a mixture in solution for the head held in the
conch (arghya), water to drink (Ëcamana), sweet liquids in a pot
(madhuparka), water for bathing (snËna), clothes (vastra), jewels
(bhÍÛaÙa), scent (gandha), collyrium (ËÕjana), flowers (puÛpa), incense
(dhÍpa), lamps (dÌpa), and food (naivedya). The same tantra, in the next
chapter, describes how to make wine, how to cook food, and how to
circumambulate. In the absence of availability of any of the ritual accessories, the five main upacËrËs corresponding to the five elements may
be used.
This is for external pÍja, but internal offerings are held to be more
desirable. Different types of flowers may be offered to the devËta within,
such as kindness, compassion, gentleness, generosity and other fine
sentiments. According to the KaulajÕËnanirÙaya, offering flowers with
no perfume does not please the goddess.
“One should worship carefully a woman or a maiden, as she is Éakti,
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sheltered by the Kulas. One should worship them with various bright
red flowers, such as pomegranate, pËrijËta, campaka, kunda, kadamba,
siÑhakeÚa, bhanduka, jËti, utpala, lotuses and so forth, and with various
other beautiful blossoms and garlands, such as the flowers of the Úala
tree. Meditate on them as wearing red clothes, besmeared with red scent,
adorned with red garlands. A vÌra should always meditate on them and
worship them inwardly, eschewing outer worship. Auspicious One! the
pÍja giving liberation and enjoyment has thus been declared to you.”27
KaulajÕËnanirÙaya 23, verses 12-16.

Yantra
The diagrams called yantras are common to practically all tËntrik
devatËs and generally consist of geometrical elements such as points,
triangles, and other types of polygons, with the square being a common
feature to most. Many yantras also have a number of petals, arranged
concentrically, as part of their pattern.
Each, according to the various traditions, should be adorned with
mantras, and with other mËtÎkËs to be a true receptacle for the aspect of
the god or goddess which dwells therein during pÍjË.
Although not an absolutely invariable rule, because there are few
invariable rules (c)
in this
tradition
anyway, yantras are usually worshipped
2008
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facing in the eastern direction.
And because there are always tËntrik exceptions to every, or perhaps
any rule, they do not always have the geometrical characteristics outlined above. The yantras of the nine planets, for example, are like the
European “magic squares”, while there are other examples which in
their squiggle like nature somewhat resemble the sigils of mediaeval
Western occultism.
Where there are elements like point (bindu), triangle and square,
they generally denote the heart of the devatË, the immanent point; the
three guÙas, and the deities which protect what’s inside. The traditions
vary about this too. So the four angles, with the bindu at the centre, may
represent the five elements while the triangle represents sun, moon and
fire, and all the other threes so commonly encountered in the traditions.
If the bindu represents the central devatË, then the triangles, the
polygons, the petals and the square may represent the enveloping attendants of the god or goddess, to be worshipped in the pÍjË.
Then again, yantras may be internalised, with each of the elements
being strongly visualised at various points within a human body, perhaps simultaneously with an external pÍjË.
A yantra can sometimes be likened to a flower. Over several days
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and weeks, you can see how a flower blooms from the seed (bindu) that
gives birth to it. Watch, for example, how a lupin which came from
nowhere as a little bud, gradually became a beautiful blossoming thing.
As the blossoms on the lower stem fade and turn into seeds, the nascent
flowers higher up gradually bloom and then turn into seeds too. When
the final bloom is over, all the lupin’s seeds that hadn’t already cracked,
burst and create more seeds. Blooms are very pretty, and even hard man
and top yogi Éiva was pierced by KËmadeva’s flowery arrows. For his
temerity in disturbing Éiva’s meditation, the Hindu cupid was turned
into ash. No doubt, Éiva carried on smoking his chillum, instead of
squeezing the waist of PËrvatÌ, while still believing yoga was greater
than love. KÎÛna, no doubt, could have enlightened him on that score.

Homa
The vedik rite of homa, in which various pleasant substances are
offered into a fire pit, a hearth, a kuÙ×a, has its tËntrik analogues. The
VËmakeÚvarÌmata, in the fifth chapter, describes different types of homa
of different shapes such as yoni, a triangle, a circle, a crescent moon,
one shaped like a nonagon, one in the shape of an eight petalled cakra,
and in a rectangle.
These give various
with homa into the yoni kuÙ×a bestowing
(c) results
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eloquence, a triangle making one attractive to all, a circular kuÙ×a
bestowing wealth, and so on.
“Sacrificing using yellow and white jasmine flowers, nutmeg blossoms, and great amounts of liquid butter, even a fool becomes a Lord of
Speech, O ParameÚvari. Sacrificing using fragrant oleander, China Rose
flowers, and liquid butter, O PËrvati, a mantrin becomes an attractor of
young women in heaven, on earth, and in the underworld.” 28
VËmakeÚvarÌmata, chapter five, verses 27-29.
This also has an inner sense. The kuÙ×a, or hearth, is at the base of
the spine in the MÍlËdhËra cakra. The different flowers and lashings of
ghee correspond to the menstrual flowers and semen of a sËdhaka, and
also to the sense impressions and actions, offered to the DevÌ.
This fire in the internal kuÙ×a burns eternally. The TantrarËjatantra,
in chapter 30, describes how supreme (para) homa is when the mind
with its capacity to reject and accept dissolves into that which doesn’t
waver.
Subtle homa, it continues, according to Sir John Woodroffe’s digest,
is “the realisation of the oneness of all sound and whatever is signified
thereby with the object of knowledge, the knower, and the act of knowing. Para Homa is that whereby is effected the total absorbtion, into the
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changeless (avikËriÙi) pure being (paramËrthËtmani=sattËmËtrasvarÍpe),
which is the MahËÚakti inseparate from one’s self and is the light which
shines without being fed by any fuel.”29 pages 98-99

MËtÎikËs and Mantra
The tËntrik compilation called ÉËradËtilaka opens with a description
of the supreme absolute, the MahaÒ. According to the English introduction to the Sanskrit text: “Its body is ever-enduring bliss. By the fifty
letters of the alphabet which are constantly emanating from that MahaÒ,
is this universe of moving and motionless objects, of sound and the
meaning thereof, pervaded. Men who are masters of the vedËnta call it
Shabda Brahman which is the inner Caitanya (stress towards particularised consciousness) which abides in all.”30 (ÉËradËtilaka, introduction,
page 5)
The absolute as sound, the Éabdabrahman, comes into being when
the first bindu, or immanence itself, bursts and divides itself into two.
“There arises a volume of sound in which the letters of the alphabet are
indiscernible...[it] assumes the form of KuÙ×alÌ and manifests itself in
the form of letters in all animate creatures.”31 (Introduction, page 9).
The spoken word, the introduction continues, are lunar (the vowels),
solar (the consonants),
andwww.shivashakti.com
fiery (the letters from ya to kÛa). Because
(c) 2008
consonants cannot be articulated without vowels, this text says, the
letters of the alphabet (mËtÎkËs) are combined Éiva and Éakti. They are
also related to the five bhÍtas or five elements of space, fire, air, earth
and water. Mantras are composed of different combinations of the 50
letters of the alphabet and are male, female, or neuter.
Chapter seven of the same tantra describes a tree of letters, under
which devÌ sits – here the branches are the letters of earth, the leaves are
letters of water, the sprouts are the fire letters, the flowers are the letters
of air, and the fruits are the letters of space. The tree, continues the text,
is Éiva and Éakti. The devÌ under the tree is SarasvatÌ and her body is
made up of the letters of the alphabet.
In chapter two of the To×alatantra, Éiva says: ““Listen, O DevÌ, I will
speak concisely of the essence of yoga. The body resembles a tree, with
the root above and the branches below. In the macrocosm there are
sacred bathing spots (tÌrÖhas) which also exist in the body. The macrocosm is like the microcosm.”32 (To×alatantra, verses one to two).
The TantrarËjatantra, in chapter 35, discusses the connection of the
letters of the alphabet, the mËtÎkËs with time. The vowels are the 15
limbs of the goddess LalitË while the 35 consonants from Ka to KÛa are
the 36 tattvas.
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Sir John Woodroffe says in his digest of this chapter: “By uniting
each of the different NityËs with each of the different tattvas, the number
of letters obtained is 576 (16x36). This is the complete number of
letters, the complete number of yantras and of years... MËtÎkËvarÙa
cakra (cakra of the alphabets), being based upon measures of time
(GhaÖikËtmakatvena) is identical with the JyotiÚcakra (sidereal cakra).”33
The Éabdabrahman, or the absolute as sound, exists in and as the
body, which comes into being as the result of Éiva and Éakti, as father
and mother, and is present at all times, according to some, as an
indistinct murmuring, which is the sound of KuÙ×alinÌ in the lowest
“cakra” (wheel), or, according to others, the ajapË or unrecited mantra,
haÑsaÒ, which exists in the body as prËÙa, or vital breath, and is
pronounced 21,600 times a day, by our breathing.
Each of these so-called six cakras is associated with a subset of the
50 mËtÎkËs.
In the DevÌrahasya, one of the texts abstracted in this book, there’s a
description of the goddess JvËlËmukhÌ. She is described as having three
eyes, with a moon as the crest of her diadem, and as bright as the sun,
the moon and the great fire at the end of time. She is seated in a six-fold
cakra, the form of consciousness (Cit). This description is followed by
a nyËsa of JvËlËmukhi, with the 21,600 breaths ascribed to six cakras
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
having four, six, 10, 12, 16, two and 1,000 petals respectively. The
MulËdhËra cakra is assigned 600 breaths; the SvËdhiÛÖhËna 6,000 breaths;
the MaÙipÍra 6,000; the AnËhata 6,000, the ViÚuddha 1,000; the ¼jÕË
1,000 and the Sahasrara another 1,000.
A sËdhaka is enjoined to perform prËÙËyËma of the unrecited, ajapË
mantra meditating in this way. This is the avyakta or invisible gËyatrÌ
recited by men and women 21,600 times during the day.
This theme is revisited in a contemporary work of the NËtha siddhas,
Shri Vilakshan Avadhoot. Facing page 218 of this work there’s a chart
of the different cakras in the human body, although the allocation of
breaths to the different centres differs from the scheme in the DevÌrahasya.
Here the MulËdhËra is assigned 600 breaths and is to be meditated on
for 40 minutes, the SvËdhiÛÖhËna for 1,200 breaths for 80 minutes; the
MaÙipÍra for 160 minutes and 2,400 breaths; the AnËhata for 320 minutes and 4,800 breaths; the ViÚuddha for 640 minutes and 9,600 breaths;
the ¼jÕË for 200 minutes and for 3,000 breaths. The topmost cakra does
not have breath and time attributed to it.
In his English introduction to the YoginÌhÎdaya, tËntrik scholar
Gopinath Kaviraj says: “What the BhËvanË Upanishad says implies that
the human body is to be conceived as the ÉrÌ Cakra, being the expres-
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sion of one’s own self (svËtmË). This means that while on one hand the
body is to be regarded as non-different from the ¼tmË, the entire cosmic
system (bËhyaprapaÕca) associated with the body, should also be viewed
in the same light.
“This outer system in its manifestation rests on time (kËla), space
(deÚa) and a combination of the two. The exponents of the school hold
that the well known fifteen kalËs of the moon (viz DarÚË, DÎÛÖË, etc.),
representing the 15 lunar tithis (Pratipat to PÍrÙimË) are to be regarded
as identical with the 15 NityËs (KËmeÚvarÌ to CitrË).
“The 16th kalË called SËdËkhyË should be viewed as one with LalitË
or the supreme deity Herself. In other words, one has to feel that what
appears in KËlacakra is nothing but an expression of what exists eternally as NityËs in the supreme ÉrÌ Cakra itself.
“The tithi cakra or the wheel of time is constantly revolving and the
ÉrÌ Cakra is within it and not without.
“It should also be remembered that from the viewpoint of an esoteric
yogin the tithis are in the last analysis to be identified with the 21,600
ÚvËsas supposed to be the average number of breaths per day of a
normal human being.”34 (YoginÌhÎdaya introduction, pages seven to eight).
The letters of the alphabet (mËtÎkËs) are one with the divisions of
time, with the TantrarËjatantra describing in chapter 21 a relationship
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between yantras, the nakÛatras and 27 trees which are related to the
lunar asterisms, as well as 27 animals which are related to the nakÛatras.
A mantra then, is a form of the absolute, perceived by a ÎÛi, and
taking a particular form, represented also in geometrical shape as yantras
and in images such as the different dhyËnas or meditation images. According to the TantrarËjatantra, a person who has become successful in
mantra “neither hates nor is attached to anything greatly. He is neither
over-sorrowful nor over-joyful. He is neither over-affectionate nor envious. He is not overcome by any calamity. He makes others happy and
avoids giving pain. His body is merely a vehicle for his self. He meddles not in the affairs of others. To him loss and gain are the same and
he is always contented. He can enjoy a thing and yet give it away.”35
(TantrarËjatantra, English introduction, page 114).

BÌja mantras
A bÌja or seed mantra is a short, usually monosyllabic mantra which
is said to encapsulate the nature of a devatË. Rather than being just a
syllable, however, it is said to vibrate and is the essence, in sound form,
of a devÌ or a deva.
This is put rather nicely in The Garland of Letters by Sir John
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Woodroffe. “Causal stress is uncreate, is self-produced and not caused
by the striking of one thing against another. For this reason it is called
AnËhata. This AnËhata Éabda, which is Brahman-movement is heard in
the heart which It has produced and which It causes to pulse, a movement which we can feel and hear.”36 (Chapter 24, page 242)
He continues that the uncreated sound (Éabda) has a dual form which
has a lettered and an unlettered form, the latter being produced by the
letters of the alphabet (mËtÎkËs) and the former being like the sound of
drums and bells. Indeed, in some of the tËntrik texts, these unlettered
sounds are said to be heard and felt as part of the course of yoga.
A bÌja mantra when it’s pronounced is only an approximation to its
subtle sound, and like the devatËs, and for that matter the yantras, they
represent the nature of the absolute in a particularised form. They are as
numerous as the devatËs they represent in sound form. The logic behind
why one devatË is represented in one particular form and not another is
far from apparent, although various tËntrik dictionaries (BÌjakoÚas) attempt to give them more or less forced meanings.
Some bÌja mantras appear related to the name of a particular devatË
– or perhaps the name of the devatË is drawn from the particular mantra.
For example, the goddess DurgË’s bÌja mantra is duÑ, the ÉrÌ (LakÛmÌ)
bÌja is ÚrÌÑ, while GaÙeÚa’s seed mantra is gaÑ.
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Common bÌja mantras encountered are krÌÑ (KËlÌ), aiÑ (SarasvatÌ),
klÌÑ (KËmadeva or KÎÛÙa), hÍÑ (the varma or armour bÌja), glauÑ and
gaÑ (GaÙeÚa), ÚrÌÑ (LakÛmÌ or ÉrÌ), hrÌÑ (MahËmËyË), strÌÑ (the vadhÍ
bÌja), and hauÑ (Éiva). But in addition to these relatively simple constructions, there are longer, tongue twisting bÌjas such as hskphreÑ,
hsklryÍÑ and others.
These bÌja mantras can and are visualised in or on the body of the
sËdhaka, in various centres within the body, and outside too. For example the varma (armour) bÌja hÍÑ may be visualised as forming a shield
for the arena in which a practitioner works. Different seed mantras may
also be used to “charge” substances used in a pÍja, such as water, food,
and the like. They are also used in initiation.
Many bÌja mantras are also combined to create root mantras of devatËs
(mÍlamantras). For example, LalitË’s 15-lettered mantra, divided into
three parts, runs ka e Ì la hrÌÑ, ha sa ka ha la hrÌÑ, sa ka la hrÌÑ.

GËyatrÌ
The vedik mantra, oÑ bhÍr bhuvah svah tat savitur vareÙyam bhargo
devasya dhÌmahi dhiyo yo nah pracodayËt, is reserved for the twice
born, for brahmins and is forbidden to women and to the ÚÍdra.
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It translates, according to Sir John Woodroffe in his introduction to
the MahËnirvËnatantra, as “OÑ. Let us contemplate the wondrous spirit
of the divine creator (SavitrÌ) of the earthly, atmospheric and celestial
spheres. May he direct our minds (that is ‘towards’ the attainment of
dharma, artha, kËma, and mokÛa), OÑ.”37 (pp xc-xci)
But there is an astonishing number of tËntrik gËyatrÌs, to be recited at
twilight times (sandhyË). These twilight times are morning, noon and
evening, but we have come across references to a fourth twilight time, at
midnight, particularly reserved for the adepts of the uncanny.
The tËntrik gËyatrÌs follow a similar pattern to the vedik, in that they
have a meaning, and are intended to direct a sËdhaka towards the particular aspect dear to him or her.
For example, here are some gËyatrÌs from the Nityotsava. GaÙeÚa’s
is given as tatpuruÛËya vidmahe vaktratuÙ×Ëya dhÌmahi, tanno dantiÒ
pracodayËt (Let us contemplate the supreme spirit, let us think of the
one with the bent trunk, let that tusk direct us); TripurasundarÌ’s as
tripurasundari vidmahe pÌÖhakËmini dhÌmahi tannaÒ klinne pracodayËt
(Let us contemplate TripurasundarÌ, let us think of the desirable lady of
the pÌÖha, may that wetness direct us). In the DevÌrahasyatantra, the
JvËlËmukhÌ gËyatrÌ reads jvËlËrÍpiÙyai vidmahe jagadbhakÛiÙyai dhimahi
tanno jvËle pracodayËt (Let us contemplate the flaming form, let us
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think of the destructress of the world, may that flame direct us).38
(JvËlËmukhÌpaÕcËÔga, part two, in the DevÌrahasyatantra).
These tËntrik gËyatrÌs are also employed in internal meditation. For
example, in the seventh chapter of the Gandharvatantra, the 24 syllables
of the gËyatrÌ of TripurasundarÌ are visualised as of being of different
colours and bringing different results. They destroy a lot of sins, and a
lot of the sins seem to be concerned with killing brahmins.
iÇ pu r su Nd ir
“Tri” is the colour of the campakË flower and is the essence of
Brahma, ViÛÙu and Éiva while “pu” is the colour of the matasi bloom
and “ra” is reddish and protects from hell. “Su” is effulgent as an
emerald and frees from sorrow and disease, “nda” is as bright as fire and
destroys the sin of aborting a foetus, while “ri” is pure and destroys the
sin of killing a brahmin.
iv Ò he
“Vi” is like the purest crystal and removes the sin arising from
unsuitable sexual intercourse, “dma” is also crystalline and frees from
eating unsuitable foods, and “he” is the colour of the moon and again
removes the sin of killing a brahmin.
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ka me ñ ir
“KË” is black in colour like a thundercloud, “me” is red and forgives
the sin of killing a cow, “Úva” is like glowing molten gold and frees
from murder, “ri” is white as a nutmeg flower and forgives the sin of
killing a guru.
xI m ih
“DhÌ” is as white as the kunda flower and releases a sËdhaka from
murdering his parents, “ma” as as bright as a red lotus and destroys sins
from previous births, while “hi” is the colour of a conch and as bright as
a full moon, and liberates from all sins.
t n>
“Ta” is pale white and removes the sin of theft, and “naÒ” is red as
cochineal and burns up the sin of killing creatures.
i¬n! ne à cae d yat!
“Klin” is red as sparkling lightning and burns all sins, “ne” is like
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the brightness of a rising sun, is in the east, and makes one equal to the
best of the gods. “Pra” is like the dusky petals of a blue lotus in the
south, and takes you to the feet of ViÛÙu, “co” is like yellow orpiment,
is in the north and takes you to the feet of Rudra, “da” is in the west like
an autumn moon, and takes you to the feet of ½Úvara, while “yat” is the
upper face and takes you to the feet of SadËÚiva.39 (Gandharvatantra,
chapter seven, verses 57-69).

Yoga and other practices
In his broad survey of the yoga traditions of the sub-continent, Georg
Feuerstein includes seven main more or less ancient categories, rËja
yoga; hatha yoga; jÕËna yoga; bhakti yoga; karma yoga; mantra yoga;
and laya yoga. There is a sense in which all of these divisions are shared
by an eighth form, which you could call tantra yoga. “Though connected with an immense architecture of old and new concepts and doctrines, Tantrism is intensely practical. It is, above all, a practice of
realization or what is called sËdhana. Thus Yoga is central to it.”40 page
456, The Yoga Tradition.
The psycho-spiritual basis to many tantras, the 36 tattvas, presuppose
a number of practices which underly the texts but which, very often, are
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not spelled out in detail. A guru may give his disciple a number of
exercises to perform, intended as the building blocks of future sËdhana.
Rituals, such as daily pÍja, presuppose a number of disciplines which
may come more or less easily to a student, one quite clearly, being the
ability to visualise for lengthy periods of time.
The rituals themselves foster such abilities, if performed according to
instructions. Firstly, preparing an area in which to work, assembling all
the materials needed, making an affirmation, the various meditations to
be performed, the drawing of a yantra and the other elements of pÍja are
intended to strengthen the will of a would be adept. Even the simple act
of creating the area in which to work has the effect of centring a human
being, as a first step to realising the essential unity between the cosmos
of 36 tattvas and the sËdhaka or sËdhÌka.
A practioner may also be instructed to understand how the five
senses and the impressions resulting from the physical organs affect the
triad of the mental apparatus, the Éakti Cakra or wheel of energies. In
the Doctrine of Vibration, Mark Dyczowski writes: “Sensory activity is
the most tangible expression of the power of consciousness to know and
act. The physical organs of sight and hearing, for example, are merely
‘doors’ (dvËra) or channels through which this power flows, they do not
in themselves account for the sensory perception of light and sound.”41
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
DoV page 132.
He continues that the senses include five of knowledge, the jÕËnendriya,
and five of action, the karmendriya. The mental apparatus includes the
intellect (buddhi), the ego (ahaÑkËra) and the mind (manas). “By
practice and Éiva’s grace, the yogi attains a state of alert
awareness...Awakened, he can perceive Spanda as the vibration of consciousness that animates the body and is the impulse which drives the
senses.”42 (op cit, page 132).
The ahaÑkËra or the little ego, appropriates to itself all sensory
experiences, creating the illusory feeling that “this is mine”, when
really it is an adumbration of the witness, or Éiva himself. The unity of
the knower, knowledge, and the known is realisation and can be symbolised, or truly is, the conjunction of Éakti and Éiva – the Úricakra,
which pulsates with the vibration of knower and known and gives rise
to the universe. In this sense, the various elements of a tËntrik pÍja, of
a yantra, of a mantra, of a dhyËna are like alarm clocks for a sËdhaka,
they are intended to help wake him up.
As a microcosm, all the elements of the cosmos itself including
planets, constellations and space are within an individual, and she or he
may be identified with them through his or her mental apparatus, not
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realising that the qualities or defects associated with the different planets
or seizers (graha) are not “her” or “his”, but are themselves forms of
Éakti. Perhaps, for example, a man might think of himself as being
decisive, energetic, daring and brave, not realising that these are the
qualities associated with the planet Mars and that actions taken through
this misidentification can lead him into every kind of scrape.
By being awake, being centred in the “fourth” or turyË, a person will
come to realise the different Úaktis or forces which pull him in every
different direction and create actions and reactions that bewilder and
confuse and change the shape of his history and life. An individual’s
rËÚi kuÙ×alÌ, or birth chart may, then be used as a “map” to see the
identifications with cosmic forces that may have seized his life and help
to free him from his “fate”.

Moon, Sun, Fire
Newcomers to the subject of tantra will be struck by how often the
terms moon, sun and fire are used in the texts.
According to Sir John Woodroffe’s English introduction to the
TantrarËjatantra, chapter 30: “In the MÍlËdhËra of all animals is fire
(pËvaka) and in the heart is sun (prabhËkara). In the head below the
Brahmarandhra is (c)
the 2008
moon www.shivashakti.com
(candramË). The first (¼dyË) NityË (i.e.
LalitË) pervades these three (trayËtmaka). The oneness of these three
along with their lights (tejas) with the mind should be meditated upon...the
imperishable body of Éiva and Éakti is composed of the three aforementioned forms or tejas. Other bodies (consisting of the five bhÍtas) are
assumed by the will of Éiva-Éakti. By liberation (mukti) is meant steadiness in the realisation of one’s own oneness with the aforementioned
three lights.”43 (TantrarËjatantra, pages 95-96).
But, according to works of Kashmir Éaivism, such as commentaries
on the Éiva SÍtras, these three lights also correspond to knowledge
(pramËÙa) and the sun, the object of knowledge (prameya) and the
moon, and the knower or subject (pramËtË) or fire. The universe is made
up of the combination of fire and moon.
These three “lights” also correspond to the three main nË×Ìs in the
human body. Bring them together, and you apparently stop time.
In his English introduction to the YoginÌhÎdaya, a work related to the
famous ÉrÌyantra, Gopinath Kaviraj says: “Éiva and Éakti are known as
fire and moon, and their equilibrium, where the difference between the
two is obliterated, is called sun, otherwise known as kËma or supreme
bindu. It is said that as in contact with fire ghee melts and flows out,
similarly the contact of fire or Éiva (prakËÚa) causes the moon or Éakti
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(vimarÚa) to melt and flow out. This outflow, from between the two
bindus, is called hËrdhakalË.”
This gives rise to the first cakra which in turn emanates the other
waves including the 36 tattvas and so the entire universe, which is,
however, a combination of knower, knowledge, and the object of knowledge. The subject, “I know”, becomes identified and so limited by these
tattvas, which are identified with the 36 consonants of the letters of the
Sanskrit alphabet.
The ÉrÌyantra itself, as it’s said in the YoginÌhÎdaya, consists of the
conjunction of four “fires” and five “Úaktis”. The universe is called the
prapaÕca and its nature is five fold as the five elements (mahËbhÍtas), as
that name suggests.
(table of the tattvas with explanation – directory, desktop, abstract).
This is a map of the individual (jÌva) who is, herself or himself, one
with Éiva, Éakti and their combination but through limitations doesn’t
realise that. Various methods of sËdhanË and pÍjË are all intended to
bring a sËdhaka towards this realisation.
There’s more on this in an as yet untranslated work called the
MËtÎkËcakraviveka, (Characteristics of the Circle of the Letters of the
Alphabet). Here, the nine maÙ×alas of the ÉrÌyantra are related to sun,
moon and fire, and to the states of being awake, dream, deep sleep and
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the “fourth”, the turÌya or witness to these states. This “witness” pervades all these three states.
The waking state is our ordinary everyday state, where we’re bombarded by sense impressions and a flood of other influences on the
conveyor-belt of life. These are all considered to be Úaktis in certain of
the tËntrik traditions. But while the various parts of our mind sift,
absorb and store such impressions, the witness, as the ÉivasÍtras says,
“the fourth enjoys and is contained in the states of waking, dreaming
and deep sleep”.44 (1, 7)

KuÙ×alinÌ and the nË×Ìs
One of the texts in this book, the RudrayËmala, could, in its way, be
described as a “KuÙ×alinÌ” tantra. There is no more vexed subject than
this KuÙ×alinÌ, because ever since Sir John Woodroffe’s The Serpent
Power was first published, one thousand and eight authors have made
hay where the sun of reason perhaps didn’t shine as bright as it might.
Lying three and a half times coiled up in a triangle at the base of the
spine, Little Miss KuÙ×alinÌ has deluded the western world for the last
century, as well she might. In her long journey climbing the Mount
Meru of the spine to kiss her beau, Éiva, she apparently takes time out
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to loiter in six cakras, associated with all sorts of powers (siddhis). The
texts do not say KuÙ×alinÌ is a snake – the movement of prËÙa or
bionergy within the body is likened to the progress of a snake. Some
texts in this book of abstracts deny KuÙ×alinÌ in any case – see for
example the AkulavÌratantra, a text of the NËtha sampradËya.
If Éiva is above the top of the head, and Éakti as KuÙ×alinÌ is at the
base of the spine, we have a symbolism of the two lovers who are far
apart, yet indissolubly united in one microcosm-macrocosm. Their desire for each other is such that it leaps between one pole and another,
shining brightly in the channels of bioenergy that also permeate the
body.
The texts clearly demonstrate that KuÙ×alinÌ is the goddess within
the body, at once one with Éiva as the witness, above the aperture at the
top of the skull. The complex imagery contained within The Serpent
Power is a symbolic way of describing the unity of Éiva and Éakti,
while other elements, such as the conduits of bionergy, are real enough.
But we can’t talk about a roadmap here on a sort of tËntrik Google
Earth, because the science is far from complete, if it is a science.
The MËtÎkËbhedatantra, chapter three, verses 6-8 says: “The jÌva
(embodied soul) is devoid of qualities. O goddess, for a jÌva, pleasure is
a delusion. There is no doubt about this. KuÙ×alinÌ, the form of sun,
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moon and fire, is endowed with qualities. A person should offer pleasure to the tongue of the goddess within the mÍlËdhËra. An intelligent
person should offer purified fish, meat and so forth into that mouth. The
sËdhaka should pronounce the basic mantra: ‘I sacrifice this in the
mouth of KuÙ×alÌ.’”45
Several of the tantras in this book describe a bioenergetic schema
with a central channel that conducts prËÕa extending from the base of
the spine, in the so called mÍlËdhËra or root base, up to the top of the
head. Outside this are mooted two channels of bionergy, called in most
texts the i×Ë and the piÕgala. The central nË×Ì is called the suÛumnË and
they represent the sun, the moon and fire. According to Ram Kumar
Rai in his The Encyclopedia of Yoga, 11 other nË×Ìs are important, but
there are 350,000 in the body altogether and they are all conduits of
bionergy, he says.46
Alain Danielou, in Yoga: the Method of Reintegration, says: “The
subtle body is connected with the gross body at several points. These
are called the knots or centres and are sometimes represented as lotuses.
In these centres the subtle nerves and arteries of the subtle body are
connected to the physical nerves through which they receive the perception of the sense organs and through whuch they communicate to the
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body the reaction of the suble body and the orders of the conscious.”
Facing this statement on page 123 is a diagram of these subtle nerves
and arteries, showing people have attempted to make a roadmap of them
all.46
But there are divergences in different texts and different traditions
about the number of the cakras in the human body. According to scholar
Alexis Sanderson, in his essay Éaivism and the Tantric Traditions, the
six cakra scheme is part of the yoga of the KubjikË schools. “Later it
became so universal, being disseminated as part of the system of kuÙ×alinÌyoga beyond the boundaries of the Tantric cults, that it has been forgotten in India (and not noticed outside it) that it is quite absent in all the
Tantric traditions except this and the cult of the goddess TripurasundarÌ.”47
(page 687).
What are we to make of a commentary to VarËhamihira’s HorËÚËstra
in verse nine of chapter one? This identifies the major six divisions of
the zodiac of Hindu sidereal astrology with the six cakras. The drekkana
(10 degrees of arc) is identified with the MÍlËdhËra, and the Sun; the
hora (15 degrees of arc) with the SvËdhiÛÖhËna, the Moon and the
mother; the MaÙipÍra with the navËÑÚa (one ninth of 30 degrees), the
brother and Mars; the AnËhata with the 30ths (triÑÚËÑÚa) and Mercury;
the ViÚuddha with the 12ths (dvËdaÚËÑÚa) and Jupiter; the ¼jÕË with
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the 12 sidereal constellations and Venus; and the dvËdaÚËnta with Saturn.
In truth, speculation and classification are so integral to many Sanskrit scholars and works, and to present day Western commentators on
these subjects, that the practicalities of “working on oneself” or “realising oneself” are easily lost in a welter of tables, charts, and correspondences which may have little to do with reality.

The bodily dhËtus and the yoginÌs
According to the legendary “Hermes Trismegistus” in his very short
and awfully enigmatic work called the Emerald Table, “that which is
above is like that which is below”.48
Turn to the To×alatantra, chapter two, and we have the statement that
the macrocosm is like the microcosm. This theme is repeated in the
Siddhasiddhantapaddhati, a work emanating from the NËtha sampradËya,
which deals in chapter six with the identity of the two. The hells and the
heavens, the gods and the goddesses, the rivers, the stars, the saints, the
pÌÖhas, all dwell in the body. The sun and the moon are the two eyes.
When someone is happy he or she is in heaven, and when unhappy in
hell.
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The six cakras, according to various texts, contain not only the
letters of the alphabet (mËtÎkËs) and various gods and goddesses, but
also the dhËtus, or ayurvedic bases, represented by a number of yoginÌs
called ÇËkinÌ and so forth. A description of these yoginÌs is found in the
great sixfold nyËsa contained in the Nityotsava – while these terrifying
aspects are said to “feed on human flesh”, they are actually spiritualised
forms of the seven dhËtus.
YoginÌ
ÇËkinÌ
RËkiÙÌ
LËkinÌ
KËkinÌ
SËkinÌ
HËkinÌ
YËkinÌ

DhËtu
Skin
Blood
Flesh
Fat
Bone
Marrow
Semen

Liking
Appearance
Milk
one face, four arms
Greasy food two faces, four arms
Sweetmeats
three faces, four arms
Curd
four faces, four arms
Mudga beans five faces, four arms
Saffron
six faces, four arms
All food
numberless faces, arms

Cakra
16 petals
12 petals
10 petals
6 petals
4 petals
2 petals
1,000 petals

According to Ayurveda Sikshaa, volume II, section one: “The human
body is composed of 13 constituents, divided into three categories: three
nutrient substances called the Tridosha – Vaayu, Pitta and Kapha, seven
supporting tissues called dhaatus, and three waste products called malas,
Vaayu is that which is responsible for life, Pitta for fire and Kapha for
the fluid (cooling elements) of the body as mentioned by Susruta.”49
2008 www.shivashakti.com
(chapter three, page(c)
33).
These dhËtus are, according to the same work: “Rasa (chyle and
lympth), rakta (blood), maamsa (muscles), meda (fat), asthi (bone),
majja (marrow) and shukra (semen). Malas are principally three, viz
Mala (faeces), Mootra (urine) and Sweda (sweat), besides which there
are Malaas of the Dhaatus also.”50 op cit.
“The philosophical basis of Ayurveda incorporated the three gunas
in a subtle and sophisticated view of mankind and its place in the world.
A human body was conceived of as being made up of seven dhatus or
tissues, three doshas (humours) and three malas (excretions). The tissues
are themselves composed of Earth, Air, Fire, Water and Space.
“These elements are made up of the three strands or gunas. Food is
transformed by digestive humours into fine liquid food or rasa, with the
aid of breath and sense impressions until the subtlest dhatu, semen, is
created.
“Overpreponderance of one of the three humours is what gives rise
to disease, perfect health existing only when three doshas, seven dhatus
and three malas are in balance. The doshas are linked with three major
bodily systems, blood system, nervous system and lymphatic system.”51
(Tantrik Astrology, chapter seven, pages 83-84).
In his Introduction to Ayurdeva, Chandrasekhar Thakkur says: “The
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Purusha or the human being is the field of treatment and as already
pointed out, is composed of five basic factors known as earth, water,
fire, ether and air... the relation of Doshas to Mahabhutas is very clear:
Vayu is believed to be resulting from air (according to another opinion
air+ether), Pitta from fire and water, and Kapha from water and earth...
The organs of sense otherwise known as Gnanendriyas are also
Panchabhautika. The eye has predominance of fire, ear of ether, nose of
earth, tongue of water and skin of vayu.”52 Chapter three, page 16
However, in his excellent survey, The Roots of Ayurveda, Dominik
Wujastyk makes this important point: “Note that the traditional Ëyurvedic
body differs strikingly from the body revealed in the gaze of tantric
adepts or yogic practitioners. Their magico-religious body is, in contrast, an instantiation of the universe in miniature, and a conduit for
mystical energies that awaken consciousness. None of these concepts
are present or prominent in the Ëyurvedic view of the body, which by
contrast is the locus of the workman who must know where the physical
organs reside in order to relieve the suffering of the sick.”53 page 309.
We can contrast that with the problems in astronomy faced by Hindu
astrologers, who, for example, struggle with the impossibility of the
horoscope of RËma in VËlmÌki’s RËmËyaÙa which shows five planets in
exaltation, although that’s impossible. Like the practitioners of Ëyurveda,
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the astrologer/astronomer has to deal with realities. And so, ParameÚvara,
a Keralese astronomer of the 15th century, says in his GoladÌpikË (Light
of Spherical Astronomy): “The statement that the seven islands and the
seven oceans are each, in order, double the extent of the previous, is
taken by astronomers as given only for [religious] meditation (upËsanË)
and not something to be verified by observation.” ParameÚvara was a
brahmin, but this didn’t stop him being an early pioneer in spherical
astronomy.54 Chapter three, 19.

Fear and conditioning
Some tantras in this book relate to vÌra, or heroic sËdhana, and
advocate practising what appear to be uncanny rites in the cremation
ground, drinking wine, engaging in sexual intercourse with an initiated
Úakti, eating meat, and fish, and “grain” – the so called five makËras.
For a Hindu who is in any way orthodox, these are very taboo practices.
The Indian guru figure DattËtreya is often associated with wine and
women, according to Origin and development of DattËtreya worship in
India.
The author says (p68): “It is worth noting that the followers of VËma
MËrga are seen practising such activities based on five Ma-KËras. The
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VËma MËrga is one of the three branches of Tantras. But before the
degradation of this system took place the real meaning behind them all
was generally understood by the followers...The wine referred to is not
the ordinary wine but is nectar in the form of feelings which are the
outcome of knowledge of Brahman. In the same way, the union with
woman is not to be understood in the popular sense but it is the union
of a YogÌ with his SuÛumÙË NË×Ì. Hazariparasad Dvivedi informs us
that in VËmËcËra, ¼tmË is to be imagined as VËmË (Éakti) while practising the UpËsanË. In this way, all the Ma-KËras are used by the VËma
MËrgis not in their literal sense (vËcyËrtha) but have altogether a technical meaning.”55
In the KulËrÙavatantra, chapter five, 104-105, it’s said: “Devoid of
the teachings of the Kaula, one who remains addicted to wine, woman
and flesh lives perpetually in hell. O KuleÚÌ! Even if one engrossed in
Brahman, resorts to [the] five ingredients without rituals, he stands
condemned.” The work continues that the real wine drinking is the bliss
experienced from KuÙ×alinÌ Éakti and the nectar from the Moon as pure
consciousness as the “real wine drinking”. Anything else is only liquor.
Eating flesh, it explains, is killing the animal in the form of merit
and demerit with the sword of knowledge. A person who controls the
senses and joins them with the ¼tmË is a person who eats fish. “Others
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
are just killers of creatures.” Verses 111-112 say: “The Éakti of ordinary
men with animal feelings remains asleep but the Éakti of a Kaula is
wide awake. One who serves this Éakti is the real server of Éakti, One
who experiences the bliss arising out of the union of Supreme Éakti and
his own ¼tmË is the real knower of copulation. Others are just enjoyers
of woman.”56
But the KulacÍ×ËmaÙÌtantra, a work called a nigama, in which Éiva
asks Éakti questions, rather than an Ëgama where the god is questioned
by the goddess says this: “If you should see a wine jar, fish, meat or a
beautiful woman, bow to BhairavÌ DevÌ, saying this mantra: “O destructress
of terrifying obstacles! Grace giver of the path of Kula! I bow to you,
boon giver adorned with a garland of skulls! O red clothed one! One
praised by all! All obstacle destroying DevÌ! I bow to you, the beloved
of Hara.”57 (KulacÍ×ËmaÙÌtantra, chapter four).
Are we then to conclude that the material in some tantras, which
explicitly advocate the use of the five makËras, is just symbolism? From
the evidence of quite a few of the texts, this is hard to believe. Verse 16
of the KarpÍrËdistotra says: “O KËlÌ, whoever on Tuesday at midnight,
having uttered thy mantra, makes offering even but once with devotion
to thee of a hair of his Éakti in the cremation ground, becomes a great
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poet, a lord of the earth, and ever goes mounted upon an elephant.”58
In a commentary to this chapter, “Arthur Avalon” who may, or may
not be Sir John Woodroffe, says most commentators describe this offering as a wife’s pubic hair, mixed with semen from the liÙga of a
sËdhaka. Yet the commentary by VimalËnanda, included in the same
edition, interprets the cremation ground as consciousness, the semen the
union of KuÙ×alinÌ and Éiva, and “the hair with its root” as the mind
with its functions.
Verse 16 of the same work says that worshippers of KËlÌ should
offer the flesh, hair and bone of cats, camels, sheep, buffaloes, goats and
men. Other verses in the KarpÍrËdistotra suggest the worship of the
menstruating yoni as pre-eminently suitable for pÍjË of KËlÌ. The commentary suggests the goat stands for lust, the buffalo anger, the cat
greed, the sheep delusion, the camel envy, and the man pride. These are
to be sacrificed by a sËdhaka.59
It is perhaps difficult for the modern mind to visualise the effect
much of this left hand symbolism would have on the mind of an orthodox Hindu, particularly a high caste Brahmin, in the past. The orthodox
taboos against dead bodies and cremation grounds, meat, naked women,
their menstrual blood, and the killing of animals were considerable.
The KaulËvalÌnirnaya, in chapter 21, concerns the avadhÍta and in its
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final verse, according to the English introduction, says: “On the left
(VËma) is the woman skilled in the art of dalliance and on the right
(DakÛiÙa), the drinking cup, in the front is hog’s flesh cooked hot with
chillies. On the shoulder is the well tuned vÌnË with its melodious
music. KulËdharma which contains the teachings of the great Guru is
deep of meaning and difficult of attainment even by yogÌs.”60 But this is
given a symbolic meaning, according to the same text.
Earlier in this chapter, it’s said that the avadhÍta is always in a
blissful state, conscious of his oneness with Bhairava and Éiva. “It is
very difficult for any one to know his true nature. When alone he is like
one mad, dumb or paralysed and when in the society of men he sometimes behaves like a good man, sometimes like a wicked one, and on
occasions he behaves like a demon. But the YogÌ is always pure whatever he may do and by his touch everything becomes pure. Detached
from his body immersed in jÕËna (knowledge), the YogÌ plays with his
senses which are (dangerous for others) like snakes.”61 (Introduction,
KaulËvalÌnirnaya, page 22).
This brings us back to DattËtreya. In the AvadhÍta UpaniÛad, DattËtreya
is asked by SËÑkÎiti what is the nature of an avadhÍta. To this, DattËtreya
replies: “He who rests constantly in himself, after crossing [the barrier
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of] castes and stages [of social position] and thus rises above varÙas and
ËÚramas and is in union [with God] is said to be an AvadhÍta.”62 (AvadhÍta
UpaniÛad, verse three).
In verse seven it’s said that an avadhÍta moves freely in the world,
whether with clothes or without clothes. “For them there is nothing
righteous or unrighteous; nothing holy or unholy.”
In the JÕËna KËrikË, abstracted in this book, MatsyendranËtha, the
supposed guru of the NËtha saint GorakhnËtha, gives inner meanings to
most of the uncanny symbolism of the Kaula schools. The cremation
ground is the union of inspiration and expiration. The crossroad is the
central point surrounded by the four elements which are within the
body. Dishevelled hair means freedom from dharma and adharma, which
is the characteristic of an avadhÍta, while being intoxicated with wine
means being full of the bliss of the nectar of yoga.
So the real question is whether sËdhakas were instructed to perform
the fearsome rites by their gurus, and it seems to us there’s no doubt
these rituals were, and perhaps still may be performed.
The digest called the KaulËvalÌnirnaya refers to several other tËntrik
texts, one of which is a Buddhist tantra, the CaÙ×amahËroÛaÙatantra. In
section 8.40, the spouse of CaÙ×amahËroÛaÙa, VajracaÙ×Ì, says: “And,
kissing and embracing, he should always worship VajrayoginÌ. If he is
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able, he should do it physically; if unable, with speech and mind. By
this man I am worshipped and satisfied, and to him I will give all
success. I am none other than the bodies of all women. And there is no
other way that I may be worshipped except by the worship of woman.
When, by this devotion, I am satisfied regarding the success of the
practitioner, then everywhere, at all times, always will I be in sight of
him. Concentrating that she has my complete form, he should make love
to his wife.”63
The purpose of the cremation ground rites may have more to them
than meets the eye. The Kaula schools proclaim in many places that
their adepts and their clans or Kulas preclude distinctions based on
caste, on sex or on social position. That is shocking to those of orthodox
persuasion, and the performance of such rites, particularly in a cremation ground, would act as a real initiation, flouting a mass of taboos and
beliefs with the aim of producing internal freedom from conditioning.

Sexuality and the five makËras
The ultimate taboos to be drawn from the five makËras are those of
death and sexuality. By situating a sËdhaka in sexual intercourse in a
cremation ground on the inauspicious dark days of the moon, the hero
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or heroine is intended to overcome the fears common to all humanity
and put him or her in touch with the ËtmË, one with the supreme
absolute, the union of Éiva and Éakti, and free from the 36 tattvas and
the complex of energies with which it is all to easy for the individual
being, the jÌva, to identify.
In his book, Kiss of the YoginÌ, David Gordon White expounds a
thesis which he largely bases on material found in the KaulajÕËnanirÙaya,
said to be written by the proto-nËtha and proto-Kaula MatsyendranËtha.
White suggests that a literal, rather than a philosophical reading of
tËntrik texts is necessary. “Much of the Tantric terminology only makes
sense if it is read literally; indeed I would argue that the ritual edifice of
early Tantra only stands, that early Tantra only functions as a coherent
system, if these terms are put into literal practice.” White proposes that
the yoginÌs, the Úaktis, gave supernatural powers to the adepts after their
semen was offered to them, and in exchange these preternatural creatures bestowed all sorts of supernatural powers on the siddhas.64 (Chapter one, page 8)
This is an interesting idea – the KaulajÕËnanirÙaya certainly has
plenty of references to menstrual blood and to semen, but it is also full
of practices to be performed by a sËdhaka, which are intended to lead to
realisation. White is not a practitioner, as he makes clear in this book.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
But we’d say he’s mistaken in putting things in such black and white
terms. There are radicals and there are conservatives in any group, or
group of groups. While the initiates may well have performed their
sexual practices in the cremation ground and drunk blood and semen
mixed with wine, this does not preclude the adepts of such cults seeking
other, parallel spiritual and also temporal goals, aligned to a fully fledged
magical system of which the messy elements were only a small part.
It’s pretty hard to transcendentalise the quite late Yonitantra. For
these practitioners, a woman quite obviously was the living DevÌ and a
man the living form of Éiva. Chapter two of Yonitantra says: “Having
seen the yoni full of menses, after bathing and reciting the mantra 108
times, a person becomes a Éiva on earth. One should recite the mantra
after offering both one’s own semen and the yoni flowers.”65
“In Kaula Agama, the five pure and eternal substances are ash, wife’s
nectar, semen, menstrual blood and ghee mixed together. In occasional
rites and in acts of kËma Siddhi, the great discharge is without
doubt and most certainly what one should do in Kaula Agama.
One should always consume the physical blood and semen. Dearest
One, this is the oblation of the yoginÌs and the siddhas”. 66
(KaulajÕËnanirÙaya, chapter eight).
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No wonder, then, that the path of the Kaulas is described as dangerous, and the ways to initiation were difficult to approach and certainly
not suitable for those of a herd like disposition, too apt to misunderstand the symbols and not ready for what might fly out of the bottle
once it’s uncorked. The KulËrÙavatantra says in verse 122: “One may
walk on the sharp edge of a sword; one may hold the neck of a tiger;
one may place a serpent on the body; but to follow the Kula path is
much harder.”67
The Kaula tradition is to be kept secret, because different paths relate
to peoples’ readiness or ability to understand (adhikËra) the teachings.
According to “Arthur Avalon” in an introduction to The Kaula and other
Upanishads: “Towards the end of the [Kaula] Upanishad is to be found
the injunction against the indiscriminate preaching of Kaula (Kula faith
and doctrine). This is because it is likely to be, as it is often is in fact,
misunderstood as by persons who say that the doctrine teaches and
sanctions among many other things incest.”68 (Introduction, page five).

The gods and the goddesses
If a Kaula were to issue an edict, ever, it might describe all female
forms of the absolute as Éakti, and all male forms of the absolute as
Éiva. But not absolutely,
because
there is no Éiva without Éakti, nor can
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there be a Éakti without a Éiva.
In human terms, we’re talking about the relationship between women
and men, and between men and women, adding in the fact we apparently have large roof brains which makes us all stand on our hind legs
and at least pretend we’re intelligent.
But we don’t get the feeling the Kaulas were into edicts, and they
tried to be all encompassing in terms of the gods and goddesses of
India, recognising that as Éakti takes different forms according to the
proportion of the three guÙas and bhÍtas (elements), so too does Éiva.
That is why you will read, especially in the tËntrik compilations,
how the aim was to be all-embracing, non-secular and concentrating on
the essential truths of the Hindu devatËs. In Hindu Polytheism, scholar
Alain Danielou showed the tolerant nature of the possibly hundreds or
thousands of different creeds on the sub-continent.
Said Danielou: “The duty of the man of knowledge, of the realised
being, is to teach to a worthy student what he has himself experienced
and nothing more. He cannot claim that his is the only truth, because he
cannot know what is true to others. He cannot claim his way to be the
only way, for the number of ways leading from the relative to the
absolute is infinite. The teacher expounds what he knows and must
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leave the seeker to make his own discoveries, to find the path of his
own development, for which each individual can be responsible finally
only to himself.”69 (Hindu Polytheism, preface x).
The names of the tËntrik devatËs, you will note, are not like Mr John
Smith or Mrs Emily Jones. They are descriptions of attributes, they are
adjectives rather than definitions or nouns. In ancient times, god was
never a noun but a verb, as students have noted. The symbol of the god
or the goddess is the movement of a flag in a wind, not a stone effigy
or an idol.
“Remote antiquity informs us, and intelligence confirms, that God is
a verb, never a noun. To conceive him of the latter is to worship a
graven image....the human mind can think in terms of things, images,
symbols, cyphers and the like – all of which are nounal. Try as it may,
it never can think in terms of pure movement, pure energy. If it could,
it would immediately experience the Absolute.”70 (Astrological Origins,
Cyril Fagan, pages 141-142)
The extreme would have it that there are two aspects of the absolute,
and they are Éiva and Éakti. Forms such as ViÛÙu, GaÙeÚa and the
many others are particularised aspects of the primordial god and goddess, suitable for different people according to their feelings and tastes.
So it is perfectly appropriate to “worship” the desired for aspect of
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divinity (iÛÖadevatË) and to achieve the same results.

Hindu measures of time
Many tantras contain references to times when rituals are to be performed, linked to jyotiÚa, loosely translated as Hindu astrology, which
embraces the movements of the planets and categorises the divisions of
time. As we will see from the texts, a human being is a microcosm, and
breath which moves through the different nË×Ìs or conduits of vital
energy in the body, is time.
There are some fundamental differences between Hindu astrology
and Western astrology – the chief is that the zodiac used in India is
sidereal, that is to say it is mapped to the constellations rather than
starting at a zero point of Aries which coincides with the vernal equinox. The difference between the two zodiacs is around 24 arc degrees –
there’s debate about this because the Indian scheme is linked to either a
star in the constellation of Pisces or to Citra (Spica) at Libra zero
degrees.
The planets (grahas) in Indian astrology are nine – the sun, moon,
Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, and RËhu and Ketu. The last two
are the north and south nodes of the moon. The seven real “planets”
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give their names to the days of the week. RËhu and Ketu are “invisible”
or shadowy planets and figuratively swallow up the sun and the moon
during an eclipse. The Hindu “planets” are all considered to be male
divinities.
The DaivajÕËnjabharanam, an astrological work from Kerala, opens
by giving the synonyms of these nine planets. The sun is the “source”,
the “nourisher”, the “creator of light”, the “one which radiates”, the
“maker of the day”, the “hot-rayed”, the “drier up”, the “burning one”,
the “shining one”, “with 1,000 rays”, the “source of illumination”. The
moon’s synonyms are “having white rays”, “shining”, “Soma”, “marked
like a deer”, the “drop”, the “maker of night”, the “white line of light”,
the “lord of the light”, “marked with a hare”, “hare stained”.
Mars is called the “coal”, the “son of earth”, “made of earth”, the
“red-bodied one”, the “inimical”, “known to be cruel”, “fettered with
irons”. Mercury is the “son of the moon”, the “knower”, the “very
wise”, the “instructor”, the “youth”, the “prince”, the “star” and “childlike”. Jupiter is called the “god of mantra”, the “teacher of the gods”,
the “preceptor of the individual”, the “lord of devotion”, the “messenger”, the “wise”, the “spokesman of the gods”, the “counsel” and the
“lord”.
Venus’ synonyms are “son of BhÎgu”, “thought-of-by-demons”, “eye
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of the priest”, “dawn”, “related to BhÎgu”, “poetic”, “resplendent”, “guru
of the Daityas”, the “poet”. Saturn is called “Lord-Éani-from-the sun”,
the “lame”, the “angular”, the “restless son of the sun”, “sluggish-anddark”, “yellow limbed”, and “son-of-shadow-clothed-with-darkness”.
Synonyms for RËhu and Ketu are “rising-and-setting”, the “seizer”,
“enemy-of-the-gods”, “lion-roar”, “known-as-smoky-coloured” and “peacock-crest”.71
The names of the 12 constellations are more or less identical to the
Western zodiac signs - MeÛa (Aries), VÎÛabha (Taurus), Mithuna (Gemini),
Karka (Cancer), SiÑha (Leo), KanyË (Virgo), TulË (Libra), VÎÚcika
(Scorpio), DhanuÛ (Sagittarius), Makara (Capricorn), Kumbha (Aquarius)
and MÌna (Pisces). David Pingree, in a translation of the early Sanskrit
astrological text YavanajËtaka of Sphujidvaja, argues persuasively that
several elements of what we now understand as Indian astrology came
in through the Greek back door as part of the invasion of Alexander, but
the water is muddied because there was a previously existing Indian
astronomical tradition, and it’s possible that Mesopotamian elements
also added to the mix.72
Indian astrology also uses another measure of the ecliptic, into 27
equal parts – the nakÛatras, sometimes called the lunar mansions. These
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themselves are divided into four parts, giving 108 smaller divisions. The
27 nakÛatras each has an aspect of divinity associated with them. They
are called AÚvinÌ, BharaÙÌ, KÎttikË, RohiÙÌ, MÎgaÚÌrÛa, ¼rdrË, PunarvasÍ,
PuÚya, ¼ÚleÛË, MaghË, PÍrvaphalgunÌ, UttaraphalgunÌ, Hasta, CitrË, SvËtÌ,
ViÚËkha, AnÍrËdhË, JyeÛÖa, MÍla, PÍrvËÛËdhË, UttarËÛËdhË, ÉravaÙa,
Dhanishtha, ÉaÖabhiÚa, PÍrvabhËdrapËdË, UttarabhËdrapËdË, and RevatÌ.
They are associated with stars, although it’s not always possible to
identify which western star name corresponds with each nakÛatra.
The Hindu calendar is lunar, and the tithi, or daily phase of the
moon, is an important element in the tantras. There are two sets of 15
tithis – the waxing phase begins with the new moon and ends with the
full moon, the waning phase following.
In his English digest of the TantrarËjatantra, Sir John Woodroffe
says in chapter 27 that prËÙa (life) is one with the ÉrÌyantra, with the
Úaktis and with time (kËla). The vital breath takes the characteristics of
the eight planets excluding the north node of the moon, RËhu. A person
breathes 360 times in a period of 24 minutes – a nË×ikË, and as there are
60 nË×ikËs in a day, so there are 21,600 breaths in 24 hours.73 The
following chapter of the TantrarËjatantra describes the wheel of time
(kËlacakra) as being driven by the IcchËÚakti and divided into 12 sections – the sidereal constellations - by 12 spokes. The letters of the
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alphabet, the mËtÎkËs, are also one with the wheel of time.74
According to the DakÛiÙamÍrti SamhitË, these 21,600 breaths in a
day are divided into solar and lunar halves, inhaling and exhaling, Éiva
and Éakti, making up the mantra haÑsaÒ. This mantra is called the
“unrecited mantra”.
The DevÌ is the whole circle of the zodiac, time, the sun, moon and
planets, the constellations, vital breath (prËÕa) and the mËtÎkËs or letters
of the alphabet. Ten long syllables are equivalent to one breath of four
seconds, while one nË×ikË of 24 minutes corresponds to 1,440 seconds
or 360 breaths. There are 1,440 minutes in a day of 24 hours, while
there are 1,440 hours in a season of 60 days.
In a collection of rituals called the ÉanistotrËvali, “the garland of
hymns to Saturn” (Éani), there’s a hymn called the
MahËkËlaÚanimÎtyuÕjayastotram, attributed to the MËrtaÙ×abhairavatantra,
which identifies MahËkËla-Éani with every possible astronomical and
astrological factor. It’s interesting that here MahËkËla is identified with
Saturn, because apparently during mediaeval times the worship of the
sun god, SÍrya, switched to the “son of the Sun”, one of the names of
Éani. Éani has more than something of the night about him. His vehicle
is a crow, he walks with a limp, so he moves slowly, and his sacred day
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is Saturday – one of the two days of the week, which, as we’ll see in
this book, is held in high esteem by left hand tËntriks. The other day
sacred to that mob is Tuesday, the day of Mars.
The hymn is really an extended nyËsa, and starts by identifying
different aspects of MahËkËla with the 27 nakÛatras, the different yogas
of Hindu astrology, and the seven bodily dhËtus. A passage reads: “Hail
to you rising in the ascendant, tall one, guide, moving in direct motion!
Hail to you, crooked one, very cruel one, moving in retrograde motion!
Hail to you in the constellations, to you who moves in the constellations, you who causes the constellations to tremble, you the lord of
constellations, you the giver of results in constellations. Hail to you!”
That’s followed by an identification of MahËkËla with the seven days
of the week, and the different divisions of time. It ends with these lines:
“Because you are the essence of time, I bow before you Éani! The whole
world and time itself dissolves in you, the god of time! You are the
body of time, the self, Éambhu, the KalËtma, the planet devatË!”75
In the MËtÎkËbhedatantra, chapter six, it’s said that the union of Éiva
and Éakti is like the eclipse and dissolves time. “ÉrÌ CËÙdikË said:
ParameÚvara, the eclipse is famous everywhere. Deva, why is a solar or
lunar eclipse a meritorious time? NËtha, in this matter there is doubt in
my heart. Speak from your core, supremely blissful one! Illumine me
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on this point.
“ÉrÌ ÉaÔkara said: Listen, beautiful limbed one! An eclipse is a very
great thing. DevÌ, eclipses are of three kinds — the conjunction of
moon, sun and fire. Fire always exists in the Éakti’s third eye. The
moon is her left eye, and the sun has its place in her right eye.
“DeveÚÌ, when Éambhu is engaged in love-pleasure this is similar to
an eclipse, at which time Éiva is in union with Éakti. In left eye contact
there is a lunar eclipse, and in right eye contact a solar eclipse. O
supreme lady, in contact with the forehead (eye), there is a fiery eclipse,
which is Éiva’s sperm. O SureÚvarÌ, that is why the fiery conjunction is
invisible.
“Éiva and the eclipse are the same as Éakti, who produced the three
guÙas. O ParameÚvarÌ, an eclipse is the sexual union of Éiva and Éakti.
Dearest one, when Éiva and Éakti unite in intercourse, that is the moment of the absolute. MaheÚËni, because of it, constellations stop still.
Just as the constellations and so forth cease, so too do the lunar days
and the nakÛatras. From the sexual union of Éiva and Éakti proceeds all
that moves, the very essence of the absolute.”76 (MËtÎkËbhedatantra,
chapter 6, verses 6-16)
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1: DakÛiÙamÍrti SamhitË
This work is a comprehensive digest on the subject of ÉrÌ VidyË,
from the Kaula point of view. It largely skips the philosophical implications of the cult and concentrates on the ritualistic aspects. Yet the work
is of interest because it seems to represent a different branch of the
tradition. For example, the mantras (properly, vidyËs) of the DevÌ’s 15
NityËs1 or eternities differ from those encountered in other texts including TantrarËjatantra, VËmakeÚvara, the Kalpa Sutras, &c.
The different paÖalas (chapters) are of widely varying lengths, some
consisting of only a few Úlokas, while others are much longer.
Chapter one begins with praise of TripurË in her five lion seat form.
ÉrÌ DevÌ questions ½Úvara about the different ËmnËyas, identified with
the four directions and the upper face. Éiva describes the different forms
of ÉrÌ VidyË and gives the vidyË and dhyËna (meditation images) of
LakÛmÌ in her one syllable form. Chapter two describes MahËlakÛmÌ
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pÍjË, together with the vidyË, dhyËna, and puraÚcaraÙa (preparatory
acts) of the goddess. In the third chapter, Éiva describes the worship of
the three Éakti forms of MahËlakÛmÌ.
SËmrËjyË (having imperial sway) LakÛmÌ is the subject of the fourth
chapter. After describing her form, Éiva gives her vidyË and the different ËvaraÙa or attendants in her yantra. Her yantra consists of a triangle,
eight petals, a circle and four doors. GËyatrÌ, SËvitrÌ, and SarasvatÌ are
in the corners of the triangle. BrahmË and the others are in the eight
petals.
In chapter five, ½Úvara speaks of ÉrÌ KoÚË VidyË. A sËdhaka who
masters this vidyË is never reborn. She is the supreme light, without any
attributes whatsoever, the very self of creation, maintenance and dissolution.
Chapter six extends the subject of the ParaniÛkalË DevatË (supreme
goddess with no parts). She is the supreme form of Parabrahma, wears
white clothes, white gems and is smeared with white paste. She shows
the mudrË of knowledge and is served by hosts of yogis. Her yantra
consists of a triangle, an eight petalled lotus, and an enclosure with four
doors.
The seventh chapter deals with the ajapË or unpronounced mantra.

ÉrÌkula
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According to the Kaulas, a human being breathes 21,600 times during
the day. Half are sun breaths and half are moon breaths. This is called
the AjapË because it is pronounced spontaneously, as a person breathes,
and is called the HaÑsa mantra. The letter Ha is Éiva, while the letter Sa
is Éakti. A sËdhaka can meditate on different cakras in the human body,
assigning sections of these breaths there. Together they make SohaÑ
(that I am), which is the equivalent to oÑ.
Chapter eight speaks of MËtÎkË, the goddess as the letters of the
alphabet, starting with A first and KÛa last. ½Úvara gives the maÙ×ala to
create for her worship and gives a dhyËna of the goddess. The six letter
groups are to be meditated on in the bodily cakras.
The next paÖala, chapter nine, begins to describe the goddess in her
form as a young pubescent woman, the BËlË2. Everything about her is
red, including jewels, clothes and accessories. She sits on a beautiful
jewelled lion seat in the midst of a forest of kadamba trees, which have
orange coloured blossoms. She holds noose and goad, and shows the
gestures giving boons and dispelling fear. The text gives details of her
yantra, and other ritualistic accessories. This is a much longer chapter
than the previous eight. Chapters 10 and 11 deal with the lion seat in the
four quarters.
In chapter 12, Éiva describes the KËma BÌja, personified by KËmeÚvarÌ.
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She is as effulgent as a china rose, holds a bow and arrows, and is
adorned with various beautiful jewels which delude the whole three
worlds.
Chapter 13 describes RaktanetrË worship. She has the form of LalitË,
with rounded high buttocks (nitambinÌ), a slender waist, a peaceful face
and beautiful eyes. She is young and beautiful with swelling, high firm
breasts.
In chapter 15 the devatËs associated with the southern ËmnËya are
briefly described. Then Éiva, in the next chapter, describes those of the
western ËmnËya.
Chapter 16 describes the MÎtasaÕjivinÌ DevÌ, a female form of Éiva
as MÎtyuÕjaya, or Conqueror of Death3. The next, paÖala 17, describes
VajreÚÌ. In chapter 18, Éiva speaks of the TripurË BhairavÌ or TripureÚÌ
vidyË. This is LalitË as a woman in whom menstruation has ceased4. She
sits on five corpses and is adorned with a necklace of skulls, and is as
bright as a copper coloured sun, wearing red jewels.
Chapter 19 gives more details about the western ËmnËya, while chapter 20 continues the topic by dealing with the northern (uttara) ËmnËya.
BhairavÌ is situated here.
Caitanya BhairavÌ is the subject of chapter 21, which only has four
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verses, while ÊaÖkÍÖË BhairavÌ forms the subject matter in the five
verses of chapter 22. The form of the goddess known as NityË BhairavÌ
is the topic of the two verses of chapter 23, while another fierce aspect
of TripurasundarÌ, Aghora BhairavÌ (ÇËmareÚÌ) forms the subject matter
of the six verses of chapter 24. The goddess SampatbhairavÌ is the
subject of six verses which is all that’s in chapter 25.
In chapter 26 Éiva tells the goddess about PaÕcasundarÌ. This is
LalitË in her form as the five elements of space, fire, air, earth and
water.5 Chapter 27 deals with PËrijËteÚvarÌ, while chapter 28 covers
PaÕca BËneÚÌ, or the goddess in her form as the five arrows. These are
the five love arrows of the god KËma. PaÕcakËmeÚvarÌ is the topic of
chapter 29. She is described as red, wreathed in red flowers, smeared
with red unguent, and wearing red jewels. She holds noose, goad, bow,
arrow, book, rosary, and shows the sign giving boons. KalpalatË VidyË
is described in chapter 30. Chapter 31, which is a 29 verse chapter, deals
of AnnapÍrÙË, or the goddess full of food. She is described as a Siddha
VidyË, giving endless food to her devotees.
In chapter 32 we learn of MËtaÕgÌratnË DevÌ. Details of her pÍjË, her
dhyËna, her enveloping (ËvaraÙa) devatËs and her vidyË are described.
Chapter 33 covers BhuvaneÚvarÌ, and the same subject is continued in
34 and in chapter 35 at some length. Chapter 36 speaks of the Ghatargala
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Yantra.
VËrËhÌ (also known as PaÕcamÌ) is the subject of chapter 37. Her
yantra can be inscribed on silver, gold or copper. Alternatively, it may
be drawn on birch bark (bhÍrja), using substances including kuÔkuma
(red saffron powder), aguru (aloe), sandal, rocana, or turmeric and water. The yantra consists of trikoÙË, pentagon, hexagon, an eight petal
lotus, a 100 petal lotus and a thousand petal lotus, surrounded by an
earthsquare. She is as bright as a blue lotus, wears a garland of skulls,
and is adorned with nine jewels.
In the 38th chapter, tarpaÙa (oblation) is described at some length,
together with some prayogas (magical applications), the nature of the
pot to be used in the worship and other details. This chapter deals with
the six magical acts (ÛaÖkarma).
The 39th, brief chapter, speaks of the PaÕcarËtra Agama, known as
the ViÛÙu Agama. It gives a dhyËna of LakÛmÌ. In chapter 40, ½Úvara
starts to speak of KËmeÚvarÌ NityË. The next chapters, up to and including chapter 53, speak of the other NityËs. These each relate to the days
of the waxing moon. In some cases, they have different mantras and
vidyËs to those described in the TantrarËjatantra. Chapter 41 is devoted
to BhagamËlinÌ - her yantra is said to be a triangle, a hexagon, a 16
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petalled lotus, an eight petal lotus, and an enclosure. Chapter 42 deals of
NityaklinnË, whose mantra is said to be of 18 letters. Her yantra here is
given as a triangle, surrounded by an eight petal lotus, and then a square
enclosure. BheruÙ×Ë, described in chapter 43, is as bright as 10,000,000
moons, has three eyes, is adorned with sapphires. Her yantra consists of
a triangle, an eight petalled lotus, and a foursquare enclosure.
Chapter 44 describes VahnivËsinÌ, and her yantras and mantras as
well as her dhyËna or meditation image, while chapter 45 in 11 verses
describes the MahËvidyeÚvarÌ. In chapter 46 there’s a description and
other ritual details relating to DÍtÌ and in chapter 47 there are 18 verses
describing TvaritË. KulasundarÌ has only four verses devoted to her in
chapter 48 while the next chapter describes NÌlapatËkinÌ. The following
chapter, in 12 verses describes the NityË VijayË.
Her yantra is a triangle, enclosed in a hexagon, enclosed in an eight
petalled lotus and surrounded by a rectangle. Chapter 51 deals of
SarvamaÔgalË, while the next describes the meditation image and other
ritualistic details of JvËlËmËlË. The final NityË is VicitrË or CitrË, described in chapter 53.
Chapter 54 gives the characteristics of the 15 NityËs (16, if LalitË is
included). This includes an interesting correlation between the states of
waking (jËgrad), dream, and deep sleep with the three guÙas. The
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fourth state (TuryË), is described as the ultimate kalË, free from existence and non-existence, beyond the three guÙas.6
These are the 16 kalËs but beyond this is a 17th kalË which is the
Absolute itself. The text correlates the letters of the ÉrÌ VidyË mantra
with the NityËs and with that which is beyond them. It relates the three
sections of the ÉrÌ VidyË with the three worlds and with the MahËpÌÖha
or great seat formed from the Sanskrit letters A-Ka-Tha. In the centre of
the universe (prapaÕca) is TripurË, who is of the nature of the absolute.
In chapter 55, DevÌ asks how one should perform the daily pÍjË of
the goddess. Éiva gives details here which are similar to those in other
ÉrÌ VidyË tantras. In chapter 56, which has 77 verses, Éiva says that the
supreme goddess is in the form of compassion (KÛamË), bears the universe (JagaddhËtrÌ), and is in the form of sound as NËda and Bindu. She
is also beyond these. Various mantras of ÉrÌ VidyË exist, including
those first pronounced by Kubera and LopËmudrË.7
The other vidyËs of ÉrÌ VidyË pronounced by other seers are related.
Towards the end of this chapter, ½Úvara Éiva sings of the greatness of
LalitË and describes the TuryË or fourth, by remembering which, an
individual becomes one with the Brahman or MahËpada. He says: “One’s
self (svayam) is Brahma, one’s self is ViÛÙu, one’s self is Rudra, there
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is no doubt about it.”
One who pronounces the vidyË even once surpasses thousands of
millions of aÚvamedhas (horse sacrifices), acts of homa, sacrifices, pilgrimages to holy places like KaÚi, bathing in sacred rivers and the rest.
He adds that even if he had millions of tongues, it would be impossible
to speak of the greatness of ÉrÌ VidyË. After obtaining it from the guru,
it washes away the most heinous sins.
In chapter 57, he continues the subject of the worship of ÉrÌ VidyË
and describes the great nyËsa in which she is identified with the letters
of the alphabet, the GaÙeÚas, the planets, the lunar constellations
(nakÛatras), the solar constellations (rËÚi), the yoginÌs and the sacred
sites.
Chapter 58, which has 74 verses, discusses the important subject of
KËmakËla. The three bindus are to be meditated on in TripurË’s forehead and two breasts, while the HakËra kalË is the lower part of the
KËmakËla, and the upper half of KËmakËla, the syllable ½Ñ is in her
yoni, below. One should meditate on being one with the DevÌ. When the
letters “ka” and “la” are dropped from the bÌja mantra “klÌÑ”, this is
KËmakËla in the TuryË state. Then follows a lengthy meditation on
LalitË, similar to the one in VËmakeÚvaratantra.8
In chapter 59, Éiva speaks of the famous ÉrÌ Yantra and describes the
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Éaktis or attendants worshipped in the different nine maÙ×alas, together
with how they should be visualised. The chapter concludes with the nine
different forms of LalitË, with their names and dhyËnas, each of which
preside over these maÙ×alas.
The 60th chapter speaks of how the sËdhaka should end pÍjË, with
worship of ÉoÛikË and the rest. In chapter 61, Éiva speaks of the different fruits of reciting mantra and of fire worship in a number of differently shaped kuÙ×as or fire pits. These produce different results according to the wish of he who does pÍjË, and demand different types of fruit,
flowers, and scents, depending on the object of the exercise.
In chapter 62, ½Úvara speaks of the Úakti, of her characteristics, and of
the sËdhanË to attract her. A circle is to be drawn and everything therein
should be red. She should be given flower, fruit, scented water, food,
clothes and jewels. The appropriate mudrËs should be displayed to her.
Other rites are given which result in the acquisition of marvellous siddhis
or powers. At the end of the chapter, the five KËmas are described. By
worshipping the KËmas, an individual may “delude the world” and
attract 64 koÖis9 of yoginÌs to the cakra.
In chapter 63, the important subject of the sexual worship of Éaktis
is discussed. Éiva describes the heroic sËdhanË and says that once semen
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is emitted using this rite, it should be offered to the Éakti. Sacred
substances include semen, menstrual blood and urine, the text says. If a
person worships in this manner without being properly initiated, the text
warns, it is the equivalent of slaying a Brahmin, and he or she ends up
in the different hells available in the Hindu tradition and they are legion.
You cannot adopt this method by reading it from a book, it continues.
In chapter 64, the subject of creating a pavitrË is alluded to, together
with the ritual method for consecrating it. The last, 65th chapter, speaks,
in some detail, of a rite of subjugation.
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2: JÕËnËrÙava Tantra
This work falls into the ÉrÌ VidyË class of tantras and is a relatively
brief and comparatively straightforward example of the genre. JÕËnËrÙava
means Ocean of Knowledge.
Consisting of 26 paÖalas (chapters), the JÕËnËrÙava amplifies information relating to the ÉrÌ VidyË tradition in other works of the school.
No date can be assigned to it. It does have some interesting information
on inner worship, rather than the external rituals (bahiryËga).
Cast in the familiar form as a discourse between DevÌ and ½Úvara, the
goddess starts the tantra by asking of the true nature of ÉrÌ VidyË. ½Úvara
opens by saying that the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet from A to KÛa,
endued with the 14 vowels and the three bodies, constitute the body of
MËtÎkË DevÌ, which is one with the circle of time (KalËmaÙ×ala). This
is the absolute as sound (Éabdabrahma). It is the true form of the ¼tma
and is HaÑsa.
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½Úvara then dilates on the three bindus. HaÑsa indicates the three
guÙas; the three Éaktis IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË; the three tattvas; the
three cities; the true nature of Bhur-Bhuvah-Svah and the states of
waking, dreaming and deep sleep. The waking state is sattvik, and is the
true form of Éakti, while the deep sleep state is tamasik and is the Éiva
form. The dream state is rajasik, says ½Úvara. The TuryË (the fourth)
pervades all these states and is the ParËkalË, the JÕËnacitkalË, a state of
true consciousness. This is TripurË and the true rosary of the letters
(ËkÛamËla).1
In chapter two, DevÌ wants to know about the different mantras and
forms of TripurË. ½Úvara says that TripurË has three forms of which the
first is BËlË. He outlines a three syllable mantra which is aiÑ klÌÑ sauh.
She is the mother of great good fortune, the giver of great eloquence,
the great destroyer of death and consists of all the worlds. The rest of
this chapter is mainly given over to details of external pÍjË (worship),
including tËntrik gËyatrÌ and the other usual details including nyËsa and
the like.
½Úvara starts to talk about internal worship (antaryËga) in chapter
three. Before beginning external worship, the devotee should visualise
the root mantra as pervading the body from the MÍlËdhËra to the top of
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the head, and visualise it as effulgent as koÖis of fires, suns and moons.
Then, facing east, the devotee should inscribe the yantra. The text gives
detailed instructions on how to draw the figure, including the mantras
and bÌjas which should be drawn on it.
The yantra may be inscribed on gold, silver, copper or on the ground,
and should be scented with perfumes including sandalwood, as well as
coloured with kuÔkuma, vermilion and camphor. It may also be inscribed on bhÍrja (a type of birch bark). Then follows a detailed dhyËna
(meditation image). She is adorned with many strings of pearls, and a
bright diadem. In her two left hands she holds a book and a bow, and
with her two right hands she banishes fear and bestows boons to the
sËdhaka. She is pure white as milk or snow, and has a sweetly smiling
face.
In chapter four, DevÌ asks ½Úvara about how to perform pÍjË in the
cakra or maÙ×ala described earlier. Éiva describes twelve pÌÖha Úaktis
whose names are VËmË, JyeÛÖË, RaudrÌ, AmbikË, IcchË, JÕËna, KriyË,
KubjikË, ¿ddhÌ, ViÛaghnikË, DÍtarÌ and ¼nandË. They are adorned with
strings of pearls and rubies, resemble the moon, are as white as the
Ganges river in flood, and have two arms. The twelve Úaktis are to be
worshipped from the east (of the goddess) and are adorned with the nine
jewels.
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There follows a description of the five corpses, the five lion seats.
½Úvara says that these are the bodies of Brahma, ViÛÙu, Rudra, ½Úvara
and SadËÚiva.2 Brahma, ViÛÙu and Rudra represent the three guÙas and
the states of creation, maintenance and destruction. There then follows a
detailed description of different mudrËs and other ritualistic details in
the pÍjË, as well as a description of the other deities who receive offering (bali) in the yantra. There are 81 verses in this chapter.
The subject of pÍjË is continued in chapter five. There is a very
lengthy meditation image of the goddess, followed by passages about
the worship and the mantras of the yoginÌs, BaÖuka - a Brahmin boy,
and the other bali devatËs, as outlined in GËndharvatantra.3 The five
great corpses form the base of the HaÑsa mattress.
Chapter six deals with the eastern lion seat, and describes the different DevÌs and Úaktis who dwell in the direction. The mantra of TripurË
BhairavÌ is given. The TripurË Bhairava vidyË is said to be hard to
obtain in the three worlds.
SampatpradË BhairavÌ is the great giver of prosperity. She is as
bright as a thousand suns, with a crest gem like the rising moon, wearing numberless gems and pearls. Her face is like the full moon, and she
has three eyes, with large swelling breasts, wearing red clothes, and has
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a youthful, intoxicated form. She holds a book and dispels fear with her
left hands, while with her right she holds a rosary of rudrËkÛas and
shows the mudrË giving boons. There then follows a description of
CaitanyË BhairavÌ. The next chapters describe the goddesses dwelling in
the southern, the western and the northern directions. Here their yantras
and vidyËs are also outlined.
Chapter ten is a lengthy chapter of 103 verses which covers a number
of mantras necessary to the worship of the DevÌ. These include the
hand-purifying mantra (karaÚuddhÌ), the Ësana or seat mantras, and the
other vidyË mantras used in her worship.
Chapter eleven, in contrast to the previous chapter, contains only 14
verses which describes the fifteen letter KËdi vidyË, all in code form.
Chapter 12 describes the other divisions in ÉrÌ VidyË, starting with the
LopamudrË mantra.
Chapter thirteen deals with the Êo×aÚÌ DevÌ, so called because her
mantra has sixteen letters. It describes the different sections of the
mantra and says that the sixteenth letter should never be revealed to
anyone. Unless it is obtained from a guru, its use bestows a curse. It is
made up of four parts which correspond to the states of waking, dreaming, deep sleep and the fourth state. The fourth state, TuryË, is the
supreme kalË, above being and non-being, above the guÙas and pure.
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Chapter fourteen describes the placing of the golden vessel or jar,
and details the ten kalËs of fire, the twelve kalËs of the sun, and in the
moon maÙ×ala, the sixteen kalËs, together with the mantras used in this
worship.3
This paÖala of 148 verses, speaks then of the special offering, and of
the yantra for this offering, which is made up of a triangle, a circle, six
angles, and an earth square. The sun is to be worshipped in this yantra.
The different six limbs of nyËsa are also worshipped in this yantra,
and a sËdhaka should perform bhÍtaÚuddhi, or purification of the elements in the human body.
Different more complex nyËsas should be performed, including the
MahËÛo×ha NyËsa, detailed in the YoginÌhridaya. The different meditation images to be used are outlined. The pÍjË includes the visualisation
and placing of the 50 (51) letters of the Sanskrit alphabet.
In chapter fifteen, which has 69 verses, ½Úvara starts by saying to the
DevÌ that he will declare the utmost NityË maÙ×ala, and starts by speaking of KËmeÚvarÌ, the mahËvidyË who subdues all of the worlds. Her
mantra is then given in code form. The vidyËs of the other fourteen
NityË DevÌs are then related. Mudras and nyËsas related to LalitË are
outlined. Inner worship (antaryËga) is recommended over external pÍjË.
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Chapter sixteen, which has 228 verses, starts with a question from
ÉrÌ DevÌ about inner yËga and outer yËga (worship). DevÌ, replies Éiva,
exists between the MulËdhara and BrahmarandhrË cakras.
There then follows a beautiful and lengthy dhyËna (meditation image) of the queen of queens, who has a face like the full moon, a mouth
like a lotus, and who consists of all mantra, all agamas, all places, all
vidyËs, all worship and pÍjË, all ÚËstras or holy texts, all ËmnËyas, and
who is pure bliss and consciousness herself, the supreme Mother. She
should be invoked in the centre of the cakra using mudrËs, and all the
mudrËs should be shown to her. She is surrounded by her fifteen NityË
attendants, and by the nine gurus, all of whose names end in ËnandanËtha,
as well as by masses of enlightened gurus. She is the NavacakreÚvarÌ, or
Lady of the Nine Cakras. Then follows a very lengthy description of her
other attendants in the ÉrÌ Yantra, as well as her nine forms in the nine
maÙ×alas of the ÉrÌ Yantra.
Éiva is asked about the 16 letter vidyË in the 118 verses of chapter
seventeen, about the rules of reciting the mantra, as well as some
instructions for the substances the ÉrÌ Yantra may be drawn on, which
include bhÍrja (Betula Bhojpatra) bark, gold, silver, copper and the
like.4 This chapter also has some prayogas (applications) for subjugation
and the like, and the flowers and other substances used to obtain the
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desired results.
The short, eighteenth chapter of 26 verses deals with a rite known as
the ratna or jewel pÍjË, which is also described in the Gandharvatantra.
Performing this rite for a period of one month removes the blemishes
accrued from seven incarnations, the text claims.
In chapter nineteen, Éakti asks the lord to explain the nature of the
three bijas, the essence of TripurasundarÌ.
There follows a dhyËna of KËmakËla, which, the text says, deludes
the entire world, and delivers every other type of benefit, including
destroying death, and so forth.5
Chapter twenty deals with the rules of japa and homa, and describes
successive homas which involve the recitation of mantra many hundreds
of thousands of time.
This chapter is reminiscent of a similar chapter in VËmakeÚvarÌmata.6
The successive recitations and the more intensive homas eventually
cause every denizen of the three worlds to become attracted to the
sËdhaka. It also describes the construction of the kuÙ×as (fire pits) to be
used in these homas, together with other diagrams employed in the
homas, along with the substances such as camphor and kuÔkuma which
should be used in the worship.
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Chapter twenty one speaks of inner (antar) homa, which is figuratively described as using a four square kuÙ×a. In this inner homa, the
21,600 breaths of inhalation and exhalation feed the fire of consciousness. These breaths make up the embodied being, or jÌva, which, however, is one with the ËtmËn. By sacrificing everything in the microcosm,
which is one with the macrocosm, into the central suÛumnË fire, knowledge (JÕËna) is realised. Feeding and worship of the kÍmËrÌs or virgins
is the topic of chapter twenty two. The kÍmËrÌs should be treated with
great reverence and fed good food, adorned with jewels and fine clothes
and the like.
Following the rules relating to the kÍmËrÌs, the chapter then goes on
to describe the DÍtÌ, or Úakti of a sËdhaka. This section of the chapter
contains reference to the vÌra sËdhanË.
Chapter twenty three continues the topic of DÍtÌs (messengers) by
speaking of the Inner DÍtÌ. She is IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË Éakti, the self
of Éiva and Éakti, the parËbrahma, or supreme absolute, in which everything is dissolved. She is the form of the sixteen vowels of the alphabet,
the form of the absolute, and the sixteen kalËs.7 Whosoever knows her
through the grace of the guru, becomes one with her. A fine verse
towards the end of this chapter says that there is no difference between
the four varÙas or castes, and the caÙ×alË or outcast. The DÍtÌ, or inner
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goddess, is free from such distinctions. In her, all such distinctions do
not exist.
In chapter twenty four, ½Úvara starts to speak about the rules for
initiation (dÌkÛË), without which worship of the DevÌ is fruitless. Wouldbe candidates who do not have the right attitude are not suitable for
initiation. He then speaks of a pavilion to perform the initiation, and of
diagrams to be created and of the devÌs who rule over the initiation, as
well as the regulation of breath (prËÙËyËma) and other particulars of the
time of initiation.
The chapter contains an unusual description of the cakras and of
initiation in these cakras, as well as giving the right times to bestow
initiation upon a candidate, which refer to particular times according to
the rules of sidereal astrology when initiation will be successful.8
Chapter twenty five is a very brief chapter which contains the rules
for making a pavitra. This sacred thread must be scented with rocana,
kuÔkuma and the like, and fashioned in a particular way with 118
threads intertwined together.
The last, twenty sixth chapter, speaks of the damanË (subduing) rite,
which must be preceded by elaborate precautions to protect the sËdhaka
performing it.
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3: The YoginÌ HÎdËya
The YoginÌ HÎdËya (Heart of the YoginÌ), also known as NityË
HÎdËya and SundarÌ HÎdËya, is said to be one part of the entire work
known as the NityËÛodaÚikËrÙava (Ocean of the 16 NityËs), the other
part being often separately treated as the VËmakeÚvaratantra.
The work, which abounds in elliptical terms and code words peculiar
to the ÉrÌ VidyË tradition, is divided into three chapters corresponding to
three parts (sanketa) described as cakra (or yantra), mantra and pÍjË, or
worship.
The YoginÌ HÎdËya belongs to what is known as the KËdi line of ÉrÌ
VidyË. KËdi means “the letter Ka etc”, and refers to the fifteen lettered
mantra which starts ka e Ì la hrÌÑ.
The well known ÉrÌ Yantra is considered to be one with the mantra
and with the erotic goddess known as ÉrÌ ÉrÌ MahËtripurasundarÌ.
The edition followed here was published as volume seven in the
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Sarasvati Bhavana Granthamala, with an English introduction by Gopinath
Kaviraj, and which also includes two important commentaries known as
the DÌpikË by AmÎtËnanda and the Setubhanda of BhËskarararËya.
The first paÖala opens with DevÌ addressing Bhairava. In the first
verse she says that in this VËmakeÚvaratantra are many concealed things
and she wishes to know the rest which has not yet been revealed. There
are 86 verses (Úlokas) in this chapter.
Bhairava answers by saying he will reveal the Supreme Heart of the
YoginÌ, which is to be obtained orally, and should not be discriminately
revealed.
Éakti is fivefold and refers to creation, while Éiva is fourfold and
related to dissolution.1 The union of the five Úaktis and the four fires
creates the cakra, that is the ÉrÌ Yantra. Éiva and Éakti are fire and moon
bindus and the contact of both causes the HËrdhakalË to flow, which
becomes the third bindu, sun, and which gives rise to the baindava or
first cakra. It is this first cakra, the bindu at the centre of the yantra,
which gives rise to the nine triangles or navayoni, and these, in turn,
cause the nine maÙ×alas of the yantra to blossom. This baindava or
central bindu, is Éiva and Éakti, also referred to in the texts as the light
and its mirror.
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The ultimate Éakti, by her own will assumed the form of the universe, first as a pulsating essence, consisting of the vowels of the alphabet. The bindu of the yantra corresponds to dharma, adharma and Ëtma,
which also corresponds to prËmatÎ (subject), meya (object) and pramËÙa
(knowledge). The bindu is situated on a dense, flowering mass of lotus,
and is self-aware consciousness, the citkalË. The quivering union of
Éiva and Éakti gradually creates the different maÙ×alas of the ÉrÌ Yantra,
which correspond to different letters of the Sanskrit alphabet.
KËmakËla subsists in the MahËbindu (great bindu) and is without
parts. The text refers to nine different and successively subtle forms of
sound which are beyond the vowels and consonants of the 50 (51)
letters of the alphabet.
She is every kind of Éakti, including IcchË (will), JÕËna (knowledge)
and KriyË (action), and exists as four pÌÖhas or sacred centres, represented by the letters KË(marÍpa), PÍ(rnagiri), JË(landhara) and O×(×Ìya).2
These seats exist in the microcosm between anus and genitals, at the
heart, in the head, and in the bindu above the head, and have the forms
of square, hexagon in a circle with a bindu, a crescent moon and a
triangle, and are of the colours yellow, purple, white and red.
These also correspond to four liÔgams, which are known as
Svayambhu, BËÙa, Itara and Para, which are situated in the pÌÖhas and
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are coloured gold, bhandÍka red, and like the autumn moon.
The vowels, which are divided into three, are situated in the svayaÑbhÍ
liÔgam, the letters Ka to Ta are associated with the BËÙa liÔgam, the
letters Tha to Sa are in the kadamba region, while the entire circle of the
letters, the mËtÎkË, are associated with the para or supreme liÔgam,
which is one with the essence of the bindu of the yantra, and is the root
of the tree of supreme bliss.
These different elements of speech, which are the Kulakaula, are also
the sections of the mantra. Further, these sections correspond to the
waking state, to dream, to deep sleep and to the fourth. Beyond this is
the absolute supreme which by its own will emanates the cosmos and is
also one with the cosmos, the union of measure, measurer and the
measured, that is to say the object, the subject and means of knowledge,
the triple peaks, and the very self of IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË Úaktis. The
universe has the appearance of emanating from the unmanifest KËmeÚvara
and KËmeÚvarÌ.3
The noose which TripurËsundarÌ holds is IcchË, the goad is JÕËna,
and the bow and arrows are KriyË Éakti, says Bhairava. By the blending
of the refuge (Éiva-KËmeÚvara) and ÉrÌ (Éakti-KËmeÚvarÌ), the eight
other maÙ×alas of the ÉrÌ Yantra come into creation. The remaining
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Úlokas (verses) of this chapter deal with the creation of the other maÙ×alas
of the yantra, and of the types of Úaktis occupying them.
In the second paÖala, Bhairava tells the DevÌ he will describe the
mantra. Knowing this, a vÌra (hero) becomes like TripurË herself. There
are 85 verses in this chapter. The text opens by describing the different
nyËsa to be employed in the worship of the goddess.
According to the text, each of the nine maÙ×alas of the ÉrÌ Yantra
have a particular form of TripurËsundarÌ presiding over them, and a
particular vidyË or feminine mantra appropriate to each. According to
the text, these forms are TripurË, TripureÚvarÌ, TripurasundarÌ,
TripuravËsinÌ, TripuraÚrÌ, TripuramËlinÌ, TripurasiddhÌ, TripurËmbikÌ, and
the ninth is MahËtripurasundarÌ.4 Verse 12 says that they should be
worshipped in this order in the nine cakras (that is maÙ×alas). That is to
say from the outside of the yantra to the centre.5
The mantra may be understood in six different ways, says verses 2526: bhËvËrtha, sampradËyË, nigamË, kaulika, sarvarahasyË, and mahËtattva.
The text then proceeds to outline the significance of these different
ways to understand the meanings (artha). The eighteenth century sËdhaka,
BhËskararËya, delineates the meaning of these in his work
VarivasyËrahasya, which is available with the Sanskrit text and an English translation in the Adyar Library series. There are also details of this
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in his commentary, Setubandha, included in Sanskrit in the YoginÌ HÎdËya.
VarivasyËrahasya also includes a detailed chart which shows the threefold divisions of TripurasundarÌ as well as the nine subtle forms of
speech beyond the letters of the alphabet.
BhËvËrtha is related to the fifteen lettered KËdi vidyË mantra. Removing the three mantras, the hrÌÑs from the mantra shows the essential
nature of Éiva and Éakti. The goddess embodies the 36 tattvas5 and is
identical with this mantra. This meaning shows the essential sameness
of devÌ, mantra and the cosmos.
The sampradËyË meaning shows the identity of the mantra with the
five elements of aether, air, fire, water and earth; the fifteen letters of
the mantra and the senses of sound, touch, image, taste and smell. Says
BhËskararËya: “As there is no difference between the cause and its
effect, between the thing signified (vËcya) and the word which signifies
the thing (vËcaka), and between Brahman and the universe, so also the
universe and this VidyË are identical [in relation to each other].”
The Nigarbha meaning shows the identity of the supreme devatË
with the guru, and because of the grace of the guru, one’s own self.
The Kaulika meaning is that she, the supreme goddess, rays out her
attendant Úaktis one with her. So, she is IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË; the fire,
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the sun and the moon; and the nine planets and other celestial phenomena, as well as the objects of the senses, the senses, and other constituent parts which are also present in the microcosm. Again, her Úaktis and
her are inseparable and this is represented by her inseparability from the
ÉrÌ Yantra.
The secret (rahasya) meaning of the mantra is the union of the DevÌ
with the 50 letters which represent 16 moon kalËs, 12 sun kalËs, and 10
fire kalËs, corresponding to the KulakuÙ×alinÌ, which extends from the
base cakra, shoots through the brow cakra and then beyond, causing a
flow of amrita or nectar to drench the body. She sleeps, she wakes, and
she sleeps again, and once more, is identical with mantra, yantra, guru
and the shining own self. The supreme absolute is one with Éiva and
Éakti. The tattva meaning is that she is one with the 36 tattvas, also with
the letters of the alphabet and the forms they take. Breath, as well as
time, is the form of the DevÌ TripurasundarÌ. The practical application
of these concepts is to be learned at the feet of the guru, himself or
herself one with the goddess.
The third chapter is called the pÍja sanketa, or section relating to
worship in three ways described as parË, aparË, and parËparË. This,
much longer chapter, has 206 verses.
ParË first consists of identity with the supreme absolute, the second
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of imaginative meditation (bhËvana), while the third is related to ritual
worship. This chapter mostly deals with elaborate nyËsa, and starts with
the sixfold nyËsa related to (50) GaÙeÚas, (nine) grahas (planets), the 27
nakÛatras, the six yoginÌs of the bodily dhËtus, the rËÚis or 12 sidereal
constellations and the (50) pÌÖhas or seats of the goddess through greater
India. These six components are all associated with different parts of the
body and with different letters of the Sanskrit alphabet. The nyËsa
consists of visualising the appropriate forms while touching the appropriate places in the body.
The forms of GaÙeÚa6 start to be enumerated in verse 13. According
to the commentary called DÌpikË by AmÎtËnanda, quoting “other works”,
each of the forms of GaÙeÚa is associated with his own Éakti. In the
Nityotsava, prepared by a student of BhËskararËya, the collective meditation image for these is as follows: “Resembling the newly risen sun,
with an elephant’s face, soft eyes, holding goad, noose, and granting
boons, with Éakti, of vermilion lustre, decorated with all manner of
gems. One of (her) hands holds a lotus, the other touches (GaÙeÚa’s)
liÔgam. His trunk is coiled to the left. When meditating, the noose
comes first. The Éakti holds a lotus in her left hand, and her right hand
embraces (GaÙeÚa’s liÔgam).”
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The nine planets are SÍrya (sun), Candra (moon), Bhauma (Mars),
Budha (Mercury), BÎhaspati (Jupiter), Éukra (Venus), Éani (Saturn),
RËhu (moon’s ascending node), and Ketu (moon’s descending node).
These are described as looking like KËmarÍpa, adorned with celestial
gems, with their left hand resting on their left thighs, and the right hand
showing the mudrË giving boons. Each also has a Éakti, with each of
them having two hands which dispel fear and granting boons. The
planets are of different colours as red, white, red, dusky, yellow, pale
yellow, black, purple and smoky, with their positions in the body being
just below the heart, centre of brow, eyes, ears, throat, heart, navel,
mouth and genitals.
The 27 lunar asterisms or nakÛatras start to be described in verse 30.
They are visualised as being flame coloured, ornamented with jewels,
like the fire of time which destroys all, with each having two hands, one
dispelling fear and the other granting boons. They are associated with
one, two, three and sometimes four of the letters of the alphabet and
different parts of the body. The nakÛatras start with AÚvini.
Verse 33 starts to describe the six YoginÌs of the bodily dhËtus,
identified with the six cakras in the order and named ViÚuddha, HÎdaya,
NËbha, SvËdiÛÖhËna, MÍla and ¼jÕa. These are identified with the six
cakras in the body and each dhËtunËthË has her own meditation image,
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number of petals with associated Úaktis and ayurvedik phase.
So ÇËkinÌ dwells in the ViÚuddha. She is three-eyed, armed with
club, sword, trident and shield, with one face, striking the ignorant with
terror, always fond of milk food, presiding over the skin, whose form is
surrounded by very beautiful AmÎtË &c. RËkiÙÌ has two faces, is fanged,
black in colour, holding rosary, trident, skull cup and ×amaru, three
eyed, presides over blood, and likes a fry up, or greasy food.
The twelve rËÚis, or sidereal constellations, are described in verse 35.
These are MeÛa (Aries), VÎÛabha (Taurus), Mithuna (Gemini), Karka
(Cancer), SiÑha (Leo), KanyË (Virgo), TulË (Libra), VÎÚcika (Scorpio),
DhanuÛ (Sagittarius), Makara (Capricorn), Kumbha (Aquarius) and MÌna
(Pisces). Their colours are red, white, yellowish white, variegated, black,
orange, brown, russet, purple, black and smoky and they are associated
with the right foot, right of penis, right of belly, right of heart, right
shoulder joint, right of the head, left of the head, left shoulder joint, left
of the heart, left of the belly, left of the penis and left foot.7
Footnote Hindu astrology aligns the rËÚi (constellations) with areas
of the ecliptic which do not match similar positions in western astrology. They vary in longitude by around 24 degrees, with Aries 0 degrees
being identified in the west with the vernal equinox. This is a burning
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matter of debate amongst astrologers.
The discrepancy is accounted for in a number of ways. Scholars
believe that the father of Hindu astrology, VarËhamihira, in his work
HorËÚËstram, relied on Greek astrology, introduced with Alexander’s
invasions. A Hindu astrologer, a daivajÕa, will have none of that. According to A.N. Srinivasa Raghava Aiyangar, in an English introduction
to the 1951 Adyar Library edition of the HorËÚËstram, “The subtle earth
in the spiritual body of a Yogin is stationary at the MulËdhËra, about
which the subtle grahas and nakÛatras revolve.” VarËhamira lived around
the start of the sixth century, CE. The English introduction said that the
solstitial points at the time VarËhamira wrote the HorËÚËstram were at
the nakÛatras DhËniÛÖhË and ¼ÚleÛË, implying that the first point of
Aries at his time was at the beginning of AÚvini. But the English introduction claims that the beginning of Makara (Capricorn) was the standard starting point.
David Pingree, in his translation of the YavanajËtaka of Sphujidhvaja,
(Harvard University Press, 1978) makes a convincing case that this
early work, of undoubtedly Greek origin, lent many terms to Indian
astrology, such as kendra and kona, notwithstanding the fact that there
may already have existed Hindu methods, which over a long period of
time became inextricably mixed up. There is also a possibility that both
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was only at the end of the 19th century that scholars unearthed tablets
which revealed their computations - on base 60, so much like the magic
number 21,600 - exceeded the skills of Victorian astronomers, and was
based on centuries of observation rather than slide rules or computers.
Or even log tables. End of footnote
Verse 36 starts to describe the piÖhËs, or sacred seats of DevÌ related
to the MatÎkË or letters of the alphabet. In the text, these are enumerated
as KËmarÍpa, VËrËÙasÌ, NepËla, PauÙ×ra, Vardhana, Carasthira,
KËnyakubja, PÍrÙaÚaila, Arbuda, ¼mrËtakeÚvara, EkËmra, TriÚrota,
KËmakoÖa, KailËsa, BhÎgunagar, KedËra, PÍrÙacandraka, ÉrÌpÌÖha,
OÔkËrapÌÖha, JËlandhara, MËlavotkala, KulËnta, DevikoÖa, GokarÙa,
MËruteÚvara, AÖÖahËsa, Viraja, RËjageha, MahËpatha, KolËpura, MelËpura,
OÔkËranta, JayantikË, UÕjayinya, CitrË, KÛÌraka, HastinËpura, O××ÌÚa,
PrayËga, MËyËpura, JaleÚa, Malaya, Éaila, Merugirivara, Mahendra,
VËmana, HiraÙyapura, MahËlakÛmÌpura, O×yËÙa, and ChËyËchatra - 50
in total. The names of these somewhat vary in commentaries on the text,
including the Nityotsava. Forming a complement to the GaÙeÚa section
of the six fold nyËsa, these piÖhËs are to be meditated on as white, black,
red, dusky, green and yellow, in sequence.
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In A Journey in the World of the Tantras, Mark Dyczkowski makes
an interesting comparison between the pÌÖhas as counted in the
YoginÌhÎdaya and older texts such as the ManthËnabhairavatantra and
the AmbËmatasaÑhitË. “By the 10th century when, I believe, the earliest
KubjikË Tantra was redacted, the sacred geography of these places had
assumed the form of the regular and recurrent pattern of an ideal scheme...
The list appears, as we have noted, in the YoginÌhÎdaya, where it is
already formalized. And it continued to be a popular list long past the
days when it could have reflected an objective situation.”7 page 146.
This, he says, is a period when followers of Bhairava and Kaula
tantras moved from the life of solitary ascetics to householders – so the
locations of the pÌÖhas no longer had the same significance as before.
Verse 44 begins to describe a very lengthy and complex nyËsa called
ÉrÌ Cakra nyËsa. This relates the nine maÙ×alas of the yantra to the
presiding devatËs who are forms of LalitË, and in the process includes
their surrounding deities. This is performed from the outer enclosing
square to the bindu in the centre, and includes the weapons of
TripurasundarÌ.
Other nyËsas, including hand nyËsa are outlined, along with the daily
pÍjË of TripurasundarÌ and descriptions of the attendants (ËvaraÙa devatËs)
to be found in the nine maÙ×alas of the yantra.
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Verse 199 describes the receivers of the offerings at the end of pÍja,
which are the YoginÌs, BaÖuka, and the KÛetrapËla. The chapter closes
with an admonition that the details of this tantra should be concealed
and not revealed to anyone who is not initiated into the practice.
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4: Nityotsava
Compiled by UmËnandanËtha, a disciple of the famous ÉrÌ VidyË
upasaka BhËsurËnandanËtha (BhËskararËya), the Nityotsava is ostensibly based on the Kalpasutras, a collection of brief aphorisms outlining
many of the features of ÉrÌ VidyË.
The Nityotsava contains very little philosophical material on the
cults which centre around the famous ÉrÌ Yantra, but a wealth of detail
on the ritual, the mantras and other features of this complex tËntrik
form. These include not only the worship of MahËtripurasundarÌ, but
also of GaÙeÚa, DaÙ×inÌ (VËrËhÌ) and ÉyËmË (KurukullË). There are also
chapters dealing with practices common to all tËntrik devatË.
Chapter One is devoted to initiation (dÌkÛË), and starts with a salutation to the nine NËthas, to Éiva, to GaÙeÚa, to the Empress
(MahËrËjÕi=TripurË) and to the gurus of the tradition.
After this, UmËnandanËtha goes on to describe initiation, starting
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first with descriptions of the act contained in the KËlanirÙaya and the
ManthËna Bhairava tantras. This section outlines the times for dÌkÛË,
which are closely linked to Indian sidereal astrology. Initiation in certain of the 27 asterisms brings different results, while the days of the
week also have their own merits, and the 15 days of the moon (tithis)
also yield certain results. The text then quotes from other texts along
similar lines.
The text quotes authorities for times which are not suitable for initiation, which mentions a number of yogas—planetary combinations in
this context—where malefics, that is the Sun (Ravi), Mars (Bhauma),
Saturn (Éani), the nodes of the moon (RËhu and Ketu) and the waning
moon are conjoined in certain places in a horoscope for the time of
initiation.
The next section in this chapter deals with the characteristics of guru
and pupil, quoting from the TantrarËjatantra. The guru should be handsome, full of virtues, situated in himself, and know the essence of many
tantras. He should be free from doubt, having cut through such doubts
by the grace of his own guru. The pupil should be free from greed,
controlled of senses, steady, faithful, and devoted to guru, mantra and
devatË.
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The text mentions the nature of TripurËsiddhËnta1, based as it is on
the 35 (36) tattvas of earth, water, fire, air, space (aether), smell, taste,
sight, hearing, sound, etc. Then follows details of mantra upËsana, the
duty of an upËsaka (servant) of TripurasundarÌ, and different types of
initiation such as ÉËmbhavÌ dÌkÛË, Éakti dÌkÛË and MantrÌ dÌkÛË. The
text talks of SamayËcËra, of the Kuladharma, and the competence of
people for given mantras.
Chapter two deals with GaÙapati (GaÙeÚa) and his ritual worship,
including the mantras, tarpaÙa (oblations) and nyËsas necessary. The
gËyatrÌ of GaÙapati is tatpuruÛËya vidmahe vaktratuÙ×Ëya dhÌmahi tanno
dantih pracodayËt.2
It then goes on to deal with the pÍja proper, the necessary substances
with which to accomplish this, the dhyËna of VighneÚvara (Lord of
Obstacles), worship of the pÌÖha Éaktis, named in this text as TivrË,
JvËlinÌ, NandË, BhogadË, KËmarÍpiÙÌ, UgrË, TejovatÌ, SatyË and
VighnËÚinÌ. mantras should commence with ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ klÌÑ and end
with namaÒ. The six limb pÍja3 (Ûa×aÔgapÍja) is as follows:
ïI— ÿI— ¬I— ‘ ga< ùdyay nm> ùdyzi´ïIpaÊka< pUjyaim.
3 ïI— gI— izrse Svaha izrZzi´ïIpaÊka< pUjyaim.
3 ÿI— gU< izoayE v;qœ izoazi´ïIpaÊka< pUjyaim.
3 ¬I— gE< kvcay ÷< kvczi´ïIpaÊka<
pUjyaim.
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3 GlaE< gaE< neÇÇyay vaE;qœ neÇÇyzi´ïIpaÊka< pUjyaim.
3 g< g> Aôay )qœ Aôzi´ïIpaÊka< pUjyaim.
çréà hréà kléà om gäà hådayäya namaù hådayaçaktiçrépädukäà
püjayämi ||
çréà hréà kléà çréà géà çirase svähä çiraççaktiçrépädukäà püjayämi ||
çréà hréà kléà hréà güà çikhäyai vañaö çikhäçaktiçrépädukäà
püjayämi ||
çréà hréà kléà kléà gaià kavacäya huà kavacaçaktiçrépädukäà
püjayämi ||
çréà hréà kléà glauà gauà netratrayäya vauñaö
netratrayaçaktiçrépädukäà püjayämi ||
çréà hréà kléà gaà gaù asträya phaö astraçaktiçrépädukäà püjayämi ||

The work details the three aughas, streams or lines of guru related to
MahËgaÙapati, which are divided into the divyaugha (celestial), the
siddhaugha and the mËnavaugha (mortal) lines.
The text then describes pÍja of the MahËgaÙapati yantra, which is
divided into five parts - avaraÙa or coverings. The first set of attendants
relate to the three lines, the six lines, and the space between the lines.
The second avaraÙa relates to the six koÙas. The third avaraÙa is connected with the junction points (sandhis) of the six koÙas, and are the
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six limb devatËs. The fourth avaraÙa is related to the eight petals, starting from the west, with the devÌs there being BrËhmÌ, MËheÚvarÌ, KaumËrÌ,
VaiÛÙavÌ, VËrËhÌ, MËhendrÌ, CËmuÙ×Ë and MahËlakÛmÌ. The fifth avaraÙa
relates to the earth square surrounding the central figure, and the worship of the guardians of the directions, given in the text as Indra, Agni,
Yama, NirÎiti, VaruÙa, VËyu, Soma, and ½ÚËna. Each of these forms
holds his appropriate weapon, rides his appropriate vehicle, and holds
his appropriate direction and sub direction in the order given. Thus,
although the Nityotsava contains no illustration of the yantra, it can be
constructed as triangle, hexagon, eight petals and surrounding enclosure.
After worship of the avaraÙa deities, GaÙapati is to be worshipped
with sixteen ritual accessories. Then follows a description of the fire
sacrifice, the giving of bali, a stotra about tarpaÙa (oblation), a dhyËna
or meditation on GaÙapati, an eight limbed hymn, SuvËsinÌ pÍja, and
the puraÚcaraÙa, or preparatory rites to be performed in his worship.
The third, large chapter, called ÉrÌ Krama, deals with the worship of
LalitË TripurasundarÌ, and opens with UmËnandanËtha bowing to his
guru, BhËsurËnandanËtha NËtha.
After outlining the contents of this important chapter, UmËnandanËtha
starts by describing the guru meditation, and describes a process known
as prËÙasaÑyaman, where the vital energy is directed to the top of the
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head, where the guru is said to reside.
The sËdhaka is then recommended to meditate on the ajapË gËyatrÌ,
the “non-recited” gËyatrÌ of 21,600 breaths a human takes every day.
Then follow details relating to bathing, and to sandhya or the twilight
worship. Here, one meditates on the sun as MËrtËÙ×abhairava, seated in
union with his Éakti, PrakËÚaÚakti.4 The tËntrik gËyatrÌ of TripurasundarÌ
is described as:@e< ÿI— ïI— k @ $ l ÿI— iÇpursuNdir ivÒhe @e< ÿI— ïI— h s k h l ÿI— pIQkaimin xImih @e< ÿI—
ïI— sklÿI— tÚ> i¬Úe àcaedyat!,
aià hréà çréà ka e é la hréà tripurasundari vidmahe aià hréà çréà ha
sa ka ha la hréà péöhakämini dhémahi aià hréà çréà sakalahréà tannaù
klinne pracodayät|

This combines the gËyatrÌ with the 15-lettered vidyË of LalitË
TripurasundarÌ.
After these preliminaries, the ÉrÌ Krama chapter begins to describe
the pÍja proper, together with the rites necessary when entering a temple. These include worship of the different kalËs (parts) of the sun,
moon and fire, followed by a short section which describes the material
of which a ÉrÌ Yantra may be fashioned. Gold, silver, copper and other
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metallic plates are mentioned, while substances such as sindÍra (red
lead), kuÔkum, and milk are required. The form of the yantra is described, but only as bindu, triangle, eight triangles, two sets of 10
triangles, fourteen triangles, eight petals with filaments, 16 petals with
filaments, three circles and four lines. Next comes the procedure of
breathing life into a yantra (prËÙapratiÛÖha), followed by worship of the
temple (mandir) which runs as follows:
“AiÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hail to the sea of nectar; island of gems; garden of
various trees; aeon tree garden; SantËna garden; Hari Candana (sandal)
garden; MandËra garden; PËrijËta garden; Kadamba garden; enclosing
wall of topaz; enclosing wall of ruby; enclosing wall of Gomeda gem;
enclosing wall of diamond; enclosing wall of Vai×Írya gem.
“AiÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hail to the enclosing wall of sapphire; enclosing wall
of pearl; enclosing wall of emerald; enclosing wall of coral; jewelled
pavilion; pavilion adorned with 1000 bunches of flowers; nectar lake;
bliss lake; mirror lake; shining sun; shining moon; great beautiful gate;
great forest of lotuses; palace made of wish fulfilling gem.
“AiÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hail to the eastern face door; southern face door;
western face door; northern face door; circle of jewelled lamps; great
lion throne made of gems; Brahma couch foot; ViÛÙu couch foot; Rudra
couch foot; ½Úvara couch foot; SadËÚiva couch foot; HaÑsa mattress;
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pillow on the HaÑsa mattress; mattress strewn with safflower; the great
canopy; hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hail to the great curtain.”
The process of bhÍtaÚuddhi, or purification of the elements follows,
followed by a technique using mantras which is supposed to fence off
the area from obstructions, bhÍtas, and other obstacles.
Nine nyËsas are recommended for the worship of LalitË, and these
are listed in the text as mËtÎkË nyasa, karaÚuddhi nyËsa (hand purification), ËtmarakÛa nyËsa (protection of the Ëtma), caturËsana nyËsa, BËlË
six-limbed nyËsa, VaÚinÌ and the others nyËsa, root vidya nyËsa, Êo×ha
nyËsa and cakra nyËsa. The following section deals with placing of the
vessel for the ordinary offering, which is to be upon a design with a
bindu, a triangle, a hexagon and a square enclosure. This is followed by
a long section describing the preparations of special offering.
UmËnandanËtha quotes from the JÕËnËrÙavatantra next to describe
the inner yËga or meditation on the ÉrÌ Yantra which is to be performed,
while the next section deals with the worship of the 64 ritual accessories
(upacËra) used in the pÍja. Then follow the worship of the fifteen
NityËs, each with her own mantra. Unlike the TantrarËjatantra, these
mantras, properly vidyËs, are given in full and without special code to
hide their meaning.
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@e< ÿI— ïIm! A< @e< s k l ÿI— inTyi¬Úe mdÔve saE> A< kameñrIinTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim
tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— Aa< @e< ÉgÉuge Éigin É”aedir Égmale Égavhe Égguýe Égyaein Éginpaitin
svRÉgvz<kir Égêpe inTyi¬Úe ÉgSvêpe savRi[ Égain me ýany vrde rete surete Égi¬Úe
i¬ÚÔve ¬edy Ôavy Amae”e Égiv½e ]uÉ ]aeÉy svRsTvan! Égeñir @e< BlU< je< BlU< Ée< BlU< mae<
BlU< he< BlU< he< i¬Úe svaRi[ Égain me vzmany ôI— hr Ble< ÿI— Aa< ÉgmailininTyïIpaÊk<
pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— $< Aae< ÿI— inTyi¬Úe mdÔve Svaha #< inTyi¬ÚainTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim
nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— $< Aae< ³ae< æae< ³aE< H+aE< ÀaE< ¿aE< Svaha $< Éeé{fainTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim
nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— %< Aae< ÿI— viûvaisNyE nm> %< viûcaisininTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— ^< ÿI— i¬Úe @e< ³ae< inTymdÔve ÿI— ^< mhav¿eñrIinTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim
nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— \< ÿI— izvËTyE nm> \< izvËtIinTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— §< Aae< ÿI— ÷< oe c De ]> ôI— ÷m! ]e< ÿI— )qœ §< TvirtainTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim
tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— ¤< @e< ¬I— saE> ¤< k…lsuNdrIinTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— ¥< h s k l r fE< h s k l r fI— h s k l r faE> ¥< inTyainTyaïIpaÊka<
pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— @< ÿI— áre< öU< ³ae< Aa< ¬I— @e< BlU< inTymdÔve ÷< ÿe< ÿI— @< nIlptakainTyaïIpaÊka<
pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— @e< É m r y AaE< @< ivjyainTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— Aae< SvaE< Aae< svRm{ˆglainTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
(c)Égvit
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@e< ÿI— ïI— AaE< Aae< nmae
Jvalamailin
devdeiv svRÉUts<harkairke jatvedis JvliNt
Jvl Jvl àJvl àJvl ÿa< ÿI— ÿƒ< r r r r r r r Jvalamailin ø< )qœ Svaha AaE<
JvalamailnIinTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— A< CkaE< A< icÇainTyaïIpaÊka< pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
@e< ÿI— ïI— A> k @ $ l ÿI— h s k h l ÿI— s k l ÿI— A> liltamhainTyaïIpaÊka<
pUjyaim tpRyaim nm>.
aià hréà çrém am aià sa ka la hréà nityaklinne madadrave sauù aà
kämeçvarénityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém äm aià bhagabhuge bhagini bhaghodari bhagamäle
bhagävahe bhagaguhye bhagayoni bhaganipätini sarvabhagavaçaìkari
bhagarüpe nityaklinne bhagasvarüpe säarvaëi bhagäni me hyänaya
varade rete surete bhagaklinne klinnadrave kledaya drävaya amoghe
bhagavicce kñubha kñobhaya sarvasatvän bhageçvari aià blüà jeà
blüà bheà blüà moà blüà heà blüà heà klinne sarväëi bhagäni me
vaçamänaya stréà hara bleà hrém äà bhagamälininityaçrépädukaà
püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém ém oà hréà nityaklinne madadrave svähä ià
nityaklinnänityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém ém oà kroà bhroà krauà jhrauà chrauà jrauà svähä
éà bheruëòänityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém um oà hréà vahniväsinyai namaù uà
vahnicäsininityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém üà hréà klinne aià kroà nityamadadrave hrém üà
mahävajreçvarénityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
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aià hréà çrém åà hréà çivadütyai namaù åà çivadüténityäçrépädukäà
püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém èm oà hréà huà khe ca che kñaù stréà hum kñeà hréà
phaö èà tvaritänityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém ÿm aià kléà sauù ÿà kulasundarénityäçrépädukäà
püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém ýà ha sa ka la ra òaià ha sa ka la ra òéà ha sa ka la ra
òauù ýà nityänityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém eà hréà phreà srüà krom äà klém aià blüà
nityamadadrave huà hreà hrém eà nélapatäkänityäçrépädukäà
püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém aià bha ma ra ya aum eà vijayänityäçrépädukäà
püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém oà svaum oà sarvamaëúalänityäçrépädukäà püjayämi
tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém aum oà namo bhagavati jvälämälini devadevi
sarvabhütasaàhärakärike jätavedasi jvalanti jvala jvala prajvala prajvala
hräà hréà hrüà ra ra ra ra ra ra ra jvälämälini hüà phaö svähä auà
jvälämälinénityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||
aià hréà çrém aà ckaum aà citränityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi
namaù ||
aià hréà çrém aù ka e é la hréà ha sa ka ha la hréà sa ka la hrém aù
5
lalitämahänityäçrépädukäà püjayämi tarpayämi namaù ||

A large section on the different gurus in the ÉrÌ VidyË tradition
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follows this section, and, as in the GaÙapati section of Nityotsava, these
are divided into currents (augha) of celestial, siddha and mortal gurus,
both for the vidyË (mantra) that begins with Ka (KËdi) and for that
which begins with Ha (HËdi).
The celestial gurus in the KËdi group are listed as ParaprakËÚanandanËtha,
ParaÚivËnandanËtha, ParËÚaktyambË, KauleÚvarËmanandanËtha,
ÉukladevyambË, KuleÚvarËnandanËtha, and KËmeÚvaryambË.
The siddha aughas are BhogËnandanËtha, KlinnËnandanËtha,
SamayËnandanËtha and SahajËnandanËtha.
The mËnava augha consists of GagananandanËtha, ViÚvËnandanËtha,
VimalËnandanËtha, MadanËnandanËtha, BhuvanËnandanËtha, LÌlËnandanËtha,
SvËtmËnandanËtha and PriyËnandanËtha.
After giving the equivalents for the HËdi line, at the close of this
lengthy section, mantras are given for other, unknown gurus.
The next section opens with the pÍja of the attendants of the maÙ×alas
of the ÉrÌ Yantra, nine in number. This is followed by the sËdhaka being
enjoined to meditate on KËmakalË, which consists of the three bindus
and the ardha-matra. Brief instructions for homa, giving bali, pradakÛiÙË
(circumambulation)6 follows, before a stotra or hymn to TripurasundarÌ
is to be recited.
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Following this is SuvËsinÌ pÍja7, with a mantra given for purification
of the Éakti which reads aiÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ aiÑ klÌÑ sauh tripurËyai namaÒ
imËm ÚaktiÑ pavitrÌ kuru mama ÚaktiÑ kuru svËhË.
The Éakti should then be given various good things such as garments, flower, incense, light, unguents and powders, as well as food and
pan. A lengthy section dealing with purification of wine and other
substances used in the rite should follow.
Although mentioned briefly above, a lengthy section follows dealing
with the right way to create a ÉrÌ Yantra, and the number of marmas and
sandhis8 that result from drawing it correctly. Then follows a brief
section of the different prastËra (layouts) of the ÉrÌ Yantra and the
pratiÛÖha (installation) of the ÉrÌ Cakra, which imbues the device with
life. It is said that a yantra made of gold lasts for life, one of silver 22
years, copper 12, and on bhÍrja bark six years.
A lengthy section follows on the homas that may be performed,
while the next section describes the mudrË or hand gestures used in the
ÉrÌ VidyË cult.
The next section deals with the types of nyËsas used when worshipping TripurasundarÌ. Instructions on how to perform japa (recitation of
the vidyË) are given. Rules follow on how to recite various vidyËs such
as the NityËs, the KËmakalË mantra, the Utkilana mantra, and a large
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number of other mantras relating to TripurasundarÌ, to her aspects or to
various elements of her worship, such as the rosary, are then described
in full.
The fifteen NityË mantras are given again, as well as special mantras
for “miraculous” aspects of TripurË such as AÚvËrÍ×hË, BËlË, AnnapÍrÙË,
SvapnavËrËhÌ and many others. Some of these aspects, together with the
applications relating to them are described in the TantrarËjatantra and
other places, and relate to magical powers that a sËdhaka can achieve
through worship. A section then follows on optional rites that may be
performed in various solar months, and which the TantrarËjatantra also
details.
The rites of ÉyËmË are detailed in chapter four. She is the dusky
form of TripurË, who is described elsewhere in ÉrÌ VidyË tantras as TËrË
or KurukullË, and who is the “mother” form, just as VËrËhÌ is the
“father” form of the goddess.
The nyËsas and the other elements in tËntrik pÍja are described,
together with the yantra to be drawn, and the elements of her yantra
which are to be worshipped.
In the central triangle Rati, PrÌti and Manobhava receive pÍja, followed by the five arrows in the triangles of the pentangle. On the tips of
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this star the five forms of KËmË, receive worship. These are KËmarËja,
Manmatha, Kandarpa, Makaraketana and Manobhava.9 The eight devatËs
BrËhmÌ, etc. receive worship in the eight petalled lotus. On the tips or
filaments of the lotus LakÛmÌ, SarasvatÌ, Rati, PrÌti, KÌrti, ÉËnti, PuÛÖi,
and TuÛÖi are worshipped.
The 16 petalled lotus has 16 Éaktis or attendants named in the text as
VËmË, JyeÛÖhË, RaudrÌ, ÉËnti, ÉraddhË, SarasvatÌ, KriyËÚakti, LakÛmÌ,
SÎÛÖi, MohinÌ, PramathinÌ, ¼ÚvËsinÌ, VÌci, VidyunmËlinÌ, SurËnandË and
NËgabuddhikË. This is the fourth avaraÙa.
In the outer lotus of eight petals are the Bhairavas AsitËÔga, Ruru,
CaÙ×a, Krodha, Unmatta, KapËla, BhÌÛaÙa and SaÑhËra. Inside the four
petals are MËtaÔgÌÚvarÌ, SiddhalakÛmÌ, MahËmËtaÔgÌ, and
MahËsiddhalakÛmÌ. This is the sixth avaraÙa.
GaÙapati, DurgË, BaÖuka and KÛetrapËla are to be worshipped in the
square, followed by the protectors of the directions.
Then follows a description of the rules of recitation of the mantra of
MËtaÔgÌ, followed by praise of that aspect of the goddess. Rules for an
upËsaka (worshipper) of ÉyËmË follow, including details of the puraÚcaraÙa
and so forth required, as well as the types of homa, a description of the
kÍrma (tortoise) cakra, purification of the mËlË or rosary, and a lengthy
section on how to purify rudrËkÛa mËlËs specifically. Optional homas
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and the dimensions of the fire pits to be used are detailed.
Chapter five of Nityotsava deals with the pÍja rites of DaÙ×inÌ, in
this context similar to the “father form” VËrËhÌ. As in previous chapters,
the various nyËsas, upacËras and other ritual details relating to DaÙ×inÌ
are described, together with the gurus of the paraÑpara and the different
avaranas of her yantra. The mantras of VËrËhÌ and a lengthy VËrËhÌ
stotra are described.
The brief sixth chapter is called the ParËpaddhati, and describes the
general form of worship or pÍja for other devatËs.
Chapter seven describes a number of practices, pÍjas and mantras
common to all, and makes quotations from PËÕcarËtra texts, the
TantrarËjatantra and other sources.
Various charts used to determine the time of initiation, such as the
kulakula and the ÎÙi-dhani (gain loss) are described, as well as a number
of mantras which are used to ensure that the root mantra, that is the
mantra of the iÛÖadevatË or favourite form of divinity, is successful.
These purifications relate to the birth, the life and other stages that a
mantra is assumed to have.
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5: ÉrÌ NathËnavaratnamalikË
This tiny Sanskrit work, the rosary or garland of the nine gems of
the NËthas, is found in the 1953 Ganesh & Co version of Sir John
Woodroffe’s translation and text of the work on ÉrÌ VidyË KËmakËlavilasa.
Ascribed to one MaheÚanËtha, the text includes a commentary by the
renowned ÉrÌ VidyË devotee BhËskarararËya (BhËsurËnandanËtha).
The briefness of the text belies its importance, as it deals with the
number symbolism of nine and how this relates to the 21,600 breaths a
human is supposed to take in a day, as well as the identity of these with
the mËtÎkËs, or letters of the Sanskrit alphabet, the ÉrÌ Yantra, and time
itself.
As the first Úloka says, HaÑsaÒ is the gËyatrÌ mantra produced by
breathing, and this is one with the unconscious recitation of the mantra
so’haÑ, pervading all human beings.
Sir John Woodroffe says in a commentary to his translation of the
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¼nandalahari (Wave of Bliss), published in 1916: “Éiva can do nothing
without Éakti which is of threefold aspect of IcchË (will), JÕËna (knowledge) and KriyË (action). The author here speaks of the mantra HaÑsah.
Ham is the bÌja of Éiva and Sah that of Éakti. Ham+Sah = HaÑsah =
Sah+HaÑ = So HaÑ = So’HaÑ = Sa+AhaÑ, So HaÑ being Sah+HaÑ
= Éakti+Éiva; if S and H be eliminated therefrom there remains Ong or
oÑ the PraÙava...”1
The NavanËthas of the title of this work are, in the TantrarËjatantra,
linked to the nine orifices of the human body, and to the nine maÙ×alas
of the ÉrÌ Yantra.
As a human being, in these schools, is considered as a microcosm,
the in-breathing and the out-breathing symbolise the creation and the
dissolution of the universe. The realisation of Ha+Sa, sun and moon,
Éiva and Éakti, in-breathing and out-breathing is to become one with the
universe itself.
But this, according to these schools, cannot be achieved without a
yogic understanding of the other effects of the wheel of time, one, as the
YoginÌhÎdaya states, with the maÙ×alas of the ÉrÌ Cakra, the letters of
the alphabet (sound/mantra), and the Éaktis or attendants of the goddess.
Some of these Éaktis, as the introduction to the MËlinÌvijayottaratantra
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says, have the function of preventing such a realisation, while others
foster this. Further, according to various texts and commentaries of
Kashmir Shaivism, ignorance and other defects also prevent the realisation of one’s essential unity with Éiva-Éakti. The normal course of
creation is pravÎtti, an expansion or flowing outward. The sËdhaka is to
cultivate nivÎtti, ulta sËdhanË - a reverse movement, or kËya sËdhanË cultivation of the body.
This may have little or much to do with ritual worship (pÍjË), which
if performed without an inner realisation of the principles it embodies is
considered to be mummery.
The different nyËsas of the ÉrÌ VidyË tradition are intended to bring
to a sËdhaka the realisation of his or her essential unity with the mËtÎkËs,
with the constellations (rËÚi) planets (graha) which includes the sun and
the moon) and the 27 asterisms (nakÛatra), and breath itself.
Practical ways to achieve this realisation are reputed to be the inner
tradition of sËdhanË taught in some schools, and which may include a
number of different methods. Some of these may require an intense
struggle because an individual, not realising that she or he is Éiva-Éakti,
instead identifies with partial aspects or Éaktis.
The TantrarËjatantra hints at some of these methods, such as the way
the grahas or planets influence the breath and therefore prevent this
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realisation as they affect the musculature and other parts of the human
bionergetic web. Freeing oneself from these misidentifications also frees
up the natural flow of PrËÙaÚakti, herself one with the supreme DevÌ, in
the body.
A teacher who understands the movement of these currents (nË×Ìs)
and the relationship between the wheel of time (KËlacakra), divinity,
and the body itself is said to be a requisite in these different tËntrik
schools.
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6: MahËkËlasaÑhita
The goddess KËlÌ has many forms. Kashmir Shaivism speaks of
twelve KËlis, while in other parts of India she is and was worshipped as
MahËkËlÌ, DakÚiÙË KËlÌkË, ÉmaÚanakËlÌ, BhËdrakËlÌ, KËmËkËlÌ, and
GuhyakËlÌ, amongst many, many others.
The GuhyakËlÌkË section (khaÙ×a) of MahËkËlasaÑhita, abstracted
here, is a voluminous work, comprising many thousands of Úlokas (verses)
and with the various rituals of GuhyakËlÌkË (Secret KËlÌkË) as its focus.
But the work also covers a number of other tËntrik topics in great detail,
and along the way also includes subjects rarely referred to in other,
perhaps more modern works.
The text in question consists of 14 rather long chapters, and the first
volume also contains a large number of lengthy appendices covering
mantras, associate mantras (upamantras), tËntrik gËyatrÌs, six limbed
nyËsas, other nyËsas, Êo×hËnyËsa, a bÌja dictionary, and 24 illustrations
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of yantras. These are described in chapter five. The third volume also
has appendices giving the 1,000 names, another bÌja dictionary, vedik
mantras, and a list of teachers and works relating to GuhyakËlÌkË.
The work follows the typical tËntrik form, with MahËkËla answering
questions posed to him by his spouse.
MahËkËla opens the GuhyakËlÌ section of the MahËkËlasaÑhita by
saying he will reveal the mantras, yantras, meditation forms (dhyËna)
and rules of worship relating to GuhyakËlÌ, which, he claims, were
previously hidden. There are eighteen GuhyakËlÌ mantras, he says.
GuhyakËlÌ, Éiva says, has forms with 100, 60, 36, 30, 20, 10, five,
three, two and one faces. Different mantras correspond to these different
forms, which he then reveals, using the usual codes for the different
letters of the Sanskrit alphabet employed in other tantras.
MahËkËla starts to talk about GuhyakËlÌ when she is on her lion seat
(siÑhËsana), and gives meditations for the guardians of the directions
(dikpËla), and the five great corpses (paÕcapreta), forms of Éiva, upon
which she sits. These are Brahma, ViÛÙu, Rudra, ½Úvara and SadËÚiva
and are coloured yellow, dusky, red, purple and white. There is a sixth
pÌÖha, occupied by Bhairava. He is described as black in colour, with
four arms, terrifying and the cause of fear. He has five faces, each with
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three eyes. In his left hands he holds a skull staff (khaÖvËÔga) and
scissors, and in his right a skull and the hour glass shaped ×amaru.1 He
is adorned with a garland of skulls, and is fanged. Lying on an eight
petalled lotus above Bhairava is a two-armed form of Éiva, clothed in
tiger skin and holding a skull-staff and a trident. The four petals of the
major directions represent dharmË (duty), jÕËnË (knowledge), vairËgya
(dispassion) and aiÚvarya (dominion).
The 10-faced form of GuhyakËlÌ is then described. She has 27 eyes,
with some faces having two, and others, three, eyes. Each of her faces
represents a different female animal aspect of GuhyakËlÌ and is of a
different hue. For example, her upper face is called dvÌpika (a leopard or
possibly a panther), then comes keÚari (a lion) which is white, pheru
(jackal) which is black, then vËnarË (monkey) which is red, ÎikÛa (a
bear) which is purple, narË (a woman) which is of a cochineal colour,
GËru×a who is tawny, makara (a crocodile) which is turmeric colour
(yellow), gaja (elephant) which is of a golden colour, and haya (horse)
which is of a dark or dusky (ÚyËma) colour.
The human face is on GuhyakËlÌ’s shoulders. To the left of that face
is the crocodile, above that the horse and above that the bear. To the
right of her face is the GËru×a, the elephant, and the monkey. On the top
of her head is the monkey face, above that the lioness face, and above
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that the leopardess.
GuhyakËlÌ’s human face has great, fierce sharp fangs, she laughs
very loudly, while streams of blood pour from her mouth. She has a
rolling tongue and is adorned with garlands of skulls, with earrings also
of skulls. The mother of the universe (jagadambikË) has 54 arms each of
which holds a weapon. Her right hands hold a jewelled rosary, a skull,
a shield, a noose, a Úakti missile (spear), a skull-staff, a bhuÚuÙ×i weapon,
a bow, a discus, a bell, a baby’s corpse, a mongoose (?), a rock, a man’s
skeleton, a bamboo stave, a serpent, a plough, a fire hearth, a ×amaru,
an iron mace, a small spear (bhindipËla—it could mean a sling), a
hammer, a spear, a barbed hook, a club studded with metal nails (ÚataghnÌ).
Her right hands hold a jewelled rosary, scissors, make the gesture (mudrË)
of threatening, a goad, a daÙ×a, a jewelled pot, a trident, five arrows and
a bow.
In the same work there is a nyËsa specifically for the 10 faces of this
form of the goddess. Here, the faces are related to the 1,000 petalled
lotus, the mouth, the right eye, the left eye, the right nostril, the left
nostril, the right cheek, the left cheek, the right ear and the left ear.
GuhyakËlÌ has three major forms, corresponding to creation, maintenance and destruction, a little like a very much darker form of
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TripurasundarÌ.
Chapter two, in 125 verses, starts to describe the different faces of
GuhyakËlÌ and relates them to other numbers in Hinduism. For example,
the seven ÎÛi relate to the seventh face, the ninth face to the planets, the
10th face to the dikpËla, the 11th face to the Rudras, the 12th face to the
sun, the 13th face to 13 vetËlas (vampires), the siddhas are 16, the
yakÛas are 18, the rakÛasas are 19. The weapons of GuhyakËlÌ are
described including the multitude of missiles she holds. She is also
visualised with a number of arms holding different weapons, depending
on the aspect. MahËkËla says that her secrets are not be found in tantras
such as the VËmakeÚvara. The 36 face form of GuhyËkalÌ where she has
30 arms is described. Various mantras of GuhyakËlÌ are described along
with the seers that declared them.
In the third chapter is a whole series of mantras related to the number
of syllables they contain, disguised in code form. These include a one
syllable mantra which is phreÑ, two three syllable mantras, five separate five syllable mantras, two nine syllable mantras, and a string of
separate 16 syllable mantras. There are also mantras of 36 syllables, 100
syllables, and others. This is a lengthy chapter of 1,294 verses, because
the chapter also gives a 1,000 syllable mantra of GuhyËkalÌ, and the
mantra is revealed in code form, which takes a deal of time. For exam(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
ple, the ÉivopËsyËtËkÛaramantra is explicated from verse 492 to verse
1194. A total of 33 vidyËs are revealed in chapter three.
The blizzard of mantras doesn’t end there. In chapter four are other
lesser mantras including the nine syllable ÉËmbhava mantra, the 15
syllable ÉËmbhava mantra, a nine syllable mantra of MahËturÌyË, a 17
syllable mantra of MahËturÌyË a 21 syllable nirvËÙa mantra and a 33
syllable NirvËÙa mantra. Chapter four contains 276 verses.
Chapter five of the GuhyakËlÌkËkhaÙ×a describes 24 yantras of the
DevÌ. The first consists of a bindu, a triangle, a hexagon, a pentagon, a
circle, 16 petals, eight petals and four doors, adorned with tridents and
skulls. This relates to GuhyakËlÌ’s one letter mantra, which as stated in
the previous chapter is phreÑ. The chapter continues with a lengthy
series of tËntrik gËyatrÌs, followed by different nyËsas corresponding to
the different forms.
The sixth chapter deals with details of pÍjË, including the mantras
for cleaning teeth, dhyËna of the guru, mantras for ash (bhasma), how to
make the forehead mark, binding the hair, the pÍjË mantra of the DevÌ,
the rules of prËÙËyËma, and her different simpler nyËsas, followed by a
short to medium length nyËsa known as virËÖnyËsa. For this nyËsa,
KËlËgnÌrudra is the ÎÛi, anuÛÖubh is the metre to pronounce it with, the
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devata is NirvËÙamËtÎkË, oÑ is the bÌja, phreÑ is the Úakti, and namaÒ
is the kÌlaka. Liberation is the application of the nyËsa. The mËtÎkË are
represented by 50 form of NarasiÑha and 50 forms of KËlÌ. This nyËsa
is followed by others including heart nyËsa. The sixth chapter has 670
verses.
Chapter seven continues the subject of nyËsa, opening with vaktra or
face nyËsa. The nyËsa commences with the brahmarandhra, the centre of
the face, right eye, left eye, right nostril, left nostril, right cheek, left
cheek, right ear, and left ear. This is followed by the astra nyËsa from
verses 37 to 115 and by another alternative form of astra nyËsa from
verses 121 to 133. The subject of DÍtÌ nyËsa starts at verse 138. There
are 25 parts to this ritual. In verse 274, ÇËkinÌ nyËsa starts to be
described. The chapter also includes YoginÌ nyËsa. Kulatattva nyËsa
starts at verse 353.
The nyËsas continue in chapter nine, starting with BhËvanË nyËsa,
and moving on to sÎÛÖi (creation), sthiti (maintenance) and saÑhËra
nyËsa, followed by anËkhyËnyËsa. NyËsa is also covered in chapter nine
including DhËtu, Tattva, an abbreviated Êo×hËnyËsa. That’s followed by
the full six way nyËsa, a form of that called MahËÛo×hËnyËsa, the
MahËnirvËÙaÛo×hË nyËsa and the TÌrthaÚivaliÔganyËsa.
Chaper 10 moves from nyËsa to the pÍjË of GuhyakËlÌ. This includes
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the usual preparations, the salutations to the guru, the prËÙËyËma rules,
placing of the yantra, and the other elements used in a tËntrik pÍjË. But
the text has a left hand twist. In verse 264, MahËkËla says that there is
nothing greater than the perfume called anaÔga (sex) scent. This is
followed by a discussion of svayambhÍ puÛpa, that is to say menstrual
blood. This, it’s said between verses 271 to 273, pleases JagadambikË
more than gold, pearl, rubies, incense, light, pÍjË, praise, homa, japa,
and tarpaÙa. Verse 279 says that after intercourse with another woman
(parastrÌ), the emission turns into RatipuÛpa (female menstrual blood).
The following verses outline the mantra associated with this offering.
Offering the RatipuÛpa gives the equivalent of all vidyËs. Sir John
Woodroffe has something interesting to say about this “other woman”
(parastrÌ) in his commentary to the KarpurËdistotra. He said male Kaulas
in his time believed that the woman was within, shining as bright as
10,000,000,000 suns, moons and fires, so even intercourse with your
wife was intercourse with “another woman”. That’s an interesting tËntrik
spin to adultery.2
In the 10th chapter, beginning verse 847, it’s said that GuhyakËlÌ
dwells within the centre of eight cremation grounds (ÚmaÚËna). The
names of these are MahËghora, KËladaÙ×a, JvËlËkula, CaÙ×apËÚa,
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KËpËlika, DhÍmËkula, BhÌmËÔgËra, and BhÍtanËtha. Her worship honours the VetËlas (vampires), eight tridents, vajras, jackals and corpses,
Bhairavas, ÇËkinÌs, CËmuÙ×Ës, KÛetrapËlas, GaÙapatis and other denizens of the cremation ground.
This chapter also contains dhyËnas and pÍjË mantras of Bhairava,
BhairavÌ, ÇËkinÌs, the names of the Éaktis, the YoginÌs, the names of
CËmuÙ×Ë, and details relating to the nine planets (navagraha).
Verse 1000 expounds on the doctrine according to the KËpËlika
school, verse 1016 deals with the Digambara doctrines, while verse
1076 describes the Bhairava pÍjË with a lengthy dhyËna of this form of
Éiva in verses 1078 to 1087. The different names of Bhairava are outlined from verse 1088 onwards. This lengthy chapter has 2,127 verses.
Chapter 11, which has 1,234 verses, opens with the suitable substances for bali (sacrifice). Verses seven to 11 give 20 receivers of
offerings, balidevatË, while there follows a long list of others to receive
sacrifice. Verses 121 to 123 describe the vÌrapËtra and the kulapËtra,
while the different lines of gurus start to be described in verse 131.3
Chapter 185 details the ÉËntipËtha, a hymn to GuyhyakËlÌ. It starts
asfollows: KËlÌ KËlÌ MahËkËlÌ, KËlikË, destroyer of evil, DevÌ giving
dharma and mokÛa, I bow to you GuhyakËlÌ. In battle give victory, in
the home bestow wealth, KËlÌ, I bow to you, giver of success in
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dharma, kËma and artha. (185-186). This hymn ends with a GuhyakËlÌ
kavaca (armour).
The chapter gives details of the 16 ritual accessories (upacara). Details of worship in the evening and at night are given. Verse 437 is a
hymn to prevent bad dreams, in which the goddess and arrays of her
various fearsome forms are invoked to give sound sleep. The greatness
of yoga, starts in verse 467. The method of yoga begins to be described
in verse 477. ½Úvara (the lord) in the form of the liÔga, is indivisible,
still, invisible, the lord of all, stainless, pure, clear, all knowing, but also
known as jÌva. He is the destroyer of divisions. He eternally exists as
the subtle liÔga in the body, he is creation and dissolution, and he is
ËtmË and paramËtmË. He has no name and every name. The process of
creation is described in verses starting at 487. From the ËtmË came
space (ËkËÚa), then air, fire and water. And from water came earth. The
following verses speak of how a human body is created in a womb.
Verse 542 begins by discussing the nature of the body in both its
physiological, and its psycho-spiritual sense. The physical body is formed
by the “seeds” of father and mother combining, each giving different
physiological characteristics. The verses then build on this by describing
the physical organs that allow the different psychological elements to
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perceive sense impressions such as eyes, nose, ears, skin and tongue.
They receive impressions, while the “brain” which is the sixth sense has
the function of marshalling them, or not. Within every human being’s
body are conduits (pipes) of bionergy (prËÙË) that are called “rivers” or
pulses. Everything works together. Each of us breathes in and breathes
out, while we are still living, and the different elements of our psyche
sift, judge and decide where the impressions are shunted, a bit like
someone getting rail carriages or trucks in the right place, like piloting
a tug or perhaps in these enlightened days where people fly on Garuda
or Viman or Virgin Atlantic, air traffic control. That’s the idea, anyway.
However, these are just components of the other elements, or the 36
tattvas within a human being which correspond to the whole egg that is
creation and is the entire body of Éiva and ÉaktÌ. Verse 627 moves on to
the subject of the cakras in the body and the major nË×is. MahËkËla says
in verse 700 that yoga is of two kinds, haÖha and krËmika. A description
of the limbs of yoga follows. Verse 770 describes the purification of the
nË×is and the extent of prËÙË. Details of prËÙËyËma follow. Verse 891
describe the location of marmas in the body, while verse 901 begins a
discussion of the five dhËraÙas which correspond to the five elements of
earth, water, fire, air and aether. The letters of the alphabet correspond(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
ing to these are la, va, ra, ya and ha, respectively. Verse 966 starts a
discussion of haÖhayoga.
A section starting at verse 1066 begins the subject of the kËlacakra,
or the wheel of time. This starts by describing the divisions of time
from the smallest measure to the greatest.4
Chapter 12 gives the lunar days suitable for particular optional rites
in both the waxing and waning phases. This section continues at some
length describing a number of specific rites on lunar days in particular
lunar months. Verse 89 describes the worship of KËmadeva and his
Éakti, Rati. Verse 110 describes specific days for worship of the nine
planets, while verse 122 describes the eclipse and its suitability for
various rituals. Verse 352 gives a string of 50 synonyms of the god
Éiva. A list of synonyms for Éakti follows between verses 362 and 372.
The subject of KËlÌpaÕjara nyËsa starts on verse 373 and continues with
details of pÍjË. Verse 494 contains a dhyËna of GaÙapati, while verse
506 describes worship of SÍrya, the sun with a dhyËna, worship of the
attendants. The rules of HÎÛÌkeÚa, a form of KÎÛÙa, start at verse 516
and continue to verse 546. This is followed by the worship of MaheÚa
with pÍjË rules and dhyËna. A lengthy section on different vessels to be
used in pÍjË then describes the pots to be used and the Kula substances.
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The subject of the five jewel worship begins in verse 818 along with the
accessories to be used for this type of pÍjË.
In verse 1055, the rules for worshipping the eight cremation grounds
starts, along with their names, how to bind the directions, and the
guardians of their doors. This section is succeeded by the worship of
the eight tridents, of dhambholi, which is Indra’s thunderbolt, and then
worship of the yantra. The 51 names of NÎsiÑha are enumerated starting
in verse 1191, followed by the 51 names of Bhairava, VinËyaka (GaÙeÚa),
KËma, Éakti and ÇËkinÌ. The rules relating to SthitikËlÌ, her pÍjË and
her mantra are outlined in verses 1313 and following verses, while the
subject of SaÑhËrakËlÌ start in verse 1337. The worship of AnËkhyËkËlÌ
commence at verse 1360. The pÍjË of BhËsËkËlÌ starts at verse 1382.
KËlikË, it’s said in verse 1425, has three parts corresponding to
Brahma, ViÛÙu and Rudra. These parts also relate to heaven, earth and
the underworld; to the three twilights; to the past, the present and the
future; to parË, apara and parËpara; to nËda, bindu and Úakti; to the
letters a, u and m; to pÍraka, kumbhaka and recaka; to ÉËmbhava,
TurÌyË and NirvËÙa, making 27 in all, composed of three lines. Elaborate descriptions of bindu pÍjË, the different types of sacrifice, and the
different vessels to be used are succeeded by the details of animal
sacrifice. MahËkËla chants the SudhËdhËrËstotra starting at verse 2340.
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The whole chapter has 2478 verses.
Chapter 13 starts by describing optional rites to achieve specific aims
with details of times to do them, the rules of pÍjË and the like. Verse
111 begins the details of ÉËradË pÍjË. In verse 152, the rules and the
story relating to the asura MahiÛËsura begin, describing his nature, and
how he grew in strength due to a boon being bestowed on him. He was
to be unconquerable by man or by god. KËlÌ, born from the forehead of
DurgË, subdued the demon after a mammoth battle.
Verse 745 outlines details of a great bathing ritual, using nine vessels. Verse 1092, begins a discussion of the 64 yoginÌs5 and names
them as follows: (1) BrahmËÙÌ, (2) CaÙ×ikË, (3) RaudrË, (4) GaurÌ, (5)
IndraÙÌ, (6) KaumËrÌ, (7) BhairavÌ, (8) DurgË, (9) NËrasiÑhÌ, (10)
KËlikË, (11) CËmuÙ×Ë, (12) ÉivadÍtÌ, (13) VËrËhÌ, (14) KauÚikÌ, (15)
MËheÚvarÌ, (16) ÉËÔkarÌ, (17) SarvamaÔgalË, (18) KarËlinÌ, (19) MuktakeÚÌ,
(20) ÉivË, (21) ÉËkambharÌ, (22) BhÌmË, (23) ÉËntË, (24) BhrËmarÌ, (25)
RudrËÙÌ, (26) CaÙ×arÍpiÙÌ (27) KÛamË, (28) DhËtrÌ, (29) SvadhË, (30)
SvËhË, (31) AparÙË, (32) MahodarÌ, (33) GhorarÍpË, (34) MahËkËlÌ,
(35) VidyujjihvË, (36) KapËlinÌ, (37) KÛemaÔkarÌ, (38) MahËmËyË, (39)
MeghamËlË, (40) BalËkinÌ, (41) ÉuÛkodarÌ, (42) CaÙ×aghaÙÖË, (43)
MahËpretË, (44) PriyaÙkarÌ, (45) KharatuÙ×Ì, (46) ¿kÛakarÙÌ, (47)
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BalapramathanÌ, (48) ManonmathË, (49) SarvabhÍtadamanË, (50) UmË,
(51) TËrË, (53) MahËnidrË, (54) VijayË, (55) JayË, (56) ÉailaputrÌ, (57)
MaholkË, (58) TriÚÍlinÌ, (59) AÕjanaprabhË, (60) KÍÛmËÙ×Ì, (61)
ViÚvasantrËsË, (62) KËtyËyanÌ, (63) KËlarËtrÌ, (64) MahËgaurÌ.
That’s followed by a description of NavadurgË pÍjË, which includes
worship of the nine Bhairavas named as AsitËÔga, RurucaÙ×a, Krodha,
Unmatta, ¼nanda, KapËlÌ, BhÌÛaÙa, SaÑhari and SarveÛa. The recitation
of the DurgËsaptaÚatÌ text begins in verse 1174, together with the rules
of homa, worship of the nine KumËrÌs (maidens), a description of how
to fashion a yantra, the dhyËna of the KumËrÌs, their gËyatrÌs and how
they should be praised. These details are elaborated at great length.
Verse 1421 begins with the rules relating to the jackals and the
sacrifice that has to be made to them. (ÉivËbali). Verses 1439 and
following describe their greatness. A dhyËna of CËmuÙ×Ë begins at
verse 1506, followed by a hymn to the DevÌ.
Chapter 14, which has 1597 verses, starts by describing the
pavitrËropaÙa or sacred cord, as well as the damanËropaÙa (subduing
cord) and gives the times they should be created and how they’re installed.
In verse 205, there’s a dhyËna of KËmadeva, followed by a dhyËna
of his two girlfriends, PrÌtÌ and Rati. PrÌtÌ is as dusky as a blue night
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lotus petal and is on KËmadeva’s right hand side, while Rati’s limbs are
the colour of molten liquid gold, and is on his left hand side. These
descriptions are followed by the 16 upacËras to be used in their worship
and the attendents of KËmadeva are described, starting at verse 230. The
50 names of KËma are listed. A hymn to KËma starts at verse 308. His
gËyatrÌ is revealed in verses 366 to 367.
In verse 514, the pavitrËropaÙa of GuhyakËlÌ is described, followed
by BhuvaneÚvarÌ, AnnapÍrÙË, SarasvatÌ, JayadurgË, TripurasundarÌ,
SiddhalakÛmÌ, KubjikË, UgratËrË, ChinnamastË, CËmuÙ×Ë, ÉivadÍtÌ,
KËlasaÑkarÛiÙÌ, CaÙ×eÚvarÌ, and others. The characteristics of a nyËsa
called SËmarasya are described from verse 608, followed by ViÚvarÍpa
nyËsa from verse 641, and NË×Ì cakra nyËsa from verse 739. The mantras
to be used for the preceding devatË pavitrË and ropaÙa ceremonies
occupy hundreds of verses in the chapter. Some of these mantras are
very lengthy.
The first appendix in the third volume of the published work gives
the 1,000 names of DakÛiÙakËlÌ. These all start with the letter K.
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7: KËlÌtantra
This is a short tantra, in twelve chapters, which outlines many of the
tËntrik themes associated with this aspect of the goddess. The edition
used is one published by Kalyan Mandir Prakashan.
Chapter one opens on the peak of the mountain KailËsa, with PËrvatÌ
questioning ParameÚvara, the Supreme Lord. PËrvatÌ describes MahËdeva
as the cause of creation, maintenance and dissolution. She says she
wants to hear about the nature of KËlikË, who she describes as the giver
of the four aims to mankind.
Bhairava answers that she is the MahËmËyË, the supreme lady of all
knowledge, the great queen and the bestower of poesy. He then describes her mantra in code form, from which is drawn the mantra krÌÑ
krÌÑ krÌÑ hÍÑ hÍÑ hrÌÑ hrÌÑ hrÌÑ dakÚiÙe kËlike krÌÑ krÌÑ krÌÑ
hÍÑ hÍÑ hrÌÑ hrÌÑ svËhË. Bhairava says: “Here there need be no
consideration of [the mantra] being siddha and so forth, nor of consid(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
erations relating to enemies or friends, nor of much effort, nor of the
afflictions born of the body. Whichever person uses this oral doctrine
becomes liberated whilst living.” Bhairava is the seer of the mantra,
uÛÙik is the metre, the devatË is KËlikË. HrÌÑ is the seed and oÑ is the
linchpin.
Limb and hand nyËsa is then described. After doing these, a sËdhaka
should then perform nyÌsa of the letters of the alphabet. This should be
followed by diffusion nyËsa.
Bhairava then describes the dhyËna or meditation image of KËlikË,
wedded to a description of the cremation ground where she dwells.
“One should worship in the cremation ground where is the aeon tree
(kalpataru). At its base is a jewelled pÌÖha, adorned with various gems,
decorated with jewels and attended by various saints and gods. There
too are many jackals, flesh, bones, and gladdening scents. In the four
directions are four cremation pyres adorned with corpses and human
skulls and bones.
“IcchË, JÕËna, KriyË, KËminÌ, KËmadËyinÌ, RatÌ, RatipriyË, NandË
and ManonmanÌ are in the centre. HsauÒ SadËÚiva, the great corpse, is
there, with [the DevÌ?] seated on his heart in the padma asana. There
one should meditate on the desired devatË. Now I will describe her
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meditation, by thinking of which one attains Éiva-hood.
“With a gaping mouth, terrifying face and dishevelled hair, fourarmed, the DakÛiÙË KËlikË, adorned with a celestial necklace of human
skulls, holding a freshly severed head, a cleaver in her left upper lotus
hand; giving the mudra dispelling fear and granting boons with her
lower left hand, resembling a great thundercloud, dusky and naked as
space, with blood on her throat and streams of blood from her mouth,
having two young corpses of children as her earrings, with a terrifying
gaping mouth with fangs, firm swelling breasts full of milk, with parts
of corpses her waist-girdle and anklets, having a laughing face, with two
streams of blood trickling from her mouth, a beautiful face, the MahËraudrÌ
making a terrifying noise, dwelling in the cremation ground, as bright as
a dawn sun, with three eyes, with large, prominent teeth like pearls (?),
seated on the heart of MahËdeva in his form as a corpse, engaged in
reverse sexual intercourse with MahËkËla, in each of the four directions
there being terrifying, roaring jackals, she having a sweetly smiling face
full of happiness and showing her inner bliss. So one should always
meditate on the yoginÌ KËlikË with her cakra. Thus one should meditate
on Kali, to achieve all that is desired.”
Bhairava goes on to describe the KËlÌ yantra. After first worshipping
KËlikË in this figure, a sËdhaka should then worship the 15 KËlÌ nityËs
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
in the 15 corners of the fivefold downward pointing triangle. These are
KËlÌ, KapËlinÌ, KullË, KurukullË, VirodhinÌ, CittË, UgrË, UgraprabhË,
DÌptË, NÌlË, GhanË, BalËkË, MËtrË, MudrË and MitË. Bhairava says that
these are all dusky, holding swords and adorned with garlands of skulls,
with their left hand making the threatening mudra, smiling sweetly.
After this, the eight mothers or MËtÎkËs, should be worshipped in the
eight petals, their names being BrËhmÌ, NËrËyaÙÌ, MËheÚvarÌ, CËmuÙ×Ë,
KaumËrÌ, ¼parËjitË, VËrËhÌ and NËrasiÑhÌ. A devotee is to give unguents, scent, incense and flame to each three times. After this, the guru
line, the six limbs and the protectors of the directions (dikpËla)1 should
receive worship. After performing these actions, the KËlikË mantra should
be recited 1,008 times, giving the fruit of this japa, or recitation, to the
goddess.
In the very brief chapter two, which has only six verses, Bhairava
begins to describe a type of homa, or fire sacrifice, which he says is the
giver of all success and in which context appears to perform the function of the preparatory rites (puraÚcaraÙa) that needs to be performed to
perfect a mantra. This is to be performed at midnight, in the cremation
ground, with the sacrificer performing animal sacrifice and reciting the
mantra one lakh2 times. The text says that without the correct prepara-
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tory acts, the mantra is without power.
The daily rite has been described in the first chapter and now in
chapter three Bhairava describes the optional rites for obtaining particular fruits. This is also a very brief chapter. The rites are to be performed
in the cremation ground, using black flowers. Meat and blood are to be
offered. MahËkËla is to be honoured. The blood, flesh, hair and bones
of male mammals can be sacrificed which are ram, buffalo, man, mouse
and cat. One who does so becomes a poet, and liberated whilst still
alive.
Chapter four describes ritual intercourse. Naked, with dishevelled
hair, a sËdhaka is to recite the mantra 108 times. LatË sËdhana liberates.
Women are devatË, women are vital breath, and women are jewels.
Engaged in reverse sexual intercourse with a woman, while reciting the
mantra, forms the essence of the MahËcÌna rite, at night. It is to be
performed on a corpse, in a cremation ground, at the dead of night.
Chapter five gives the rules of becoming siddha in a mantra. It starts
with Bhairava giving a mantra which he says is like the aeon tree. A
mantra is given in code form which decoded reads namaÒ ËÑ ËÑ kroÑ
kroÑ phaÖ svËhË kËli kËlike hÍÑ. A mantra similar to the mantra described in verse one drops the svËhË at the end, and puts oÑ at the
beginning, giving a 21-syllable vidyË of KËlÌ.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
The sixth chapter describes vÌra sËdhanË which, says Bhairava, quickly
bestows results. After placing himself at a cross roads, the wise man
should meditate on light in the brahmarandhra. After giving bali, he is
to recite the mantra using a rosary made of human bone, with a king’s
tooth as the meru. At the root of a bilva tree, he should recite the
mantra, offering various scents. He is then to worship BhadrakËlÌ, NÌlË,
NÌlapatËkË, LalajihvË and KarËlikË, sacrificing animals and placing lights
on their severed heads in the four directions, doing so on a great eighth
or a ninth lunar night, pronouncing various mantras.
Chapter seven describes puraÚcaraÙa in the cremation ground. This is
to be performed on a Tuesday or a Saturday, on a corpse, and during
auspicious times such as an eclipse. Other auspicious times to perform
the preparatory acts are described, similar to those described in the
DevÌrahasya. In the eighth chapter, the rules of the KulËcËra path are
described. Women are to be respected and never blamed or reviled.
When meditating on devÌ, while one is engaged in sexual intercourse,
with the woman as being in the viparÌta posture, and reciting a mantra
1,008 or 108 times, a person gains the desired fruit. The chapter goes on
to describe the rosary made of the great conch, that is to say human
skull. The normal rules are suspended in svecchËcËra, the path of doing
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one’s will.3
In chapter nine, Bhairava describes the results which come from the
vidyË. By worshipping AniruddhasarasvatÌ, a sËdhaka becomes a lord of
speech, a poet and a pandit. It liberates from all misfortunes. It gives
knowledge of the absolute and is performed by a Kaula with a Kaula
Úakti in the cremation ground. It brings wealth to the household, and
worshipping the devÌ is equivalent to having all the sacred bathing spots
within one’s own body. A person becomes equal to DattËtreya and other
gods. It destroys enemies. There is nothing better than Kula knowledge,
and worshipping KËlÌ is better than all.
Chapter 10 concerns itself with other powerful vidyËs. The goddesses mentioned include KËlÌ, DurgË and TËrË. By using the
MahËcÌnakrama, TËrË, DurgË and KËlÌ quickly give fruit. ÉrÌvidyË gives
fruit when worshipped using the Gandharvakrama. ChinnamastË can
also be worshipped using the MahËcÌnakrama. Bhairava describes
the”heart” mantra of KËlikË. This is krÌÑ. He goes on to give the rules
of subjugation, attraction, killing, driving away, and causing peace and
nourishment. Flowers should be red for attraction, yellow for paralysis,
and black for death. A dhyËna is given for KËlÌ where she holds a red
elephant goad and a trident, and is seated with MahËkËla. Mantras and
other meditation images are given for the other of the six acts. Different
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
substances are described for the homas that need to be done to achieve
these results.
Chapter 11 describes the results of general sËdhana, which alleviates
every possible kind of misfortune, whether disease, poverty, falls from
grace, the result of malefic planets, and the like. A person who performs
KulËcËra without worshipping KËlikË does not go to heaven or get
liberated. A method destroying enemies is described, in which she has
two hands, one holding scissors and the other a skull. The last, 12th
chapter, describes vÌra sËdhana once more. CÌnËcËra was declared by
Éiva. The chapter closes with a description of nyËsa. The methods
should be obtained from a guru.
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8: KaÔkËlamËlinÌtantra
The word kaÔkËlamËlinÌ means garlanded in bones, or skeletons, a
constant theme in texts related to the goddess KËlÌ. The
KaÔkËlamËlinÌtantra is a relatively short work of only five paÖalas (chapters). Like many tantras, each is of uneven length. Chapter five is
probably longer than the previous four chapters put together. In the
colophon at the end of each chapter, the tantra is ascribed to the
dakÛiÙËmnËya, or southern tËntrik current.
The version we’ve used for this abstract doesn’t number the verses there is another version of the text available online at the Muktabodha
web site1, transliterated from a Bengali version published in Calcutta at
the end of the 19th century. There are a few differences. According to
the Muktabodha version, chapter one has 39 verses, chapter two 92
verses, chapter three 34 verses, chapter four 80 verses, while chapter
five has 291 verses.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
The first chapter opens with BhairavÌ asking Bhairava to tell her
about the letters of the alphabet. He says that the letters A to KÛa form
the absolute as sound (Úabdabrahma), and then proceeds to enumerate
the female Úaktis associated with these letters. Bhairava says that the
letters A to KÛa consist of Éiva and Éakti, and without knowledge of
their true meaning, it is not possible to be successful in sËdhanË. The
letters are made up of the three guÙas. These are related to 50 forms of
the DevÌ. This chapter then discusses the major bÌja or seed mantras,
including oÑ, ÚrÌÑ (LakÛmÌ bÌja), krÌÑ, klÌÑ, hrÌÑ, huÑ, hÍÑ, hrauÑ,
aiÑ, krauÑ, svËhË, drÌÑ and dÍÑ, prÌÑ, ÖhaÑ ÖhaÑ and sphrÌÑ.
In chapter two, BhairavÌ addresses Bhairava as NÌlakaÙÖha (the blue
throated) MahËdeva and asks him to explain to her the meaning of yoni
mudrË and the three tattvas. He says that yoni mudrË is very secret and
should not be revealed. It is the very form of the absolute, representing
the caitanya or consciousness of mantra and bestows liberation. By
grace of the yoni mudrË, Bhairava says he was able to conquer death.
Semen, blood and their conjunction are the temple of Manmatha (the
god of love). The yoni bÌja mantra should be recited 108 times and the
yoni itself is the true form of the supreme absolute. The yoni should be
encircled with three threads, which are the i×Ë, the piÔgalË and the
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suÛumnË. The yoni of DevÌ is the primordial (¼dyË) form of PrakÎti
(nature). It is KuÙ×alinÌ and MahËkuÙ×alinÌ, says Éiva.
Bhairava then speaks of the nË×Ìs or channels of energy in the body.
There are 3.5 koÖi nË×Ìs2, but the three nË×Ìs mentioned above are the
chief, and represent the moon, the sun and fire. Bhairava then goes on to
describe the six well known cakras through which runs the thread of the
suÛumnË or central nË×Ì in the spine. Details are given of the ×ËkinÌs,
the gods and goddesses, and the bÌjas of each of these cakras, with very
similar details to those published by Sir John Woodroffe in The Serpent
Power. Above the ËjÕË cakra, says Bhairava, is a lotus of 1,000 petals,
which is the place of the seventeenth kalË.
KuÙ×alinÌ Éakti is made of mantra. Dwelling in the mulËdhËra cakra
she rises through the citriÙÌ to the brahmarandhra or 1,000 petal lotus,
and is the rosary of letters, says Bhairava.
There then follows a yoni kavaca which is of some interest. ½Úvara
says that by holding it and reading it, it causes all Úaktis to give boons.
The ÎÛi of the kavaca is SadËÚiva, the metre for it to be pronounced
in is gËyatrÌ, the devatË is the eternal yoni, while it gives the four aims
of mankind. The mantra runs:
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
rakÛantu svËhË.
(c) 2008
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OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ
mÌÑ muÑ
mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
OÑ ËkÍÖËam mama rakÛantu svËhË maÑ mËÑ
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
dakÛa bahum rakÛantu
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
vËma bahuÑ rakÛantu
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
pËdam rakÛantu mama
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
rakÛantu mama sadË svËhË svËhË
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
nËsËÑ rakÛantu svËhË
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
rakÛantu mama sadË svËhË
OÑ maÑ mËÑ miÑ mÌÑ muÑ mÍÑ meÑ maiÑ moÑ mauÑ
yoni kavacam rahasyam paramËdbhutam

mah mama Úiro
mah OÑ mËÑ
mah hÎdayËdi
mah hÎdayËdi
mah dakÛa
mah vËma pËdam
mah hÎdËdiÛu
mah upasthaÑ
mah idam hi

The kavaca should be recited in the mÍlËdhËra, before the eternal
yoni. It gives equality with the sun and the moon, and through the grace
of DevÌ causes success in the yoni mudrË. The text says it should be
recited with one’s own woman or with another woman, following which
there should be intercourse. This is an example of tËntrik code. The
“other woman”, according to tËntrik insiders, is one’s wife or woman,
while one’s own woman here refers to the DevÌ within.
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The kavaca, continues ½Úvara, should be written on bhÍrja leaf (birch)
and written with svayaÑbhÍ flowers (menstrual blood), and semen, and
with other scents such as gorocana. It should be placed inside a gold
ball and worn on the body. Reciting the kavaca 108 times gives success
in whatever is desired. The chapter closes with the mantra namo yonyai
namo yonyai kuÙ×alinyai namo namaÒ.
Chapter three returns to comparatively more sedate matters, including guru pÍjË, the guru mantra and a guru gÌtË (song).
½Úvara says the two syllables of the word guru represent that which is
without qualities and the supreme absolute, respectively. This mantra,
he says, is the mahËmantra, and should be concealed.
He follows by giving a dhyËna of the guru, situated in the 1,000
petal lotus. He is seated in the vÌrasana, with his two hands showing the
mudrËs dispelling fear and giving boons. On his left thigh sits his Úakti,
whose face shows compassion. She wears red clothes and jewels.
The guru and his Úakti should be worshipped with mental offerings
(upacËra). After reciting the mantra of the Úakti, the kavaca of the guru
should then be read. This kavaca differs from that given in the
MËtÎkËbhedatantra.3 Wearing the kavaca on different parts of the body
washes away demerit in the same way as the Ganges river washes it
away. The chapter closes with a brief song (gÌtË) extolling the virtues of
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
the guru.
Chapter four centres around the worship of MahËkËlÌ. PËrvatÌ asks
Éiva to give the KËli mantra, and describe her pÍjË.
½Úvara (Éiva) says that the mantra of MahËkËlÌ bestows every type of
success. All the gods and ÎÛis achieved what they did through her
worship. It gives both liberation and enjoyment and bestows liberation
through enjoyment, when heard from the mouth of the guru.
Éiva gives the mantras of MahËkËlÌ and and says her one syllable
mantra is the gives siddhi in the kali age. He then gives a three syllable
mantra of DakÚiÙË KËlÌkË, followed by other three syllable mantras
producing different results.
Conventional rules in the worship of MahËkËlÌ are suspended, says
Éiva. There is no rule as to time, as to the woman who is the Úakti, or
to defects of the mantra. Similarly, one need not pay attention to bodily
defects. The sËdhanË may be done during the day or at night, and the
recitation (japa) of the mantra may be done anywhere.
By pleasure one gains liberation, Éiva says. He says: “This is true,
true, true and again true, I say.”
PÍja is of three types, he says: daily, every so often, and according to
desire. Here he says he will speak of the daily pÍjË of MahËkËlÌ. Bhairava
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is the ÎÛi, uÚÙik is the metre, and the devatË is MahËkËlÌ, who gives the
four aims of mankind.
Without five fold purification, any pÍjË undertaken is black magic.
Those five purifications are of the Ëtma, bath, the materials, the mantra
and the devatË. Following the placing of the materials, one should bow
to the gurus on the left and to GaÙapati on the right, and should then
perform bhÍtaÚuddhi, the purification of the elements. This is a meditation in which the different elements within a sËdhaka are purified.
Different nyËsas are then performed, and the text follows with a
meditation image of MahËkËlÌ.
One should meditate on ¼dyË MahËkËlÌ as being in a celestial spot,
on the central peak of the Himalaya range, under a jewelled pavilion
which is the great pÌÖha, her lotus feet served by Narada and the best of
saints, worshipped by Bhairava. She is the colour of sapphire, with two
large high breasts, wears variegated colour clothes, and has four arms
and three eyes.
The text then follows with a description of her inner meditation,
where she has limbs the colour of thunderclouds, dishevelled clothing,
three eyes and is seated on Éiva’s corpse. She is ornamented with a
chain of skulls. In her left upper hand she holds a man’s severed head,
and with the lower hand holds a cleaver. She has dishevelled hair.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
Éiva then gives a further dhyËna of MahËkËlÌ, where she has a fierce,
fanged mouth, is completely naked, and has three eyes. She sits in
vÌrËsana4 on MahËkËla and makes a terrifying noise, wears a garland of
skulls and has streams of blood pouring over her full breasts. She sways
backwards and forwards, as if intoxicated. In her left hands she holds a
cleaver and a severed head, and in her right shows the mudrËs giving
boons and dispelling fear. She has a terrifying face and her tongue rolls
wildly. She has earrings made up of a bird’s wing and an arrow. She is
served by terrifying, roaring jackals in the cremation ground and by
Bhairavas making fearful laughing noises, and who dance over skeletons, while bellowing out their victory cries.
MahËkËla and KËlÌ should be worshipped in the centre of the yantra.
The text then follows with a description of KËli’s fifteen attendants, the
KËlÌnityËs. They are all described as dusky, wearing rosaries of skulls
(muÙ×amËlË) and carry swords in their right hands while they point
their fingers in the shape of the tarjanÌ gesture with their left. They all
smile purely. In six angles of the yantra are KËlÌ, KapËlinÌ, KullË,
KurukullË, VirodhinÌ and VipracittË. UgrË, UgraprabhË and DÌptË are in
the next triangle, followed by NÌlË, GhanË and BalËkË. In the last triangle are MËtrË, MudrË and NityË, according to the text.5 The last in the
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series is usually MitË, according to most other tantras.
In the eight petalled lotus are worshipped BrËhmÌ, NËrËyaÙÌ, MaheÚvarÌ,
CËmuÙ×Ë, KaumËrÌ, ¼parËjitË, VËrËhÌ and NËrasiÑhÌ. SËdhakas should
offer all of these goddesses sacrifice, scent, and the other commonly
used ritual substances.
This leads up to the left-hand worship with the paÕcamakËra. Éiva
says that whoever does kula pÍjË without wine or flesh loses the merit
of 1,000 good incarnations. “Without wine, there is no mantra, there is
no mantra except with wine,” Éiva says. After performing the rite of the
five makËras, one should bow again to MahËkËlÌ before doing the dismissal and cleansing rites.
Chapter five, the longest chapter in both versions we’ve seen, first
concerns itself with puraÚcaraÙa, the rites to be performed by an initiated tËntrika to make a mantra successful. These are often elaborate
rules, stretching over several days, which a sËdhaka has to undertake.
But this tantra seems to suspend these rules.
PËrvatÌ is told by ½Úvara that in this dark age, folk are short lived and
unable to perform rites in the way they were able to do in previous
times. He says that for this worship there is no bad time, no special day
or night, no need to do the pÍjË on “great nights”, such as the eighth or
14th of a dark fortnight, nor is there a necessity for worship at the
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
twilights (sandhyË).
There are no rules about directions, places, recitation of mantra, time
to do the worship. “Here, svecchËcËra (doing the rite according to will)
is the rule for the mahËmantra in sËdhanË,” ½Úvara says.
Performing worship in the Kali Yuga in this fashion brings siddhi in
six months, according to the text. Éiva says: “DevÌ, in the KËlÌ Yuga,
there are no tÌrthas (bathing spots), no vows to undertake, no homa, no
bath, and no twilight worship (sandhyË).” Those rites belong to the
previous eras of the Satya, DvËpara and TretË Yugas, he says.
However, puraÚcaraÙa is still necessary, he adds, and proceeds to
give the rite suitable for tËntriks during the Kali Yuga. There then
follows a lengthy rite which includes the giving of substances including
ghee, milk, and sugar, and the recitation of many mantras, the performance of many nyËsas. The importance of the rudrËkÛa rosary is stressed
at great length. The sËdhaka should smear himself with ash, and put
three lines on his forehead as well as a tilak or dot.
There are three dhyËnas relating to the three guÙas of satva, rajas and
tamas, who are pictured as goddesses.
Rules are given about the use of the gËyatrÌ mantra, which is the
unpronounced mantra consisting of the letters Ha and Sa. Despite a
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previous injunction saying times and the like are irrelevant, a large
section details times to perform various rites and yogas in different parts
of the lunar month, and in the solar day. Towards the end of chapter
five, there is a lengthy discourse on the devÌs of the bodily dhatÍs, such
as ÇËkinÌ, RËkiÙÌ and so forth, along with their bÌja mantras and their
various meditation images. These are situated in the different cakras. As
well as residing in the six cakras, each has her string of different letters
of the alphabet.
BhairavÌ asks BhÍtanËtha to describe the bÌja mantras of the ÇËkinÌ
series. He opens by saying she has 16 letters in her mantra which are
aÑ, ËÑ, iÑ, ÌÑ, uÑ, ÍÑ, ÎÑ, ÏÑ, ÐÑ, etc. A description of the other
members of the ÇËkinÌ family follows. ÇËkinÌ, RËkiÙÌ, LËkinÌ, KËkinÌ,
ÉËkinÌ and HËkinÌ are the devatËs presiding over the letters of the
alphabet. DhyËnas of these ladies follow.
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9: Niruttaratantra
This is a relatively brief work of 15 chapters, belonging to the KËlÌ
class of tantras and written in a simple Sanskrit. The word Niruttara
means “having no better”. The edition we consulted for this abstract is
unnumbered.
Chapter one deals with the three bhËvas or temperaments of a tËntrik
and describes how the different ËmnËyas, a term which here refers to the
five directions (north, south, west and east, as well as upper) relate to
the classifications into divya (divine), vÌra (heroic) and paÚu (herdlike).
Verse 16 gives some definitions: “A divya is one in whom devatË
predominates, while a vÌra is strong-minded (uddhata). The acts of a
paÚu relate to the Eastern Amnaya it is said.” Uddhata, which is translated here as strong-minded, is actually a technical term of the tËntriks
—it means a person has a nature where the rajas or active guÙa predominates. The dictionary definition is “raised”, or perhaps struck like
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a stringed instrument, or perhaps “elevated”.
The best ‘directions’, according to this work, appear to be the northern and the upper, both of which have the characteristics of vÌra and
divya bhËvas. Vaidika worship is for the day while kula acts are performed at night. A vÌra should not worship during the day, while a paÚu
should not worship at night-time.
The cremation ground is declared to have two meanings. One is the
place “where corpses sleep”, while the other is in the form of the yoni.
But the worship must be dual.1
Chapter two begins a description of DakÚiÙË KËlÌ, her mantra, her
preparatory acts (puraÚcaraÙa) and the results it gives. ÉrÌ Éiva says:
“One should know that the vagina (bhaga) is BhagavatÌ, she is DakÚiÙË
and the lady of the three guÙas (TriguÙeÚvarÌ). This vagina-form is all,
that which moves and that which does not move.”
At the centre of the yoni, which also here means a downward pointing triangle, is the HakËrdha kalË which is the subtle form of the DevÌ.
The yoni is DakÚiÙË KËli and she is the essence of Brahma, ViÛÙu and
Éiva. When semen is in the yoni of the DevÌ, she becomes MahËkËlÌ, the
form of light, and gives birth to the universe. Éiva and Éakti are of two
kinds, with qualities and without qualities. Without qualities they are a
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mass of light, the supreme absolute, eternal. In reverse intercourse, KËli
is both with qualities and without qualities. When she takes the form of
the new moon, she is without qualities and is known as AniruddhË
SarasvatÌ. When associated with ViÛÙu, she takes the form of MahËlakÛmÌ,
and is MËyË herself. In her form as DakÚiÙË KËli, she is the real form of
all vidyËs (goddesses) who give siddhi (success). Because Éiva and
Éakti are one, they must be worshipped together.
Éiva then outlines the chief mantras of DakÚiÙË KËlÌkË and starts to
describe her dhyËna (meditation form). A devotee should worship KËli,
using vÌra bhËva, as formidable, with rising swelling breasts full of
milk, the colour of a thundercloud, dusky, roaring terribly, and having
four arms. She carries a newly severed head, and a sword in her upper
left and lower left hands. In her right, she shows the mudrËs dispelling
fears and granting boons. Around her bloody throat, is a necklace made
of 50 skulls which are the letters of the alphabet.
Two streams of blood trickle from her mouth. Around her are terrifying jackals which roar in the four directions. Her girdle is made of
hands of corpses and she laughs. She is naked, with dishevelled hair,
and bears a crescent moon as her diadem. She is seated on the corpse
form of MahËdeva, where she has intercourse with MahËkËla in the
reverse position. Her eyes roll with liquor, her smiling face is like a
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lotus and she is the very terrifying MahËraudrÌ who gives all bliss.
The chapter then describes vÌra sËdhanË at night in the cremation
ground. A sËdhaka should first worship mentally and then may do the
outer form of pÍjË. He should also worship MahËkËla. He is of a smoky
colour, with matted locks, three eyes, united with Éakti, naked, of terrifying form, his effulgence equal to a sapphire unguent. He is both with
qualities and without qualities.
Then a sËdhaka should worship the 15 KËli NityËs in the five triangles and in the eight petals of the KËlÌyantra should worship BrËhmÌ,
NËrËyaÙÌ, KaumËrÌ, MËheÚvarÌ, AparËjitË, CËmuÙdË, VËrËhÌ and
NËrahasiÑhikË, from the east first. In the four doors of the yantra are
AsitËÔga and the other Bhairavas who are Ruru, CaÙ×a, Krodha, BhÌÛaÙa,
Unmatta, KapËli and SaÑhËraka. They are to be worshipped in pairs,
from the east in order.
In the 10 directions, a sËdhaka should worship the dikpËlas (lords of
the directions). After this worship, the practitioner should meditate on
her in her form as KullukË, using a mantra with five syllables, meditated
on as being situated in the different parts of the body. Éiva says KullukË
is TËrË as MahËnÌlasarasvatÌ.2 Following this, one should recite the
mantra 108 times, worship MahËkËla again with LalitË and recite the
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armour (kavaca) and the hymn (stava).
Chapter three speaks of the kavaca (armour) of DakÚiÙË KËli. This is
brief and starts: “SiddhakËlÌ, protect my head, DakÚiÙË protect my forehead! KËli protect my mouth always, KapËlÌ, protect my eyes. KullË
shield my cheeks always and KurukullikË protect my mouth. VirodhinÌ
protect the adhara (?) and VipracittikË the lips. UgrË, protect my ears
always and UgraprabhË my nostrils. DÌptË shield my throat and NÌlË be
protective of my lower throat. GhanË protect my chest and MËtrË always
protect my diaphragm. MudrË always protect the navel and MitË shield
my liÔgam always.”
The kavaca goes on to use the 22 letters of the KËli mantra to protect
other parts of the body.3 The kavaca, says the text, protects a person
from the bhÍtas, the pretas, the piÚËcas, kÍÛmËÙ×as, rËkÛasas and planets. Éiva then gives a hymn to KËli called the KËlÌkË stotra. This is
essentially an extended meditation, similar to the above.
The main subject matter of chapter four concerns puraÚcaraÙa, the
preparatory acts to be performed before a sËdhaka becomes competent
to recite a mantra. Éiva first gives a set of Ësanas or postures and then
says there are 72,000 nË×Ìs in the body. The chief nË×Ìs for prËÙË
(bioenergy or vital breath) are 10 and of these the most important are
the i×Ë, the piÔgalË and the suÛumnË nË×Ìs. Within the last is the citriÙÌ
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nË×Ì. The three nË×Ìs are the moon, sun and fire devatËs while suÛumnË
is of the nature of sun and moon conjoined.
Éiva then describes the 10 vËyus, which are in sets of two. When a
yogi unites that which is above and that which is below, he unites sun
and moon, realises oÑ and is one with haÑsa. HaÑsa, the tantra explains, relates to the breath. The letter Ha is exhalation and the letter Sa
inhalation. A living being (jÌva) recites this supreme mantra known as
the ajapË mantra (that which is not recited) 21,600 times day and night.
The ajapË mantra is called the gËyatrÌ of yogis and and gives liberation. This, says the tantra, is the secret preparatory act before a mantra
can become siddha. There follows a meditation on KËli where she is
conceived of as light extending from the feet to the top of the head. A
yogi or yoginÌ should offer fruit, flower, scent, clothes, gems mentally
to KËli again and again. This, explains Éiva, is the preparatory act of the
northern ËmnËya of KËli Kula.
Éiva then allocates different forms of the DevÌ to the different directions and describes the puraÚcaraÙas. A paÚu, established in the southern
ËmnËya, should use the 22 syllable mantra and recite it two lakhs
(200,000), half in the day and half at night. Every tenth time, the
worshipper must give sacrifice.
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VÌra puraÚcaraÙa is different. The sËdhaka and his Úakti should be
naked in the cremation ground. The Úakti should have KËmakËla written
on her forehead and in the centre of that should be the DevÌ mantra. The
mantra should be recited 100,000 times and every tenth recitation should
consist of an oblation of alcohol into fire. If a sËdhaka does not have a
Úakti, he can worship her mentally.
Without doing preparatory acts, there is no entitlement to worship.
PÍja done without the preparatory acts makes black magic out of a
person’s recitation and sacrifice. One is also to give gifts to the guru and
to his Úakti and his relatives. Success in mantra cannot be achieved
without great devotion.
Chapter five speaks of the RajanÌ (“the coloured or dark female”),
who here seems to mean the Úakti of a sËdhaka. She should be free of
shame, free of the opposites (dvandva), devoted to Éiva, pure (satvagatË) and by her own will (svecchaya) takes the viparÌta posture in
intercourse.
A sËdhaka may also meditate on her mentally, as a mass of light in
the brow. In this supreme form she sheds nectar. She should also be
meditated upon as gËyatrÌ in the form of exhalation and inhalation. This,
says Éiva, is the Brahma GËyatrÌ of yogis.4
To obtain success, a yogi must reject greed, lust and envy. If a yogi
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does pÍjË prompted by these, he goes to the Raurava hell and becomes
miserable. He is to reject the idea of difference and then achieves liberation. No-one should worship KËli if hungry or thirsty. “After eating and
drinking, one should worship the auspicious KËlÌkË.”
Unless one is a vÌra or a divya, one should not worship KËlÌkË. That
brings sorrow “at every step” and a person goes to Naraka hell. One
should not worship KËlÌkË if lazy, as that will bring an individual to the
level of a paÚu (beast). The KËlÌkË darÚana is the latË darÚana, that is the
revealed doctrine into which sexual intercourse, likened to the twining
of a vine, enters. It should be performed in an empty place, in a cremation ground, at a river-bank, on a mountain. There, one should worship
Éakti. Without a guru, one should not perform ritual intercourse, which
leads to hell, destruction and poverty. In vÌra sËdhanË of KËlÌkË one
should use meat, wine, flesh, fish and maithuna (the five ms). The text
describes forms of the DevÌ who are worshipped in this fashion.
Chapter six speaks of the siddhis which ensues from worship of the
RajanÌ, the chief of which is liberation whilst living. Éiva says that this
knowledge, which destroys saÑsËra, should never be revealed. He then
describes vÌra sËdhanË. The union of female and male is the supreme
essence and is the worship of KËlÌkË. It gives siddhi and is hard to
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obtain even for the gods.
In chapter seven, ÉrÌ DevÌ asks about abhiÛeka. Éiva says there are
two types, that which is done in the vaidika way and also knowledge
(jÕËna) abhiÛeka, which is hidden in all the tantras. He says a tËntrik
should do Kula abhiÛeka, which creates peace, all that is good, dispels
ailments, gives wealth, destroys great sins and the like. It gives the fruit
of all bathing places (tÌrtha).
It is to be obtained from the guru. Éiva says that the devatËs are not
satisfied unless there is bliss coming from the worship of KËli and the
five ms. Without KulËcara, it is impossible to be successful in the KËlÌ
mantra. Without this type of abhiÛeka, all pÍjË turns into black magic
and an individual goes to Naraka Hell or worse.
One must bow to the true guru, to deva and DevÌ, do guru pÍjË and
then perform the abhiÛeka at the root of a bilva tree, at the junction of
three paths, in the ancestral ground, in a deserted place and in other
favoured Kaula spots.
Chapter eight opens with Éiva talking of arghya and the establishment of a pot to do the puraÚcaraÙa. He gives the mantras associated
with the worship. The chapter speaks of the mahËpÍjË, or great worship,
and goes on to list at great length the different devatËs of the tradition
connected with the abhiÛeka. This worship gives success to a sËdhaka.
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At the end of the chapter, the ÉrÌguru speaks, saying that kulËcËra
should be carefully hidden. A Úakti should be worshipped by body and
by mind.
In chapter nine, DevÌ asks how a person becomes successful in the
mantras. Éiva describes the initiation of a Kula Éakti. After drawing a
KËmakËla yantra, the sËdhaka should whisper the root mantra in her left
ear. The initiated Úakti sits on the left of the sËdhaka, in a cremation
ground, wearing red clothes, smeared with various scents and adorned
with different jewels. The mantra should be drawn on her forehead. By
worshipping this Úakti in the Kula rite, devÌs from everywhere are attracted to the cakra. This rite produces nirvËÙa for gods and for men.
Intercourse with an initiated Úakti brings success, provided the participants are initiated by the guru, otherwise the sËdhaka is cast into the
Naraka underworld.
In chapter 10, the DevÌ says she still is unsure about the different
Éaktis and asks Éiva to explain further. Éiva says he will speak specifically about the Kula sËdhanË. A person should not do Kula sËdhanË
without an initiated vÌra Éakti.
He speaks of five cakras where these Úaktis may be worshipped,
which are the RËjacakra, the MahËcakra, the Devacakra, the VÌracakra
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and the PaÚucakra. BrahmacËris and GÎhasthas (householders) can worship in these five cakras. He speaks of various substances used in the
cakras including svayaÑbhÍ, kuÙ×a, gola and udbhava flowers6, which
are Kaula tËntrik code-terms for menstrual blood, and also gives days of
the waxing and waning moon which bring success in the particular rites.
The goddess asks who are the five maidens worshipped in the rite.
Éiva explains they must be initiated women. Without worship of
svayaÑbhÍ, gola, kuÙ×a and udbhava flowers, the rites are useless and
bring harm to sËdhakas. A sËdhaka is to worship his own Úakti again
and again and should drink the left overs (ucchiÛÖa).
Éiva gives details of the ritual accessories (upacËras) employed in
these rites as well as the best times for creating them. The best times are
the eighth and fourteenth days of the waning moon on a Tuesday or on
the fourth and seventh days of the waxing moon on a Thursday. 64,000
forms of the DevÌ dwell in the different cakras. The VÌracakra should
take place on an eighth or fourteenth day of the dark fortnight in the
ancestral grounds, that is the cremation ground.
DevÌ asks Éiva about sËdhanË of the yoni in chapter 11. First, Éiva
describes the characteristics of the sËdhaka, then moves on to the sËdhikË.
The male should be free from duality, ego-less, generous, fearless, pure,
devoted to his gurudeva, peaceful and devoid of shame and greed. He
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should wear red clothes and red gems.
The sËdhikË (female worshipper) should have similar qualities and
when having intercourse should, by her own will (svecchaya) assume
the inverse sexual position (viparÌta). She should be initiated in the
tradition. The mantra should be recited 108 times and the DevÌ worshipped internally. The Kulacakra should be drawn using vajra flowers
and the preparatory act completed by reciting the mantra 108 times. The
mantra hrÌÑ should be drawn on the forehead of the Éakti. Éiva says
that without pÍjË of KËmËkhyË, it is impossible to be successful in the
mantra. More details of the sËdhanË are given in chapter twelve. KulapÍjË
performed in front of a paÚu causes the participants to go to hell. At the
end of chapter 12, Éiva describes a paÚu. There are two types, an
initiated paÚu and an unitiated paÚu, who is described as a mahËpaÚu.
The kula path is to be obtained from an initiated guru.
In chapter 13, the DevÌ asks Éiva about the vidyËs (female mantras)
giving siddhi (success). Éiva relates the different goddesses to the types
of Éakti. ÉyËmË vidyË is related to the nËpitËÔgË (hairdresser); TËrË to
the CËÙ×ËlÌ; ÉrÌ VidyË to the BrËhmËÙÌ; CchinnamastË the KËpËlÌ. This
chapter also gives results from worshipping DevÌ for a given period of
time. The eighth and 14th days of the waning moon are the best times
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to perform this sËdhanË. Doing kaula pÍjË according to the MahËcÌna
rule and worshipping KËmËkhyË and the RajanÌ while seated on a corpse
in a cremation ground gives sovereignty.
The quite lengthy chapter 14 opens with DevÌ asking Éiva about the
veÚyËs. This word, literally, means whore but is applied in this tantra to
initiated Éaktis and to DevÌs. Éiva enumerates seven, the GuptaveÚyË,
the MahËveÚyË, the KulaveÚyË, the MahodayË, the RËjaveÚyË, the
DevaveÚyË and the BrahmaveÚyË.
The GuptaveÚyË is without shame, with her eyes rolling with lust.
The MahodayË, by her own will, takes the viparÌta position. The KulaveÚyË
is the spouse of the kaula. The MahËveÚyË is a digambarÌ by her own
will, that is, she goes naked. Then follows a eulogy of the viparÌta
position. When a veÚyË, of her own will, assumes this position, she
becomes KËlÌ. If mantra is recited when in intercourse with the Éakti,
she is KËli and gives mantra-siddhi and nirvËÙa. The cremation ground
(ÚmaÚËna) is where SadËÚiva dwells. The eighth and 14th days in either
the waxing or waning fortnights are the ideal times to perform sËdhanË.
The yoni is mother and KËlikË, while the liÔgam is father and MahËkËla.
When semen is emitted during the rite, a sËdhaka becomes like MahËkËla
while the sËdhikË becomes like DakÚiÙË KËlÌkË. Only through the Kaula
rite does a human being become enlightened.
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The different types of veÚyË are related to different cities and places
while a series of DevÌs are described as being kula devatË including
KËli, TËrË, SarasvatÌ, BhairavÌ, RËdhË, ChinnamastakË, SundarÌ,
MahiÛamardinÌ, BhuvanË, BËlË, BagalËmukhÌ, DhÍmËvatÌ, MËtaÔgÌ,
AnnapÍrÙË, TripuÖË, and TvaritË. A eulogy of kulapÍjË says that without
it, it is not possible to become liberated, or siddha in the worship of
numerous forms of DevÌ. The Éakti mantra gives accomplishment, and
no other. A long list of women suitable to be a Úakti is given which
extends the usual list of eight found in other tantras. The list includes
yoginÌs, a “cooker of dogs”, a queen, a cowgirl, a flower girl, a washer
girl, and others.
Chapter 15 deals with the five substances, known as the five “ms”,
and used in kaula rites. These are madya (wine), mËÑsa (flesh), mÌna
(fish), mudrË (bean) and maithuna (sexual intercourse)7. They should be
purified. The sËdhaka, at night, sits with his Éakti to his left, doing the
various types of nyËsa first. The chapter goes on to describe the rules of
pÍjË and gives various mantras to purify the different substances used.
Towards the end, Éiva enumerates the ten MahËvidyËs and the other
SiddhavidyËs. These are given as KËli, TËrË, CchinnË, MËtaÔgÌ,
BhuvaneÚvarÌ, AnnapÍrÙË, NityË, DurgË, MahiÛamardinÌ, TvaritË,
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TripurËpuÖË, BhairavÌ, BagalË, DhÍmËvatÌ, KamalË, SarasvatÌ, JayadurgË,
and TripurasundarÌ. For these 18 mahËvidyËs, there is no need for purification, nor of considering day, tithi, nakÛatra, yoga or karaÙa.
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10: GuptasËdhana Tantra
This tantra is quoted as a source in the MËtÎkËbhedatantra, which
may possibly date from the 13th century c.e. The edition used for this
abstract is No. 311 in the Chowkhamba Haridas Sanskrit series, 1995.
The work is unabashedly of a Kaula slant, briefly exposed in twelve
short paÖalas (chapters). According to Teun Goudriaan’s Hindu Tantric
Literature in Sanskrit, the work is mostly found in Bengali recensions.
The clue here is that the letter “v” is often replaced by the letter “b” in
Bengali tantras in the text we’re abstracting.
This is a slim work but concisely sums up the nature of Kaula tantra.
Precisely, no date can be assigned to it. Goudriaan says in the same
work that the MËtÎkËbhedatantra is probably not as old as some scholars
may suggest. A tËntrik might say that as this is a conversation between
Éiva and Éakti, it hardly matters when it was composed because, as we
see in the GuhyakËlÌ chapter, Éakti and Éiva are yesterday, today and
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tomorrow. The GuptasËdhanatantra is certainly not boring, it races
along.
The first chapter, which only has 15 verses, opens on the pleasant
peak of KailËÚa mountain where Éiva and Éakti dally. Here, DevÌ first
says that she has heard of the greatness of the path of the Kulas, but she
now wants to hear more, she insists, in her rather nice way. Éiva says
that as he is her slave, and out of love for her, he will tell her.
KulËcara, he says, is great knowledge and should be concealed,
particularly from those of the paÚu (herd like) disposition, in the same
way that DevÌ would hide her sexual organs from others. KulËcara, he
says, is the essence of the vedas, the purËÙas and other ÚËstras, and is
very difficult to obtain. Even if he had tens upon tens of millions of
mouths, he would be unable to describe the magnificence of the path of
Kula.
Éakti, he says, is the root of the entire universe, pervading all, and
she is the cause of knowledge arising in a sËdhaka. Knowing Éakti
brings happiness in this world and causes a sËdhaka to dissolve in the
body of Éakti in the next. Next, Éiva says that the KulaÚakti should be
worshipped with the five makËras, and describes suitable Úaktis for this
worship as a dancer (NËÖÌ), a KapËlinÌ, a whore (VeÚya), a washing girl
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(RajakÌ), a hairdresser (NËpitËÔganË), a BrËhmËÙÌ, a ÉÍdrakanyË, a Bhopala
maiden and a flower-girl. These are the nine tËntrik KulaÚaktis, according to this text.
In chapter two, which has 22 verses, PËrvatÌ says she wants to know
about sËdhanË, and breaks into a eulogy of the guru. She says the guru
is Brahma, ViÛÙu and Rudra and is the refuge. Guru is sacred bathing
places (tÌrtha), guru is tapas, guru is fire, guru is the sun and consists of
the whole universe. She asks by which mantra and in which ways the
guru should be served and worshipped. She asks what his meditation
image is.
Éiva says that women, because of their emotional nature, should not
have such secrets revealed to them. Nevertheless, out of love for her, he
will tell her of the meditation image and the nature of the guru. It should
not be revealed to paÚus (the herd), he warns.
He says that just as Kula represents Éakti, so Akula represents Éiva.
A person who is dissolved in Éakti is called a KulÌna. This is a reference
to the idea that Éiva is the witness, inert, a corpse, and it is Éakti, Kula,
who creates, maintains and destroys the universe. The guru is the kula
circle, and one should bow to the guru seated in the centre of a great
lotus which has the colour of an autumnal moon. He has a face like the
full moon, and wears celestial clothes, and is scented with heavenly
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perfumes. He is united with the greatly alluring SuraktaÚakti, who is on
his left, and the hands show the mudrËs giving boons and dispelling
fear. He is marked with every auspicious sign, and is situated in the
great 1,000 petal lotus on the top of the head.
ÉrÌ PËrvatÌ then asks to hear more. She wants to know about the
meditation image of the guru’s Úakti. Éiva replies that she is like the red
lotus, wearing beautiful red clothes, she has a slender waist, and is
adorned with red jewels and a red diadem. She resembles the brightness
of the autumn moon, wears beautiful shining earrings, and sits on the
left of her own lord (nËtha). She shows the signs giving boons and
dispelling fear and holds a lotus in one of her hands.
In chapter three, PËrvatÌ asks ½Úvara, whom she addresses as the
giver of liberation, the lord of breath and MahËdeva, about preparatory
acts (puraÚcaraÙa) sËdhakas must undertake. As in the KaÔkËlamËlinÌtantra,
Éiva says that the way to accomplish sËdhanË of the great mantra is
through one’s own will, here described as sveÛÖËcËra. The usual defects
and rules applying to whether worship is during the day or night do not
apply. At morning, and at midday, the sËdhaka should recite the mantra
and, having performed pÍjË, should once more recite the mantra at the
evening twilight.
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In the evening, the sËdhaka is to offer food and other offerings
according to his will. After doing so, the best of sËdhakas should also
recite the mantra at the dead of night. Together with his own Úakti, he
should recite the mantra. Joined with his Úakti, the mantra gives siddhi,
and not otherwise, Éiva says. There is no siddhi without a KulaÚakti,
even in thousands of millions of years. After worshipping the kÍmËrÌ, a
sËdhaka should give her offerings of food and the like and recite the
mantra 108 times. After doing so, one should give a gift (dakÛiÙË) to the
guru, such as gold and clothes.1 Unless the guru is satisfied, success in
the mantra cannot be obtained. Success means that one becomes like
Bhairava or Éiva himself.
Chapter four deals with the Úakti and her characteristics. ÉaÑkara
says that she may be one’s own Úakti or another’s. She should be
youthful and intelligent, and should be free of shame (lajjË) and disgust.
After using the five elements according to the rule, the sËdhaka should
recite the mantra, placing it 100 times on the head, 100 times on the
forehead, 100 times where the hair is parted in the centre (sindÍramaÙ×ala
or simanta), 100 times on the mouth, 100 times on the throat, 100 times
in the region of the heart, 100 times for each of her breasts, 100 times
for the navel, and 100 times at the yoni.
After doing so, the sËdhaka should think of himself as one with Éiva,
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and using the Éiva mantra should worship his own liÔgam. Chewing
tËmbÍla (paan), and with bliss or excitement in his heart, he should
place his liÔgam in the yoni of Úakti. He should offer his Ëtma, together
with dharma and adharma, and everything else in his nature, just like a
sacrificer offers to fire, in the suÛumÙË nË×Ì using a mantra ending with
svËhË. Then, while still joined with his Úakti, he should utter the mantra
100 or 1,000 times. The “full sacrifice” should then be offered using the
prakËÚË’ËkËÚË mantra, again ending with svËhË. The semen which flows
should then be offered to the DevÌ. It may be noted here that this whole
process, though couched in explicitly sexual terms, can also refer to the
bliss when KuÙ×alinÌ rises through the suÛumÙË nË×Ì and the cakras.
Whoever worships according to the previous method, says Éiva, becomes free from illness, wealthy, and equal to the god of love KËma
himself. His enemies are all destroyed, and he becomes successful on
earth, gaining all dominion, and equal to Éiva himself.
After all this excitement, in chapter five PËrvatÌ wants to know about
preparatory acts, and how many times the mantra given to the disciple
by the guru should be recited in the months after initiation. Éiva says
that during the first month, the mantra should be recited 600,000 times,
in month two 1,200,000 times, and in the third month 1,600,000 times.
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In months four and five, the number is 3,000,000 times for each. In
month six, the mantra has to be recited 3,600,000 times, and in the
seventh month, 4,200,000 times. In the eighth month, japa is 4,400,000
times, and in month nine 4,500,000 (or could be 5,400,000) times.
Month ten needs recitation 6,000,000 times, while month 11 the number
creeps up to 6,500,000 times. By the time the last month of the year is
reached, the mantra has to be recited 10,000,000 times.2
Éiva says that only be reciting the mantra this many times, does it
become successful. As well as worshipping the Úakti in the manner
described in chapter four, a sËdhaka must also worship the KÍmËrÌs, or
virgins, feeding them and so forth. The KulacÍdËmaÙÌtantra goes into
some detail about this process.3
In chapter six, the goddess says she wants to know about the DakÚiÙË
form of KËlÌkË, who she describes as the giver of siddhi, and very hard
to get knowledge of in the three worlds. Éiva says he will reveal this
information, which, he says is also spoken of in the KËlÌtantra and in
yËmala.
He says that knowing the essence of DakÚiÙË KËli liberates an individual from the ocean of being, and says that Bhairava is the ÎÛi who
revealed the mantra, and it should be pronounced in the uÚÙik metre. He
gives the linchpin (kÌlaka), Úakti and other details and says that the
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application of the mantra is the four ends or aims of all human beings,
dharma, artha, kËma and mokÛa. He tells the DevÌ that he has already
given the complete mantra in the KËlÌtantra.
DevÌ then responds by asking about different elements in pÍjË including meditation, the place of worship, the different seats called alÌ×ha
and pratyËlÌ×ha, the cremation ground, and the nights when she should
be worshipped.4 He answers that a candidate should be competent or
entitled to worship KËlÌkË, and should do the daily pÍjË dedicated to his
or her guru, or the guru’s son or the guru’s Úakti. Without this, the fruit
of a sËdhaka’s pÍjË is taken by the rËkÛasas and the yakÛas. The guru
and his or her family are to be offered the fruit of the pÍjË and satisfied
in every way. The alÌ×ha and pratyËlÌ×ha postures are the form of KËli
as the destroyer and deluder of the universe, the form of KËli as fire
itself, and so situated in the cremation ground.
By performing these according to the injunctions of the guru, one
obtains the four aims of mankind. One should do the pÍjË, by implication in the cremation ground, at night at a time which appears to be in
the second ghaÖikË (24 minutes) after midnight. On a great night of KËli,
one should perform pÍjË at midnight, using the five bhËvas, here meaning the five makËras, as part of vÌra sËdhanË. Worshipping at different
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times, and in the different velËs, gives different results. Those of the
divine and heroic dispositions (bhËvas), should worship using the five
tattvas, at midnight, to achieve the highest results and become free from
time.
Chapter seven opens with something of a tiff between Éiva and
Éakti. The goddess wants to know about the tattva, and entreats Éiva, if
he has love for her, to reveal these details. Éiva replies that she herself
is the supreme tattva, while he is a scatterbrain, and got it from her.
DevÌ entreats him to speak, and he says that he has spoken of these
matters in many tantras of old. He asks her why she keeps asking again
and again. After another short exchange, Éiva launches into the matter
in hand.
He reveals a five syllable purifying mantra which he says is hidden
in all the tantras and which refers to the five elements of the hidden
ritual. He then describes how this affects the different worshippers.
Brahmins, he says, dissolve into the supreme tattva, just as water flows
into water; kÛatriyas achieve oneness (sahayoga); vaiÚyas gain equality
with the DevÌ, ÚÍdras dwell eternally in the DevÌ’s heaven; while others
achieve equality with the (supreme) tattva. More details, he says, may
be found in the NÌlËtantra, and in other places such as yËmalas.
Chapter eight describes a cakra which may be used to decide whether
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a given mantra will produce success. The then follows a description of
the bases used for pÍjË. These may be yantras, gems, images, or a Éiva
liÔgam. Unlike some other tantras, this work recommends that the pÍjË
using the liÔgam should be performed only when the liÔgam is made of
a permanent substance. The To×alatantra recommends that Éiva liÔgams
should be made of clay. This chapter only has 22 verses.
The whole of chapter nine, which has 65 verses, is devoted to the
worship of DhanadË LakÛmÌ. It includes her mantra, yantra, pÍjË, kavaca,
and other ritual details. DhanadË bestows wealth to a devotee. Verses 30
to 40 consist of her stotra (hymn). Her armour (kavaca) is given in
verses 44 to 55. The DhanadËtantra, separately published by Prachya
Prakashan, Varanasi, 1985, is ascribed to the RudrayËmalatantra and
gives more details of DhanadË. She is one of the yakÛiÙis, a female
attendant to Kubera, the god of wealth, and daily worship of DhanadË
means she showers gold on the devotee.5
The 46 verses of chapter 10 deal with the worship of the goddess
known as MËtaÔgÌ and contains her hymn, her kavaca and her mantra.
She bestows the four aims of mankind.
The brief chapter 11 covers the garland of letters, the 50 letters of the
alphabet from ‘a’ to ‘kÛa’, which make up the body of the goddess. It
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also deals with the physical rosary (akÛamËla) and describes the different substances from which it may be fashioned. The bÌjË mantra oÑ is
the form of the absolute, but women and ÚÍdras are not allowed to recite
it, the text claims. The best rosary is made of human skull bone, and is
also described as the great conch rosary. Inner recitation of the mantra is
more powerful than external japa.
The mantra known as gËyatrÌ is described in chapter 12. The fifteen
verses describe the gËyatrÌ as the greatest of all mantras. having this
tantra in one’s house protects from all misfortunes, and brings liberation.
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11: SiddhasiddhËntapaddhati
This Sanskrit text, attributed to NËtha siddha GorakÛanËtha, is divided into six chapters called upadeÚas (instructions). The Sanskrit edition used for this abstract is Siddha Siddhanta Paddhati & Other Works
of the Nath Yogis, Mallik, 1953. It is also very much worth consulting
the English introduction, by Gopinath Kaviraj, to the Siddha Siddhanta
Sangraha of Balabhadra, Government Sanskrit College, Benares 1925.
That edition has seven chapters - the last contains miscellaneous material, according to Kaviraj. The contents of the first six chapters are
similar to the SiddhasiddhËntapaddhati.
The sections in this work are 1) origin of piÙ×a, 2) discussion of
piÙ×a, 3) knowledge relating to piÙ×a, 4) foundation of piÙ×a. 5) unity
of piÙ×a with the supreme reality (parampada), and 6) the nature of the
avadhÍta.
The parampada is also known as anama, or the nameless. The piÙ×a
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itself is Éakti. PiÙ×a means, literally, a ball or an egg. This egg is the
cosmic egg or macrocosm. and also the microcosmic egg, or the human
being. It has six forms, called in this text parË (supreme), ËnËdi (without
origin), Ëdi (origin), mahËsËkËra (great body), prakÎti (Natural Body)
and Garbha (Womb-born Body),
Each of these six aspects of piÙ×a has itself five factors, these being
subdivided into five other divisions. So each of the six aspects of piÙ×a
has 25 qualities.
The five divisions partake of the nature of space, air, water, fire and
earth - the five elements or BhÍtas. This work primarily belongs to the
Kanphat or Gorakhnathi tradition, and having many contacts with the
Adinath tradition, should be compared with KaulajÕËnanirÙaya (Prachya
Prakashan, 1986).
Chapter one says the first of the six piÙ×as is parË, or the supreme.
This is identified with Úakti, whose 25 divisions are described. These
are 1) nijË or indwelling Úakti, with the five qualities eternity, stainlessness,
no sound, no light, no emanation. 2) ParË Úakti with the five qualities of
non-dependency, immeasurability, no divisions, endlessness,
unmanifastness. 3) AparË or manifestation Úakti, with the five qualities
of quivering, emanation, abundance, distinction, vibration. 4) SukÛmË or
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subtle Úakti, with the five qualities of wholeness, all extensiveness,
immovability, firmness, and changelessness. 5) KuÙ×alinÌ Úakti with her
five qualities of fullness, reflectiveness, mightiness, power and openness.
¼nËdi piÙ×a includes 1) Parampara or uninterrupted line, with five
qualities of spotlessness, without comparison, beyond all, without form,
never appearing. 2) Param padam or supreme part with five qualities of
no parts, very highest, without movement, numberless, supreme. 3)
ÉÍnya or void with the five qualities of playfulness, fullness, agitatedness,
unsteadiness, fickleness 4) NiraÕjana or the stainless, with the five qualities
of truthfulness, spontaneity (sahaja), perfect assimilation (samarasa), attentiveness and omnipresence 5) ParamËtma or supreme being with five
qualities of imperishability, inability to be divided, inability to be cut,
inability to be burnt, inability to be destroyed.
¼di piÙ×a consists of 1) ParamËnanda or supreme bliss with five
qualities of vibration, happiness, power, quietude, eternal bliss. 2) Prabodha
or manifestation with five qualities of arising, growth, shining forth,
expansion, light. 3) Cidudaya or arising of consciousness with five
qualities of good meditation, discrimination, doing, knowing, independence. 4) CitprakËÚa or light of consciousness, with the five qualities of
being undisturbed by things, completeness, being unaffected by thought,
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equipoise, and relaxedness. 5) SohambhËva or the mood of thinking
“that I am” with five qualities of immortality, entireness, resting in
one’s own Ëtma, cosmic meditation and equality with all.
MahËsËkËra piÙ×a consists of 1) MahËkËÚa or great space, with the
five qualities space, intactness, untouchability, consisting of the colour
blue, relating to sound. 2) MahËvËyu or great air, the five qualities being
moving about, trembling, touch, drying, consisting of the colour purple.
3) MahËteja or great fire relating to burning, cooking, heat, sight, and
the colour red. 4) MahËsalila or great water with the five qualities of
flowing, moistness, liquidity, taste, and the colour white. 5) MahËpÎthivÌ
or great earth, with the five qualities of grossness, different bodies,
firmness, smell, yellow.
PrakÎti piÙ×a includes 1) Earth with the five qualities of bone, flesh,
skin, veins and hair. 2) Water with the five qualities of saliva, sweat,
semen, blood, urine. 3) Fire with the five qualities of hunger, thirst,
dream, languor, idleness. 4) Air with the five qualities of running, swimming, stretching, bending, disappointment. 5) Earth with the five qualities of disease, hatred, fear, shame and delusion.
The work then proceeds to give five-fold qualities of many other
things which seem to pertain to the garbha (womb) piÙ×a. They are
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enumerated below.
The antaÒkaraÙa is the inner complex carried from birth to rebirth. 1)
The five qualities of manas (mind) are resolution, wavering, folly, stupidity, mentality. 2) The five qualities of buddhi (reason) are discrimination, dispassion, peace, contentment and patience. 3) The five qualities of ahaÑkËra or ego are wishing to have contact, the feeling “this is
mine”, my happiness, my sorrow, this is mine. 4) The five qualities of
Citta or observation are pondering, constancy, memory, reflection, and
making one’s own. 5) The five qualities of Caitanya or full awareness
are reflectiveness, skill, steadiness, thoughtfulness, and indifference.
The five Kulas are 1) Sattva, with five qualities being compassion,
duty, mercy, devotion and faith. 2) Rajas with the five qualities of
giving, enjoyment, eroticism, possession, and having wealth. 3) Tamas
with the five qualities of argumentativeness, grief, quarrelsomeness,
bondage and fraud. 4) KËla or time has the five qualities of divisions,
periods, movement, measure, and lack of substance. 5) The jÌva or
embodied being has the five qualities of wake, dream, deep sleep, the
fourth, and that beyond the fourth.
The five Úaktis of manifestation (vyakti) are 1) IcchË, with her five
qualities of divine madness, desire, longing, reflection, and achieving
what is desired. 2) KriyË, with the five making love, effort, action,
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steadiness, and adherence to one’s own Kula-cluster. 3) MËyË with her
five qualities of arrogance, envy, deceit, acting, and playfulness. 4)
PrakÎti with her five qualities of hope, thirst, eagerness, wishing, duplicity. 5) VËk or DevÌ as speech with the five qualities supremacy, paÚyantÌ,
madhyamË, vaikharÌ and mËtÎkË.
The five guÙas of personal experience are 1) Karma, the five qualities being good, evil, fame, dishonour, and looking to the results of
action. 2) KËma or sexuality with the five qualities of intercourse, liking, playfulness, desire and lust. 3) Moon with 16 kalËs or parts, and a
17th called nivÎtti. 4) Sun, with 12 kËlas and a 13th called shining by its
own light. 5) Fire with 10 kËlas, the 11th being light.
The channels of bioenergy (nË×Ì) are enumerated in the text as i×Ë,
piÔgalË - both of which are related to the nostrils; suÛumnË, which is the
central channel, sarasvatÌ, which is on the tongue; pÍÛË and alambuÛË
related to the eyes; gËndhËrÌ relating to the hands and the ears; kuhÍ,
which goes to the anus; ÚaÑkhinÌ, said to be the liÔgam aperture. The
brahmarandhra is related through the central path to all of the 10 nË×Ìs.
The 10 vital breaths or vËyus are related to different functions in the
body. The most important vital breath is prËÙa, said to reside in the
heart and consisting of expiration and inspiration, relating to the letters
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Ha and Sa (haÑsa).
The rest of the first chapter describes how, by the combination of red
blood and white semen, birth occurs, and enumerates the different stages
in the development of an embryo. It is stated that an excess of semen
gives males, blood females, and an equal amount gives rise to neuter,
hermaphrodite, or homosexual. The chapter closes with the proportions
of the different ayurvedic bases in the body, and states that vËta, pitta
and sleÚma - the three base bodily elements, give rise to the 10 dhËtus.
There are 83 verses in the first chapter.
Chapter two deals with the position of the cakras in the body. The
fundamental cakra is the place of KËmarÍpa, it is of a wine-colour,
giving the fruit of all sexuality. Éakti is said to reside here. The second
cakra is called the SvËdiÛÖhËna, in its centre is a liÔgam the colour of
pink coral, like a young shoot. There is O×yËna pÌÖha, giving the power
of all attraction.
Thirdly is the navel cakra, with five petals, and in its centre is
KuÙ×alinÌ Úakti coiled up. She is said to resemble 10 million dawn suns,
and gives all siddhi. The fourth cakra is the heart centre, with eight
petals. In it is a liÔgam. It is the seat of haÑsa, the place where all the
senses come to reside.
The fifth is the throat cakra, the junction point of i×Ë and piÔgalË.
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I×Ë is the moon nË×Ì on the right, and piÔgalË the sun nË×Ì on the left.
In the centre is suÛumnË. One should meditate there on spontaneous
sound, which is nËda. Above this is the tËlu cakra. AmÎta (nectar) is said
to flow from here. It is near the uvula. It is called rajËdanta, and is said
to be the place where the ÚaÑkhinÌ nË×Ì comes to the 10th door or
aperture. One is to meditate there on the void.
Above this is the brow cakra, said to be the eye of knowledge. One
obtains siddhi of the circle of the MËtÎkËs by meditating here. It is like
the source of light. The eighth cakra is said to be the brahmarandhra or
nirvËÙa cakra. It is the colour of a column of smoke (purple). JËlandhara
is situated there. If one meditates on this centre it gives liberation.
Above this is another cakra called the ËkËÚa or space cakra. It has 16
petals, and in its centre is an upper yoni. The three kÍÖas or peaks are
above this. Over this one should meditate on the supreme void, which is
said to be the place of PÍrÙagiri pÌÖha. It gives all desired siddhi.
The text now mentions 16 places where meditation may be accomplished. On the tip of the big toe of the right foot one should meditate
on a steady light. The second base is situated in the root cakra, and a
flaming fire should he visualised there. Thirdly is the anus, where the
apËna vital breath resides. The fourth is in the penis, where the brahma
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granthis (knots) are said to come together. Fifth is the O×yËna base.
Sixthly is the navel centre, in which is oÑ, where all sound dissolves.
The seventh is the heart cakra, where prËÙa resides.
The eighth is at the throat centre, the place where i×Ë and piÔgalË
come together. The ninth base is the ghaÙÖika, at the root of the tongue,
whence arises the nectar. The 10th is behind this, identified with the tËlu
cakra. The 11th base is at the tip of the tongue. Meditating here one
conquers all disease. The 12th centre is the third eye, where one should
meditate on the lunar circle.
Next and 13th is the spot at the root of the nose. Meditating here,
one becomes very concentrated of mind. The 14th base is behind the
root of the nose. The 15th is on the forehead, and is said to be the centre
of light. At the 16th, above the brahmarandhra, is the space cakra
(ËkËÚËcakra), and here reside the two lotus feet of ÉrÌguru. There are
also three lakÛyas, indicative places, which are places to meditate. These
are identified with moon, sun and fire at head, heart and genitals.
There are five aethers (ËkËÚË - spaces) which pervade the body, and
each has the characteristic of voidness. It is stated here that only by
meditating on the nine cakras, the 16 bases, the three lakÛyas and the
five spaces does one become a yogi. In passing, it should be noted that
the Kashmir Shaivite Netratantra follows the above scheme very closely.
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The chapter closes with a description of the well known eight limbs of
yoga. They are yama, niyama, Ësana, prËÙËyËma, pratyËhËra, dhËraÙam
dhyËna and samËdhi. The text gives a description of what it takes these
eight limbs of yoga to mean. There are 38 verses in chapter two.
Chapter three discusses the identity of macrocosm and microcosm.
The tortoise supporting the cosmos is below the feet, on the soles of the
feet is the PËtËla underworld. TalËtala is in the region of the front of the
feet, MahËtala is on the heels. RasËtala is at the ankles. Sutala is associated with the legs.
Vitala is in the region of the knees, and Atala is at the root of the
body. Above this resides the great fire at the end of time, which is Éiva
KËlËgnirudra.
The three worlds are then described. BhÍrloka is in the genitals and
the presiding deity is Indra. At the tip of the penis and at the penis
aperture is Maharloka. Svarloka is associated with the womb. In the
heart is Rudraloka. The chest region is ½Úvaraloka. The throat region is
SadËÚivaloka. In the centre of the throat, in the neck, is ÉrÌ KaÙÖha
Loka. At the tongue root is Bhairava Loka - the heaven of Bhairava. In
the 10th aperture is Éivaloka. Above this 10th aperture is Siddha Loka,
where dwell eternally the Siddha NËthas.
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In the forehead is the heaven without origin. The lord there is AnËdi,
or the originless one. At the peak of the head is Kula Loka, the lord
there being KuleÚvara. In the brahmarandhra is the lord of the supreme
absolute. In the trikÍÖa is Éakti Loka, and Supreme Éakti (ParËÚakti)
rules here.
It’s said that the seven underworlds and the heavens all reside in the
human body. In the nine apertures are the nine divisions (khaÙ×has) of
India. The seven islands are identified with the seven bodily substances.
The spine is Mount Meru, and Mount KailËsa is the aperture at the top
of the head. Other mountain ranges exist where there are bumps on the
body. The Vindhya range is on the right ear, and on the left Mount
Mainaka. ÉrÌ PËrvatË is on the forehead. The 64 yoginÌs dwell in the
joints of the hands and fingers along with the smaller mountain ranges.
The great rivers GangË, Yamuna, CandrabhËgË, SarasvatÌ, NarmadË
&c. are identified with the veins. Other lesser rivers and streams are
associated with the veins and subtle channels of energy throughout the
body. Also in the body are the 27 sidereal constellations (nakÛatras), the
12 sidereal constellations (rËÚis), the nine planets, and the 15 lunar days.
Dwelling in the pores and hairs of the body are the 33 millions of
gods and goddesses. Numberless saints are associated with the armpit
hair. The pÌÖhas and lesser pÌÖhas (upapÌÖhas) reside in the facial hair.
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Associated with all the joints of the body and the other places mentioned are the ghosts (bhÍtas), the pretas, the piÚËcas, the rËkÛasas, the
daityas, and the dËnavas.
The gandharvas, kinnaras, gaÙas, apsaras and yakÛas also dwell in
the body. Speech is equivalent to the rays of light outspreading in the
cosmos. The khecharÌ Úaktis, and ÇËkinÌ &c. dwell in the body. Wind is
equivalent to breath, and if tears fall it is equivalent to the rain.
All the sacred bathing places are in the (108) marmas of the body.
The lights of consciousness are the Siddha NËthas. The sun and the
moon are the two eyes. The sentiments reside in the hairs of the legs.
Insects and other creeping things are in the urine and waste products.
When a person is happy, she or he is in heaven. When sad, it is hell.
Free from these distinctions, one is liberated whether asleep or awake.
ParameÚvara (Éiva) dwells completely without distinctions in this cosmos, emanating it and shining forth by his own light. There are 14
verses in this chapter.
Chapter four discusses Éakti, who is the support or basis for the
piÙ×a previously mentioned. Kula is manifested Éakti, whilst Akula is
non-dual, without any distinctions whatsoever. The union of Kula and
Akula is called sËmarasya or perfect assimilation. Parampada may be
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likened to Supreme Éiva, whilst Kula is Éiva in His immanent form.
Both Kula and Akula are inseparate. Various extracts are given from
tantras. These are from LalitË Svacchanda , PratyabhijÕË and
VËmakeÚvaratantra. The last extract is to the effect that Éiva and Éakti
are one. Other extracts from other tantras are quoted to further explain
the theory behind the practice and to explain what has previously been
mentioned. There are 30 verses in the chapter.
The supremacy of the guru is dealt with in chapter five, and the
attainment of the equilibrium of the piÙ×a, which results in the achievement of sËmarasya or perfect assimilation. Only through the grace of the
guru may this be achieved and not through thought or endless discussions. One should obtain it orally and not from a multitude of texts.
Only then is one liberated. Parampada is obtained only through the
favour of the true guru.
One who has achieved this sËmarasya alone is a Sveccha Yogi, able
to do whatever is willed, free from sickness and death. The results of
practice for a period of years are described. in the ninth year one achieves
a body which is like diamond (vajra). In the 12th year one becomes
equal to Éiva, is worshipped in the three worlds, and a siddha like ÉrÌ
Bhairava. Success is not achieved by recitation of mantra, penances,
meditations. sacrifices, pilgrimages, or worship of Devas, but only through
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the guru’s grace. Verse 54 says that there is no rule, no caste, nothing
to accept and nothing to reject, no divisions, nothing to do or not to be
done.
A couplet is given in verse 63, said to have been spoken by Éiva:
“There is nothing greater than guru. There is nothing greater than guru.
There is nothing greater than guru. The guru is Éiva. The guru is Éiva.
The Guru is Éiva. The guru is Éiva.”
If one is not instructed by the guru but attempts the great work alone
then one is a liar as all is achieved through his grace. Such a person is
empty of all knowledge. There are 81 verses in the fifth chapter.
Chapter six, the longest section of all at 117 verses, deals with the
characteristics of an avadhÍta - one who has achieved the highest state
of all. Such a person is a siddha yogi, free from everything, with a
complete understanding of the piÙ×a. Only an avadhÍta may initiate a
disciple into the path of NËtha yoga. The NËtha school is the best of all
other systems, and therefore the avadhÍta is the best of all gurus. Systems and paths mentioned include Sankhya, Vaishnava, Vedik, Saura,
Buddhist, Jaina, and many others.
This path is so superior that it should be carefully hidden. The lotus
feet of the guru should be sought if one wishes to achieve success, and
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to be free from fear and sorrow.
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12: YogaviÛaya
The following short work of only 33 verses is here translated in
English for, as far as I’m aware, the first time. It is a work of the NËtha
school, attributed to MÌnanËthË (who may or may not be MatsyendranËtha),
the legendary founder of the NËtha line. Whether he actually wrote it is
another matter for scholars to quibble about.
The works of Bagchi and Kalyani Mallik were to reveal more of the
wide influence of the NËtha traditions, and their impact on the occultism
and yoga of India and Nepal. This short work was published in Sanskrit
in Mallik’s Siddha Siddhanta Paddhati & other Works of the NËtha
Yogis (Poona Oriental Book House, 1953) - a work which has an
excellent English introduction.
I bow to the guru’s feet, to the guru’s son and his other relatives, and
to his chief Úakti and others in order. [1]
I bow to that guru who resembles the highest reality; roaming about
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he wanders the world, whilst internally he remains still, having acquired
perfect knowledge. [2]
They succeed in this who are born of a good Kula family, with
qualities of good behaviour, constant in devotion to the supreme being
¼dinËtha! [3]
It is said by Akula ¼dinËtha, dwelling in the fullness of bliss, that
the pupil devoted to his guru is a wise man. [4]
By grace, I, MÌnanËth, became aware of the supreme reality. MÌnanËth
then spoke all this to a true pupil. [5]
When there is no distinction between guru and pupil, then guru and
pupil become one in accomplishment. [6]
I, MÌnanËth, the son of UmË and ÉaÔkara, the lord of saints, proclaim the supreme reality, the unfolding of KulËkula. [7]
The six auspicious Kaula cakras are the ËdhËra, the SvËdiÛÖhËna, the
MaÙipÍra, the AnËhata, the ViÚuddhi, and the ¼jÕË. [8]
The ËdhËra is near the anus, the SvËdiÛÖhËna is near the genitals, the
MaÙipÍra is in the navel, and in the heart is the AnËhata. [9]
The ViÚuddhi is in the region of the throat, and the ¼jÕË cakra is in
the brow. Having pierced the cakras, the highest stainless Cakra is
attained. [10]
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The i×Ë travels on the left, and the piÔgalË travels on the right. In the
centre of the i×Ë and the piÔgalË is the suÛumnË, which is of the nature
of bliss. [11]
In the base (cakra) are four petals, in the genital six, in the navel 10,
in the heart 12, at the root of the palate (tËlu) 16, and in the forehead
two petals. In the disc in the centre of the brow (are the letters) ×a, pha,
ka, Öha together. In the area of the throat are the vowels. HaÑ KÛaÑ, I
bow to that being of letters joined with the tattvas which are in all the
lotuses! [12]
Footnote These total 50, correspond to the fifty letters of the alphabet. If you divide the 21600 breaths in a day and night, this yields
4,320.
PrËÙa, upËna, samËna, udËna and vyËna together with the (five)
powers of action (karmendriya) constitute the aggregate of KriyË Úakti.
[13]
NËga, kÍrma, kÎkara, devadatta and dhanaÕjaya and the five means
of knowing (jÕËnendriya) constitute the aggregate of Buddhi Úakti. [14]
In the centre is the fire Úakti. In the navel cakra the sun is situated.
Having accomplished bandhamÍdrË, all comes to be in the beautiful eye
in the brow. [15]
The letter “a” is in the region of fire, and “u” is in the heart. “m” is
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in the centre of the brow, and this is the mantra one should be aware of.
[16]
The knot of Brahma is in the lowest place, the ViÛÙu knot is in the
heart, and the Rudra knot is in the centre of the brow - these three
liberate one. [17]
The letter “a” is Brahma, “u” is ViÛÙu, “m” is Éiva, it is said. Clearly
(this oÑ) is the lord of supreme peace, the ultimate one. [18]
Having done ‘contraction of the throat’ one should squeeze the nectar which is in the 16 above. [19]
The trikÍÖa, trihaÖha, golhËÖa, Úikhara, triÚikha, vajra, oÑ-kara,
urdhvanakham and bhruvormukham (are above). [20]
One should contract the sun, using the five nË×is or unite with the
trihaÖha. In both cases one attains the sphere of the moon. [21]
PraÙavË, GudanËlË, NalinÌ, SarpiÙÌ, VaÔkanËli, KÛayË, ÉaurÌ and
KuÙ×alÌ are the eight coils (of KuÙ×alinÌ). [22]
One should agitate KuÙ×alinÌ, piercing (the cakras), and taking the
vital breath to the sphere of the moon. This causes the entwining of the
vajras, and closes the nine doors. [23]
Such a one become powerful, pleasing in aspect, free from the guÙas,
holy. When the nËda sound reaches the place of Brahma, ÉaÑkhinÌ
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showers nectar. [24]
One should light the lamp of knowledge, which delivers one from
the sphere of the six cakras. Bathing one’s body in the nectar, one
should do worship of divinity. [25]
The devoted should bathe the lord, of the form of consciousness,
with nectar of the moon, should give mental flowers, and should worship supreme Éiva. [26]
The deluded self, which excludes one from happiness, becomes a
body of knowledge, whole, a form which is all-extending and stainless.
[27]
HaÑsa haÑsa is the mantra upon which depends the bodies of living
creates. It is meditated on as the collective form of vital breath in the
knots. [28]
21,600 times daily the word haÑsa is being pronounced - in this way
one constantly meditates ‘So’ahaÑ’. [29]
In the front part is the churning liÔgam, the back being ÉaÑkhinÌ. In
the brow centre is the liÔgam of light, the very self of Éiva, red and
white. [30]
The Vajra DaÙ×a is placed in the centre of all points of the compass.
This supreme place is both cool and hot, filled with Meda (fat) and
Majja (marrow). [31]
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Nectar flows from the place of the absolute, and moistens the three
worlds. [32]
It is said by MÌnanath that through this one is freed from all diseases
and karma, and the 18 (kinds of ailment) caused by excess of vËta and
pitta. [33]
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13: AkulavÌratantra
This text was included in a collection of works relating to the
MatsyendranËtha lineage of the NËtha Sampradaya, and edited by PC
Bagchi, collected in one book entitled Kaulajnananirnaya of the School
of MatsyendranËth and published in the 1930s.
Bagchi says in his English introduction that he consulted two versions called AkulavÌra, which, he thought, seemed to be part of a larger
work. Be that as it may, the colophon to the text attributes it to
MacchendrapËda, that is MatsyendranËth, who, it adds, obtained the
grace of the YoginÌs at the place called KËmarÍpi (KËmarÍpa).
Bagchi notes that the Sanskrit of these NËtha documents is often
peppered with mistakes, vernacular terms and the like, which he thinks
is a deliberate attempt by the gurus of the lines to throw off the mantle
of Brahmin hegemony. The NËtha Sampradaya did not, and still does
not, have race, gender or caste exclusions.
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The AkulavÌra opens with the following salutation: “Hail to the lotus
feet of ÉrÌ Macchanda. I bow to ÉrÌ MÌnanËtha, full of the bliss of
sahaja, liberated from the stain of MËyË, supreme, diffused through the
universe, in whom all the adharas are deep and still, born from his own
self.
“Now I will declare the supremely marvellous AkulavÌra, the ultimate secret of secrets, creating the multitude of siddhas in their real
states. [1]
“By grace of the worlds, this was spoken by Siddha NËtha. One who
desires it should conceal it carefully, according to the rule. [2]
“Just as those beings sunk in the ocean of saÑsËra take refuge with
the great and as all rivers flow into the oceans, [3] So in the Akula Vira
all dharmas are dissolved.”
This text takes what we think is a very radical but entirely typical
NËtha stance, saying that the AkulavÌra, elsewhere described as the
parampadam (the supreme part) and the sahajËnandam (spontaneous
bliss), alone gives liberation. It is identical with the guru. Akula, as
Bagchi points out, is Éiva, the witness, while Kula, the woman, is Éakti,
the cluster of energies. She is the womb, and therefore everything that
comes to be.
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Fools, deluded by MahËmËyË, and deluded by the net of different
ÚËstras, follow Buddhism, SomasiddhËnta, NyËya, mÌmËÑsa, paÕcasrota
(five streams), and vËmË and dakÚiÙË siddhËntas, itihËsas (tradition,
history), purËÙa, bhÍtatattva and GËru×a, and the Éiva agamas, with the
false idea that these will bring liberation, the text says. But they have
false notions and are enmeshed in useless discussions which do not
liberate them from saÑsËra. That liberation can only be found in the
AkulavÌra. (verses 5-10).
Nor, says this text, can liberation be achieved by “piercing the cakras”
(cakrabheda), nor by concentrating on nË×Ìs such as the i×Ë, piÔgalË or
the suÛumnË, nor by concentrating on so-called cakras whether in the
navel, the throat, the heart, the head, or the top of the skull, this text
says. PrËÙËyËma (the path of breath) does not bring liberation either,
nor thinking of the granthis (the so-called three knots), the bindu, or the
centre in the forehead. RasËyana (alchemy) does not bring realisation of
AkulavÌra either.
In the remarkable verse 56, it is said that the path of the Kaula is of
two types - the artificial (kÎtakË) and the spontaneous (sahajË). The real
or sahaja is that in which samarasa resides.
AkulavÌra cannot be defined by texts or schools of philosophy. It is
all knowing, stainless, everywhere, and has all good qualities, facing in
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every direction. Once having seen this supreme form, the mind becomes
calm.
PÍjË, going to tÌrthas (religious bathing spots), making oblations,
smelling scents and the entire paraphernalia of the tantra, does not allow
for the realisation of AkulavÌra. Any bad paÙ×it who reckons that such
or other things will bring realisation merely serves to delude already
confused people.
As ghee is latent in milk, as fire is ready to burst forth in wood, just
as scent is inherent in flowers, oil in the sesame plant, the shadow of a
tree in the tree, as bliss in wine, or as effulgence in a flame, so the
AkulavÌra subsists in the world.
AkulavÌra is neither dharma nor adharma, it is free of both maintenance and dissolution, it is neither bound nor that which binds. The
AkulavÌra is very deep and marvellous, being both above the piÙ×a and
devoid of piÙ×a. It is of the essence of samarasa.
YajÕa (fire sacrifice), self imposed restraints, japa (recitation of
mantras), Ërcana (worship), homa and sËdhanË, mantra, pÍjË, bathing,
vows are nothing whatever to do with AkulavÌra, which is without
support, the peaceful, free of actions, all knowing, complete, free of
both “is” and “is not”, free of dualism and monism, and situated in
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one’s own body.
When the feeling of samarasa exists, “he is Éiva, he is clearly the
Deva, and he is the moon, the sun and ÉaÑkara. He is ViÚËkhya (Skanda),
he is MayÍrakÛa (Indra), and similarly he is Buddha. His self is DevÌ,
his self is the Deva, he is the pupil and he is the guru. He is the act of
meditation, he is that meditated upon, he is the guru, the lord of all.”
(Verses 129-130).
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14: KulËnandatantra
Like the AkulavÌratantra, this text is also ascribed to MatsyendranËtha,
described in the colophon as Matsyendra PËda. This tantra was also
published in Bagchi’s original Kaulajnananirnaya of the School of
MatsyendranËth, but omitted from the edition published by Prachya
Prakashan in 1986. Bagchi found the text in the Darbar Library, No.135
and says it is transcribed in Newari script.
This text is, however, briefer than the AkulavÌra at only 60 verses,
with a few lacunae and gaps marked with asterisks ***. This work
follows a more familiar tËntrik pattern, with information about the cakras,
the knots (granthis), and piercing the cakras. Opening with the salutation oÑ namo bhairavËya, the first four verses describe a familiar scene
on KailËsa mountain, where Devadeva, the world guru, is questioned by
UmË DevÌ. However, she wants to know about practices and methods
relating to the destruction of old age and death, of samarasa, and of
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techniques and results of the siddhas, many of which are described in
the KaulajÕËnanirÙayaÒ.
In verses seven to 16, Bhairava describes the place of the supreme
where a sËdhaka should meditate, as well as the heart lotus and the
granthis, or knots. DevÌ asks him about piercing (bheda) these, as he has
not spoken of them before.
In reply, Bhairava (vv 18-23), begins by describing the BrahmasthËna
(place of the Absolute) lotus, which he says has 64 petals, and follows
with descriptions of other lotuses including the brow lotus between the
two eyes, which appears, although the reading is unclear, to conquer
time, as well as giving the ability to see and hear things going on at a
distance.
In verse 24, DevÌ asks about removing wrinkles and decay. Bhairava
says (vv 25-34) that while this knowledge is hard to get even for the
gods, he will speak of it. A 32 petal lotus exists in the head, and there
one should meditate on nectar, made up of the 16 kalËs of the moon,
which one should cause to fall to the heart, and then towards the navel
cakras. Meditating on the nectar as black in colour, it removes wrinkles
and the like within the space of a month, he declares. Another method,
he says, involves meditating on the place of 64 petals (described above),
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the place which is the abode of all the gods. Meditating here destroys
the effect of poison, fever and disease. Another method, says Bhairava,
seems to be a meditation on junction places, which appear to be situated
in the head, the place of UrdhvËÚakti, as bright as millions upon millions of fires.
The goddess asks, in verse 35, about methods called dhÍnanam and
kampanam, practices which are often referred to in the KaulajÕËnanirÙayaÒ.
Bhairava replies at some length on these and other topics (vv 36-54).
These siddhis seem to be achieved by meditating on the MahËvahË nË×Ì.
There is a lacuna in verse 37 which refers to the heart cakra and the
tÌvracakra. Meditating here bestows dhÍnanam and kampanam siddhis.
In verse 38, Bhairava speaks of the state of flying (khecara). Éakti has
the appearance of a coiled serpent. When she reaches the head, it produces khecara siddha. Bhairava then describes a process involving five
syllables, which a sËdhaka is to meditate on concentratedly. Another
meditation on the vËyus is described.
The state of samarasa is described towards the close of this brief text.
Here one is to meditate on DevÌ as abhËva, free of all distinctions. The
methods outlined in the tantra, he concludes not only give the ability to
see and hear at a distance, but allows yogis to enter others’ bodies
(parakËyapraveÚa).
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15: JÕËna KËrikË
The JÕËna KËrikË, like the AkulavÌratantra and the KulËnandatantra,
is another text ascribed to GorakhnËtha’s guru MatsyendranËtha, and
published in the original version of Bagchi’s Kaulajnananirnaya of the
School of MatsyendranËth. The verse numbering in the original Bagchi
version was out of kilter and this has been corrected. JÕËna means
knowledge, while kËrikË means a set of verses explaining philosophical
doctrines.
Divided into three brief chapters dealing with liberation, dharma and
adharma, and the way of acting, or the path, it is of considerable interest
to the whole NËtha tradition. The third chapter gives the inner meaning
of a host of terms associated with tantra - some of which continue to
mislead because the often bizarre and uncanny terms are taken at face
value.
In chapter one, which has 18 verses and some gaps or lacunae,
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liberation, that is knowledge or jÕËna, is described in terms more of
what it is not, than what it is. For example, it is devoid of the “25”
[tattvas], it is all peaceful, free of all attachment, free of mantra and
tantra or distinctions of other types, free of the dualities, without Kulas
(Úaktis). People wander in saÑsËra deluded by the stain of MËyË, says
MatsyendranËtha. But mental attachments, devas and devÌs, and so forth
are nothing to do with liberation. The state of liberation is devoid of
divisions, attachments, tattvas, different spheres of activity and any other
mental state.
Chapter two talks of this jÕËna further, which, the text starts by
saying, is free of the sun and the moon, and the five elements. It
pervades all these, just as ghee is present in latent form in milk. It is
also free of the three guÙas, of manas and the other mental conditions,
and is devoid of both thinking and non-thinking, the highest of the high,
and is free from the elements, the sense impressions (indriya), buddhi,
ËhaÑkËra or manas. Compared to this motionless, timeless state, concepts such as dhËraÙa, dhyËna, the sun, moon and fire, as well as the
elements, Brahma and the other devas resemble false imaginings.
The tËntrik is often enjoined to do his or her pÍjË at a place where is
a single Éiva liÔgam, a cremation ground, the junction of two rivers, a
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barren place, at the root of a tree, at a crossroads, next to a great ocean,
or at the junction of three paths. She or he is to be naked, with dishevelled hair, intoxicated by liquor.
Chapter three of JÕËna KËrikË gives an internal explanation of these
symbols. The liÔgam, according to this text, is an internal one, and not
one made from stone, silver or gold.
Siddha MatsyendranËtha is further made to say that the cremation
ground is the union of inspiration and expiration. The prËÙË or vital
breath moves through the body, and is the basis of the bioenergetic web.
The movement of prËÙË above is the Ganges, while that below is the
Yamuna. The junction of the two rivers is the union of inspiration and
expiration.
The text, referring to desolate places for sËdhanË, says that the true
essence of prËÙË is voidness. The tree is the human body, and the root
of the tree is therefore the central point of the upper and lower streams,
each of which branches out into other nË×Ìs or conduits of bioenergy.
The crossroads means the central point of orientation, beyond the four
elements, represented by the Úaktis JayË, VijayË, AjitË and ¼parËjitË.
These four elements are within the body.
When a sËdhaka is told to go to the edge of a great ocean, this text
says the meaning of this is the bindu, or point into which all the lesser
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nË×Ìs flow. This ocean has a coast or boundary which separates sun
from moon.
The three paths are the three guÙas of sattvas, rajas and tamas. The
sËdhaka is to be naked, this being the symbolism of a simple and free
soul. Dishevelled hair shows freedom from dharma and adharma. Intoxication with wine means being full of the bliss of the nectar of yoga.
There are 36 verses in the third chapter.
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16: BÎhannÌla Tantra
The tantra opens with a request from DevÌ to MahËkËla Bhairava to
reveal the NÌla Tantra. Bhairava states that this tantra is the secret of all
secrets and revealing it will cause lack of success. Having it in one’s
home is like having LakÛmÌ, the goddess of wealth, live there. It protects against all misfortunes and its specific virtue is that through it a
person can become a miracle worker. It is the king of all tantras and is
the core of the quintessence.
Bhairava summarises its contents, which include daily worship (pÍjË),
the king of mantras, the rules of pÍjË and preparation of its mantra,
optional and occasional rites, the secrets of magical restraint, the rules
of KÍmËrÌ pÍjË, hymns, meditations, how to become eloquent, rites of
sacrifice (homa), the attainment of poesy, the secret sËdhanË, the secret
mantra, alchemy, preparation of miraculous ashes (bhasma) and everything related to the six magical acts (ÛaÖkarma).
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Firstly, Bhairava deals with the DevÌ TËriÙÌ, who, he says, is a
siddha vidyË, causing MËyË and englamouring. Her mantra is oÑ hrÌÑ
strÌÑ hÍÑ phaÖ. This vidyË is said to be the heart of NÌlasarasvatÌ. Its
appliction is the attainment of poesy. It is to be pronounced facing north
and meditated on as being like a lotus fibre extending from the base of
the spine to the 1,000 petal lotus, like ten million fires, suns and moons.
Next the rules of bathing in the morning are described. Again, a
sËdhaka should face north, visualising the guru in the 1,000 petal lotus.
Offering must be given to the rising sun. Then the gËyatrÌ or twilight
mantra of TËriÙÌ should be pronounced, which is given as tËrËyai vidmahe
mahogrËyai dhÌmahi tanno devÌ pracodayËt.
Chapter two, which has 156 verses, covers the daily pÍjË of
NÌlasarasvatÌ. It should be done in isolated places including cremation
grounds, hills and forests. A sËdhaka should first meditate on the aeon
or wish-fulfilling tree (kalpadruma) at the root of which is the jewel seat
or maÙipÌÖha. In the centre of this is the DevÌ. Her yantra is described.
In the centre of the yantra is TËriÙÌ herself. She is seated in the pratyËlÌ×hË
posture and a sËdhaka is to visualise his identity with her. She is terrific
in aspect, adorned with a garland of human heads, with a long belly,
truly terrifying, in the first stage of youth, with a beautiful face, has four
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arms, a tongue which lolls from her mouth. At the end of the chapter is
a hymn to her called the TËrËÛÖaka.
The third chapter, of 56 verses, describes initiation and the characteristics of guru and disciple, as well as the right times for performing
dÌkÛË (initiation). The disciple has to resort to a Kaula guru. Various
months for initiation and the fruit it gives are described. The guru’s wife
and children are to be honoured, and various gifts given to him.
Chapter four contains a description of puraÚcaraÙa, the method of
preparing a mantra so that it becomes successful. TËrË’s rosary is made
of human bone and must be purified and made carefully.
Optional rites are the topic of chapter five, as well as the pÌÖhas or
sacred spots. KËmarÍpa, where the yoni of the goddess fell after being
sliced into fifty parts, is the most important.
The sixth chapter consists of 398 verses. It covers KÍmËrÌ pÍja, the
worship of a maiden. This is preceded by an offering to jackals, implying that the rite takes place in the cremation ground (ÚmaÚËna). The
mantra for worshipping the jackals is krÌÑ ÚrÌÑ Úive sarvarÍpadhare
Ëgaccha Ëgaccha mama baliÑ grahna grahna svËhË . As in the
KulacÍdËmaÙÌ Tantra, there is reference to the eight kula trees, which
must also receive their share of worship. A day is the same as a year.
The text prescribes which days of the moon are suitable for the
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optional rites. Wine must be used when worshipping KËlÌkË but has to
be purified first, because Éukra placed it under a curse. Verse 328
begins by describing the path of one worshipping a Éakti - it is fivefold
and includes meat, flesh, fish, intercourse and a woman. (madhu, mËÑsa,
matsya, maithuna and mahilË). The pÍjË should be performed at night,
at a crossroads, or in a cremation ground. The Úakti is to be worshipped
with vermilion, with flowers, and with scents such as sandalwood.
Chapter seven, which has 293 verses, continues to cover the ÛaÖkarma,
or six magical acts, and also deals with worship of the kÍmËrÌs. A most
interesting section, starting at verse 81, deals with MahËcinËkrama, which
is, essentially left hand tantra. Bhairava here says this is a great secret
and must be concealed. The rule here is that of svecchËcËra, the path of
acting according to one’s own will. In this, there is no need for external
worship. All can be performed mentally. There are no rules as to the
time the pÍjË should be performed, no rules about the place, no need for
preparation.
Bhairava says that for bathing, meditation, purification, recitation of
mantra, resolution and so forth, any time is good. Here there is never
any inauspicious time. There is no distinction between worship in day or
night or in twilight or days of the moon. One need not do purification
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beforehand, and there are no rules relating to robes, seat, place, temple,
impurity of bone wine and so forth. Mentally one need do nothing.
The conjunction of yoni and liÔgam is the essence of the rite. During
intercourse, the partners should mentally recite the TËrË mantra. It should
be performed in the cremation ground. Bhairava says that by meditating
on the devÌ as a young woman, and performing yoni pÍjË, practice
brings success.
Chapter eight, which is 250 verses long, describes the yantra of
TËrË. In the centre she and MahËkËla are in sexual union. The yantra
should be engraved on copper, smeared with kuÙ×agola and svayaÑbhÍ
flowers (menstrual blood) and scents including camphor. The practitioner meditates in the heart on TËriÙÌ and then draws her, by vital
breath, using a flower, into the centre of the yantra.
She is then considered to be present in the yantra and various offerings (upacËras) are dedicated to her and to her attendants in the different
parts.
In verse 56, Bhairava describes the eight women suitable to be a
sËdhaka’s Úakti. They are NaÖÌ, KËpËlinÌ, VeÚyË, RajakÌ, BrËhmaÙÌ,
ÉÍdrakanyË, StrÌ and KÛatriyÌ. Verse 90 says women are divine, women
are vital breath, and women are jewels.
In verse 102, Bhairava describes the goddesses suitable for worship
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in the Kali Yuga. The foremost is TËriÙÌ, then KËlÌ, AniruddhasarasvatÌ,
and ÉmaÚËnakËlikË. Verse 146 begins to describe 10 ways to make a
mantra live.
Heroic worship is the subject of the 30 verses of chapter nine. Bhairava
says this is the ultimate sËdhanË. The sËdhaka is to make a small square
area (vedi) surrounded by a circle. He should sit on red material. After
doing mËtÎkË nyËsa, he should worship with the 16 ritual accessories.
He is to offer various type of milky substances, fruit and candies.
Having given these to the Éakti, together with food, and buffalo meat,
he should worship for a period of seven days, using a rudrËkÛa rosary.
He should recite the vidyË of DevÌ together with the letters of the
alphabet. The vidyË is to be recited depending on the number of letters
in the vidyË. For example, a one syllable mantra should be recited
10,000 times, a two letter mantra 8,000 times. After reciting the mantra,
bali is to be given.
Verse 22 begins to describe sËdhanË which is performed seated on a
corpse. This is to be performed in a deserted place, at the root of a bilva
tree, on the banks of a river or at a crossroads. If sËdhanË is performed
on the corpse of a caÙ×Ëla, it brings speedy success. Worship in the
cremation ground brings all success. A vÌra is a hero, so he shouldn’t
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get scared when faced with death.
Chapter 10 also has 30 verses, and continues the subject of heroic
worship (vÌrasËdhana). On a Tuesday, at night, the sËdhaka is to take a
human skull, worshipping it with the five products of the cow, and
preparing it by smearing it with sandal paste and other substances such
as turmeric and rocana. One should place the skull on silver (?) and
purify it. Then the sËdhaka is to recite the mantra 1,000 times, and do
pÍjË to ParameÚvarÌ. This brings success after three days. LatË sËdhanË
begins to be described in verse seven. As in the wonderful statuary of
Khajuraho, a woman, compared to a vine, entwines herself around her
man. This rite is to be performed on a Saturday, and involves the
worship of KËmadeva, reciting the mantra 108 times. Verse 11 says a
sËdhaka should worship UgrË at the root of a tree to obtain success. At
morning, a woman should be given bali and performed on a new moon
night it is the giver of success. Performing the rite on a corpse gives
additional fruits.
Chapter 11 has 99 verses and begins by describing the TËrË mantras
in code form. The chief of these is oÑ hrÌÑ strÌÑ hÍÑ phaÖ. UgratËrË’s
17 letter mantra is oÑ padme mahËpadme padmËvati mËye svËhË. The
NÌlasarasvatÌ mantra is aiÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hsauÑ shauh vada vada vËgvËdini
klÌÑ klÌÑ klÌÑ nÌlasarasvatÌ aiÑ aiÑ aiÑ kËhi kËhi kararÌÑ svËhË. In
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verse 95, Bhairava describes a five lettered mantra which bestows all
knowledge on a man. It should be recited 10,000 times to bring success. Worshipping this for six months turns a man into a mahËrËja.
Chapter 12 has 98 verses and primarily deals with the origin of
TËriÙÌ or NÌlasarasvatÌ. The gods were in their marvellous heaven, Goloka,
a four square palace studded with rubies, pearls and other alluring gems.
The idyll was spoilt by a gang of demons who approached the top gods
to look after them and restore them to their former position. But they
were unable to help, so they approached MahËkËlÌ, and praised her
fulsomely to get them out of bother. Brahma, himself, in verse 20
asked her to lend a hand. So MahËkËlÌ created TËriÙÌ to destroy the
demons and bring the gods back to their former position. The gods
worshipped her so well that she, out of her own body created goddesses
to kick out the bad boys. According to verse 80 onwards, these are KËlÌ,
MahËdevÌ, MahËvidyË, Êo×aÚÌ, BhuvaneÚËnÌ, BhairavÌ, CchinnamastakË,
DhÍmËvatÌ, BagalË, MËtaÔgÌ, and KamalË.
In verse 87, it’s said that at night, in the first watch, on a Saturday,
a sËdhaka should prepare a vedi that is fourteen hands wide. A yantra
should be made using vermilion on a copper plate, and there the sËdhaka
should place a pot. Using the mantras previously described, the DevÌ is
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to be worshipped. Then the sËdhaka should write on bhÍrja leaf the
name of the object to be accomplisehed. Then he should worship the
goddess after meditating on her, performing homa and other rites. After
five days, the sËdhaka obtains success.
Chapter 13 deals with the worship of MahËkËlÌ. Bhairava says he
will speak of the supreme mantra of MahËkËlÌ, which bestows all poesy.
She is the primordial one, PrakÎti, the beautiful woman, the primordial
knower, with kalËs, the fourth, the ultimate mother, the boon giver, the
desirable one, the lady of heroes, and the giver of success to sËdhakas.
KËlÌ is the true form of time, whose great mantra of all mantras is the
ocean of mantra, and alone gives all success to a sËdhaka who wants it.
She destroys anxiety, gives boons, is seated on a corpse, and gives all
desires.
Purification of mind and determination as to defects or enmity in a
mantra are unnecessary and in sËdhanË with this great mantra, there are
no restrictions as to time, nor day, lunar mansion or obstacles caused by
lunar mansions and so forth..
Her all-poesy bestowing mantra consists of two hrÌÑs and two hÍÑs,
followed by three krÌÑs and dakÛine kËlike, then pronouncing the previous bija mantras in reverse order, putting in front of it oÑ and svËhË
last. This is the mantra of 23 syllables, called the king of mantras and
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it causes a person to become like Éiva.
Bhairava is the ÎÛi of the mantra, uÚÙik is the metre, MahËkËlÌ is the
devÌ and hrÌÑ is the seed. HÍÑ is the Úakti. Reciting it gives siddhi, its
practice gives the power of attraction, and it causes the herd like paÚu to
become heroic, a vÌra.
Next comes a dhyËna in verse 16. She should be worshipped as very
beautiful, with limbs the colour of thunderclouds, naked and sitting on
the corpse of Éiva. She has three eyes and earrings made of the bones of
two young handsome boys, and is garlanded with skulls and flowers. In
her lower left and upper right hands she holds a man’s head and a
sword, her other two hands bestowing boons and banishing fear. Her
hair is greatly dishevelled.
Her gËyatrÌ, which gives all knowledge when recited is kËlikËyai
vidmahe ÚmaÚËnavËsinyai dhÌmahi tanno ghore pracodayËt. Reciting it
20 times gives all prosperity. It needs to be recited 20,000 times to
achieve success in its preparation, doing homa of one tenth, oblation of
a tenth part, and abhiÛeka of a tenth part of that.
In verse 21, Bhairava says that the vÌra sËdhanË may be performed in
a house, or elsewhere. The sËdhaka should construct a small platform
strewn with bunches of plantain leaves and place on this a pot smeared
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with vermilion. In the pot place mango shoots and wine made of khËdira
blossoms, as well as asvattha and badarÌ leaves. The pot should also
contain pearl, gold, silver, coral and crystal.
A mËtÎikË yantra should be placed under the pot, which should then
be placed on a cloth, facing the northern direction. After worshipping
with various substances, one should offer food, unguent, mutton and
other attractive sorts of food.
The Úakti is young and beautiful, adorned with various jewels. After
combing her hair, a man should give her tËmbÍla (paan) and draw two
hrÌÑs on her breasts, the bÌjË aiÑ on or near her mouth, and two klÌÑs
on either side of her yoni. After placing the liÔga into her yoni, the
mantra should be recited 1,000 times
The secret should never be revealed as it gives all siddhi. The magnificence of the mantra is such that even if Éiva had 10,000 million
mouths and 10,000 million tongues, he still could not describe it. It is
the most secret thing in the three worlds, very hard to obtain, and gives
the fruit of all desires.
Chapter 14 talks of KËmËkhyË and TripurË. Verse two consists of a
cryptic line which is similar to one which appears in the
VËmakeÚvarÌmatam , IV, 45-46: kËmasthaÑ kËmamadhyasthaÑ
kËmodarapuÖÌkÎtam, kËmena sËdhayetkËmaÑ kËmaÑ kËmeÛu nikÛipet,
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kËmena kËmitaÑ kÎtvË kËmasthah kÛobeyjjagat. The verse in this work
reads kËmasthaÑ kËmamadhyasthaÑ kËmodarapuÖÌkÎtam, kËmena
kËmayet kËmÌ kËmaÑ kËmena kËmayet. The following verses describe
pÍjË of KËmËkhyË. The 64 yoginÌs are to be worshipped. Their names
are given in verses 39 to 46.
The mantra of TripurË is given in verse 54 as aiÑ klÌÑ sauh. TripurË,
it’s said, is KËmËkhyË, the KËmarÍpiÙÌ. She is worshipped in a triangle
and is herself triple.
Chapter 15, which has 164 verses, describes mountains, streams and
springs sacred to the worship of various devÌs and devas. According to
the English introduction by Madhusudhan Kaul in the 1941 edition, the
mountains include DarpaÙa, VËyukÍÖa, AÚvakÍÖa, BhasmakÍÖa, MaÙikÍÖa,
SukËnta, RakÛakÍÖa, PËÙ×unËtha, BrahmakÍÖa, NÌlakÍÖa and KajjalËcala.
Chapter 16 outlines the specific festivals of TËrË and the things to be
done during the twelve solar months, and in the 27 lunar asterisms, as
well as the kinds of offerings which please the goddess. The 16th
chapter has 73 verses.
In chapter 17, which has 148 verses, there are more details of the
worship of KËlÌ. Her favourite time is on the fourteenth day of the dark
moon in the month of Kartik, when she should be worshipped at night.
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The dhyËna (meditation image) of KËli is described with details of the
types of pits in which to perform homa, starting in chapter 25. This
chapter also gives the pÍjË details of SandhyË, the twilight DevÌ. There
are three twilights in a day, according to the text. SandhyË has two arms,
wears yellow clothes, is of a red colour, has a narrow waist, has three
eyes and in her right hand holds a book, while in her left hand she holds
a sheaf of sutras relating to grammar.
In chapter 18, DevÌ asks Bhairava to reveal the 1,000 names of
NÌlasarasvatÌ and TËrË. This, says Bhairava, is a good question and
over the next 206 verses he reveals them. They are given in groups of
consonants with which the names start.
Chapter 19 reveals the armour (kavaca) and the secret mantra of
TËrË. A person who writes down the kavaca and carries it around with
him becomes like Éiva himself. Verse 27 starts to descripe the secret
mantra (guptamantra). This appears to be the bija hrÌÑ. The secret way
of reciting this is recite it in the region of a woman’s yoni, meditating
on TËriÙÌ. She should be meditated on as being in the centre of the
yoni. If this is recited 108 times for five days, a person becomes like the
god of wealth, Kubera. Inserting the liÔgam into the yoni, the emission
should be offered to the goddess. Using the left hand, a sËdhaka should
make forehead mark using it.
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In chapter 20, DevÌ asks Bhairava to tell her the 100 names of TËrË.
And so he does.
Chapter 21 is an interesting chapter of only 40 verses which deals
with alchemy (rasËyana) which can make a man as rich as Kubera.
Copper and lead can be turned into gold. Adepts can create a powerful,
magical ash which creates miracles. The chapter also describes the divya
(celestial), vÌra (heroic) and paÚu (beast-like) characteristics of tËntrik
practitioners.
Chapter 22, in 172 verses, describes the 1,000 names of KËlÌ. MahËkËla
Bhairava is the ÎÛi, anuÛÖubh is the metre, ÉrÌkËlÌ is the devatË, krÌÑ is
the bÌja, hÍÑ is the Úakti, while hrÌÑ is the kÌlaka. The application is
reciting the names is dharma, artha, kËma and mokÛa. Anyone who
makes a distinction between MahËkËlÌ and NÌlasarasvatÌ goes to hell.
Chapter 23, in 28 verses, gives the 100 names of KËlÌ. After the
names, Bhairava says that whoever reads them at morning time for
certain gains a treasure. “Here in this world, he is happy and afterwards
attains union with DevÌ.” Reciting the names means a sËdhaka cannot be
subjugated by any denizen of the three worlds. By reciting them, a
person achieves the four aims of mankind.
The final chapter of 55 verses describes the worship of AnnadËyË
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(AnnapÍrÙË) and gives her 100 names. A sËdhaka reciting them at dawn
is free of poverty and illness.
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17: TËrËrahasya
TËrËrahasya - the Secret of TËrË - by BrahmËnandagiri, is a compilation of various texts related to TËrË, the second MahËvidyË.
The TËrËrahasya is a guide to pÍjË and sËdhanË of TËrË and includes
information on her different aspects such as NÌlasarasvatÌ, UgrË, EkajaÖË
and the other cluster of Éaktis concerned with this DevÌ, who often is
figured in the list of MahËvidyËs, or great goddesses, as second only to
KËli. There is some interesting material on inner worship of the different DevÌs. A comparatively brief work, the tantra consists of four paÖalas
or chapters.
In chapter one, the author, little of whom is known, first compiles a
little hymn to TËrË and then refers to the following works as his sources:
TËrËsËra (Essence of TËrË), TËrËnigama, MahËnÌla, MahËcÌna, NÌlatantra,
TËrËkalpa, Éaktikalpa, ÉaktisËra, RudrayËmala, NÌlasËrasvata, LiÔgatantra,
Yonitantra, Êo×hËtantra, MahËmata, Kulasarva, and the Urdhvamnaya (c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
which may here be a general term for tantras emanating from the upper
of the five faces of Éiva. BrahmËnandagiri also says he has referred to
various other ÚËstras to produce this TËrËrahasya. Few of the works he
refers to seem to be in existence, in printed form at least.
The work describes the morning acts, which begin with the worship
of the guru (verse 28). The follower of the path of TËrË is to visualise
his guru, together with his Úakti, at the brahmarandhra at the top of his
skull, the guru taking the Úukra or semen form, while the guru’s Úakti is
red.
The TËrËnigama is quoted to the effect that at morning time one
should visualise one’s peaceful guru, on the head, as seated on a white
lotus, having two eyes, and two arms, the hands making the gestures
(mudrË) of bestowing boons and dispelling fears. This guru, says the
quoted work, is the form of the supreme Brahman, adorned with various
jewels, and seated in the svastika Ësana, giving all knowledge, and the
very essence of the bliss of knowledge himself.
According to the TËrËsËra in the RudrËdhyËya, quoted in the text
(verse 43) one should meditate on the yoni covered with svayaÑbhÍ
flowers and the liÔga, doing one 100 koÖi recitation of the mantra.
There can be no siddhi in this vidyË, that is TËrË, unless there is
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recitation of the mantra in the morning.
The author then begins to speak of the tËntrik gËyatrÌs of TËrË, and
of the daily and other rites and meditations which should be performed.
These follow the general tËntrik pattern.
TËrË’s gËyatrÌ is oÑ hrÌÑ tËrayai vidmahe mahomËyai dhÌmahi tanno
devi prachodayËt. The rules for sandhyË or twilight worship are then
outlined. The text gives meditation images (dhyËna) for the three twilights.
The gËyatrÌ for UgratËrË gËyatrÌ is then revealed as oÑ ugratËre vidmahe
ÚmaÚËnavËsini dhÌmahi tannastËre pracodayËt.
There then follows a section on the sandhyË worship of NÌlasarasvatÌ
who is situated on a blue lotus, in the middle of the cremation ground,
as dark as a thundercloud, and adorned with masses of jewels. The text
gives her gËyatrÌ as oÑ nÌlasarasvati dhÌmahi sËradËyai vidmahe tannah
Úive pracodayËt.
A section, the fifth in this chapter, and called the BÌjakoÚa then
follows, which gives the code words used in various tantras quoted by
BrahmËnandagiri which allow sËdhakas to unravel the bÌja and other
mantras quoted.
The sixth section describes mantras of TËrË and attendant DevÌs,
including the paÕcaraÚmi or five-rayed mantra oÑ hrÌÑ strÌÑ hÍÑ phaÖ.
The EkajaÖË Éakti Siddhi mantra is revealed, as well as the KËmËkhyË
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gËyatrÌ. KËmËkhyË, the text says, is worshipped in all the ÚËstras and
bestows both pleasure and liberation. The gËyatrÌ is oÑ kËmËkhyËyai
vidmahe kulakaulinyai dhÌmahi tannah ÚyËme pracodayËt.
There then follows a description of UgratËrË’s gËyatrÌ, as well as a
gËyatrÌ of MahËkËlapriyË DevÌ (beloved of MahËkËla). NÌlasarasvatÌ
gËyatrÌ is also revealed.
A section follows on KullukË (PadmËvatÌ) mantra which reads oÑ
padma mahËpadme padmËvati hrÌÑ hrÌÑ svËhË. Then follow a series of
instructions on the puraÚcaraÙa, or preparatory rites, which need to be
followed after initiation (dÌkÛË) in order to make the mantra perfect. For
all TËrË goddesses, blue lotuses and bilva leaves must be used. The
mantras have to be recited many lakhs of times for success.
The first section in chapter two is devoted to details of initiation into
the TËrË mantras. If, by great good fortune, a sËdhaka obtains the TËrË
vidyË, it bestows IcchË siddhi, liberation and the eight renowned siddhis.
The mantra should not be revealed. It is to be obtained from a true guru
with all the good qualities. Those addicted to gain or lust should not be
given the mantra.
Places of initiation include the root of a bilva tree, a cremation
ground, a mountain, a forest, a riverbank, a guru’s house, a great pÌÖha,
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a siddhi pÌÖha, and a place where there is a single liÔgam. Obtaining
dÌkÛË on the edge of the Ganges gives a koÖi koÖi qualities. Initiation
proceeds over a period of days.
Then follows a section, starting at verse 81, which describes ritual
worship of the Éiva liÔgam, which is succeeded by a section on inner
worship. There is no fruit from pÍjË unless inner worship is also performed.
The first of these relates to EkajaÖË, and describes the inner bath. The
text says the sËdhaka should meditate in the heart on a jewelled island in
the centre of a nectar ocean, which is covered in pËrijËta trees (Erythrina
indica), and in the centre of which is a begemmed temple. One should
meditate there on a cremation ground and think of the wish-fulfilling
kalpadruma tree, in the centre of which is a ruby pÌÖha, studded with
other jewels, and in the four directions are corpses and skulls. Then one
should meditate in the brahmarandhra on MahËdeva Éiva, the world
guru, who has, on his left, DevÌ TËrË, the form of the syllable oÑ. From
this bindu shower waters which descend to the heart via the suÛumnË
nË×Ì. This is the inner act of bathing.
Then in one’s own heart one should meditate on Éiva, adorned with
jewels, naked, with a great body, in a desirous mood, with erect penis,
with Éakti, the true form of amÎta and bliss. She resembles molten gold,
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is adorned with various jewels, and bedecked with pËrijËta flowers. One
should perform this meditation at the three sandhyËs (twilights). The
mother, KËmeÚvarÌ is the DevÌ, the father, KËmeÚvara, is Éiva, the text
says. Meditating on both one becomes lord of the eight siddhis. This is
the inner sandhyË.
There follows a meditation on Éiva-Éakti, who are as bright as millions of fires, suns and moons. A person should meditate on this image
to achieve success. This is the inner act of meditation.
Worship TËriÙÌ with 10 masses of flowers called kindness, patience
or calmness, sense-restraint, knowledge, goodness, non-harmfulness,
keeping to the path, independence, adhering to the best (uttama) and
bliss (Ënanda). One should give the five mËkaras to TËrË. Then you will
be successful, and not from recitation of the mantra but from kula
worship. This is the inner worship, says the text.
The next section says that one should recite the rosary of letters in
the different cakras within the human body, ending with visualising
letters in the 1,000 petal lotus. Then one should internally pronounce the
mËtÎkËs starting from the letter “a” and going to the letter “ha”, each
with the nËda and bindu, reciting them both in a straight and in a reverse
direction 108 times. One should then repeat the letters of the eight letter
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groups a, ka, ca, ta, Öa, pa, ya, Úa together with the nËda and bindu.
The next, brief, section in this chapter, starting at verse 121, deals
with the inner worship of UgratËrË. One is to meditate on her in one’s
own heart on a lotus of sixteen petals, and recite her mantra for each of
these, mentally offering her liquid. The text appears to say that one
should first worship her in the yoni cakra, then leading her by the path
of suÛumnË through the navel cakra to the heart cakra again. Once more
a sËdhaka is to recite the rosary of letters 108 times.
Then follows the inner worship of NÌlasarasvatÌ. The text gives her
dhyËna, upon which one should meditate in one’s own heart as being as
lustrous as the autumnal moon, seated in the pratyËlÌ×ha Ësana, wearing
tiger skins, with a laughing mouth, very terrifying, and in the reverse
sexual posture with Éiva. She will make you a poet. In your heart lotus
meditate that she and Éiva are intoxicated with liquor, kissing one another again and again. They are eating flesh and drinking the nectar
produced from the yoni and the liÔgam. Then one should worship
NÌlasarasvatÌ with the leftovers and recite the garland of letters internally over and over.
Verse 136 describes EkajaÖË’s yantra. Her mantra is inscribed in a
yantra which is a triangle, a hexagon, two circles, eight petals, and an
enclosure or bhÍpura. The mantra hÍÑ, the so-called kÍrca bÌja, is in
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the centre of the yantra. In the east is hrÌÑ, in the south strÌÑ, in the
west ÖaÑ and in the north phah. This yantra is for worship. A description of UgratËrË’s yantra follows, and then of NÌlasarasvatÌ.
In verses 149 onwards, it’s said the yantras may be inscribed on
copper, bone, wood from the cremation ground, gold, silver or iron.
Yantras need certain purifications before they may be used, and also
need to be installed with life. In these rites there are no distinctions
between brahmins, kÛatriyas, vaiÚyas, ÚÍdras, or women - all are competent to perform these pÍjas.
Verse 168 starts to give details of the different rosaries which may
be used in the worship of TËrË and the other goddesses, as well as the
purifications that need to be performed. The best rosary is that made of
human bone for the worship of KËlÌ and TËrË. A section devoted to
homa closes this chapter.
Chapter three opens with a description of the left-hand rules of TËrË
which seem to abandon many of the elaborate rules required for other
deities.
According to the work, which quotes from the TËrËnigama, considerations about days of the week, or the cakras used to establish gain or
loss are not required in the worship of TËrË.
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Further, TËrË, MahËnÌlË and the other deities in this cluster require
the mahËcÌna way of worship to be satisfied. A person who worships
TËrË without these rites goes to hell. If a brahmin does the worship
without the five tattvas, he becomes a ÚÍdra, while if a ÚÍdra does
worship of TËrË with the five tattvas, he becomes a brahmin. This is
Kaula worship, requiring Kaula initiation.
The next section in this chapter, starting with verse 23, describes
purification of the five tattvas. This includes mantras to remove the
curses placed on wine by Éukra, Brahma and KÎÛÙa, and obviously flies
in the face of Hindu orthodoxy. Then follows a meditation on AmÎtËnanda
DevÌ, followed by a meditation on Bhairava as the lord of bliss and of
wine.
She resembles a koÖi (10,000,000) of brilliant suns and a koÖi of
cooling moons, she wears red clothes, is adorned with all ornaments and
red jewels.
He, the SudhËdeva, a form of Bhairava, is situated in the centre of
the ocean of nectar, is beloved by BhairavÌ, and has five faces, with
three eyes in each. He is seated on a bull, has a blue throat, and is
adorned with every type of jewel. He has eighteen arms which hold
weapons and attributes including a club, a plough, a mace, a sword, a
trident, a noose, and a staff, as well as having hands displaying various
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mudrËs. Then follows a tËntrik gËyatrÌ which runs oÑ ËnandeÚvarËya
vidmahe sudhËdevyai dhÌmahi tanno ardhanËrÌÚvarah pracodayËt
This gËyatrÌ refers to the union of Éiva and Éakti in a conjunct form,
ArdhanËrÌÚvara, where one half of the body is male, and the other is
female. The section is followed by a rite where the wine vessel is
purified, and the goddess of wine invoked.
The third section of this chapter deals with Éakti sËdhanË, which is
preceded by the purification of the meat used in the rite, then fish. Then
follows a mantra devoted to the Éakti in her guise as KËmËkhyË, which
also equates the Úakti with KËlÌkË, TËrË and TripurËsundarÌ.
Following a lengthy description of rites, the author comes on to the
subject of nyËsa, which involves placing bÌja mantras and other
visualisations on different parts of the body. These include here mËtÎkË
nyËsa, yoni nyËsa, ÎÛi nyËsa, pÌÖhaÚakti nyËsa, tattva nyËsa, bÌja nyËsa,
hand nyËsa, and six limb nyËsa.
These are precursors to the MahËcÌnËcara pÍjË, which is itself lengthy,
ending with TËrË pÍjË, and the necessary rites to clear the place of
working. So much for the suspension of ritual, then. Verse 177 starts
describing how to recite the mantra. Verse 185 describes the KËmatËrËpÍja.
A dhyËna describes the TËriÙÌ as laughing terribly, wearing a tiger skin,
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adorned with jewels, UgratËrË is seated on a corpse, in reverse sexual
intercourse, wearing red clothes and a garland of skulls, laughing terribly, garlanded with serpents, with a gold diadem. In her right hands she
holds scissors and an axe, and in her left hands she holds a blue lotus
and below that a cup of liquor. Her one braid of hair is twined by a great
serpent.
The last, rather brief chapter of 64 verses, deals with the performance of rites included in the term triÛo×ha. The first of these, called the
secret one, involves placing the vowels of the letters of the Sanskrit
alphabet before and after the individual letters of the TËrË mantra. These
rites also include details about the relationship of the Éakti as
KulakuÙ×alinÌ with TËrË.
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19: BÎhat TantrasËra
The edition used for this abstract was published by Prachya Prakashan
(PP), Varanasi, in 1985.
This is a chunky work in the digest class, and divided into five
paricchedas (divisions) but also including a series of stotras (hymns)
and kavacas (armours). The title means “The great essence of Tantra”
and contains a wealth of information on the tradition, including yantras,
dhyËna (meditation images), stotras (hymns), kavacas (armours) and
other ritualistic details.
In the first pariccheda, the author starts with a salutation, then launches
straight into the characteristics of a guru, and the greatness of the guru.
He does so by quoting various sources and tantras, some of which now
appear to be lost. This pattern is followed throughout the whole work.
Following this, the compiler quotes works showing blameworthy and
good types of guru, the characteristics of good and bad disciples and
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rules relating to initiation. Then follow prescriptions relating to mantras,
which include using various diagrams such as the rËÚi (12 sidereal
zodiac constellations) cakra, the nakÛatra cakra (27 sidereal constellations) and other diagrams such as the A-Ka-Tha and A-Ka-Ça-Ma, and
the ÎÙidhni (gain and loss) cakras.
A section deals with the best time for initiation, which draws widely
on astrological rules. Then follows a section relating to the nature of
rosaries. This goes into some detail as to the type of materials to be
used, and which are best. Then follow rules relating to Ësana (seat). A
section on the preparatory actions (puraÚcaraÙa) which must be followed
once a disciple is initiated follows. Unless these actions are performed,
a mantra does not bestow success and is lifeless.
A section follows which relates the types of fruit which can be
expected from reciting a mantra, as well as the way japa (recitation)
should be peformed. A section then deals with the kÍrma (tortoise)
yantra, which is used to determine the direction in which japa is performed, followed by the 10 purifications of mantras to remove any
defects they may have.
There follows a large number of verses drawn from different tantras
related to various types of initiation (dÌkÛË).
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Pariccheda two starts with rules relating to ordinary pÍjË, that is
worship carried out on a daily basis. Topics covered include the twilight
rules, the way to bathe, the different gËyatrÌs of the different devatËs,
and a whole set of different nyËsas. NyËsa is “placing” of mantras on
different parts of the body, including visualisation of said mantras.
NyËsas mentioned include mËtÎkË nyËsa, hand and limb nyËsa, inner
mËtÎkË nyËsa, outer mËtÎkË nyËsa, pÌÖha nyËsa, ÎÛi nyËsa, and others.
This chapter then begins to discuss the various mantras of different
devatËs - AnnapÍrÙË, TripuÖË, TvaritË, NityË, VajraprastËriÙÌ, DurgË,
MahiÛamardinÌ, JayadurgË, ÉulinÌ, VËgÌÚvarÌ start off a lengthy sequence.
The mantras of PËrijËtasarasvatÌ, GaÙeÚa, MahËgaÙeÚa, Heramba,
HaridrËgaÙeÚa, LakÛmÌ, MahËlakÛmÌ, SÍrya, the AjapË mantra (unrecited),
ViÛÙu, RËma, KÎÛÙa, a 13-lettered KÎÛÙa mantra, BËlagopËla, VËsudeva,
LakÛmÌ-NËrËyaÙa, DadhivËmana, HayagrÌva, NÎsiÑha, Harihara, VarËha,
Éiva, MÎtyuÕjaya, KÛetrapËla, BaÖuka Bhairava, then follow.
Following this are the mantras of BhairavÌ, TripurabhairavÌ,
SampatpradË BhairavÌ, KauleÚa BhairavÌ, SakalasiddhidË BhairavÌ,
BhayavidhvaÑsinÌ BhairavÌ, Caitanya BhairavÌ, KËmeÚvarÌ BhairavÌ,
ÊaÖkÍÖË BhairavÌ, NityË BhairavÌ, RudrabhairavÌ, BhuvaneÚvarÌ BhairavÌ,
TripurË BËlË, NavakÍÖË BËlË, AnnapÍrÙË BhairavÌ, ÉrÌ VidyË, Êo×aÚÌ,
PaÕcamÌ, PracaÙ×acaÙ×ikË, ÉyËmË, GuhyakËlÌ, BhadrakËlÌ, TËrË,
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CaÙ×ograÚÍlapËÙÌ, MËtaÔgÌ, UcchiÛÖacËÙ×ËlinÌ, DhÍmËvatÌ, UcchiÛÖa
GaÙeÚa, DhanadË, ÉmaÚËnakËlÌ and BagalËmukhÌ. Many more details
including those of pÍjË, meditation images (dhyËna) and yantras are
given in this large section, which draws upon many different tantras and
yËmalas for the details.
The pattern of division two continues in the third chapter, which
kicks off by describing the mantra, pÍjË, dhyËna and other details of
KarÙapiÚËcÌ. Other devatËs mentioned in this section include MaÕjughoÛa.
There’s a section quoted from the KakkuÖeÚvaratantra. Other extracts
come from the Bhairavatantra.
The section called TËriÙÌ Kalpa, extracted from the TËriÙÌ Tantra, is
next. giving her mantra, tantra, nyËsa and dhyËna. She is described as
black, long bellied, terrifying, adorned with snakes as her earrings, with
a red mouth and rolling tongue, wearing red clothes, and with large
rising breasts. She sits on a corpse, has four arms, long hair, drinking
blood out of a cup she holds in one of her hands. She is long limbed,
with a protruding tongue, her eyes being the form of the sun, the moon
and fire. She is the DevÌ destroying enemies, the greatly terrifying giver
of boons, wearing a tiger skin.
The next section of this chapter is called the SËrasvata Kalpa, fol-
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lowed by the KËtyËyanÌ Kalpa, succeeded by a section on DurgË. This is
followed by the ViÚËlËkÛÌ mantra, attributed here to the ¼diyËmala.
Next is the GaurÌ mantra in verse 39, then BrahmaÚrÌ, RËjamukhÌ, Indra,
GËru×a, Hanuman, and vÎÚcika (scorpion) and other mantras to destroy
poisons.
The mantra to remove scorpion poison is sa ca oÑ sa va ha sphuh
oÑ hili mili cili hasphuh oÑ hili hili cili cili hasphuh ý brahmaÙe phuh
viÛÙave phuh indrËya phuh sarvebhyo devebhyo sphuh. This is followed
by mantras to stop mice poisoning grain, and a mantra to destroy spider
poison which reads oÑ hrËÑ hrÌÑ hÍÑ oÑ svËhË garu×a hÍÑ phaÖ.
Mantras for ÉmaÚËnabhairavÌ, MahËkËlÌ, JvËlËmËlini, CiÖÌ, Trayambaka,
and AmÎtasaÕjivanÌ follow. Attached to this last DevÌ is a selection of
applications for attraction, subjugation, causing enmity, driving away complete with mantras and dhyËnas.
A section on yoginÌs starts after verse 52, attributed to the BhÍta×Ëmara
Tantra. These yoginÌs include KËmeÚvarÌ, RatisundarÌ, PadminÌ, NaÖinÌ,
MadhumatÌ, and others, and include the pÍjas and dhyËnas needed for
their worship.
A number of other sources are quoted including KaulËvalÌ ,
YoginÌtantra, VËmakeÚvaratantra and others. A section describes what is
to be done and not done with the yantras, and how to purify them.
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Pariccheda four largely deals with details of pÍjË, homa, Ësana and
the like. Like the other sections, it compiles the details from a variety of
agamas and tantras, some of which are missing in action, apart from
quotations in compilations like this.
The chapter describes defects of mantras, and how they can be fixed
or pacified, and goes on to describe the characteristics of kuÙ×as or
hearths in which to perform homa. Home can be performed for optional
purposes, that is to achieve certain aims. The measurements of the
hearths and other details are described. Homas and mantras for specific
devatËs, including GaÙeÚa and others are given in great detail. The next
section describes the six magical acts, describing the tithis, or stations of
the moon, that are suitable for these purposes.
The next chapter in this edition is not called a pariccheda, but instead
contains a large number of stotras or hymns and kavacas or armours
dedicated to different devatËs.
First, BhuvaneÚvarÌ’s stotra and kavaca are given said to be from the
VËrËhÌtantra, followed by AnnapÍrÙË, and TripuÖË. Then comes the 100
names of DurgË, and her kavaca. The kavaca is ascribed to the
KubjikËtantra. This is followed by the MahiÛamardinÌ stotra and kavaca,
the LakÛmÌ stotra and kavaca, the SarasvatÌ stotra, the GaÙeÚa stotra and
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the HaridragaÙeÚa kavaca - attributed to the ViÚvasËratantra.
Then follows the SÍrya kavaca - attributed to the BrahmayËmala, the
ViÛÙu stava, the RËma stotra, the RËmaÛÖaÚatakam (108 names of RËma)
stotra from the PadmapurËÙa, the RËma kavaca, a ÎÛÙa stotra, a opËla
stotra from the GautamÌyatantra , a KÎÛÙa kavaca from the
SanatkumËratantra, a NÎsimha kavaca, the Éiva stotra, a Éiva kavaca
ascribed to the Bhairavatantra, a BaÖuka Bhairava stotra and dhyËna
ascribed to the ViÚvasËratantra, a BhairavÌ stotra, a BhairavÌ kavaca
ascribed to the RudrayËmala, a ÉrÌ VidyË stotra, a KiÔkiÙÌ (small bells
devÌ) stotra, a ÉrÌ VidyË kavaca said to be from the SiddhayËmala, a
MahËtripurasundarÌ kavaca, the PrËcaÙ×acaÙ×ikË stotra, the
PrËcaÙ×acaÙ×ikË kavaca, a ÉyËmË stotra and kavaca, a TËrË stotra from
the NÌlatantra, a TËrË kavaca and then the Trailokyamohana TËrË kavaca,
said to be from the TËrË Kalpa. That’s followed by a BagalËmukhÌ
stotra ascribed to the RudrayËmala and a MËtaÔgÌ kavaca. The colophon to this “chapter” says it’s part of the fourth pariccheda.
Pariccheda five starts by talking about the upacËras, or ritual accessories, used in pÍjË of the different devatËs. The 64 upacËras are first
described, then the 18, then the 16, then the 10, then the five. There
follows a section on the greatness of the rudrËkÛa rosary, drawn from
the PadmapurËÙa. Different purifications are then described in great
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detail, followed by the characteristics of mudrËs (hand gestures). There
follows a section related to yantras and how they can be worn. These
yantras include those for BhuvaneÚvarÌ, for TvaritË, NavadurgË, LakÛmÌ,
TripurË BhairavÌ, TripurË, GaÙeÚa, and a host of other devatËs. A section describes the substances to be used to draw yantras. Much of the
following relates to different pÍjas for many of the devatËs already
mentioned in the previous chapters.
Verse 62 starts to describe vetËla siddhi, drawn from a section of the
KulacÍdËmaÙÌtantra. A vetËla is a vampire. This is followed by a description of animal sacrifice, the acts to be performed in the morning
and the necessary purifications to be performed.
Then follows a section on the purification of a Éakti, quoting from
many different tantras. A section describes vÌra sËdhanË, the five makËras
- objects in the sËdhanË which begin with the letter M, and KÍmËrÌ pÍjË.
An appendix to the Prachya Prakashan edition of BÎhat Tantrasara
describes the GaÔga mantra, the KËrtikeya mantra and the ÊaÛÖÌ mantra,
dhyËna and pÍjË, as well as containing the GaÔga kavaca, the KËrtikeya
kavaca, the ÊaÛÖÌ stotra, the ViÛaharÌmanasË stotra, the SvËhË stotra, the
DakÚiÙË stotra, the BalarËma stotra, the MahËkËlÌ stotra, the NËyikË
kavaca and stotra, the Guru kavaca, the YoÛid Guru meditation, the StrÌ
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Guru (female guru) kavaca ascribed to the BrahmayËmala, a Guru stotra,
a Hanuman stotra, a MËtaÔgÌ stotra, a DhÍmËvatÌ stotra, and other ritual
information such as where to place the pot, how to purify a kavaca, and
a section on the SvaraÚaktis, corresponding to the vowels of the Sanskrit
alphabet.
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YoginÌ Tantra
The YoginÌtantra is a large work which, it’s said, is held in high
regard by practitioners of the “left hand” doctrines of vËmËcËra. In a
total of 28 chapters divided into two parts, it outlines many topics
familiar to the kaula and vËmË traditions.
Goudriaan, in his survey of the different tantras, describes the
YoginÌtantra as one of the more “readable” of the tantras, and while it’s
certainly not soap opera, each chapter in the first part, the PÍrvakhaÙ×a,
is roughly of the same length, with plenty of gossip going on between
Éiva and Éakti, and with other divine beings butting in from time to
time to put in their pennyworth. In the second part, the UttarakhaÙ×a,
the last few chapters are considerably longer.
From chapter 10 onwards, until the beginning of the UttarakhaÙ×a
the work takes on a different nature, with many chapters concentrating
on local seats of the goddesses, although a consistent theme is the focus
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on KËlÌ and on KËmËkhyË, the devÌ worshipped at KËmarÍpa. The
UttarakhaÙ×a starts with the salutation, oÑ namaÒ kËmËkhyËyai. I’ve
chosen to make a detailed abstract of the first nine chapters of the
YoginÌtantra, and to briefly summarise the remainder. The chapters from
10 to the end of the work give a mass of detail about sacred sites
throughout India, while keeping the focus on worship of KËmËkhyË and
KËlÌ.
There are some curious elements within the YoginÌtantra, some quite
different from other tantras dealing with kaula themes. Perhaps wearing
a golden box on your head, containing a kavaca within it which can
subjugate the world, was high fashion for tËntriks when this work was
revealed. Or did the tËntrik and the Úaktis wear hats or elaborate turbans
to hide or show off their kavacas? On this we have nothing to go on.
Having a king’s tooth as an element in your rosary (mËlË) must also
have been difficult to achieve.
The first chapter of this tantra opens with a familiar tËntrik scene on
Mount KailËsa where Éiva is asked questions by PËrvatÌ. She says she
has heard exposition of tantras before on ÉrÌ Éaila mountain, in VËrËÙasi,
in KËmarÍpa and in NepËla. Now she wants to hear more from Éiva, the
world guru. In answer, Éiva says he will declare the great YoginÌtantra,
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the giver of both wealth and liberation. It is to be concealed and is
unknown to all the devatËs, to the asuras, to the yakÛas and others but
he will declare it out of love for his mountain-girl, PËrvatÌ.
He starts by eulogising the goddess as the cosmic mother (ViÚvamËtË),
dark as a thunderstorm, wearing a garland and waistband of skulls, with
dishevelled hair, completely naked. She has a rolling tongue, makes a
terrifying roar, has three reddened eyes, and has a wide open mouth.
She wears a moon digit on her forehead, has the corpses of two boys as
her earrings, and is adorned with various gems, which are of the brightness of the sun and the moon. Laughing loudly, she has two streams of
blood pouring from her mouth, while her throat is red with blood. In her
four arms she holds cleaver, head, and makes mudrËs dispelling fears
and granting boons. She, the supreme NityË, is seated in reverse (viparÌta)
intercourse with MahËkËla upon the corpse of Éiva. The whole scene is
set in the cremation ground.
After this detailed dhyËna of KËlÌ, Éiva begins to outline the tantra,
declaring that he is PËrvatÌ’s slave.
The guru is described as the root of all ÚËstra, the root of this world,
the very self of the supreme absolute and the essence of Éiva. The guru
can save a disciple where even gods and goddesses cannot intercede.
The guru’s family and his wife are to be considered as identical with the
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guru. There follows a dhyËna of guru in the palace of wish-fulfilling
gems on Mount KailËsa starting in verse 38, surrounded by hosts of
Bhairavas. The palace is surrounded by the seven oceans.
The guru is one with MahËkËla ¼dinËtha and knows all mantras,
whether they be ÉËkta, Éaiva, Saura (SÍrya, the sun), VaiÛÙava or
GaÙapatya. The greatness of the guru is hymned in all of the ÚËstras, or
revealed texts.
In the second chapter, which has 56 verses, DevÌ asks Éiva to speak
of KËli and TËriÙÌ. Éiva says that KËlÌkË is the greatest of the great
vidyËs, supreme and giving nirvËÙa and liberation to people. Her disciples are Brahma, ViÛÙu and himself. If a sËdhaka recites the KËli mantra,
he becomes her son. KËli, TËrË and ChinnË are the mahËvidyËs. One
successful in KËli becomes similarly successful in the others. Éiva begins to speak of initiation. He says that the rosary to be used in the pÍjË
should be made of human skull bone for long-lasting success. A male or
female aspirant may also use crystal or ruby rosaries. A full rosary
should have 108 beads. The meru, or bead to mark the beginning and
the end of the mËlË, should be made of a king’s tooth which must be
hard to obtain unless you are the king’s dentist, or know the courtiers
very well indeed.
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Éiva proceeds to outline the number of times the mantra should be
recited holding the rosary and the way the fingers should count. He
speaks of the nature of other rosaries including pearl, tulsÌ (basil) when
worshipping ViÛÙu, ivory for GaÙeÚa, and rudrËkÛa or red sandalwood
for TripurË. Dhattura growing in a cremation ground is used for
DhÍmËvatÌ. He then describes ritual accessories to be used in the pÍjË
and the times in bright and dark fortnights of the moon which are
favourable and unfavourable as well as other restraints due to time as
well as suitable places for the rite.
Rites to KËlÌ should be performed in the middle of the night, while
rites to ViÛÙu, to SÍrya and their light shining like are to be performed
in the day, and during the bright fortnight of the moon. However,
worshippers of SÍrya, the sun god, gradually morphed into worshippers
of Éani (Saturn), the “son of the sun” and there’s a bit of a mystery
there. Rites relating to liberation, pleasure and the like are best in the
dark fortnight, while auspicious rites are best in the bright fortnight.
This chapter has 74 verses.
DevÌ asks in the third chapter how catastrophes, including war and
fever, can be warded off. In reply, in verse five, Éiva recites a kavaca or
armour which can be used to protect against malefic influence. It is not
to be revealed lightly. He then speaks of a way to subjugate the world
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(jagadvaÚya). Sage NËrada also asked Éiva to speak of this of old.
Éiva says that when she is imagined as a naked DevÌ, KËli is the
deludress of the world. He then, in verses 15 to 19, gives the kavaca
which bewilders the three worlds. KËlabhairava is the ÎÛi of the mantra,
anuÛÖubh is the metre, ÉmaÚËnakËli is the devatË. After giving the armour, Éiva describes how to make it. It should be written on bhÍrja
(birch) bark and worn round the person. It should be inscribed on the
eighth day of the bright fortnight and placed inside a golden box.
Wearing it on different parts of the body gives different results. On
the head, it destroys disease. On the right shoulder, it gives whatever is
desired. ViÛÙu now chimes into the conversation and, says NËrada,
achieved the desires he wanted by employing this kavaca.
The DevÌ wants to know of a method that will make a sËdhaka
become a king, be beautiful, be knowledgeable and also be famous.
½Úvara is happy to oblige.
He says, in verse 29, that this method has already been described in
the PhetkËriÙÌtantra and in the NÌlatantra. After preliminaries including
worshipping the guru, a sËdhaka should face towards the north and
worship TËriÙÌ. A hexangle should be inscribed and in the centre of that
is to be placed the TËrË bÌja, along with the object to be achieved.
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Outside the hexagon are eight petals which are also inscribed with bÌja
mantras. After performing the ceremony, the sËdhaka is to feed brahmins
and kumËrÌs (maidens). This chapter has 66 verses.
DevÌ asks about the ÛaÖkarmas, six magical acts, in chapter four. Éiva
says these are pacifying, subduing, causing enmity, driving away, uprooting (uccËÖana) and causing death. He says there are six Éaktis appropriate to these acts. For death dealing, the rite is to be performed in a
cremation ground, seated upon a corpse. Saturday, the day of Éani
(Saturn) is the best day to deal death. In verse 28, ½Úvara starts to
outline the characteristics of the different goddesses invoked for the
different acts. Brief descriptions are given of the PadminÌ girl (peace
giving), the ÉaÔkhinÌ (subjugation), and for paralysing and driving away,
the NËgavallabhË (beloved of the serpent race). In causing death and
enmity, ÇËkinÌ is the girl for you.
In verse 38, ½Úvara begins to describe the one syllable mantra of
KËlikË, the three syllable mantra of TËrË, and the 11 syllable mantra of
VajravairocanÌ. In verses 45-46 he describes a death dealing mantra
which runs hrÌÑ huÑ huÑ amukaÑ mËraya svËhË hÍÑ hÍÑ amukaÑ
mËraya mËraya. Adding svËhË at the end gives an enemy destroying
mantra which is to be performed on a Tuesday on the eighth day of the
moon. Verses 47-48 describe how a doll is to be made resembling the
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enemy, made at night, and which is to have the letters of the death
dealing mantra inscribed on different parts of the body. Then the goddess should be meditated on as of a black colour, bearing a garland of
skulls, completely naked, the DevÌ who destroys enemies. A mantra
follows in verse 51 to 54 which invites this goddess to drink the blood
and eat the flesh of the unfortunate wight who is the target of this rite.
Other gruesome rites follow until the end of this chapter is reached at
verse 74.
In chapter five, Éiva describes a great sËdhanË in the cremation
ground, involving the fifteen KËli NityËs. This sËdhanË can also be
performed in a desert, by the side of a river, on a mountain, at a
crossroads, at the root of a bilva (Aegle Marmelos) tree, at a place
where there is a single liÔgam, at a place where there are no people as
well as in the cremation ground. There’s a eulogy of the bilva (the Bel
tree) and a description of the marvels that ensue from worshipping
there.
In verse 51, Éiva begins a description of the skull sËdhanË (muÙ×a
sËdhana). Three skulls are needed for this purpose - a man’s, a buffalo,
and a tomcat’s. However, three human male skulls will do at a pinch, or
five male skulls. The mantra is to be pronounced numberless times. A
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square is to be prepared with mantras of various goddesses situated in
the different directions.
In the sixth chapter, DevÌ asks about the different classes of sËdhaka.
Éiva says they are divided into the divya (divine), vÌra (heroic) and paÚu
(herdlike) categories. The meditation for the divya should be concealed,
Éiva is happy to speak about vÌra meditation. He says a vÌra should
meditate on the three bindus as being in the form of a 16 year old girl.
The first bindu is as bright as 10,000,000 dawn suns, extending from the
head to the breasts. The second extends from the breasts to the hips and
the third from the yoni to the feet. This is the KËmakËla form, the very
essence of Brahma, ViÛÙu and Éiva, it says in verse 12.
The vÌra and the divya may employ the five substances of wine,
meat, fish, bean and intercourse when they worship. According to Éiva,
the ÎÛis, the vasus and the daityas all became great through this pÍjË.
The greatness of the kula dharma is hymned. Verse 38 to 39 speak of
the characteristics of the Úakti depending on the varÙa of the worshipper.
Éiva speaks of this worship for the four Hindu divisions (varÙas) and
also for the avadhÍta, beyond this set of four. He says that great nectar
flows from KuÙ×alinÌ when it has risen to the top of the head. This is
the great wine. She is the supreme Éakti within the body.
DevÌ asks Éiva in chapter seven to tell her about the goddess SvapnËvatÌ
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(she who moves in dream). He gives the mantra in verse five. This runs
oÑ hrÌÑ svapurËvËhikËli svapne kathayËmukasyËmukaÑ dehi krÌÑ svËhË.
Another mantra is given in verses six to seven.
Éiva says: “This SvapnËvatÌ VidyË is very hard to obtain in the three
worlds. It is the cause of great miracles, declared by MahËkËla.” It
should be recited 108 times, and then SvapnËvatÌ will appear when a
sËdhaka is dreaming. A sËdhaka who masters the mantra sees everything
in his dreams that he resolves to see.
½Úvara then speaks of the MÎtasaÕjÌvanÌ vidyË in verse 10. She
appears to give the power of bringing back the dead to life. He describes
other vidyËs, including MadhumatÌ, starting with verse 15. She is described as the cause of all delight. He then describes the trailokyËkarÛiÙÌ
(three world attraction) vidyË. It is to be recited 108 times, and attracts
whatever a sËdhaka desires in the three worlds. Maidens will cross
oceans, mountain ranges and perhaps even traverse space to get to a
sËdhaka who recites this. DevÌ asks Éiva to give the vidyË of PadmËvatÌ,
the cause of all subjugation. He does so. Again, this mantra is to be
recited 108 times.
In verse 30, ½Úvara describes a rite to rout enemies which is to be
performed on a new moon day on a Tuesday. It renders an enemy,
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whether he is arguing in a lawsuit or is otherwise disputatious, speechless and very foolish, when the mantra is recited 108 times. The enemy
is struck dumb, just as the sight of the god Garu×a causes a snake to
freeze. A rite involving a 26 syllable mantra of subjugation begins with
verse 32, which invokes SundarÌ BhairavÌ. If a forehead mark made
from til oil and sandal is worn after reciting this mantra 108 times, the
whole world is subjugated. Another subduing rite is spoken of which,
this tantra claims, turns kings into a sËdhaka’s subjects.
In verse 45, DevÌ asks again about SvapnËvatÌ. ½Úvara gives another
mantra of the goddess. If a sËdhaka recites this 1,000 times, he awakens
in the dream state and can learn anything he wishes. The mantras should
be concealed and given only to the devoted, and the pure, otherwise
hosts of ÇËkinÌs eat him up.
The eighth chapter, which has 72 verses, starts by speaking of the
macrocosm (BrahmËÙ×a). In verse 22, Éiva speaks of the YoginÌs. These
assisted the goddess in destroying the host of demons. The YoginÌs look
terrifying, with millions of blazing eyes, a multitude of arms, and 50
lakhs of faces. The daitya Ghora then recites a hymn to DevÌ, celebrating her victory over the demons. Éiva chips in, praising her greatness in
battle. Towards the end of the paÖala, starting verse 64, Éiva gives a
meditation image of Éakti as KËli. She is black in colour, very terrify(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
ing, seated on MahËkËla. She wears a garland of skulls, has dishevelled
hair, and smiles sweetly. She has a rolling, lolling tongue, three eyes,
and is smeared in blood. She is surrounded on all sides by millions upon
millions of YoginÌs.
Éiva starts chapter nine, which has 75 verses, by speaking of the
DevÌ as the BrahmËÙ×a, the macrocosm. In this guise, she has an immense form, with millions upon millions of arms and heads. She is the
sum of everything, containing every single published text, including
vedas and all of the rest. As such she is of the brilliance of millions
upon millions of suns and moons and fires, consisting of all knowledge,
all paths, all dharma, all bliss, all ÚËstra, all veda and all worlds, in
short, everything. Then follows a meditation on Éakti as being present
in the different parts of the body. KËlÌ herself politely asks some questions, starting in verse 66. ½Úvara says she can go ahead. KËlÌ starts
talking about the demon MahiÛa and how she made him a corpse.
Chapter 10 has 63 verses and starts with ½Úvara asking numerous
questions on how KËlÌ arose from Éakti. KËlÌ starts to answer some of
these questions in verse 16 onwards. She is eternal, the form of truth,
consciousness and bliss. She is Brahma, she is ViÛÙu and she is Éiva.
She creates, maintains and destroys the whole universe. ½Úvara says KËlÌ
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is of the nature of IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË Úaktis. She is the whole
macrocosm (brahmËÙ×a) and all its parts. In verses 48 onwards, ½Úvara
says that KËlÌ and MahËkËla are of the form of the void, and equal to
each other. They are both formless and equal to all forms.
In chapter 11, of 69 verses, Éiva describes places sacred to KËlÌ. The
cremation ground is chief, but in verses 14 onwards, he says that VËrËÙasÌ
is a great region where KËlÌ is paramount. In KËmarÍpa, the mahËpÍjË
bestows all siddhi, and in NepËla too. Various great rivers are described
and bathing places in the different directions where worship brings fruit.
KËmarÍpa, in present day Assam, is where the yoni of the goddess fell
when her body was cut into 50 parts, and she is worshipped there to this
day as KËmËkhyË.
Chapter 12, which has 74 verses, has the goddess seeking to understand the importance of KËmËkhyË. In verse nine, ViÛÙu begins to
describe the magnificence of KËmËkhyË. It was there the three great
gods achieved their apotheosis. In verse 17, the demon Naraka introduces VasiÛÖha, who sings of the greatness of KËmËkhyË. ½Úvara describes KËmËkhyË as the supreme vidyË, the source of all light, light
herself. He says to her that her place is the most important of all places.
KËmËkhyË starts speaking in verse 31 and describes her worship. There’s
a dhyËna of KËmËkhyË towards the end of the chapter. She is laughing,
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is naked, has a rolling tongue and wears a garland of skulls, and is
seated on a mountain peak, her red eyes intoxicated by wine.
Chapter 13, of 61 verses, starts with ½Úvara saying that he goes to the
place called Koca and Yonigarta. Chapter 14 has 81 verses, chapter 15
has 67 verses, chapter 16 has 59 verses, chapter 17 has 55 verses,
chapter 18 has 54 verses, and chapter 19 has 81 verses. The last verse
said the first part of the YoginÌtantra, the PÍrvakhaÙ×a, should be as
hidden as a yoni is hidden from others.
The first chapter of the second part of the YoginÌtantra starts with
KËlÌ saying that now she has learned of the U××ÌyËna pÌÖha, she wants
to hear more of KËmarÍpa, which is the special place of KËmËkhyË.
This chapter has 60 verses. Chapter two has 68 verses. Chapter three
continues a discussion on KËmarÍpa and 77 verses. Chapter four continues a discussion on sacred sites, and has 138 verses. Chapter five has
352 verses, while chapter six has 186 verses. There are 242 verses in
chapter seven, while chapter eight has 123 verses. The last chapter, nine
in the second part of this tantra has 267 verses.
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20: KËmadhenu Tantra
This text, of 24 brief chapters, deals at length with the mËtÎkËs or
letters of the alphabet, considered in the tËntrik tradition to represent the
goddess as sound. Chapter 22 and most of chapter 23, are missing from
this edition.
The word KËmadhenu means the wish-fulfilling cow, a cow of plenty
which belonged to VasiÛÖha, and here is adjectivally applied to the DevÌ
in her form as SarasvatÌ, who rules speech, eloquence, words, music and
all letters of the alphabet. She is represented as the Úakti or consort of
Brahma, one of the trinity (trimurti) in Hinduism.
This particular tantra cannot really be understood without a little
knowedge of the Sanskrit alphabet. It contains 15 vowels and 35 consonants, including letters of the alphabet which do not have English equivalents. The letters of the alphabet, according to the TantrarËjatantra, are
one with time and with space, arrayed in a maÙ×ala imbued with the
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bioenergy of prËÙË, the union of Éiva and Éakti, and one with both the
macrocosm and the microcosm. The letters, mËtÎkË, also each represent
a Úakti or energy which has its place in the microcosm, that is to say in
an individual human being.
The vowels are a, Ë, i, Ì, u, Í, Î, Ï, Ð, ó, e, ai, o, au, Ñ and h. The seven
groups which make up the consonants are 1) ka, kha, ga, gha, Ô 2) ca
cha, ja, jha Õ 3) Ö, Öh, ×, ×ha, Ù 4) ta, tha, da, dha, na 5) pa, pha, ba, bha,
ma 6) ya, ra, la, va, Ú and 7) Ûa, sa, ha and Ða. To this last group is
sometimes added the conjunct kÛa.
The tantra is cast in a typical question and answer fashion between
PËrvatÌ (Éakti) and MahËdeva (Éiva). Chapter one starts with PËrvatÌ
asking about the 50 letters of the Sanskrit alphabet and their relationship
with the tattvas. Éiva says that by knowing this doctrine, a sËdhaka can
become liberated whilst still alive (jÌvanmukta). The devÌ, he says, has
different vidyËs, or female mantras, so that in her form as the MËtÎkËdevÌ,
she consists of all of the others.
The letters “a” to “kÛa”, together with the visarga and bindu represent her triple form, the body of the absolute. From the letters come
Brahma, ViÛÙu and Éiva.
Éiva starts dhyËna on the letters of the alphabet in which they are as
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effulgent as the autumn moon, consisting of five angles which also
represent the five devas. She, as the very self of the bindu tattva, is both
with qualities and without qualities. This bindu is represented by the
vowel a.
In chapter two, MahËdeva proceeds to describe the other vowels of
the alphabet. The letter Ë is the self of Brahma, ViÛÙu, and Rudra,
conch-coloured, and consists of the five (main) breaths or prËÙËs. The
letter Ë is ParamakuÙ×alÌ (supreme KuÙ×alinÌ).
The letter i is supremely blissful, like a sweet smelling flower, consisting of Hari, Brahma and Rudra. It is the guru, it is SadËÚiva, and also
Parabrahma. It is KuÙ×alÌ.
The letter Ì is again described as composed of Brahma, ViÛÙu and
Éiva and being fourfold knowledge as well as supreme KuÙ×alinÌ. It
consists of the five devas. The letter u is described as effulgent as the
yellow campaka flower, and giver of the four aims of mankind, that is
dharma, artha, kËma and mokÛa. It also includes the five prËÙËs.
The letter Í is called the supreme bÌja, very hard to obtain. It is as
white as the kunda flower (jasmine), consists of the three guÙas and is
called the bestower of happiness, and also includes the five prËÙËs.
The letter Î is described also as being of an effulgent yellow colour,
is made of the three Úaktis and consists of fourfold knowledge.
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The next letter described is Ï. This is also of a yellow hue, and has a
practically identical description to the last letter.
The letter Ð is called the ParadevatË, where Brahma resides constantly. It is made up of the five prËÙËs, the three guÙas, and is also of
a yellow, lightning-like colour.
The next letter, ó, is effulgent as the full moon, has the self of the
three guÙas, and also represents the four aims of human existence.
Letter e is called the supreme, celestial self of Brahma, ViÛÙu and
Éiva, and is of the colour of a bandhÍka flower (Pentapetes phoenicia),
the very self of supreme KuÙ×alinÌ. There are 12 verses in the second
chapter in this edition.
Chapter three continues in the same way. The letter ai is called
MahËkuÙ×alinÌ, and is effulgent as 10 million moons, comprising in
itself the three bindus and the five prËÙËs.
The letter o is of the appearance of red lightning, and is made of the
three guÙas, and like the rest represents the five prËÙËs and is supreme
KuÙ×alinÌ.
Also red is the letter au, which is said to bestow the four aims of
existence and conjoined with ½Úvara, as well as being the five main vital
breaths in a human.
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The letter aÑ is yellow in colour, consists of all knowledge, has
within it the three bindus and the three Úaktis, the five prËÙËs and is
supreme KuÙ×alinÌ. The letter ah, says Éiva, is red in colour, consists of
all knowledge, includes the five devas and the five breaths, and ËtmË
and the other tattvas.
The chapter starts to describe the triangle which makes up the letter
“ka”, which is the form of desire (kËma) and the KËminÌ, she who
bestows liberation and the mother of all the gods. This ka is situated in
the upper corner and is the BrahmaÚakti. At the left of the triangle is
JyeÛÖha, the ViÛÙuÚakti, and on the right of the triangle is the bindu, the
RaudrÌ, the self of dissolution. IcchË is BrahmaÚakti, JÕËnaÚakti is
ViÛÙuÚakti, and KriyËÚakti is Éiva. This triangle is the yoni maÙ×ala,
the KËminÌ herself.
Chapters four to six describe the consonants. Ka is as bright as
KuÙ×alinÌ and is the essence of the four aims of mankind. The letter kha
is as brilliant as a snow white conch. Ga is pure and the essence of the
Éakti. The letter gha is the self of the four triangles, and is like a red
sun. It has the characteristics of both no qualities as well as the three
guÙas. The letter Ôa is consists of all qualities. The letter ca is the giver
of the four aims of mankind and five vital breaths. Letter cha is effulgent as yellow lightning. The letter ja is the hue of the autumn moon.
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The letter jha the form of liberation, and of the appearance of red light.
The letter Õa is also of the appearance of a red lighting flash. Letter Öa
is as effulgent as 10 million lightning flashes. The text describes all the
rest of the letters in a similar way, so the three chapters describing the
consonants are more of a prolonged meditation on them representing the
DevÌ and KuÙ×alinÌ than descriptions.
That’s confirmed in chapter seven, where Éiva says he will describe
the japa of the mËtÎkËs this being the ultimate mantra. The text starts to
describe the letters of the alphabet, each of which is preceded and
followed by oÑ - so oÑ aÑ oÑ, oÑ aÑ oÑ, oÑ iÑ oÑ, oÑ ÌÑ oÑ and
so forth to the last consonant, kÛa. He then gives a dhyËna of the
MËtÎkË DevÌ. She is effulgent as 10 million moons, seated on a white
lotus with her three eyes moving playfully to and fro. The white shining
DevÌ has various faces corresponding to the sacred texts and she is
adorned with white gems and white clothes.
The chapter goes on to say that a person ends up in hell and all pÍjË
is useless without the eight letter groups a-ka-ca-Öa-ta-pa-ya-Úa. By worshipping the letters with the bindu and visualising them as effulgent as
the sun, doing this a 100,000 times, a mantrin becomes successful in
giving the letters of the alphabet life. It is clear from this that the vowel
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letters are related to the moon, and the consonants to the sun.
Chapter eight speaks of the greatness of MËtÎkË as the 50 letters. In
her are all macrocosms and vidyËs and she exists as both the DevÌ with
qualities (guÙas) and without qualities (nirguÙa). She is the self of all
ViÛÙu mantra, Éiva mantra, GaÙeÚa mantra, Saura mantra, Éakti mantra.
The fifty letters, as fifty young maidens, are the self of all purËÙas, of
the vedas, and of smÎti. In this form, this she is the self of Brahma,
ViÛÙu, Rudra, ½Úvara and SadËÚiva. She is also the very self of KuÙ×alinÌ.
Meditating on the goddess as the form of all the letters of the alphabet brings success. ParakuÙ×alÌ, identical with the letters of the alphabet, is both with qualities and without qualities. A person who recites
mantra, performs nyËsa and worships knowing this is Éiva, Brahma and
PuruÛottamah, becomes the self of Bhairava, and SÍrya. Performing japa
and pÍjË without knowing this through the word of the guru is useless,
and makes a person a paÚu, or beast like. So the truth of this should be
obtained from a guru.
The very brief ninth chapter describes the chief nË×Ìs in the human
body, with suÛumnË in the centre, wound around by the i×Ë and piÔgalË
nË×Ìs. The vital breath (prËÙË) flows through these. By reciting the fifty
letters of the alphabet with the out and in breaths, 12 times at the three
twilights (sandhyË), one does jÌva nyËsa and becomes the equal of Éiva.
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Chapter 10 describes how the mËtÎkËs are related to the body. The
letter a is on the forehead, the letter Ë is on the mouth, the letter i is on
the right eye, the letter Ì is on the left eye, the letter u is on the right ear,
the letter Í is on the left ear, the letter Î is on the right nostril, and the
letter Ï on the left nostril. The letter Ð is on the right cheek, while the
letter ó is on the left cheek. The letter e is on the upper lip, the letter ai
on the lower lip, the letter o is on the upper teeth, while the letter au is
on the lower teeth. The letter aÑ is on the head, while the letter ah is the
face itself.
The five letters of the ka group are on the right arm, while the five
letters of the ca group are on the left arm. On the right foot are the
letters of the Öa group, while the letters of the ta group is on the left foot.
The letter pa is on the right of the body, while pha is on the left of the
body. The letter ba is on the back, while the letter bha is on the navel.
The letter ma is on the belly, while the letter ya is on the heart. The
letter ra is on the right shoulder, while the letter la is on the left
shoulder.
This chapter continues by describing a correlation between the letters
of the alphabet and the tattvas, then correlating different letters with the
five elements of space, air, fire, earth and water. The letters are then
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related to 50 forms of DevÌ.
Chapter 11 is the KullukË and Setu chapter, while chapter 12 deals
with MËtÎkË dhyËna as well as bÌja dhyËna. The devÌ has three forms
related for fire, to the sun, and to the moon, and the text gives three
meditations related to the body at the genitals, in the heart and in the
head.
The subject of bÌja dhyËna is continued in chapter 13 as well as the
effects of pronouncing each of the mËtÎkËs separately.
Chapter 14 deals of dhyËnas of the letter ka using different colours
and scents. When red, the bÌja bestow kingship, when white and used
with white sandal it gives liberation, with rocana it subjugates, with
aguru or kuÔkuma it causes delusion, and with black it causes destruction and death. Placing the letter ka on the forehead using rocana is
called the “people deluding” tilak.
Chapter 15 describes the merits of visualising the desired for devatË
in the heart lotus of 12 petals and visualising a bÌja in each petal along
with the vidyË of the desired devatË, which causes unity with the deity.
In chapter 16, there’s a description of a a rite to be performed on a
Saturday (sacred to Éani or Saturn) or Tuesday (sacred to MaÔgala or
Mars). This involves a detailed pÍjË using the full set of ritual accessories, and a number of detailed nyËsas. Copper plates for each letter of
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the alphabet are to be inscribed with each of the MËtÎkËs, and anointed
with various sweet smelling substances.
In chapter 17, it’s said that the letter ka is the root of all the varÙas,
and so a person should worship this letter with every effort. Chapter 18
continues to praise the greayness of the letter ka, described as the
KËminÌ DevÌ. Various prayogas for obtaining success are prescribed.
Chapter 19 continues this topic and says that success in worshipping ka
and KËminÌ causes one to realise the essence of the KËmadhenu. KËminÌ
continues to be eulogised in chapter 20, which describes her as the form
of light, while she should be meditated upon in the 1,000 petal lotus this subject is continued in chapter twenty one.
There’s a break in the tantra with only a fragment of chapter 23
remaining, and chapter 23 is completely missing in this edition.
The last chapter 24, closes with a dhyËna of DevÌ as having two
arms, golden, with fair limbs, wearing yellow clothes, adorned with
various bright jewels, newly adolescent, as bright as the moon, with
long fingers and shining nails, the colour of kadamba, chewing paan,
with a sindÍra forehead mark.
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21: ÉËktËnandataraÔgiÙÌ
This compilation - waves of bliss for Úaktas, devotees of Éakti, is
ascribed to BrahmËndandagiri, with the edition used for this abstract
being volume two of the Yogatantra Granthamala, published by
Sampurnanand Sanskrit University, Varanasi, 1987.
The text is made up of eighteen chapters, called here ullasËs, “lights”
or “splendours”, which range far and wide across many tËntrik themes.
It is notable for referring to other tantras, some of which aren’t available
now.
The first chapter, which has 123 verses, deals of the body including
the characteristics of the five elements, the vital breaths in the body, the
place of the nË×Ìs or conduits of prËÙË, where the planets are in the
body, and the process of birth. After KËma’s arrows strike, the yoni and
the liÔgam come together, giving great bliss to a couple and causing the
creating of an embryo (budbuda) on the fifth day. The text says this
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embryo gradually takes on different characteristics of the five elements
from the parents, with the different nË×Ìs coming into being.
In verse 51 onwards, ½Úvara says the sun rules over the nËda cakra,
while the moon rules the bindu cakra, Mars is in the eyes, the son of the
Moon, Mercury (Budha) is in the heart, Jupiter (Guru) is in the stomach,
while Venus (Éukra) is in the semen. Saturn (Manda) is in the navel,
while RËhu (northern node of the moon) is in the mouth. Ketu (southern
node of the moon), is in the feet. In the ninth month, a baby is born.
The embryo is formed by the conjunction of blood from the mother
and semen from the father. If blood predominates, a female is born, if
semen predominates a male is born, and if the balance of these two
factors is equal, the baby is of neuter gender (v63). Birth is of six types:
as a deva, a human, a beast, a bird, an insect, and a plant (v70). Plants,
and all that moves including birds, beasts and men, live and die in the
ocean of unhappiness called saÑsËra and are subject to cause and effect
(karma) which is both auspicious and inauspicious. A person goes to
heaven or to hell according to the acts she or he commit. A person is
born and re-born.
Chapter two, of 183 verses, deals with initiation, the nature of the
guru, the suitability of a female partner, and closes with the greatness of
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the guru. The text quotes from a number of works including the
KulËrÙavatantra, the RudrayËmala, the KriyËsËra, the GurudÌkÛËtantra,
the GËndharvatantra, the MatsyasÍkta, and a number of other texts. In
verse 100 and onwards it is said that the guru is greater than any of the
gods, and so should be worshipped at the three twilights as the cause of
all. One should worship one’s own guru and not others. In verse 172
and on, an extract attributed to the RudrayËmala, says that a disciple
should worship the guru, his wife, and his sons with scent, flowers,
light, food. The guru is clearly Hara (Éiva) and his wife is the beloved
of Hara (Éakti). The son of the guru is GaÙeÚa. The guru’s wife is
clearly the true form of DevÌ. A disciple (ÚiÛya) seeing the guru sees the
equivalent of 10,000,000 suns and moons.
The third chapter, which has 58 Úlokas, opens by saying that without
upËsana (worship), men gain no results. It then deals with the nature of
MahËmËyË, who is both with qualities and without qualities. Without
forms, the absolute (Parabrahma) is still and unmoving.
In verse 14, quoting from the YËmala, it is said that meditation
(dhyËna) is of two types - the subtle consists of mantra while the gross
consists of thinking of a physical image. Verses 24 to 28 give a
meditation on the lion seat in the centre of the heart lotus, which is red,
and upon which sits MahËdeva, with MahËdevÌ seated upon him in love
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play. A sËdhaka should meditate on the self of devÌ being identical with
his own self.
Verses 40-41 describe the female excellences (vidyËs) as being KËlÌ,
NÌlË, MahËdurgË, TvaritË, CchinnamastakË, VËgvËdinÌ, AnnapÍrnË,
PratyaÔgirË, KËmËkhyË, VËsinÌ, BËlË, MËtaÔgÌ, and ÉailavËsinÌ. In verse
45 the various avatars of ViÛÙu are said to be Matsya, KÍrma, VarËha,
NÎsiÑha, VËmana, RËma, Buddha and KalkÌ. Verse 50 says the three
forms of DurgË, ViÛÙu and Éiva should not be taken as separate forms
by the wise, because their nature is oneness. The chapter closes with a
quote from the RudrayËmala which says that while it’s said that where
there is pleasure (bhoga) there is no liberation (mokÛa) and where there
is liberation there is no pleasure, the path of Éiva gives both liberation
and pleasure.
In chapter four, there’s a description of the acts to be performed in
the morning including meditation on the KuÙ×alinÌ and the six cakras,
meditation in the 1,000 petal lotus, cleaning of teeth, bathing, wearing
clothes and tilaka, and the characteristics of the GËyatrÌ mantra. Verses
14-22 onwards gives a hymn of praise to guru from the KubjikËtantra.
He is praised as the great giver of mantra, the form of Éiva, the light of
the knowledge of the absolute, the ferrier across the ocean of saÑsara.
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Verses 24 onwards describe the six cakras. On the left of the spine is
i×Ë, the form of the moon, Éakti; on the right is piÔgala, the male form,
like the sun. In the centre of the spine extending from the root of the
body to the brahmarandhra is suÛumnË nË×Ì, consisting of all effulgence, and of the nature of fire.
Within the suÛumnË is the citrË nË×Ì. In the middle of citrË is the
brahmanË×Ì. Strung along the central nË×Ì are six lotuses, the first at the
base of the spine, resembling a lotus with four petals. In the petal of the
red lotus is the KËmËkhyË, the yoni, which is of the nature of IcchË,
JÕËna and KriyË. KuÙ×alÌ, of the appearance of a lightning flash, lies
coiled like a slumbering snake, three and a half times here. When
roused, she proceeds from this place up the spine to the top of the head,
the brahmarandhra, which is Éiva’s city, and resembles 1,000 petals. In
verse 71 and following, it’s said that KuÙ×alÌ constantly makes the
sound of the hÍÑ mantra, and is within the body as the hËmsa mantra.
Having cut through the different granthis (junctures) on her route upwards she is led through the suÛumna nË×Ì to unite with SadËÚiva in the
1,000 petalled lotus. Other details of the six cakras follow. The remainder of the chapter, to verse 208, describes the morning acts a sËdhaka
should undertake.
Chapter five relates to recitation of mantra (japa), the characteristics
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of the seat upon which to do meditation, and pÍjË during the day and the
night. This chapter has 43 verses.
In chapter six, of 68 verses, there are quotations from texts about
inner worship (antaryËga) and outer worship (bahyapÍjË) and also information relating to bhÍtaÚuddhi. This last is the cleansing of the bhÍtas
or elements in the body.
Chapter seven, which has 189 verses, talks about daily pÍjË, how to
cleanse and purify the place of worship, more on bhÍtaÚuddhi, as well as
information about mËtÎkË nyËsa, which is related to prËÙËyËma. There’s
more information about other nyËsas such as six-limbed and hand and
limb nyËsa, with the chapter closing with ËvaraÙa pÍjË. Verse 75 starts
to describe the mËtÎkË Ûa×aÔga nyËsa, said to be from the JÕËnËrÙavatantra.
The 80 verses of chapter eight discuss the various mËlËs (rosaries)
to be used in pÍjË, including the characteristics of rudrËkÛa mËlËs, how
to place them, and the correct way to use them when pronouncing
mantras. They can be made of different substances including crystal,
pearl, conch, etc. The rosary is of two kinds, one inner and one outer.
The inner rosary is strung along the spine in the form of the letters of
the alphabet.
Chapter nine deals with the rules of reciting mantras, the essence of
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mantra, the real meaning of mantras, and the consciousness inherent in
mantras. Verse 32 and the following four verses, said to be from the
Uttaratantra, relates the 22 letters of the ÉyËmË mantra to the body krÌÑ is on the top of the skull, krÌÑ is on the forehead and krÌÑ is on
the three eyes; hÍÑ is on the nostrils, and on the mouth; drÌÑ is on the
ears and the throat, while da is on the chin, kÛi is on the teeth, and Ùe is
on the two lips. The letter kË is on the breasts, li is on the chest, ke is
on the arms; krÌÑ is on the belly, krÌÑ is on the navel, while krÌÑ is on
the buttocks. The syllable hÍÑ is on the yoni while hÍÑ is on the
thighs; drÌÑ is on the knees and on the ankles while svË is on the two
feet and on the nails. Verses 87-95 discuss the characteristics of the nine
jewels, while verse 96 begins a discussion of the meaning of mantra,
said to be the body of devatË. There’s a discussion about the yoni mudrË
from verses 112-129.
In chapter 10, in 65 verses, there is a string of code words given in
association with numerous aspects of the DevÌ - the commentary gives
their meaning. This chapter refers to these as setus - bridges or boundaries, and refers to tantras that appear to be lost, such as MahËsetumËha
YËmala, and others. SundarÌ, BhairavÌ, TËrË, ÉyËmË, BhuvaneÚÌ, AnnËdayË
(AnnapÍrÙË), MahiÛamardinÌ, ViÛÙu, KÎÛÙa, RËma, Éiva, and others are
described. A mantra for kavaca (magical armour) is described, followed
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by KullukË mantras for many devatËs. These are syllables which should
precede the main mantra of a devatË.
Chapter 11 gives a number of mantras for purifying the mouth for
many of the devatËs described in the previous chapter. It gives the rules
relating to light, and concludes with the yoni mantra, quoting from a
yËmala. This, it says, is the great KËmakËla mantra, made famous by
MahËkËla himself. There are 56 verses in this chapter.
In the 153 verses of chapter 12, there’s a description of puraÚcaraÙa,
the preliminary acts that must be undertaken for a mantra to become
fruitful, as well as a description of the types of food to be eaten and to
be avoided. KÛetrapËla must be worshipped. The correct resolution must
be adopted. The liquids used for oblation (tarpaÙa) start to be described
from verse 74 onwards. The chapter also gives the rules of homa. The
number of times mantras must be recited are related. Verse 102 starts a
passage from the MuÙ×amËlË, describing practice at night time using the
five substances.
In verses 123-125 is a description of puraÚcaraÙa performed during
an eclipse, attributed to the 12th chapter of the ÉrÌbÌjËrÙavatantra, and
relating to KËmËkhyË. It says there’s no need to consult a paÕcËÔga
during an eclipse. Verse 126 begins to describe the food offerings to be
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made during a lunar eclipse, while in verse 129 it says that only Éakti
mantras are to be recited during this period. A number of verses from
other tantras including the SanatkumËratantra and the GuptadÌkÛËtantra
back up the efficy of doing puraÚcaraÙa during a lunar eclipse.
Chapter 13 deals with the construction, purification and creation of
yantras. The devatË cannot be worshipped without yantra. The different
materials it may be made of, such as gold, silver or copper, crystal etc.
are enumerated. The compilation quotes from the UrvhËmnËyatantra
saying that just as mantras need to be purified, so too do yantras.
Yantras need to be bathed, to be anointed with the five gavyas, sacred
substances from the cow. Methods for installing life in yantras and the
sacrifices to be made are discussed. Verse 57 begins a description of
the bali (sacrifices) to be made. In verse 84 begins a description of the
light to be placed on the head of the beast slaughtered. There are 96
verses in this chapter.
In chapter 14, there’s a description of the offerings (upacËra) to be
made in worship, including the different scents, flowers, foods and
lights. There’s also a description of circumambulation (pradakÛiÙa) and
how to do praÙËma, or bowing. There are 153 verses in this chapter.
Chapter 15 opens with a quotation from the KulacÍ×ËmaÙÌtantra and
immediately goes on to discuss the kula trees. These according to verses
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five to six are 12 in number, including the aÚoka, the keÚËra, the bilva,
the rudrËkÛa, and others. A number of different sources then mentioned
give different lists. Then the great pÌÖhas of Éakti are described - the text
quotes lists from the GËndharvatantra and the YoginÌhÎdayatantra.
Verse 79 begins a section about the sacrifices to be made to jackals
(ÚivËbali), with the compilation quoting different authorities. Mantras to
be used when feeding jackals are described. A mantra in verse 85 reads
oÑ gÎhya devi! mahËbhËge Úive! kËlËgnirÍpiÙi ÚubhËÚubhaphalaÑ vyaktaÑ
brÍhi gÎhya baliÑ tava. There are 111 veses in chapter 15.
In chapter 16, which has 104 verses, the various results to be expected from reciting mantras and the like are mentioned, as well as the
various faults that can mess everything up. Prescriptions to avoid some
of these pitfalls are given.
The 17th chapter, in 48 verses, describes the pavilions (maÙ×apas)
and kuÙ×as (fire hearths) to be used in worship. These can be of different shapes and dimensions, which are also described in the text in great
detail. The last chapter, 18, in 117 verses, dilates further on homa using
such kuÙ×as and the rites, including various nyËsas, that need to be
performed. A dhyËna of fire is given in verses 53-56.
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22: DevÌrahasyatantra
The DevÌrahasya was first published in the Kashmir Series of Texts
and Studies in 1941 - a straight reprint was published by Chaukhamba
Sanskrit Pratishthan in 1993. It ascribes itself to the RudrayËmala, but
the original editor, M.S. Kaul, says in a brief English introduction that
because of references inside the text, it’s clear that the compilation was
created by a Kashmiri writer, a long time after Muslims and Europeans
made their way into India.
The work is divided into two halves, and the edition also includes
the UddhËrakoÚa, a dictionary of tËntrik mantras and code, which draws
on 47 other tËntrik sources.
The first half has 25 chapters, while the second half has 35 chapters
containing the paÕcËÔgas or manuals of a whole series of different
devatË. An appendix also contains more paÕcËÔgas of different devatËs.
A paÕcËÔga, as its name implies, has five parts, or limbs, covering the
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ritual details a sËdhaka needs to know. Those five parts, typically,
consist of a chapter outlining the mantra, yantra, dhyËna and prayoga
(application) of a devatË; the pÍjË or worship of the devatË; the kavaca
or armour of the devatË; the 1,000 names of the devatË; and the stotra or
hymn of praise of the devatË.
There is little philosophy here. Practically the entire contents of the
work deals with mantra, yantra, pÍjË and sËdhanË of the different gods
and goddesses discussed, and it contains a large number of the ritual
manuals, or paÕcËÔgas.
Rahasya means ‘secret’, and the work does cover most of the topics
a sËdhaka would need to know. These include puraÚcaraÙa, which is the
preparatory work before recitation of mantra (japa) can start. This is
very arduous, involving the recitation of mantra and a ritual which spans
many hours. The DevÌrahasya, however, introduces some short-cuts for
the Kaula initiate.
Chapter one opens with two salutations, oÑ namaÒ ÚrÌgaÙeÚËya namaÒ
and namastripurasundaryai. Bhairava starts by saying he will reveal the
very marvellous secret (rahasya) spoken of in all tantras and yËmalas.
DevÌ, hailing him as the lord of Kaulikas, asks him to reveal the secret
to her. The rest of the chapter, which has 88 verses, deals with the
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characteristics of guru and pupil, with the planetary positions and times
of initiation, and with the attendant disqualifications on both pupils and
gurus. It also deals with the sequence of initiation, the purification of
the disciple, and the initiation of Úaktis.
The different mantras of a number of forms of devatË are revealed in
chapter two. The forms of DevÌ mentioned in verses 2-6 are TripurË,
TryakÛarÌ, BËlË (an aspect of TripurasundarÌ as a young girl),
TripurabhairavÌ, KËlikË, BhadrakËlÌ, MËtaÔgÌ, BhuvaneÚvarÌ, UgratËrË.
ChinnaÚÌrÛË, SumukhÌ, SarasvatÌ, AnnapÍrÙË, MahËlakÛmÌ, ÉËrikË, ÉËradË,
IndrakÛÌ, BagalË, TuryË, RËjÕÌ, JvËlËmukhÌ, BhÌ×Ë, KËlarËtri, BhavËnÌ,
VajrayoginÌ, VËrËhÌ, SiddhalakÛmÌ, KulavËgÌÚvarÌ, PadmËvatÌ, KubjikË,
GaurÌ, ÉrÌkhecarÌ, NÌlasarasvatÌ, and ParËÚakti.
Bhairava says he will also reveal Éaiva mantras of MÎtyuÕjaya,
AmÎteÚa, VaÖuka, MaheÚvara, Éiva, SadËÚiva, Rudra, MahËdeva, KarËlaka,
VikarËla, NÌlakaÙÖha, PaÚupati, MÎ×a, PinËkÌ, GiriÚa, BhÌma, GaÙeÚa,
KumËra, Krodhana, IÚa, KapËlÌ, KrÍrabhairava, SaÑhËra, ½Úvara, Bharga,
Ruru, KËlËgni, Aghora, MahËkËla, and KËmeÚvara.
In verses 11 he says he will reveal the VaiÛÙava mantras of
LakÛmÌnËrËyaÙa, RËdhËkÎÛÙa, ViÛÙu-NÎsiÑha, VarËha, JËmadagni,
SÌtËrËma, JanËrdana, ViÚvaksena, and VËsudeva.
Bhairava says in verse 14 that these high mantras of Éakti, Éiva and
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ViÛÙu should be recited by the best of sËdhakas. They should be concealed from others. The DevÌ mantras are then given in code form, but
a commentary to these verses gives the meaning of the codes.
The eight syllable mantra of BËlË is aiÑ klÌÑ sauh bËlËyai namaÒ.
The 15 syllable mantra of BËlË is ka e Ì la hrÌÑ ha sa ka ha la hrÌÑ sa
ka la hrÌÑ. The 16 syllable mantra of BËlË is ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ klÌÑ aiÑ sauh
oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ ka e Ì la hrÌÑ ha sa ka ha la hrÌÑ sa ka la hrÌÑ sauh aiÑ
klÌÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ. The 22 syllable queen of vidyas of KËlÌ is krÌÑ krÌÑ
krÌÑ hÍÑ hÍÑ hrÌÑ hrÌÑ dakÛine kËlike krÌÑ krÌÑ krÌÑ hÍÑ hÍÑ
hrÌÑ hrÌÑ svËhË.
BhadrËkËlÌ’s great mantra is krÌÑ krÌÑ krÌÑ hÍÑ hÍÑ hrÌÑ hrÌÑ
bhaiÑ bhËdrakËlÌ bhaim hrÌÑ hrÌÑ hÍÑ hÍÑ hÍÑ hÍÑ krÌÑ krÌÑ krÌÑ
svËhË. The mantra of RËjamËtaÔginÌ is oÑ hrÌÑ rËjamËtaÔginÌ mama
sarvËrthasiddhiÑ dehi dehi phaÖ svËhË. The vidya of BhuvaneÚvavari is
hrÌÑ bhuvaneÚvaryai namaÒ. The mantra of UgratËrË is oÑ hrÌÑ strÌÑ
hÍÑ phaÖ. ChinnmastË’s 12 lettered mantra is revealed as ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ
hrÌÑ aiÑ vajravairocanÌye hrÌÑ hrÌÑ phaÖ svËhË. The mantra of SumukhÌ
is revealed as oÑ klÌÑ ucchiÛÖtacaÙ×Ëlini sumukhÌdevi mahËpiÚËcini
hrÌÑ Öhah Öhah Öhah svËhË. SarasvatÌ’s mantra is revealed to be oÑ hrÌÑ
aiÑ hrÌÑ oÑ sarasvatyai namaÒ.
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The mantra of AnnapÍrÙË uncoded, is oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ klÌÑ namo
bhagavati mËheÚvarÌ annapÍrÙe svËhË. The great mantra of MahËlakÛmÌ
is described as oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ klÌÑ aiÑ sauh mahËlakÛmÌ prasida prasida
ÚrÌÑ Öhah Öhah Öhah svËhË. ÉËrikË’s mantra is oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hÍÑ phrËÑ
ËÑ ÚËÑ ÚËrikËyai namaÒ. The mantra of ÉËradË is, decoded, oÑ hrÌÑ
klÌÑ sah namo bhagavatyai ÚËradËyai hrÌÑ svËhË. The mantra of IndrËkÛÌ
is oÑ ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ aiÑ sauh klÌÑ indrËkÛÌ vajrahaste phaÖ svËhË.
BagalËmukhÌ’s mantra is given as oÑ hlÌÑ bagalËmukhi sarvaduÛÖËnËÑ
vËcaÑ mukhaÑ padaÑ stambhaya jihvËÑ kÌlaya kÌlaya hrÌÑ uÑ svËhË.
The mantra of MahËturÌ is oÑ truÑ trauÑ troÑ mahËturyai namaÒ. The
mantra of MahËrËjÕi is revealed to be oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ rËÑ klÌÑ sauh
bhagavatyai rËjÕyai hrÌÑ svËhË. The mantra of JvËlËmukhÌ is oÑ hrÌÑ
ÚrÌÑ jvËlËmukhi mama sarvaÚatrÍn bhakÛaya bhakÛaya phaÖ svËhË.
Next is BhÌ×Ë, whose mantra is revealed to be oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hsraiÑ
aiÑ klÌÑ sauh BhÌ×Ëbhagavati haÑsarÍpi svËhË. The mantra of KËlarËtri
is oÑ aiÑ hrÌÑ klÌÑ ÚrÌÑ kËlarËtri sarvaÑ vaÚyaÑ kuru kuru vÌryaÑ
dehi gaÙeÚvaryai namaÒ. The mantra of BhavËnÌ is revealed as oÑ ÚrÌÑ
ÚrÌÑ oÑ oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ hÍÑ phaÖ. The mantra of VajrayoginÌ is oÑ
hrÌÑ vajrayoginiyai svËhË. The mantra of DhÍmravËrËhÌ is aiÑ glauË
laÑ aiÑ namo bhagavati vËrtËli vËrtËli vËrËhÌ devate varËhamukhi aiÑ
glauÑ Öhah Öhah phaÖ svËhË. The mantra of SiddhalakÛmÌ is oÑ ÚrÌÑ
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ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ hsauh aiÑ klÌÑ sauh siddhalakÛmyai namaÒ.
The mantra of KulavËgÌÚvarÌ is oÑ klÌÑ hraÑ ÚrÌÑ hÍÑ jhaÑ
jhaÛahaste kulavËgÌÚvarÌ aiÑ Öhah jhaÑ Öhah strÌÑ Öhah svËhË. The mantra
of PadmËvatÌ is oÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ klÌÑ bluÑ padmËvati mama varaÑ dehi
dehi phaÖ svËhË. The mantra of KubjikË is revealed as oÑ ÚrÌÑ prÌÑ
kubjike devi hrÌÑ Öhah svËhË. The mantra of GaurÌ is oÑ ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ
glauÑ gaÑ gauri gÌÑ svËhË. NÌlasarasvatÌ’s mantra is oÑ hrËÑ aiÑ
hÍÑ nÌlasarasvatÌ phaÖ svËhË. The mantra of ParËÚakti is oÑ ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ
klÌÑ sauh hsauh parËÚaktyai aiÑ svËhË. There is a total of 71 verses in
this chapter.
Chapter three gives the different Éaiva mantras such as: MÎtyuÕjaya
(Éiva as conqueror of death), AmÎteÚa (lord of nectar), VaÖukabhairava
(Éiva in His aspect as a terrifying boy), MaheÚvara, Éiva, SadËÚiva,
Rudra, MahËdeva, KarËla (formidable one), VikarËla, NÌlakaÙÖha, Sarva,
PaÚupati (lord of beasts), MÎ×a, PinËkÌ, GiriÚa, BhÌma, MahËgaÙapati,
KumËra, Krodhana, IÚa, KapËlÌ, KrÍrabhairava (cruel Bhairava),
SaÑhËrabhairava (dissolution Bhairava), ½Úvara, Bharga, Rurubhairava,
KËlËgnibhairava, Sadyojata (instantly arising), Aghora, MahËkËla and
KËmeÚvara. There are 32 verses in this chapter. Chapter four gives the
different mantras of ViÛÙu as outlined in the first chapter. There are
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only 13 verses in this chapter.
Chapters five to seven describe various processes that must be applied to the different mantras given in chapters two to four, which
prepare them for use by a sËdhaka. Not only can you not use a mantra
from a book, but you have to perform a series of measures before it is
ready to be recited The different utkÌlana (laying open) of the mantras
for Éakti, for Éiva and ViÛÙu are given in chapter five. These are mantras
which themselves open the mantras up to use. Chapter six gives the
formulae to vitalise these mantras, called saÕjÌvana. As if that wasn’t
enough, some mantras have curses attached to them, so in chapter seven
there are strings of formulae, used with each of the different mantras, to
remove these effects.
In chapter eight, Bhairava describes the sËdhanË to recite mantras
(japa). If, by the grace of guru, a man is given a mantra, he becomes
eloquent, wealthy, victorious, someone who enjoys life, and a king.
After, he comes to resemble Bhairava himself. He should choose a
propitious astrological time, and having bowed to the two feet of his
guru, he should prepare a triangle using sindura powder, and there
should worship the guru, offering scent, pleasant clothes, incense and
the like. He should satisfy the guru by offering gifts and kula nectar. On
a Sunday, having bowed to the guru, he should recite the mantra 108
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times, after doing nyËsa, and offering homa and oblation. In verse 15,
DevÌ asks Bhairava to speak more fully about japa. Bhairava says the
way to recite the mantra is of two kinds - with qualities and without
qualities. With qualities, the mantra should be recited with the 50 mËtÎkËs.
There are 30 verses in this chapter. Chapter nine, in 57 verses, deals
with saÑpuÖa, ‘putting together’ of the mantras described in chapters
two to four.
Chapter 10, in 36 verses, deals with puraÚcaraÙa, the performance of
acts by which a given mantra may be made efficacious. A mantra only
brings success by using this process. It is performed by reciting a mantra
400,000, 200,000 or 100,000 times. It should be performed under a fig
tree, in the wilderness, in the cremation ground, in a desert, or at a
crossroads.
The process should be started at midnight or midday. PuraÚcaraÙa
should be done under auspicious astrological configurations after having
first worshipped one’s own guru. A yantra is described which should be
used in its application. BÌjË mantras are placed in the cardinal and
middle directions. The yantra consists of a bindu, a hexagon, a circle,
eight petals, another circle, and an earth square. Various deities are
worshipped in the different parts of this yantra, and in the centre Éiva,
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along with the desired DevÌ, receives worship. The sËdhaka has to fill
four pots at the cardinal points. GaÙeÚa, BhËratÌ, DurgË and KÛetrapËla
are worshipped in the pots. After, the recitation begins. A sËdhaka is to
make offerings at every 10th recitation.
But at the end of this chapter, alternative methods of doing this
preparatory act are described for the Kaula. These are through sexual
intercourse with an initiated Úakti, by reciting the mantra during the
birth of a child of the in-group, performing the puraÚcaraÙa on a dead
body in a cremation ground, reciting it during the time the sun takes to
rise and set, or performing it in the course of a solar or lunar eclipse.
The mantra is to be recited a lakh times, giving oblation at every 10th
recitation. Chapter 11 continues the topic of the previous chapter, and
describes the homa which should be done. There are 42 verses in this
chapter.
Chapter 12 describes in code form the unfolding of the different
yantras of the devatËs described in chapters 2,3 and 4. While there are
33 million forms of DevÌ, Bhairava says he will describe the chief
yantras. BËlË’s yantra consists of a bindu, a triangle, eight angles, eight
petals, three circles and a bhÍpura, or earth city. TripurabhairavÌ’s yantra
consists of bindu, triangle, eight angles, 10 spokes, a circle, eight petals,
16 petals, three circles and a bhÍpura. MËtaÔgÌ has a yantra with a
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bindu, a triangle, eight angles, a circle, eight petals, three circles and a
bhÍpura, Tara’s yantra has a bindu, a triangle, eight angles, a circle,
eight petals, 16 perals, three circles and a bhÍpura. ChinnË’s yantra
consists of a bindu, a triangle, enclosed by an upward pointing triangle,
a circle, eight petals, and a bhÍpura. KubjikË’s yantra consists of a
bindu, a triangle, eight angles, a circle, eight petals, a circle and a
bhÍpura, while KhecarÌ’s yantra consists of a bindu, triangle, circle,
eight petals, a circle and a square.
In verse 72, Bhairava describes a yantra for the worship of Éiva,
while verse 74 describes a yantra for ViÛÙu. In verse 78, the best yantra
for worshipping LakÛmÌ-NËrËyaÙa. This consists of a bindu, a triangle,
eight lines, a circle, eight petals, 16 petals, a circle and a bhÍpura.
Chapter 13, in 36 verses, describes how an amulet (kavaca) may be
made of the yantra of one’s own favourite deity, which is bound into a
ball, and carried upon the person. This amulet is said to give miraculous
results. The yantra should be drawn upon birch (bhÍrja) bark using eight
different kinds of scent. These are described as svayaÑbhÍ, kuÙ×agola,
rocana, aguru (aloe), camphor, musk, honey, and sandal. The first two
are well-known in the tantras as arising from various Kula women at
menstruation time. Various methods of purification are given in the text,
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and it is said that the 1,000 names of the particular devatË should be
written around the yantra. The ball containing the kavaca can be worn
on the shoulder or on the head, and is said to give boons.
Chapter 14, which has only 19 verses, deals with the saints or munis
who first ‘perceived’ the mantras, and of the metres and other elements
which need to be known about a mantra. Each mantra has a ÎÛi (seer, a
muni, a saint), a metre, a devatË, a bÌja (seed), a Úakti (energy), a kÌlaka,
and the binding of the directions (digbandhana). This last tells a sËdhaka
how to protect the 10 directions of the cardinal and intermediate points,
and above as well as below, to protect the fruit of the japa. Bhairava
tells DevÌ that unless these elements are known to a sËdhaka, chanting a
mantra (japa) is useless and the fruit of the japa is eaten up by the
rËkÛasas, the bhÍtas, and the pretas.
The sËdhanË of the cremation ground is described in chapters 15 and
16 These chapters contains only 13 verses and 36 verses respectively
but there is an extensive commentary provided to chapter 16. In chapter
15 it’s said that eight forms of Bhairava related to the days of the week,
and so the planets, are associated with these forms of Éiva, and wander
in the eight directions. These Bhairavas are called MahË Ugra, CitrËÔgada,
CaÙ×a, BhËsva, LolËkÛa, BhÍteÚa, KarËla, and BhÌma. These forms are
called the Bhairavas ruling over the directions, and each is associated
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with a gang of ghosts and with one of the particular cremation grounds.
Chapter 16 continues the topic. In verses 7-9, the different Bhairavas
are identified with the directions and the days/planets. Mahogra is in the
east, and is associated with the sun; CitrËÔgada moves in the north, with
the moon; CaÙ×a is in the north east, with Mars; BhËsva is in the north
west, with Mercury; LolËkÛa is in the south east, with Jupiter; BhÍteÚa
is in the south with Venus; KarËla in the south west, with Saturn; and
BhÌma, again associated with the sun, is in the west. Verse 12 moves on
to discuss the ÉmaÚËnakËlikË pÍjË.
The text says that MahËkËlabhairava is the seer of the mantra, uÚÙik
is the metre, ÉmaÚËnakËlikË is the devatË, hrÌÑ is the bÌja, hÍÑ is the
Úakti and KrÌÑ is the kÌlaka. The application of the mantra is in the
attainment of the four aims of mankind. The commentary describes the
ritual in some detail.
Purification of the rosary formed from human skulls is discussed in
the very brief 13th chapter of 16 verses. The sËdhaka has to recite a
mantra 108 times, and smear the rosary with ashes from the cremation
ground. He has to sit inside a yantra ringed with skulls, and use as a
vessel the skull of a man. Chapter 18 is also brief, consisting of only 14
verses. In this chapter rosary and yantra purification is dealt with. The
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few verses are supplemented by a commentary which gives the mantras
and rituals to be used in the purification of the rosary.
The origin of wine is the subject of chapter 19, of 35 verses. A
dhyËna is given of the goddess of wine. She is in the midst of the milk
ocean. She, SurËdevÌ, is gaked, resembling the great fire at the night of
time, her face full of bliss, with 18 arms, nine of which bear pots, while
the other nine hold drinking vessels. Her three eyes are red, she is
garlanded with various flowers, and she has dishevelled hair. She is
adorned with various gems and rings made of pearls and other gems.
She has prominent breasts, and is seated on a lion throne, and is the
giver of supreme bliss (paramËnandadËyinÌ). Nine vessels which form
the receptacles in which wine is kept are discussed. The presiding devatËs
of these are SadËÚiva, ½Úvara, Rudra, ViÛÙu, ParameÛÖi, Indra, Guru
(Jupiter), Éukra (Venus) and the sun and the moon taken together. Each
drinking vessel contains a wine of a different type.
Chapter 20 continues the subject of wine and contains a hymn to the
wine vessels. Verse 23 contains the verse pÌtvË pÌtvË punah pÌtvË yËvat
patati bhÍtale ý punarutthËya vai pÌtvË punarjanma na vidyate þ This
verse suggests that a sËdhaka has to keep drinking until he falls down
and then having got up and drunk again, will get liberated from being
born again. However, the following verses say that the wine to be drunk
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is that on the path of suÛumna, in the centre of the spine. The last verse
says that it is only a paÚu who understands any of this to mean drinking
alcohol and getting several sheets to the wind.
The ÉËntistotra starts the 45 verses of chapter 21. This hymn removes the various curses attached to wine. Verse 20 begins a hymn in
praise of the vÌra, the heroic sËdhaka. Chapter 22, in 156 verses, continues the topic of wine, and discusses how the same may be purified.
Verse 51 starts to describe the kalËs of the moon. In the moon maÙ×ala,
the 16 kalËs are to be honoured. These are given in the text as amÎtË,
mËnadË, tuÛÖi, puÛÖi, prÌtÌ, rati, ÚrÌ, hrÌ, svadhË, rËtri, jyotsnË, haimavatÌ,
chËyË, and pÍrÙimË and in the cast of the last ËmËvasyË for the new
moon, not adding up to 16. Verse 61 begins the gËyËtrÌ mantra of
¼nandabhairava and his Úakti SurËdevi. This is given as ËnandeÚvarËya
vidmahe ÚrÌsurËdevyai dhÌmahi tanno ardhanËrÌÚvara pracodayËt (Let us
think of the lord of bliss, let us contemplate the auspicious SurËdevÌ,
may that half-Éiva and half-Éakti direct us) . This is the ArdhanËriÚvara
form of Éiva and Éakti, where half of the body is male, and the other
half is female. After reciting this mantra 10 times, the wise man should
worship haÑsah.
The dhyËna of ÉrÌ TiraskaraÙÌ DevÌ starts to be described in verse 45
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together with her prayogas (applications) etc. She has the useful ability
to confer invisibility on a sËdhaka. She is as bright as a blue lotus, has
dark blue coloured hair, wears indigo clothes, has indigo coloured eyes,
is adorned with blue flowers, and with indigo gems, with blue limbs,
adorned with garlands of sapphires, seated on a blue feathered seat, and
holding a blue coloured kha×ga. Reciting her mantra causes a sËdhaka
to be invisible to others’ five senses. Details of KuÙ×alinÌ as haÑsaÒ
starts in verse 88. She is as bright as tens of millions of suns, moons,
and fires.
Chapter 23 deals with the purification of nine Úaktis in 64 verses. In
verse nine, Bhairava says a KuleÚvara should look at a young woman
and bow to her as being born from the Kula. He should meditate mentally on her, and recite a mantra when he sees her. One should never
strike, deride, or show deceitfulness or coldness to women, because, as
it says in verse 12, women are devÌs, women are life, and women are
jewels. When one has inverted sex with a woman, she becomes the
kËmadhenu - the cow of plenty.
The nine Úaktis are named in verses 14-15 as NaÖinÌ (actress), KËpËlikÌ
(bearing skulls), VeÚËyË (whore), RajakÌ (washer-woman), NËpitËÔganË
(barber’s wife), BrËhmaÙÌ, ÉÍdrakanyË (ÚÍdra’s daughter), GopËlakanyakË
(cowherd’s daughter) and MËlËkËrakanyË (daughter of a garland maker).
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The devatË of this rite to follow is called ParËmbikË, the metre is triÛÖup,
aiÑ is the bÌja, hsauh is the Úakti and klÌÑ is the peg (kÌlaka). The best
time for the rite is at midnight, specifically on a great night, and the
circle should include the nine maidens and eight, nine or 11 Kaulikas.
The pÍjË sequence is given, and it is stated that the girl should be placed
on the left of the sËdhaka in a ÉrÌ Cakra. She has to have dishevelled
hair, be free from shame, and adorned with jewels.
The mantra to purify a Úakti is declared - after this the sËdhaka is to
perform mËtÎkË nyËsa and kËmabËÙË (five arrows) nyËsa. These five
arrows are to be placed on the forehead, the face, on the shoulders, on
the heart and on the yoni. The five sugarcane arrows of KËmeÚvara, are
called the all agitating, the arrow causing all to flow, the all-attracting
arrow, the all deluding arrow and the all subjugating arrow. The arrow
mudrË is to be shown five times.
The various mantras of each of these nine KÍmËrÌs are given, from
verse 39 onwards. For example, NaÖinÌ’s mantra is decoded as oÑ sah
aiÑ klÌÑ sauh naÖinÌ mahËsiddhiÑ mama dehi dehi svËhË. After reciting
the nine different mantras, the Kaula should whisper the root mantra
into the Úakti’s right ear. Then follows sexual intercourse in the cakra,
during which a number of mantras are recited, with the devÌ receiving
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oblation with semen. The devÌs and the Kaulas should bow to each
other.
Chapter 24, in 69 verses, outlines the various materials of which a
rosary (mËlË) may be made, as also the way knots and so on are to be
tied and how a rosary is to be purified. A rosary, begins Bhairava in
verse three, is the body of time represented by 108 beads, made up of
the 12 forms of the sun, and divided into nine parts. A 109th knot
represents Rudra, and is called the meru.
Various substances including a rosary made of human skulls is described, as well as rosaries made from various trees, tulsi (basil), crystal,
rudrËkÛa, jewels, gold, and rosaries made from lotus seeds, coral and
human teeth. The last, and the first, are to receive specific kinds of
purification.
Mantras for specific rosaries begin to be described in verse 34. Different materials belong to different ËmnËya. Before purifying the specific mËlË, a sËdhaka is to perform a ritual after purifying his own body.
In verse 42, it’s said the ÎÛi (seer) of the mantra to purify a rosary is
KËlËgnirudra, the metre is anuÛÖubh, and the devÌ is ÉmaÚËnabhairavÌ,
who dwells in the garland of human skulls and is well known as being
KËlarËtrÌ.
Verses 40 to 65 describe the mantras of 10 kinds of rosaries - conch,
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pearl, rodhra (Symplocos Racemosa), crystal, rudrËkÚa, tulasi, ruby, gold,
lotus seeds, skull, and teeth. Two verses give mantras applicable to all
of the rosaries.
The purification of yantras and the various materials from which
they are made are discussed in detail in chapter 25, which has 42 verses.
Yantras are spoken of as eightfold as being made from gold, silver,
copper, crystal, birch (bhÍrja), bone, hide and ViÛÙu-stone. As in the
previous chapter, a ritual is performed before the specific substances
used receive their own specific mantras. In verse 15 it’s said the substances can be purified with different scents including kuÙ×a, gola or
udbhava, with eight scents, or with the rasa (essence) of a man.
The specific mantras for purifying these eight materials are given,
starting in verse 17, for gold, silver, copper, crystal, tree bark, bone,
hide and ViÛÙu-stone. Rites performed at night are discussed at the end
of the chapter. Various different night watches are suitable to specific
forms of the DevÌ. Menses, semen, wine, meat, fish and intercourse are
all to be purified using the root mantra. A man is to drink wine, worship
woman (VËmË) and remember BhairavÌ-Bhairava. After bowing to the
guru, the vidyË is to be recited - this is Kaula doctrine.
The results of so doing, according to verses 39 onwards, are that
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whether in catastrophe, in times of great woe, in times of great bewilderment, in times of famine, in great battles or wars, in great wastelands, in times of great ignorance, when on a difficult path, in despair,
and in bad occasions, one should remember the great mother, ParËmbikË.
Then one’s speech is like Sarasvati’s, LakÛmÌ always dwells in one’s
home, and the Mother bestows wealth.
Chapters 26-30 comprise the GaÙapati PaÕcËÔga, the five limbs of
GaÙeÚa, the elephant headed god. Bhairava says he will describe the
different forms of Kaula practice relating to a different set of devatËs.
He starts by saying he will first describe the worship of GaÙeÚa.
These limbs are (i) mantra, yantra, dhyËna and the six karmas or
magical acts (ii) the worship of MahËgaÙapati (iii) the kavaca or armour
of MahËgaÙapati (iv) The 1,000 names of MahËgaÙapati and (v) the
MahËgaÙapati stotra or hymn. In verse 28, Bhairava says he will describe the details relating to the Lord of Obstacles, commencing with his
mantra, yantra and the rest. The mantra of GaÙeÚa is given in code form
in verse 30 of chapter 26. A commentary decodes it as oÑ ÚrÌÑ hrÌÑ
klÌÑ glauÑ gaÑ gaÙapataye varavarada sarvajÕanaÑ me vaÚamËnaya
svËhË.
The preparatory acts before using this mantra are to be performed
under a fig tree, at a crossroads, in a deserted house, or in a cremation
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ground (pretËlaya). The yantra is described in verse 34 of chapter 26 as
made up of a bindu, a triangle, 10 lines, a circle, eight petals, 16 lines,
a circle, and having four doors. The dhyËna of GaÙeÚa is given in verse
36. He resembles the light of the rising sun, has three eyes, wears a
flaming crown, and with his four hands holds a plate full of sweetmeats,
a vessel, and a rosary made of lotuses. He is ornamented with serpents.
Verses 38 of chapter 26 begins a description of the attendants in the
yantra.
Chapter 27 contains a description of the pÍjË of GaÙeÚa, while chapter 28 details the armour of GaÙeÚa in 22 verses. Chapter 29 contains
the 1,000 names of GaÙeÚa, while chapter 30 contains the hymn in 21
verses.
Chapters 31-35 describe the SÍrya paÕcËÔga or the five limbs of the
sun, while chapters 36-40 describe the five limbs of Laksmi-NËrËyaÙa.
Chapters 41-45 give the MÎtyuÕjaya paÕcËÔga, while chapters 46-50
comprise PaÕcËÔga of DurgË. Chapter 51, in 51 verses, deals with the
rahasya or secret of DurgË. Chapter 52, which only has eight verses,
describes the mantra sËdhanË of the DurgËrahasya, deals with enlivening
of the mantra, and with its putting together.
Chapter 53 discusses NÌlakaÙÖha, or the blue-throated manifestation
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of Éiva, when he drunk the poison produced by the churning of the milk
ocean. It gives his mantra, dhyËna, and the seer in only 18 verses.
Chapter 54 deals of initiation (dikÛa), and its time, and also discusses
with guru initiation. Bhairava says that it should be performed on an
auspicious day, in a good nakÛatra, at the time of a saÔkrËnta, on a day
in navarËtri, on ÉivarËtri, or in one’s own birth constellation. The best
places to perform initiation are on the bank of a river, or perhaps in a
temple. The chapter only has 27 verses.
In chapter 55, there’s more about the preparatory acts (puraÚcaraÙa)
and deals with the same done for the disciple by the Guru. A mantra
can never become successful without performance of these acts. It describes, in addition, the best times and places for doing the same.
The next chapter, 56, discusses PaÕcaratneÚvarÌ, or the devÌ of the
five jewels, together with the mantra unfolding of DurgË, ÉËradË, ÉËrÌ(kË),
SumukhÌ and BagalËmukhÌ. There are 18 verses in this chapter.
Homa done at night in the cremation ground forms the substance of
chapter 57, while chapter 58 deals with the characteristics of cakra pÍjË,
the nature of those sËdhakas entitled to it, the placing of the pot (kumbha)
and the giving of bali or animal sacrifice. In verses 2-3 it’s said that the
best number of sËdhakas for the cakra is 11, but otherwise nine, five or
three sËdhakas may participate. Cakras should not contain less than
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three sËdhakas.
The days to hold the cakra are at the full moon or new moon
saÑkrËnti, or on the 14th or the eighth tithis. A ninth tithi on a Saturday
or a Tuesday, sacred to Saturn and Mars, are also fortunate. The cakra
may be held at a good bathing sort (tÌrtha), in a Éiva temple, in another
temple, in a deserted place, and on a peak or at a river bank. The
sËdhaka should worship the Bhairavas in the directions, and then perform nyËsa and cleansing of the bhÍtas. Vipras (brahmins), kÛatriyas,
vaiÚyas and ÚÍdras can all participate in the cakra. The five substances
should all be purified, the YoginÌs, KÛetrapËla, and the NËyikË should
be worshipped, while in the cakra the root mantra is to be recited and
the kavaca read, along with the 1,000 names and the hymn. At the end,
the nine maidens are to be worshipped.
Chapter 59 discusses the different paths, such as DakÛiÙËcËra,
VËmËcËra, and KulËcara. In KulËcara, the Ësana is made of wool, and
the rosary to be used is rudrËkÛa. In VËmËcËra, the rosary is made of a
man’s teeth, the vessel is made of a man’s skull, and the Ësana is a
lion’s skin. The substances to be used are the five mËkaras, such as
maithuna, wine and meat. This chapter has 20 verses.
The characteristics of the guru are dealt with in chapter 60. Bhairava
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describes a yantra which consists of a bindu, eight petals, a circle, eight
petals, and an enclosure, he gives the forms which inhabit the different
parts. AsitËÔga, Ruru, CaÙ×a, KrodheÚa, Unmattabhairava, KapËlÌ, BhÌÛaÙa,
and SaÑhara are in the eight petals. ParamËnandanËtha, PrakËÚËnandanËtha,
BhogËnandanËtha, SamayËnandanËtha, BhuvanËnandanËtha,
SumanËnandanËtha, GaganËnandanËtha and ViÚvËnandanËtha, the eight
Kula gurus are in the eight petals. MadanËnandanËtha, LilËnandanËtha,
MaheÚvarËnandanËtha are to be worshipped in the triangle. In the centre
is the guru, who should be worshipped with devotion. The remainder of
the verses up to 26 praise the guru. Bhairava closes the DevÌrahasya by
describing is as the king of tantras, which should be not be lightly
revealed as it holds the essence of all.
The appendices following these 60 chapters make up around one
third of the printed text of the DevÌrahasya. The main appendix gives
(i) The paÕcËÔga of JvËlËmukhÌ (ii) The paÕcËÔga of ÉËrikË (iii) The
paÕcËÔga of MahËrËjÕi (iv) The paÕcËÔga of BËlË (v) UddhËrakoÚa, a
compilation which deals with the mantras and dhyËnas of a host of
tËntrik deities, and also contains a compendium of the letters of the
Sanskrit alphabet and their tËntrika meaning. There are seven chapters,
called kalphas, in the UddhËrakoÚa.
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23: RudrayËmala Uttaratantra
The RudrayËmala is used as a source by many other agamas but the
original appears to be lost. Strictly speaking, a yËmala is a different
class of text, and supposed to pre-date the tantras. However, most manuscripts of the yËmalas seem to be lost, except as quotations in later
works.
This analysis of the contents is of a tantra given the same name.
Although its provenance is unknown, it nevertheless contains a great
deal of interesting information and focuses in great detail on the identity
of the goddess with KuÙ×alinÌ. You could say it is a KuÙ×alinÌtantra as
it contains dhyËnas and other elements such as the 1,000 names of
KuÙ×alinÌ, or the worship of the DevÌ as the “serpent power”. It is
divided into 66 chapters (paÖalas) of different lengths and written in a
simple manner, according to scholars. It may be simply written, but it is
lengthy.
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The text takes the form of Éiva asking questions and Éakti answering, making this nigama rather than agama form. Another example of
this style is found in the KulacÍdËmaÙÌtantra. In his form as Bhairava,
Éiva opens by saying he has heard many tantras including the ÉrÌyËmala,
the ViÛÙuyËmala, the ÉaktiyËmala and the BrahmayËmala. Now he wants
to hear of the Uttara KhaÙ×a (last section) of the ÉrÌ RudrayËmala. In
245 verses,
BhairavÌ starts to tell Bhairava the topics she will cover in the tantra.
These include KÍmËrÌ-LalitË sËdhanË; YoginÌ, KhecharÌ, YakÛiÙÌ and
KanyË sËdhanËs; the vidyËs of UnmattabhairavÌ and KËli as well as their
sËdhanËs. She says she will speak of the sËdhana of the five arrows,
PratyaÔgirË, DhÍmrË, and a host of other topics of interest to a ÚËkta
such as the garland of skulls sËdhanË, GuhyakËlÌ, KubjikË sËdhanË,
BhadrakËli, HaÑsÌ, VaiÛÙavÌ, and many others.
After listing all these topics, BhairavÌ starts to describe in verse 111,
the well-known three bhËvas, or types of sËdhaka called divya (divine),
vÌra (heroic) and paÚu (beastlike). She says in verses 133-135 that the
paÚu bhËva is concerned with knowledge (jÕËna), the vÌra with action
(kriyË), while the divya bhËva has the sight of devatË - the gods and
goddesses.
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Chapter two, which has 161 verses, opens with a description of the
characteristics of KulËcara. BhairavÌ describes the pÍjË to be done when
rising, including internal pÍjË related to the cakras. A sËdhaka must
meditate on the guru with his Úakti at the centre above the head. Other
meditations follow, related to the other familiar six cakras in the body.
The guru should be regarded in the same light as one’s father, and one’s
mother (verse 65). He, or she - because a guru may be either in the
tËntrik tradition - is the devatË and is the refuge. After this lengthy
section, in verse 125, Bhairava asks about the rules relating to initiation
(dÌkÛË). He wants to know about various cakras employed at initiation
time including KulËkula, A-Ka-Da-Ma, the rËÚi (12 constellations) cakras,
the kÍrma (tortoise) cakra and others including the ÎÙidhani (loss and
gain), TËrË cakra and others. These are specific letter diagrams used to
choose the correct mantra. Initiation is so important that this and the
following three chapters are devoted to the subject.
BhairavÌ starts to answer these many questions in chapter three in
140 verses, and gives a host of rules about initiation into the cult of
Éakti, including their shapes and the mantras associated with them. She
dilates particularly on the Éiva and ViÛÙu yantras. In verse 83, she starts
to discuss the Éiva cakra, and in 112 the ViÛÙu cakra.
The subject is continued in chapter four. BhairavÌ now speaks of the
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Brahma cakra at length. In verses 21-24 she outlines the rËÚi cakra,
giving the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet which correspond to the 12
sideral constellations. In the remainder of this chapter she speaks of the
ÎÙidhani (loss-gain) cakra and then begins to talk about defects some
mantras may have in verse 108. She starts to discuss the RËma cakra in
verse 121. She starts to talk about the sÍkÚma (subtle) cakra in verse
165. Chapter four has 186 verses.
BhairavÌ discusses in chapter five, in 44 verses, how defects in
mantras can be removed and how mantras can be purified. In verse 25,
BhairavÌ says that if a great mantra is gained in sleep, it can bestow
siddhi. After a candidate is initiated, she says the types of dreams will
determine whether initiation is successful.
Bhairava asks about more information concerning the bhËvas in chapter
six, which has 102 verses. DevÌ describes the paÚu bhËva, opening by
hailing Éiva as PaÚunËtha, VÌranËtha and DivyanËtha. In verse 12, BhairavÌ
starts to describe the suÛumnË sËdhana, performed in the morning. After
meditating on the guru, the sËdhaka is to meditate on MahËkuÙ×alinÌ,
who is the self of both inhalation and exhalation, that is to say, breath.
This KulamohinÌ is as bright as millions of suns and moons and gives
supreme knowledge when brought to the 1,000 petalled lotus. She is the
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form of time and everything else, existing as the yoginÌ KhecharÌ in the
form of the vital breath. The sËdhaka should worship her as showering
the body with nectar.
Then, in verse 26, BhairavÌ starts chanting a hymn to KuÙ×alinÌ,
said to bestow siddhi. This is called the KuÙ×alÌkomala stava, which is
intended to please her in aspect as KuÙ×alinÌ DevÌ. Whoever recites it in
the morning becomes a yogi, and a lord of poesy. At the close of this
chapter, BhairavÌ talks of the bhËvas again and begins to describe the
characteristics of the KÍmËrÌs (maidens) and how worship varies depending on which class the sËdhaka holds.
Chapter seven, which has 93 verses, starts with a description of
KÍmËrÌ pÍja. If performed, it is said to remove poverty and illness. The
place of pÍjË is either a mahËpiÖha or a DevÌ temple. The text lists the
different maidens as NaÖÌ (actress), KËpËlikÌ, RajakÌ, NËpitakanyË,
GopËlakanyË, BrËhmËÙÌ, VaiÚyakanyË, ÉudrakanyË and CaÙ×alakanyË.
The girls should be given sweets and other pleasant things and treated as
forms of the goddess incarnate. The mantras of the KÍmËrÌs are given
by ¼nandabhairavÌ.
The topic is continued in the 65 verses of chapter eight, which deals
with recitation of mantra (japa) and sacrifice (homa) to the KÍmËrÌs.
The hymn to the KÍmËrÌs starts in verse 14, followed by details of the
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oblations in verse 40.
Chapter nine, in 43 verses, gives the KÍmËrÌ kavaca (armour) which
follows the usual form of these charms, for example: MahËraudrÌ and
¼parËjitË, protect my throat! The recitation of the armour is said to
bring siddhi quickly. It may be written on bhÍrja (birch) bark, and borne
on the body, when it will give the practitioner the desired results. The
text gives times for doing this including on a Saturday or a Tuesday on
the ninth, eighth, fourteenth days of a waning moon or on a full moon
day. Saturday is the spooky day of Saturn, while Tuesday is the annoying day of Mars - the most horrid planets of the week.
The subject of the KÍmËrÌs is concluded in chapter 10. Some might
have thought it has gone on enough, but ¼nandabhairava asks the goddess to tell him about the 1,008 names of the KÍmËrÌs, which
¼nandabhairavÌ proceeds to do. The seer of the names is the son of
Bhairava, Batuka, anuÛÖubh is the metre, KumËra is the devatË and the
application is success in all mantras. The names follow the order of the
36 consonants of the Sanskrit alphabet. Various results are described
depending on the number of days the names are recited. There are 180
verses in this chapter.
BhairavÌ opens chapter 11 by talking, once more, about the three
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bhËvas. There are 76 verses in this chapter. She describes the different
characteristics of divyas, vÌras and paÚus. The best type of sËdhaka is a
divya, who obtains the highest siddhi. Both the divya and the vÌra
practise using the five tattvas. At the close of this chapter, in verse 72,
the DevÌ lists a series of cakras she will discuss.
In chapter 12, 13 and 14, BhairavÌ describes the kËma cakra, the rËÚi
cakra, the ËjÕË cakra and the nakÛatra cakra. These include the placing
of the letters according to positions of the 12 constellations and the 27
nakÛatras or lunar mansions. Different letters of the alphabet are placed
in the different compartments and the chapters describe the different
results obtained by worshipping in these yantras.
In chapter 15, ¼nandabhairava asks the goddess to tell him about the
nature of the Brahmastotra, the BrahmavidyË and the macrocosm.
(BrahmaÚarÌra). This chapter is related to the description of the ËjÕË
cakra. She says that this is like the vital air in the body of Éakti. One
should meditate on the Brahmananda in the heart to become a true
knower.
Éakti is KuÙ×alinÌ DevÌ, the true form of the mother of the world.
The vital breaths of Éakti pervade the macrocosm, including constellations, nakÛatras, and lunar days. Practising according to the rules she
describes gives the state of khecara in one month, a diamond body in
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two, &c. Eventually a sËdhaka becomes one with supreme Éiva by a
knowledge of the vital airs.
Éiva asks who is a VaiÛÙava (follower of ViÛÙu), who is a dharmika
(a doer of that which is right) and who is a yogi. The goddess says a
VaiÛÙava is stationed in the ËjÕË cakra. One who does a sacrifice is a
yËjÕika, that is to say a sacrificer, and is stationed in Brahma consciousness. A dharmika has realised his oneness with Brahman and is a
rejector (tyËgi) of both good (dharma) and bad (adharma). One who
knows the Brahman is an avadhÍta and a yogi, can do as she or he wills
and is not restricted by times or any other conditions. He or she is
unaffected by results or lack of results.
The avadhÍta knows the parampada (supreme). Because the avadhÍta
has realised the supreme nectar of KuÙ×alinÌ in the ËjÕË cakra, she or he
is praised by Rudra and all the gods. These tËntrik precepts show an
aversion to the orthodox expression of the Hindu terms as usually applied.
Chapter 16 continues the discussion of ËjÕË cakra. This is a brief
section of only 44 verses (Úlokas), continuing the praise of a person who
has reached this stage. Chapter 17 describes the characteristics of the
Atharvaveda, to which some tËntrik schools ascribe their vedik creden-
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tials, and, later on, apparently recommends the adoption of Buddhistic
practises (MahËcÌnËcËra) to achieve enlightenment.
The goddess first says the Atharvaveda is the essence of all and
focuses on the path of Éakti. She describes the Sama Veda as being of
the nature of the tamas guÙa, while the others partake of sattvas and
rajas guÙa. Brahma, ViÛÙu and Hara are of the nature of rajas, sattvas
and tamas while KuÙ×alÌ, associated with the Atharvaveda, is the supreme devatË. The text proceeds with a eulogy of the goddess, describing her as the form of knowledge, the supreme aether, and she who
gives grace and success on earth. She is KËmarÍpa in the MÍlËdhËra
cakra and is always united with Éiva-KËmeÚvarÌ in the 1,000 petal lotus.
Bhairava then wants to know about the different vital breaths in the
body. ¼nandabhairavÌ speaks about this topic at great length. In verses
51-53, she describes the pÌÖha KËmarÍpa as being in the MÍlËdhËra,
JËlandhara in the heart cakra, PÍrÙagiri is in the throat, VËrËÙasi is in
the forehead and JvalantÌ is in the (three) eyes. Other locations of the
great pÌÖhas are given.
The goddess says, starting verse 55, that the cakras have four, six,
10, 12, 16 and two petals respectively. The Brahmarandhra, at the top of
the head, is known as (mount) KailËsa and is the 1,000 petalled lotus
and the great lotus (mahËpadma). Millions of nË×Ìs, or conduits of the
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vital breath, pervade the body. When they are merged together (laya) it
brings steadiness of mind, using techniques of breath called kumbhaka
and other methods, again described in quite a lot of indicative detail.
A very remarkable tale starts in verse 108 which speaks volumes
about Hinduism and Buddhism, and about class and lack of classes in
both lines. It speaks of the ÎÛi (seer) VaÚiÛÖha, describing him as being
engaged for a very long period of time in pursuing sËdhanË, restraining
himself and practising austerities (tapasa). Despite 1,000 years of this,
he had not achieved his goal. He had a vision of SarasvatÌ in which he
was told to go to the land of Buddha, to MahËcÌna, a non-vedik place,
where he would achieve what he wanted.
Going to the region of the river Brahmaputra, he discovered hosts of
men and women apparently engaged in non-Vedik practises, swilling
wine, eating flesh and engaging in sexual intercourse. All were naked,
their eyes reddened with liquor. Yet all were enlightened. Going to
Buddha, VaÚiÛÖha asked how this could be. Buddha is made to reply:
“VaÚiÛÖha, listen! I will speak of the highest path of Kula by knowing
which a man takes the form of Rudra immediately!” He then starts to
speak of the practice of MahËcÌnËcËra in verse 135. By this method, all
the Hindu gods became enlightened.
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In chapter 18, ¼nandabhairavÌ starts to speak of the KËma cakra,
which she says is in the centre of the ËjÕË cakra, surrounded by millions
of nË×is. Chapter 19 is concerned with the “piercing” of the six cakras
in the body. DevÌ speaks of the PraÚna Cakra which, she says in verse 2,
is the KËmarÍpa, bestows everything, and is consciousness itself. In
verse 18 it’s said this cakra is eternal, above the ËjÕË cakra - whoever
meditates on it becomes a knower of time (kËla), and of the characteristics of the tattvas. Time dissolves everything in the three worlds, both
that which is static and that which moves. The universe rests on time,
therefore it is prudent to conquer time. The rest of the chapter relates
different letter groups to the different constellations. Meditating on these
give different results. There are 49 verses in chapter 19.
Chapter 20 labels itself as describing other cakras within the ËjÕË
cakra. In verse 12 it says the vahni bÌjË, hrÌÑ, is within a triangle,
surrounded by a hexagon. The chapter describes other mËtÎkËs and
mantras within this space. Chapter 21 describes the magnificence of the
vÌrabhËva. By cutting through the different cakras and attaining the
1,000 petal lotus, a yogi takes the supreme path and realises the knowledge of the absolute. This chapter of 113 verses goes on to describe the
characteristics of the other cakras.
Chapter 22 continues the topic of the six cakras including their
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colours, the devatËs to be found there, and the number of petals each
has. In verse 41, ¼nandabhairavÌ discusses obstacles to sËdhana, including lust, cruelty, greed, etc. In verse 91 she discusses the haÑsa mantra.
This, it’s said, is the great knowledge yogis possess - the letter haÑ is
male and solar, while saÒ is prakÎiti and the moon, correlated with the
breath. This mantra is situated in the svËdhiÛÖhËna cakra and is pronounced 21,600 times during the course of 24 hours (verse 101). It has
the characteristics of the syllable oÑ. Reciting the great haÑsa mantra
can liberate a man from the six cakras.
In chapter 23, beginning in verse 5, there’s a description of how to
control the vital breaths. Practising this for a period of time bestows
siddhi. Verse 26 begins a discussion of a number of postures (Ësana)
which help facilitate yoga. This discussion continues at length until the
chapter ends at verse 113. Chapter 24, of 143 verses, continues a discussion on Ësanas and in verse 47 a description begins of the narËsana.
Verse 58 begins describing the corpse sËdhana. This is to be performed
on a Saturday or a Tuesday, and the corpse may be procured from a
battle ground. Practising it, in a deserted place or in a temple, this
sËdhana liberates a man from being plunged in the ocean of saÑsËra.
DevÌ says in verse 104 it should only be practised at night, never during
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the day.Verse 118 begins to describe the siddhi that comes from this
practice, while verse 124 starts to relate the way to recite the mantra.
Verse 35 in chapter 25 starts to describe Brahma sËdhana. PrËÙËyËma
is of two kinds, says ¼nandabhairavÌ, nirgarbha and sagarbha. The latter
consists of recitation and dhyËna, while the former is without attributes.
The former includes breath techniques such as pÍraka and kumbhaka
and recaka. In verse 45, she speaks of the subtle tÌrthas (bathing places)
which correspond to the nË×Ìs within the human frame. Verse 82 begins
to describe the rules of reciting mantras.
In chapter 26, the DevÌ returns to the subject of piercing the six
cakras. A yogi has to reject lust and cruelty, and perform recitation of
the mantras and meditation (dhyËna). She describes how the vital breath
pervades 12 fingerbreadths outside the body. MahËkuÙ×alinÌ is to be
meditated on as of the nature of Brahma, ViÛÙu and Éiva. Verse 62
describes a dhyËna of the KËminÌ, to be meditated on in the root lotus,
while verse 74 describes subtle bathing. Bathing is of three kinds immersion in water, bathing the body and knowing mantra. The last is
the best kind of bathing in the pure water of the heart lotus. Verse 71
begins a discussion on twilight worship of the Kaulas. Éiva and Éakti
are to be meditated on as sun and moon, united in intercourse in the
heart lotus. Verse 79 talks of oblation of the Kaulas, while verse 109
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starts to discuss mental pÍjË, and starting in verse 118 mental homa. In
verse 129, a discussion starts about internal pÍjË of the five makËras.
Wine is Éakti, flesh is Éiva and their unity is within.
A sËdhaka is to meditate on the oneness of Éiva and Éakti in the
same way as day and night are one. The bliss arising from the union of
Éiva and Éakti is knowledge of the absolute. There are three liÔgas at
the junction points of the six cakras. The sacred bathing places are
strung along the six lotuses.
Chapter 27 opens with a discussion on prËÙËyËma. There are 30
lunar days (tithis) divided into the waning and the waxing fortnights. In
the bright fortnight, the i×Ë predominates, and in the dark fortnight the
other main nË×Ì. The central channel pervades in both fortnights. The
text describes the predominance of the two nË×Ìs on different lunar
days. Verse 31 describes the dhËraÙas (meditation places) in the body.
These are the big toe, the ankle, the knee, the thigh, the liÔga, the navel,
the heart, the throat, the lambikË (uvula), the nose, the centre of the
brow, the top of the skull, and the dvËdaÚËnta. Verses 37-39 describe
dhyËna and verse 40 starts a discussion about samËdhi. In chapter 28,
there’s a discussion of the characteristics of being siddhi in mantra,
followed in verses 22 onwards about the characteristics of BhairavÌ and
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starts in verse 32 to describe the nature of the BhairavÌ cakra. In verse
69, the KandavËsinÌ (“she who dwells in the root”) stotra is described.
Chapter 29 continues to discuss the six cakras, and at verse nine
yoga relating to the cakras is spoken of in 50 verses. Chapter 30 begins
to describe the MÍlapadma, or root lotus. In verse 14 the text says
ÇËkinÌ is there, and a person should recite the Brahma mantra. A description of ÇËkinÌ is outlined in the first verses of chapter 31. Verse
eight starts the BhedinÌ stotra, while there’s a YoginÌ stotra that starts at
verse 37. Chapter 32 has a dhyËna of KandavËsinÌ and there’s a stotra to
the same devÌ starting at verse 21. A kavaca of KandavËsinÌ is given in
chapter 33, verse six. This lengthy armour and the results it bestows
continue until the end of the chapter at verse 65. A sËdhaka who recites
it becomes the son of KuÙ×alÌ. Chapter 34 describes the yoga of the five
vowels, while in verse 26 a description of the VijayËsevana mantra
starts.
In chapter 35, there’s a description of the type of breathing to attain
realisation. Chapter 36 is dedicated to the 1,000 names of KuÙ×alinÌ. All
her names start with the letter ‘ka’. There are 206 verses in the chapter.
In chapter 37, ¼nandabhairava says he wants to hear about the
SvËdhiÛÖhËna cakra and its characteristics. ¼nandabhairavÌ replies giving details about this second cakra, which, she says, is coloured like the
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autumn moon. KÎÛÙa is located there, she says, a matter that’s elaborated in chapter 38, in which his mantra is outlined, along with the
mantra of the ViÛÙu incarnation known as NarasiÑha. That’s followed
by an inner mantra of KÎÛÙa, and in verse 26 the meditation image of
KÎÛÙa is described, in which he is described as dwelling in the
SvËdhiÛÖhËna cakra, being of a dusky colour, with four arms which hold
conch, cakra, sceptre, and lotus, surrounded by millions of maidens. He
wears garlands of muÕja (Saccharam Sara) berries, wears yellow clothes,
and sits in a six petal lotus. The pÍjË of KÎÛÙa follows in verse 33.
Chapter 39 contains a hymn to KÎÛÙa. Chapter 40 continues the description of the SvËdhiÛÖhËna cakra, wherein dwells RËkiÙÌ, and which has
the symbol of a crocodile (makËra). The subject continues in chapter 41,
and the RËkiÙÌ stotra is given in verses 18 onwards, followed in chapter
42 by RËkiÙÌ sËdhana. In verse 16 onwards to verse 124 of this chapter,
the 1,000 names of KÎÛÙa-RËkiÙÌ are given.
In chapter 43, the DevÌ dilates on the secret of yoga. She tells
MahËkËla that a man should meditate on her in the brow centre as being
of the nature of Brahma, ViÛÙu and Éiva corresponding to the three
guÙas sattvas, rajas and tamas. Chapter 43 has 40 verses. In chapter 44,
verse 20, she describes the secret of the six cakras. Chapter 45 begins
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the description of the third cakra, the MaÙipÍra. As in the previous
chapters, the presiding devÌ of this cakra is given, in this case LËkinÌ,
and her hymn or stotra is given in verses 25 onwards. Chapter 46
continues the topic and in verse 29 DevÌ says that a yogi is a Kaula and
a Kaula is a yoga. Verse 35 starts to describe the sËdhana of the MaÙipÍra
cakra. This is continued in chapter 47, which in verse seven begins the
stotra to RudrËÙÌ. This chapter has 59 verses.
Chapter 48 describes the pÍjË of Rudra and RudrËÙÌ with verse 39
beginning the 51 names of Rudra, followed in verses 55 et seq with the
names of RudrËÙÌ. There’s a ÎÛi nyËsa in verse 108 et seq, followed in
verse 126 with ÉrÌ KaÙÖha nyËsa and other nyËsas including the five
forms of Éiva nyËsa, and KalË nyËsa in verses 141 et seq. In verse 277
begins a nyËsa of the five mantras, while the characteristics of MÎtyuÕjaya,
Éiva as the conqueror of death, start in verse 236. The pÌÖha nyËsa
begins at verse 239. There’s a meditation image of MÎtyuÕjaya in verse
263, followed immediately by his pÍjË. This topic continues in chapter
49, with a stotra to the god. In chapter 50 there’s a stotra dedicated to
LËkinÌ. Chapter 51, in verse 27, contains a description of five kinds of
wine, followed immediately by mantras to purify the wine. This is
followed, in verse 47, by a description of how to purify vijaya (hemp)
which has its own set of mantras.
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In chapter 52, there’s a stotra to LËkinÌ-MÎtyuÕjaya, followed by a
sotra dedicated to wine. Chapter 53 continues the discussion on the
MaÙipÍra cakra in 23 verses, while in chapter 54, verse 52 there’s a
discussion on how to “cleanse” the nË×Ìs. This involves reciting a
number of mantras. The remainder of this 73 verse chapter discusses
rules for bathing and praise of the twilights. Chapter 55 continues the
subject of the purification of wine. In chapter 56, ¼nandabhairavÌ says
she will talk about haÖha yoga. This chapter contains a dhyËna of LËkinÌ.
Chapter 57 opens by moving to the heart lotus, with a meditation
starting in verse 19. Chapter 58, verse six, discusses KËkinÌ worship,
with the eight siddhis being the subject of chapter 59. This chapter also
gives the mantra of KËkinÌ, and her meditation image or dhyËna is given
in verse 27. Chapter 60 opens with a stotra to KËkinÌ and in verse 30 the
characteristics of the throat cakra begin to be discussed. There’s a dhyËna
of the throat lotus in verse 43.
Chapter 61 has a description of the yoginÌ of this cakra, ÉËkinÌ, in
verse three, with her mantra described in verses seven et seq. PÍjË of
ÉËkinÌ is the subject of chapter 62, and another dhyËna is given in
verses 32-37. The next verses discuss bhÍtaÚuddhi and prËÙapratiÛÖhË,
while in verse 109 the subject of circumambulation and bowing to the
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devÌ is discussed. Chapter 63 contains a stava to ½Úvara, while chapter
64 lists the 1,000 names of KËkinÌ. There’s another hymn to this yoginÌ
in chapter 65, while the last chapter, 66, contains her kavaca.
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24: MËlinÌvijayottaratantra
This is an abstract of the MËlinÌvijayottaratantra which was published, along with the Sanskrit text as No. XXXVII in its Kashmir
Series of Text and Studies, in 1922. The text in Sanskrit is available
online at the Muktabodha site.
The work is said to form the basis of Abhinavagupta’s TantrËloka,
and thereby forms part of the body of so-called Kashmir Shaivism.
Madusudan Kaul published an English introduction to the text. It is out
of copyright and printed at the end of this book as an appendix.
Readers might be forgiven for getting the impression that the work
Kaul describes in his English introduction is very philosophical, and
that’s not to say this tantra doesn’t have that depth, but a study of the
text and of the principles associated with the text reveals that’s not all
there is to this work. This, like other texts of its type, deals with inner
work and this particular text concentrates on the tattvas.
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The first and second chapters describe the origin of the tantra and the
nature of manifestation, and are summarised very well by Kaul in his
introduction.
AdhikËra (chapter) three discusses the unfolding of the mantra, and
names the eight MËtÎkË devis as MËheÚÌ, BrËhmËÙÌ, KaumËrÌ, VaiÛÙavÌ,
Aindri, YËmyË, CËmuÙdË and YogÌÚÌ. They preside over the eight letter
groups. This chapter goes on to describe their dhyËnas, or meditation
images, as well as the mantras or vidyËs associated with each.
The fifth adhikËra describes the different worlds, the different heavens, and the different underworlds, full as they are of different inhabitants including spirits, demons, gandharvas and gods. The Rudras are
above these. The sixth adhikËra, which in the colophon is described as
dealing with the body, describes the five elements and their position. In
adhikËra six, the mudrËs, referred to in Kaul’s text below, are discussed.
Chapter eight deals with ordinary worship at great length, while the
ninth chapter concerns itself with initiation and the drawing of the circle
or maÙ×ala for this rite. The 10th chapter continues this theme by
discussing abhiÛeka, while chapter 11 deals with initiation (dÌkÛË) proper.
The 12th chapter starts to discuss the dhËraÙËs associated with the
five tanmËtras, or objects of the sense impressions, while the 13th chap-
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ter is described as bringing victory over the elements. It contains detailed meditation images of the elements, and various siddhis are said to
occur from these practices. For example: “Now I declare the meditation
on VËruÙÌ (water), by which one who accomplishes this yoga becomes
the ruler of water (jala) [1].” Meditating on the circle of water allows a
yogi to become wetness himself after only seven days. Further practice
brings greater siddhis. This is followed by fire, which is visualised as a
triangle, air, and the other two elements. Detailed instructions are given
for different dhyËnas and their results. Air is to be meditated on as a
black circle, marked with six bindus.
Chapter 14 deals with techniques relating to the tanmËtras themselves, that is to say the impressions of smell, taste, sight, touch and
hearing. The chapter opens by describing the smell impression. Verse
11 describes taste, while verse 18 starts to describe sight. The touch
tanmËtra starts to be described in verse 28, while hearing is described
starting in verse 34. Six months meditation on this tanmËtra allows a
yogi to hear things others are discussing at a great distance.
The subject is extended in the 47 verses of the 15th chapter. Chapter
16, in 68 verses, discusses other dhËraÙËs related to the tattvas, while in
the 17th chapter, the different type of breathing and the movement of
the vital air through the body is discussed. Chapter 18 discusses the
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outer liÔgam, such as that made of clay and the like, and the inner
liÔgam which exists within the body and brings real liberation. The 19th
chapter deals with the Kulacakra in 101 verses, while chapter 20 talks of
the nature of mantras, and the next two adhikaras each discuss yogic
techniques relating to the moon and the sun respectively. Chapter 21 has
36 verses, while chapter 22 has 34 verses. The methods spoken of
include visualising yantras on the disk of the moon and of the sun. The
last chapter, 23, describes times to perform rites which bring miraculous
results, and meditations on the mËtÎikË letters. It has 43 verses.
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25: Netratantra
The edition used for this abstract was published as volume 46 of the
Kashmir Sanskrit Series, in 1926.
The Netratantra is attributed to the school of Kashmir Shaivism and
is usually printed with a commentary by KÛemarËja, a disciple of
Abhinavagupta. The work, divided into 22 adhikËras of uneven length,
centres around the form of Éiva known as MÎtyujit, also described as
AmÎteÚa, and his cluster of Úaktis. A translation of chapter one, which
has 47 verses, follows.
Hail to the ordainer of destiny, the being who manifests three ways
in the three worlds, the possessor of Éakti who creates, maintains and
destroys in the cosmos, the being whose nature is amÎta, Éiva, the
supreme essence of Brahma, ViÛÙu and ½Úa. [1-2]
Seated on KailËsa Peak is the god of gods, MaheÚvara, Hara, the
altar of dalliance, with his hosts and his spouse PËrvatÌ. Having seen the
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happy god, and with the desire of benefiting living beings, suddenly
PËrvatÌ left his side, and grasping his feet, questioned the contented
ParameÚvara in a very devoted way. [3-4]
ÉrÌdevÌ said: Lord god of gods, LokanËtha, lord of the cosmos, you
have accomplished a great miracle, a cause of astonishment. You are
god of all that exists, but my supreme master. This secret, hard to
distinguish and difficult to accomplish, is unknown to KËrtikeya, to me,
to the gods or to the gaÙas. It is certainly unknown to lords of yoga, to
the MËtÎkËs, to the ÎÛis and to the yogis. Lord of creation, speak now of
this, if you are kindly disposed towards me! O Lord, I entreat you by
your obligation to speak fully. [5-8]
Thus having heard the words of DevÌ, the one with the smiling face
spoke: Ask anything you wish, O one with beautiful hips. The secret is
in your heart. I will certainly speak fully. You please me, O pure one!
[9-10]
DevÌ said: Bhagavan, lord god of gods, cause of various miracles,
beautiful one of miraculous appearance, I wish to hear of that not already revealed. Handsome lord, I want to hear about the cause of the
utmost bliss, to be related to me by you.
The all-seeing eye is made of water, Deva. How, then, may it be-
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come fiery and wrathful, flaming and burning up time? Saturn was
reduced to ashes by the power of this eye. Deva, how is such wrath
produced, that fire which desires to burn time? It consumes all creation,
destroying Brahma and all that is permanent.
In a similar way, ParameÚvara, KËma was burned up by its play.
What is this cruel, fiery eye, O NËtha, which is always invisible yet is
the cause of great miracles? How does fire come to be within this eye?
Who does it see? How may an eye be made of fire? Why is it invisible?
O cosmic lord, how comes it that this eye, the essence of immortality,
augmenting the whole cosmos, has given birth to the cosmos?
Deva, these graceful nectar-like eyes are the cause of my bliss and
behind the process of creation. How may this fire known as the fire of
time come to create? Bhagavan, I want you to answer all this. [11-20]
Shri Bhagavan said: I am moved by the great eagerness of your
questions. Listen, dearest, I will speak of all relating to the fire and
ultimate nectar which is within my eye and of its yoga.
Its real nature is without origin, pure, pervading all and omnipresent.
It is within all living creatures and present in the hearts of all things,
attained by yoga, difficult to accomplish, hard to attain for all beings.
It is like my own semen, self-knowledge, my supreme part. It is the
essence of all semen, the strongest of the strong. Certainly, and without
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any doubt, it is the quintessence of all ojas, eternity itself.
From me came she known as supreme IcchË Éakti, one with Éakti,
born from my own nature. Just as fire and heat and the sun and its rays
are inseparable, so also Éakti herself, the cause of creation, is inseparable from the cosmos. [21-26]
Within her is that which is both manifest and unmanifest. She is allknowing, with all qualities, manifested as IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË and so
forth, and in her, knowledge, the six qualities and everything else are
situated. All light dwells in her.
She is the essence of MahËkriyË, the unified mother of action. She
both creates and destroys and is the very self of AÙimË and the rest of
the eight siddhis. Thus, these three Éaktis of mine are called IcchË,
JÕËna and KriyË, it is said. In me dwell the three playful abodes of sun,
moon and fire. In the play of my magnificent three eyes is the substance
of these three. I create, sustain and destroy the universe. [27-30]
I am the dwelling place of the three bodies and of creation, maintenance and dissolution. My effulgent and life-giving semen pervades all.
With my forms of IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË, I am the ultimate eye nectar.
This semen is the supreme realm, the highest form of nectar, supreme bliss, the quintessence, complete knowledge, pure, the core of the
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three eyes. This is called the MÎtyujit (conqueror of death) and gives
success to all. He is the giver of success, the supreme divinity, liberating
from all sorrows, the god destroying all ailments, removing all delusions, Éiva, the alleviator of poverty, eternal, conqueror of death, permeating all, infallible, without stain, peaceful, all-giving, all-liberating.
[31-36]
His brightness is equal to 1,000 million suns and 1,000 million fires,
liberating from the 16 kalËs, effulgence itself, unassailable by gods or
demons. With my fiery eye I burn everything in an instant and I may
also create and maintain. There is nothing greater than this certain
semen-like thing seen everywhere, the essence of vajra, taking one to
the state of Rudra, like a renowned sword which is death to all enemies
and stops all elementals, weapons and arms.
This one semen becomes multifold, diffusing itself limitlessly with
many variations. The magnificence of this great PËÚupata is that it is
like ViÛÙu’s discus or Brahma’s staff and is the very essence of all
weapons. Appearing in various forms, this weapon spreads in many
ways. My semen creates the different gods themselves. [37-43]
I, the lord of yoga, through my own Éakti, manifested the entire
cosmos. She is the supreme protectress from fears and anxieties, allaying fear, destroying enemies and the supreme giver of liberation, most
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certainly. O Beautiful One, even great poetry could not describe the
greatness of this!
This great thing, the giver of grace, the most excellent boon giver,
causes manifestation, maintenance and the great intensity of Rudra. It
should be regarded as immeasurable, knowledge itself, the great power
of mantra, the protector of all the elements. Very hidden, you should
always conceal it. DevÌ, it has now been revealed to you. What else do
you wish to ask? [44-48]
Chapter two, which has 33 verses, discusses the three Úaktis IcchË,
JÕËna and KriyË. In verses 13-16, Bhairava says the doctrine he speaks
of liberates from afflictions from a host of beings and afflictions. Verses
17-18 say that on a level surface, smeared with scents, a sËdhaka should
create an eight petal lotus, adorned with the mËtÎikË letters. Verse 21
says that the letters a, Ì and Ñ are the root of nectar, the supreme Éakti,
the combination of light and sound, where Éiva is. This is nectar, equal
to the effulgence of the full moon, the supreme refuge, that which
creates, maintains and destroys. Verse 28 starts to describe limb nyËsa
with the other letters of the MÎtyujit mantra.
Chapter three, which has 82 verses, is concerned with the pÍjË (yajana)
of MÎtyujit. The astra mantra should be used to purify the elements. The
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gods, the ancestors and the seers are to be honoured. After binding the
directions with the mantra hÍÑ phaÖ, a sËdhaka should take his seat,
bowing to the ¼dhËraÚakti, and then perform prËÙËyËma. He is to meditate on everything but vijÕËna as void, becoming one with bliss, in a
state of samarasa. He should sprinkle himself with nectar from the
moon.
Then, says the text in verse 17, he is to meditate on himself as
effulgent as the deva, who is as bright as millions of moons, like pearls,
as bright as crystal, resembling cow milk, or the purest snow. His limbs
are marked with white sandal, with camphor, white flour, or ash. Like
blossoming lunar nectar, he is situated in the centre of the moon maÙ×ala,
with one face and three eyes, seated on a white lotus in the bound lotus
position, with four arms holding a rosary, bestowing boons, and dispelling fear, his forehead bathed in nectar from the full moon. In one of his
left hands he holds a pot which is the cause of the growth of the
cosmos. A sËdhaka is then to remember the mantra and worship Éiva
with all white ritual accessories.
Six forms surround him in the heart lotus - Saumya, Raudra, BhÌma,
VikÎta, SadËÚiva, and VÌranËyaka. A sËdhaka is to offer mental flowers
in the heart lotus before worshipping externally. Verses 29-30 say external worship may be performed in one’s own house, in the temple of a
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devatË, at a river confluence, on the top of a mountain, and in an
otherwise beautiful spot, such as by a lotus cluster. Then a figure with
four doors is to be drawn, adorned in the centre with a full moon, and
in the middle of that an eight petal lotus with various filaments adorned
with gold.
The deva is to be invoked there with white ritual accessories, with
white cloth, with various kinds of food, with incense and refreshing
liquors. Here may be performed optional or occasional homas. Various
rules for the measurements and substances to be used in such homas are
described.
Chapter four begins to describe initiation (dÌkÛË), which it is said is
the giver of enjoyment and liberation. The 50 letters of the alphabet are
related to the tattvas. This brief chapter of only nine verses is followed
in chapter five with the rules of abhiÛeka. in only 10 verses.
Chapter six describes MÎtyujit or AmÎteÚa, who, it is said exists in
the breaths of all living people. By worshipping him, people plunged in
the ocean of unhappiness can traverse that ocean. There are three
aspects to AmÎteÚa, says the text in verse six, the gross, the subtle and
the supreme. The gross aspect includes worship, homa, recitation of
mantra, meditation, mudra, yantras, and power such as deluding. His
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subtle aspect is related to cakras, to yoga, to nË×is and to kalËs. His
supreme aspect is the liberation giver, the supreme self of all beings.
When worshipped in his gross form with various ritual accessories, he
bestows peace and dispels death. The remainder of the chapter deals
with various rituals that are all-protecting, or rejuvenate the body. There
are 50 verses in chapter six.
In chapter seven, which has 53 verses, the subtle meditation on
AmÎteÚa begins. In this form he consists of six cakras, 16 ËdhËras, three
lakÚyas, five aethers (vyoma), 12 knots (granthi) and three Úaktis. There
are three abodes. The body is made up of a host of nË×is, of which 10
are the chief. By meditating on this, one creates a celestial body
(divyadeha) which liberates from all disease. The content here is somewhat mirrored in the Siddhasiddhantapaddhati. The commentary says
that the three Úaktis are IcchË, etc., while the three dhËmas or abodes are
the moon, the sun, and fire. The following verses say that by meditation
on these in one’s own body, pouring nectar, then one becomes healthy
and immortal. One should lead KuÙ×alË through the middle path of
suÛumnË, very slowly, and piercing the knots, taking her through the
body.
In verse 27 the five aethers are described, followed by a description
of the six cakras described as the birth place, the nË×icakra, the navel
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known as MËyË, the heart or yogicakra, the tËlu, the bindu or the light
cakra, and the nËda (sound) place known as ÚËnta (peaceful). The cakras
are to be pierced by the trident of knowledge. Verse 30 begins a description of the JanmËdhËra, which is also known as the root (kanda).
This centre is also known as the MÍlËdhËra, where the first of the five
vyomas resides.
AmÎteÚa is seated in an ocean of nectar, facing all directions, the self
of IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË, the self of nectar, the conqueror of both death
and time. In verse 52, Bhairava says he has revealed how to cheat time.
Chapter eight gives the supreme meditation on MÎtyuÕjaya. He cannot be seen by the five senses, cannot be perceived by the mind and can
be achieved only by dispassion. He is known only by a yogi. Éiva is
non-dual, supreme, the form of consciousness. Time cannot bind him,
he is free of all forms yet is all forms. A person who realises this is
swiftly freed from the bonds of the terrible saÑsËra. He is free from the
three tattvas, free from all senses, but at the same time is united with
Éakti.
Verse 33 says that wherever IcchË is, so also is JÕËna and KriyË. She
is the self of consciousness, the supreme cause of all, together with
Éiva. Verses 40-44 say that there is no difference between Éiva and
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what is outside, but that the supreme is not above, and not below, not in
front and not behind, not in the body, and not outside the body, both
dependent and non-dependent, and while not the object of the sesnes is
also the object of the senses. Having rejected all these opposites, a yogi
is liberated and dwells in samËdhi. Towards the end of the chapter, he
says he has spoken of the three methods of meditation. By meditating in
the ways he has spoken of, a yogi becomes a conqueror of time.
Chapter nine begins to discuss the different tËntrik divisions known
as vËma, dakÛiÙa, siddhËnta, Saura, VaiÛÙava, and vedika. AmÎteÚa,
says Bhairava in the text, is pure, like crystal, and extends everywhere,
giving the fruit of all agamas (sacred texts). He is eternal, residing in his
own nature, and he has neither shape nor caste, all-extending and the
giver of the fruit of all siddhi. He gives the fruit of all agamas. Whether
he is in the form of Éiva, SadËÚiva, Bhairava or Tumburu, he is the lord
and bears the moon, the sun and fire. He goes everywhere and takes
multiple forms. In particular he has five forms as Sadyo[jata], VËma,
Aghora, PuruÛa and ½Úana.
A dhyËna of SadËÚiva starts in verse 19. He is like the brightness of
a full moon, or like a mound of snow, with five faces, wide eyes, 10
arms and three eyes, bearing a snake as his sacrificial thread, wearing
tiger skin clothes, sitting in the bound lotus position and seated on a
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white lotus. In his 10 arms he holds trident, lotus, arrow, akÛa rosary,
and a pot (right hands), and cleaver, mirror, bow, citron and jewelled
pot are in his left. The other forms are in the different directions. This
chapter has 27 verses.
In chapter 10, the characteristics of Bhairava and his retinue are
described. A translation is provided below.
Bhagavan said: Now I speak of the characteristics of the Bhairava
Agama, resembling a mass of fragments of collyrium, like the fire at the
end of an aeon. [1]
Five faced, seated on a corpse, with ten arms, the dispeller of anxiety, resembling a host of night flowers, the final peal of thunder, making a terrifying roar. [2]
Having a gaping fanged mouth, and fearsome brows and eyes, enthroned on a lion-seat, adorned with vicious fangs, wearing a rosary of
skulls, large in body, wearing a garment of elephant-hide, with the
moon as a diadem, carrying skull-bowl and a skull-staff, bearing a
cleaver and a goad, with hands granting boons and dispelling fears. [35]
A great hero, holding a vajra and a battle-axe. After worshipping
Bhairava, one should meditate on she who is on his lap. [6]
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[She is] similar to the fire causing dissolution, effulgent, like red lac
and vermilion, with dishevelled hair and a mighty body, dreadful and
truly terrific. [7]
With a great belly and with five faces, each of which is adorned with
three eyes, having horrible talons, the protectress of the fortress, adorned
with a rosary of skulls. [8]
A DevÌ with arms like Bhairava who carries Bhairava’s weapons,
thus is declared IcchË Éakti, who of her own free will goes lovingly on
Bhairava’s lap. [9]
Thus should one meditate on the renowned AghoreÚÌ having the
above form. Spoken of in all tantras, but never made plain, my essence
is by no means clear and is hard to attain. In ailments, punishment, evils
and so on, in various setbacks, in protection, for desires, in pacifying
and in nourishing, for cows and for brahmins one should worship (Bhairava
Yamala). Resembling a himakunda flower, like the pearly effulgence of
the Moon [10-12], resembling 10,000,000 moons, like the clearest crystal.
(Cit Bhairava) is like the fire at the end of the aeon, red as the China
rose, equivalent to 10,000,000 Suns. One should meditate on him as red
or blackish in hue. Effulgent as a red lotus or like yellow orpiment [14],
being of the nature of Will (IcchË), the deva bestowing the fruit of
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IcchËsiddha.
One should meditate on (these forms) placed in the centre of a lotus
and should worship, according to the ritual injunction [16] with food,
flower, incense and distilled liquor abundantly. The Devi resembling
cow’s milk, effulgent as a necklace of pearls [17] like beautiful pure
crystal, white as snow, pure as camphor, with four arms and one face
adorned with three eyes. [18] The Devi wearing white garments,
ornamented with white pearls, seated on a deer with a vajra in her hand,
very powerful, [is] the (Siddha Devi). [19]
The Devi carrying a noose and a goad, ringing a bell, is placed in the
east of the god of gods. [20] A man who meditates on her as one with
himself is successful quickly. (RaktË DevÌ) resembles 10,000,000 suns,
is as effulgent as flaming fire, like a heap of vermilion, the form of
lightning, inspiring fear, with three eyes and a terrifying face, with a
large belly and a great body, pot-bellied, with pendulous breasts. [22]
Seated on a corpse, very powerful, wearing a rosary of skulls with a
tiger skin around her hips, wearing the hide of an elephant. Naked,
adorned with a garland of skulls, like great firebrands they shine and
they glow. [24]
With four arms and one face, holding a cleaver, a shield a skull and
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a skull-staff, placed in the south. One should meditate thus.
Dark red, the great light, skeletal with a deformed face, is SuÚuÛkË,
the protectress of the fortress. With one face and four arms, three eyes
and a terrifying mouth, adorned with a necklace of teeth, a mightybodied one with dishevelled hair, adorned with a garland of skulls. [2627]
With limbs the tendons of which are like knotted cords, carrying a
cleaver and a shield, her mouth full of meat and entrails, holding a pot
in her hand. One should meditate in this way in the west of the god of
gods, seated on a crocodile, with the throat of a buffalo, the shoulders of
an elephant, horse’s ears and the face of a ram, with diamond-hard
talons like weapons, legs like a beast of prey and a crocodile, with the
back of a tortoise and the tail of a fish - this is the renowned KumbhË.
[28-31]
Dusky like a blue lotus, resembling the autumnal moon and with
three eyes and one face, dressed in dark clothes the colour of sapphire,
adorned with sapphires, seated on the back of a lion, holding a bow and
an arrow in preparedness, and carrying a dart in her hand, a great DevÌ.
Meditated thus, she (UtpalahastË) is the giver of the desired fruit. [33]
So in the four directions are situated the devÌs of Bhairava, O Mother
of Hosts! [34] In the intermediate points are placed the dÍtÌs, the south
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east being first and the north east last. KËlÌ, KarËlÌ, MahËkËlÌ and
BhadrakËlÌ are the renowed devÌs placed there. The devÌs have two arms
and sit on a lotus, carrying a knife and a severed head. The attendants of
the door are Krodhana, VÎntaka, KarÛaÙa and GajËnana [37], with two
arms, of deformed appearance, and holding a cleaver and a shield. In the
matter of pacifying acts, they are all-white, or in other acts according to
their forms. [38]
Now I declare the characteristics of the RËjarakÛË. By the yoga of
enveloping in a mantra, one should write the name in the centre. [39]
Above this, one should worship the lord of nectar, who is Bhairava,
dear one. Similarly, the devÌs should be worshipped in the petals of the
lotus. [40]
Afterwards, one should worship the dÍtÌs and the servants using the
root mantra. On the outside of the lotus one should draw a very white
moon maÙ×ala. On the outside of this is a rectangle, marked with the
vajra symbol. Having drawn it using rocana, kuÔkuma or white milk,
one should worship, in pacifying acts, using all-white ritual accessories,
giving suitable food, and animal sacrifice of vicious beasts of prey. [43]
The wise man should do homa using white sandal, mixed with camphor and ash, unhusked rice, sesame oil together with white sugar, ghee
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and milk. Great peace comes swiftly by worshipping the MÎtyu[Õjaya].
[45]
Chapter 11, devoted to the uttara (north) tantra, starts with a dhyËna
of Tumburu, who is of the colour of dazzling white snow. He has a half
moon on his forehead, is the colour of dazzling white snow, is entwined
with a serpent as his sacrificial thread, has 10 arms, five faces and three
eyes. Around his loins is a tiger skin, while he wears elephant skin, is
adorned with all sorts of jewels, is seated on a bull, and is very strong.
He carries an axe, a shield, a chisel, a skull, noose, a goad, a cakra, a
rosary and shows the signs of bestowing boons and dispelling fear. His
messengers (dÍtÌs) are JambhanÌ, MohanÌ, SubhagË and DurbhagË. His
servitors are Krodhana, VÎntaka, GajakarÙa and MahËbala.
Outside are white, red, yellow and black devÌs. Seated on a corpse
with three eyes and four arms, the white form, who appears to be JayË,
holds a chisel, a skull, a stick, and an akÛa rosary. VijayË is red, has
four faces with three eyes in each, and four arms, which hold arrow,
bow, axe, and shield, seated on an owl. AjitË is yellow, has four faces
and four arms, holding a dart, a bell, a shield and a trident and seated on
a horse. AparËjitË resembles a fragment of a sapphire, has four faces
each of which has three eyes, and holds a noose, a goad, a jewelled
vessel and a club, and is seated on a celestial seat, and wearing gold
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clothes and ornaments.
In the intermediate points are dÍtÌs with one face, three eyes, and
two arms, one of which holds a skull, and the other scissors. Slaves
outside hold axe and shield, and have narrow and crooked glances, and
have as their vehicles fish, tortoise, crocodile and frog. On one side of
Tumburu is red GËyatrÌ and on the other side white SËvitrÌ. Each has
one face, is seated in the bound lotus, with eyes full of desire. Bhairava
describes the maÙ×ala in which these attendants should be worshipped,
and completes the 33 verse chapter by describing the ritual accessories
and the results the pÍjË bestows.
Chapter 12 concerns the KulËmnËya, and outlines the maÙ×ala of
Bhairava, his different Úaktis and the worship conducted there. Bhairava
has seven Úaktis named BrËhmÌ, MËheÚvarÌ, KaumËrÌ, VaiÛÙavÌ, VËrËhÌ,
MËhendrÌ and CËmuÙ×Ë. This chapter only has 15 verses.
More meditation images are contained in chapter 13, of 50 verses,
which also contains a rare dhyËna of Brahma. This teaching is open to
all, be they female, male and of whatever caste and hue. Brahma is
described as having four arms, handsome, red in colour, effulgent, seated
on hamsa (a swan, but here meaning the mantra). He holds a staff, a
rosary of akÛas, a jewelled water pot and the four vedas.
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In chapter 14, the role of this mantra and IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË
Úaktis are discussed, and the supremacy of the mantra. There are only 11
verses in the chapter. Chapter 15 describes how to make an amulet
using AmÎteÚa’s mantra. Reciting the mantra for seven days and bearing the amulet on the head has miraculous results. RakÛas are put to
flight and killed, in battles the bad are destroyed, bhÍtas are frightened
off. In the last, 29, it’s said that the Anuttara rule should not be given to
those initiated in other traditions, but only to one’s own pupil.
There are 116 verses in chapter 16, which ranges far and wide over
a number of different traditions. The chapter starts with a series of
questions from DevÌ, who seems unusually agitated over different traditions, showing a level of technicality about Hinduism that would put the
most pedantic modern scholar to shame. She asks about VËma, DakÛiÙa
and SiddhËnta, about VaiÛÙava traditions, the Buddhistic traditions, the
different saÑpradËyas, and more. They all claim to accomplish different
things. What does Éiva think about these knotty problems? Which is
best?
In verse 13, Éiva congratulates her on her good questions. Basically,
he says, people live a short life and then die. There are people addicted
to bad paths, paths of blame, and paths of cruelty. There are atheists,
and people who show no devotion to gods and gurus. While the reli(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
gious may go to bathing places and undertake vows and other austerities, they never become successful and fail to be liberated. But those
who know MÎtyujit gain the desired for liberation and success. He says
that a sËdhaka who does not know the guru, the tattva or the mantra is
not successful. This path is the path of ÉivaÚakti, and is the best, and
gives all fruit. The essence of the path is the union of ÉivaÚakti, which
is the yoga of IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË (verse 69).
In verse 78, he says that UnmanË is the supreme Éakti, the form of
knowledge, and the avadhÍtikË. The yoga Éakti is JÕËnaÚakti, who is
sung of in every scripture. Éiva is the ¼diguru, succeeded by countless
Rudras in an uninterrupted succession. Those who lack Éakti do not
gain success, even if they perform tens of millions of sacrifices, recitation of mantra, or tens of thousands of homas. Towards the end of this
chapter, Éiva describes a yantra which lets a man obtain the object
sought after, and which consists of creating different sets of petals,
inscribed with letters of the alphabet. The cakra should be inscribed on
bhÍrja leaf, and be wrapped in white thread. It gives liberation from
disease and sorrows, and a man becomes a conqueror of death.
Chapter 17 has 31 verses and describes different siddhis obtained
from the use of the RËjarakÛa. Chapter 18 is much longer, with 121
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verses. It opens with the DevÌ asking Éiva, who she describes as her
refuge, to describe details of the mantra and worship hidden and not
already revealed. She asks him to describe the pratyaÔgirË prayoga,
which destroys the hosts of the wicked. In verse five, Éiva begins his
reply. He says that techniques to make mantras siddha include lighting
(dÌpana), awakening (bodhana), striking (tË×ana), sprinkling (abhiÛecana),
purifying (vimalÌkaraÙa), kindling (indhana), oblating (saÑtarpaÙa), and
increasing (ËpyËya). KÛemarËja, in his commentary, explains that these
involve using various bÌja mantras such as oÑ, namah, phaÖ etc.
Éiva describes mantras as being of four types, siddha, sËdhya, susiddha
and ari (hostile). Using mantras without being aware of their characteristics causes various ill effects. Verse 28 begins to describe a maÙ×ala
and ritual at great length, in the centre of which DevÌ should be worshipped.
A dhyËna of AmÎteÚvarÌ, who dwells in the centre of this yantra,
begins in verse 63. She is described as being of the purest crystal
brightness, as effulgent as white snow or the moon, as brilliant as the
disk of the full moon, resembling the effulgence of cow’s milk, as
bright as pearls, adorned with white clothes, her limbs marked with
white sandal paste, camphor, and white flour, wearing a pure necklace,
adorned with flaming gems, with strings of white necklaces, and adorned
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with white lotuses, with dazzling white teeth, her brow adorned with
dazzling pearls, wearing a pure white diadem, with one face, and three
eyes, seated in the bound lotus position, wearing a yoga cloth, holding
in her four hands a conch, a lotus, and displaying the mudras bestowing
boons and dispelling fear. After meditating on her in such a fashion, a
sËdhaka is to use similar methods as when AmÎteÚa is worshipped.
Another, alternative meditation image starts in verse 74. Here, AmÎteÚvarÌ
has eight arms, and is seated on a white lotus, and wears ivory ornaments.
Chapter 19 is long, with 226 verses. It starts with the DevÌ asking
Éiva how to dispel the ChËyË, who create deception. Their forms are
innumerable in the shape of bhÍtas, yakÛas, piÚËcËs, rakÛas, and other
forms. Éiva said that in former times he granted them boons which
made them all powerful. They are all part of his retinue. At certain
times, such as during sexual intercourse, they flock around and attempt
to “seize” people. They may be dispelled by worshipping the seven
mothers, given in verse 56 as BrËhmÌ, MËheÚvarÌ, KaumËrÌ, VaiÛÙavÌ,
VËrËhÌ, IndrËÙÌ and CËmuÙ×Ë. They are the chieftainesses of all the
mothers, and are to be worshipped with white, red, yellow and black
flowers, with milk and with flesh.
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VinËyaka (GaÙeÚa) is to be worshipped according to rule in other
tantras to dispel the 100s of millions of hosts which may cause obstacles. If one is afflicted by bhÍtas, grahas and other terrifying creatures,
one should worship BhÍteÚvara, that is to say Éiva, who had dominion
over them all. GaÙeÚa means “lord of hosts” and is Éiva’s son - but
really a form of MaheÚvara himself. Kubera, the lord of weath, will
look after the innumerable yakÛas, over which he has dominion. In
verse 72, Bhairava describes bali (animal sacrifice) which should be
performed in a forest, sacrificing buffaloes and goats. Bali may also be
performed on a river bank, in a cremation ground, at morning, midday
or evening.
In verse 143, Éiva begins to explain that there are certain inborn
blemishes (mala) caused by kËrma, mËyË and ËÙava. PaÚus, that is to
say us beasts, are bound to saÑsara, “everything moving together”, by
the ËÙava and the other defects. In verse 157, the text says that Éiva and
Éakti are the cause of the universe, giving rise to the forms of IcchË,
JÕËna and KriyË. From these emanate the AghorË, the GhorË and the
GhoraghoratarË class of Úaktis, respectively.
The three innate defects previously mentioned give rise to different
effects, spurred on by the revolution of the five senses. They cause
feelings such as attachment and aversion to arise. A human being, born
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of the elements, and affected by vËtË, pitta and kapha-ÚleÛma, experiences various effects according to the proportions of the three “humours”. Hundreds upon hundreds of shadowy beings are attracted by
semen and blood, including planets and rakÛas, and again at birth time
they flock around the birth. They are far from being fairy godmothers,
but the shadowy beings that cluster around blood can apparently be
dispelled at the time of birth by mantras, and by the missiles of DevÌ,
which appear to be shaped like adamantine vajras.
Chapter 20, which has 75 verses, starts with the goddess asking
about YoginÌs, and about ÉËkinÌ. Éiva tells the DevÌ he will tell her a
great secret. The chapter outlines the nature of the gross and subtle
bodies. Chapter 21 discusses the nature of mantra. IcchË, JÕËna and
KriyË Úaktis accomplish everything. Éiva and Éakti are one. KriyË is the
causal form, JÕËna is supreme knowledge. KriyË is renowned as MËtÎkË.
KriyË creates, JÕËna maintains.
The last chapter, 22, which has 75 verses, concludes with the great
merit of the AmÎteÚa mantra. OÑ is the vital breath in all beings. JuÑ is
the essence of nectar, while Sah is supreme Éiva. The letters a, u and Ñ,
with the “half moon” (ardhacandra) form the higher elements above the
head, relating to the passage of KuÙ×alÌ. The different kalËs are de-
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26: Merutantra
The Merutantra is a large work of 35 chapters. Each of its chapters
is called a prakËÚa or “illumination”, and it falls into the digest category
but with some curiosities all of its own. There are several recensions of
this work with different lengths, according to Goudriaan and Gupta’s
Hindu Tantric and ÉËkta Literature. That work classifies it as a Kaula
tantra. The edition on which this abstract is based was published in 1993
by Khemaraj Shrikrishnadas Prakashan, in Bombay.
The work is famous for mentioning London in a prediction, but
according to Goudriaan and Gupta, that doesn’t necessarily mean the
whole compilation is recent. “There will be born at London, English
folk whose mantra for worship is in the Phiringa (foreign) language,
who will be undefeated in battle and Lords of the World” - chapter 23.
In fact, the whole digest appears to be a heroic attempt to unite the
whole corpus of Hinduism under a tËntrik banner. The work includes
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vedik, ÉËkta, VaiÛÙava, Éaivite, Saura and GaÙapatya elements in an allinclusive way. Other digests also attempt this – more famous works in
this class being the PrapaÕcasËra and the ÉËradËtilaka.
Chapter one opens with a preamble saying that Éiva revealed the
tantra as a way of rescuing the gods from the demon Jalandhara. The
first chapter has 108 verses. The second chapter, which has 146 verses,
describes the path of tantra, and preliminary purifications to be accomplished. Chapter three, which has 599 verses, describes the left (vËma)
and right (dakÛiÙa) paths of tantra, and the rules of initiation, the creation of the Sarvatobhadra cakra, the VËruÙa maÙ×ala, worship of devatË,
and the rules of full consecration (pÍrÙËbhiÛeka).
Chapter four has 120 verses, and deals with the characteristics of
mantras. There’s a meditation on the paradise island and a description of
the padma maÙ×ala as well as a discussion on tËntrika homa, and how to
place the fire. In chapter five, the things to be done daily are discussed,
including the rules of bathing, tËntrik saÑdhya or twilight worship, the
Éiva gËyatrÌ, the rules on how to place the substances used in pÍjË, how
to install life in a yantra (prËÙapratiÛÖha), inner mËtÎkË nyËsa and then
the rules of pÍjË. There are 913 verses in this chapter.
Chapter six, which has 588 verses, deals with puraÚcaraÙa, the pre-
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paratory actions which must be taken to power up a mantra a sËdhaka
has received. It then describes the places to perform recitation of a
mantra. Chapter seven, which only has 199 verses, starts by describing
ways to protect the work, whether performed in a temple, at the guru’s
dwelling, in a cremation ground or at a crossroads. Chapter eight has the
DevÌ asking about the meaning of mudra in the vËma and dakÛiÙa
traditions. In 160 verses, Éiva describes a battery of gestures in the
worship.
Chapter nine opens with a description of a Éiva liÔgam made of clay.
The liÔgam may be sited on the peak of a mountain, near a river, by a
cowshed, near a tulsÌ (basil) plant, or below a vaÖa (banyan) tree. The
mantra to place it is hrÌÑ pÎthivyai namah. The mantras for different
forms of Éiva are then given, and he should be worshipped with five
ritual accessories. The rest of the chapter, which has 202 verses, gives
optional worship, a hymn to Éiva, and a description of how to worship
the liÔga.
In chapter 10, the goddess asks about the different ËmnËyas (traditions). In verse 54, Éiva starts to speak of vËmamËrga. In the kaula and
vËma paths, both enjoyment and liberation are experienced. Éiva speaks
of the five elements that enter these path, which are wine, flesh, woman,
grain and fish. The rules of worship, the mantras used and the prepara(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
tions to be made for the worship, as well as the diagrams to be drawn
are described in this lengthy chapter of 932 verses. Cakra pÍjË and the
rules of animal sacrifice are described. In all the traditions, the guru is
paramount. The sacred altars (pÌÖhas) of the six ËmnËyas as well as the
lesser altars (upapÌÖhas) are described.
Chapter 11 contains details of various vedik subjects, presented in a
tËntrik fashion. It deals with the GËyatrÌ mantra, providing a nyËsa to be
accomplished. A yantra of GËyatrÌ is described. Verse 16 gives the
mantra of MÎtyuÕjaya in the form tryambakaÑ yajËmage
sugandhimpuÛÖirdhanam... A nyËsa is prescribed. The sËdhana of a triple
form of Éakti is described, while later in the chapter ViÛÙu pÍjË is
described. There are 773 verses in this chapter.
In chapter 12, the Éatarudriyastotra is described in a tËntrik setting,
followed by the DevÌsÍkta and closing with the ViÛÙugaÙapatyoÒsÍkta.
There are 773 verses in this chapter. Chapter 13, which has 342 verses,
deals with the planets – nine in the Hindu tradition, giving the mantras
of BhËskara (the sun), Candra (the moon), Bhauma (Mars), Budha (Mercury), BÎhaspati (Jupiter), Éukra (Venus), Éani (Saturn), RËhu (north
node of moon) and Ketu (south node of moon). Chapter 14 describes the
great mantra of PratyaÔgirË and the method of worship. It contains 210
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verses. In chapter 15, Éiva describes mantras suitable for the vedik
forms of devatË he’s already mentioned. There are 391 verses in this
chapter.
Chapter 16 begins to describe the mantra of VighnarËja (GaÙeÚa),
relating different versions corresponding to the different ËmnËyas which
are six in number – upper, east, south, west, north and lower. A nyËsa
is described, followed by a meditation image. He wears red clothes, is
red in colour, and is smeared in red ointment. He is to be worshipped
with red flowers. His yantra is described. In verse 55, is described the
conjoint form of LakÛmÌgaÙapati, said to belong to the southern ËmnËya.
HaridrËgaÙapati is described in verse 156 and following. The chapter
has 173 verses.
½Úvara says, in chapter 17 that he will begin to describe the form of
GaÙeÚa in the upper ËmnËya, who is MahËgaÙapati. After giving the
mantra and the nyËsa, he describes pÍjË and the way to perform oblation
to GaÙeÚa. The mantras and dhyËna of KËmadeva follow. His bÌja mantra
is klÌÑ. He is surrounded in his yantra by various Úaktis such as ¼karÛiÙÌ,
DrËviÙÌ, HlËdinÌ, KlinnË and KledinÌ. All his Úaktis in the different parts
of his yantra hold a lotus and are beautifully adorned.
The mantra and dhyËna of VËgvËdinÌ, NityaklinnË, BhuvaneÚvarÌ
and VaktratuÙ×a are described in chapter 18, which has 837 verses.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
Chapter 19 opens with Éiva saying he will describe the GaÙeÚa of the
eastern ËmnËya, although the colophon at the end of the 796 verse
chapter says the contents refer to the western ËmnËya. An elaborate
series of rituals, nyËsas and mantras follow. SÌmËvinËyaka is described,
followed by KÍÛmËÙ×avinËyaka’s method of worship. This chapter also
contains the rituals associated with ModakapriyagaÙeÚa, CitrakanyË, and
SthÍladantËvinËyaka. The chapter ends with the sËdhana of RËjamËtangÌ.
In chapter 20, Éiva says he will describe the givers of siddhi in the
northern ËmnËya. He starts by describing a nine letter mantra of GaÙeÚa.
A rite is described to rid yourself of enemies, involving wood of the
nimba tree, and the wing of a crow. In verse 19, the mantra of UcchiÛÖa
GaÙeÚa is described. There are 192 verses in this chapter. Chapter 21
opens with the DevÌ asking Éiva about how to worship the sun, BhËskara
or SÍrya. The rites, dhyËnas and mantras are given, along with the
substances to be used. This chapter has only 128 verses.
Chapter 22 follows this up, in 201 verses, by describing the bÌja
mantras of Candra (moon), Bhauma (Mars), Budha (Mercury), Guru
(Jupiter), Éukra (Venus), ÉanaiÚcara (Saturn), RËhu and Ketu. That’s
followed by sËdhanas to SÍrya, Candra, Bhauma, and Budha. The mothers of the planets are revealed. She associated with the sun is called
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PiÔgalË, the moon mother is called MaÔgalË, the Mars mother is called
BhrËmarÌ, the Mercury mother is called BhadrikË, the Jupiter mother is
called DhËnyË, the Venus mother is called SiddhË, the Saturn mother is
called UlkË, the RËhu mother is called SaÔkaÖË, and the Ketu mother is
called VikaÖË. The yantras, mantras and other ritual details are provided.
In chapter 23, Éiva first describes the BrahmaÚakti. She should be
meditated on as having four faces, being on a lotus, seated on a swan,
holding a rosary, bestowing boons, dispelling fears, and holding a jewelled pot. Her yantra and sËdhana are then described. Next is described
the CintËmaÙisarasvatÌ sËdhana, followed by JÕËnasarasvatÌ. The sËdhanas
of VËmËghaÖasarasvatÌ, AntarikÛarasvatÌ, MahËsarasvatÌ, TrikÍÖasarasvati
follow. Then there’s a description of ViÛÙuvËgÌÚvarÌ, VËgiÚvarÌ, and
PadmËvatÌ. Other mantras and sËdhanas in this chapter include BËlË,
AnnapÍrÙË, GaurÌ, VajreÚvarÌ, TvaritË, KaumËrÌ, VaiÛÙavÌ, TrailokyavijayË,
SvapnavËrËhÌ, BagalËmukhÌ, CchinnamastË, TËrË, MahËtËrË, DhÍmËvatÌ,
PratyËÔgirË, CËmuÙ×Ë, and ÉatacaÙ×Ì. A 27 lettered mantra of LakÛmÌ
followed by the characters of JyeÛÖËlakÛmÌ and SiddhalakÛmÌ are revealed towards the end of this lengthy 1,404 verse chapter.
Male forms make their appearance in chapter 24, of 237 verses, with
Éiva starting by describing the Indra mantra, the Vahni mantra, the
Yama mantra, the Citragupta mantra, and the NairÏita mantra. That’s
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followed by mantras for ¼surÌ, VaruÙa, MaÙikarÙÌ, GaÔgË, RevË
(Nerbudda river), MahËkÎtyË, and BrahmaÙa. In chapter 25, the rules of
lights for the different devatË are described, the subjects being GaÙeÚa,
BagalË, BaÖuka, Éiva, and ViÛÙu. This is a comparatively brief chapter
of only 98 verses.
Chapter 26, which has 1,338 verses, deals with the different avatËra
(incarnations) of ViÛÙu, outlining the worship, dhyËna, mantras and
sËdhanas of Matsya, KÍrma, VarËha, NËrasiÑha, VËmana, ParaÚurËma,
RËma, KÎÛÙa, Bauddha, and Kalki. The last, Kalki, which according to
Hinduism has yet to appear, is seated on a blue-black horse, dressed in
white clothes, wears the kaustubha gem, which was produced at the
churning of the ocean, and puts paid to the host of barbarians (mleccha),
his eyes full of anger.
The contents of chapter 27 further dilates on VaiÛÙava themes. The
chapter describes the mantras of KeÚava, NËrËyaÙa, Govinda, ViÛÙu,
MadhusÍdana, Trivikrama, VËmana, Dhara, HÎiÛikeÚa, DËmodara,
SaÑkarÛaÙa, VËsudeva, Pradyumna, Aniruddha, PuruÛottama, AdhokÛaja,
NÎsiÑha, JanËrdana, Upendra, Hari, and KÎÛÙa. Chapter 28 discusses
HayagrÌva, gives more information on ViÛÙu, and ends by relating the
Garu×a mantra. Chapter 29 discusses the various “weapons” of ViÛÙu,
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including the sudarÚana cakra, the conch, the kha×ga, the bow, the club,
the mace, the noose, the umbrella, the fan, the flagstaff, the banner, the
trident, the shield and the staff. In chapter 30’s 153 verses we find
reference to ViÛÙuÚakti, GopËlasundarÌ, and EkajaÖË – who is here beloved of KÎÛÙa. The chapter closes with the KÎÛÙaÚakti mantra.
DevÌ opens chapter 31 by saying she has now heard the mantras of
GaÙeÚa, the Saura, the VaiÛÙava and her own. She wants to hear of her
own husband’s mantras, the Éaiva mantras. He starts by explaining a six
letter mantra, and follows this with DakÛiÙamÍrti, Éarabha, Aghora,
PËÚupatu, NÌlakaÙÖha, MÎtasaÑjÌvanÌ, and a 10-letter Rudra mantra.
Chapter 32 covers the BaÖukamantra, sËdhana in which ashes is used,
full consecration, various forms of Bhairava, the KÛetrapËla mantra, the
ViÛaharavahni mantra, the CaÙ×a mantra, the KËrtikeya mantra. The text
then turns to a brief mantra of ÉyËmË, the five fold KËmeÚvarÌ mantra,
and ends this chapter by discussing the MaÙikËrÙikË mantra.
Chapter 33 turns to the subject of yantras, dealing with a number
used for magical purposes – those include the Heramba yantra, yantras
for paralysing (stambhana), for attraction (ËkarÛaÙa), subjugation (vaÚya),
driving away (uccËÖana), causing enmity (vidveÛaÙa), and death dealing
(mËraÙa). SËdhana of the mËtÎkË yantra, is followed by a description of
the TripurabhairavÌ yantra, the PaÕcabËÙeÚvarÌ yantra, the RËjamËtaÑgÌ
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yantra, the BhuvaneÚvarÌ yantra, the LakÛmÌ yantra and the TvaritË
yantra. Other yantras described are those of BagalË, VËrËhÌ, SvapnavËrËhÌ,
KurukullË, PÎthivÌ, VËmana, RËmacandra, KÎÛÙa-Gopala, HanÍman,
DakÛiÙËmÍrtu, MÎtyuÕjaya, and BaÖukabhairava.
Hanuman mantras are the subject of chapter 34, which lists a
mËlËmantra, that is to say a long chain of mantras, a mantra of the five
headed form of Hanuman, and a mantra said to cure problems with the
spleen and so forth.
Chapter 35, the last chapter in the edition consulted, at 216 verses, is
most unusual, and gives mantras related to KËrtavÌrya-Arjuna, followed
by his yantra, according to the right hand path. SËdhana relating to the
left hand path follows, along with the gËyatrÌ to be chanted.
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27: U××ËmareÚvaratantra
While practically every tantra we’ve seen has its share of magic,
spells, and applications devoted to a specific end (prayogas), the
U××ËmareÚvaratantra, which has 15 chapters, and belongs to a class of
works which is almost wholly devoted to sorcery. There are many such
works which you can buy today – not surprising that if you see no way
out of your desperate predicament, and you have no recourse to free
health care, or you’re out in a desert wasteland and without food, kine
or water, you turn to magic.
We’ve seen quite a few of these grimoires up over the years – the
AghorÌtantra has a picture of a skull and crossbones on its front cover,
and a puppet, representing the “target”, hanging by its left leg from a
cord; the YantracintËmaÙi has a whole series of prescriptions including
mantras and yantras, to achieve your ends, including, right at the end as
an afterthought, liberation (mokÛa); the UllÍtantra (Owl Tantra) prom(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
ises wealth and fulfilment of your narcissistic desires beyond the dreams
of the fortress of avarice.
The DËmaratantra has a peculiar mix of herbal folk remedies and
magical methods to get what a would-be sËdhaka wants or needs – the
two obviously differing.
The editor of the KSS version of this work, Pandit Jagad Dhar
Zadoo, points in his English introduction to the fact that this work
contains passages from another “magical” tantra, the U××iÚatantra and
also says the U××ËmareÚvaratantra is an extract from the VÌrabhadra.
The colophon to the chapters claims this attribution.
The whole bunch and bundle of these tantras, a bit like a modern
lottery, promises that for little amount of time and effort, and procurement of things like crow’s wings which might be hard to get hold of
unless you are clever enough to put salt on its tail, will bring you
endless bounties.
High magic or low magic? The pursuit of the four aims of dharma,
artha, kËma, and mokÛa is legitimate in Hinduism. Added to that is the
vast diversity of practices and cultures colliding throughout India. This
particular work is interesting because it includes a fair bit of information
on topics that are usually only touched on in later works, such as the
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yakÛinÌs, the ×ËkinÌ, the piÚËcas and a devÌ of herbs, AuÛadhÌ.
The first chapter, which has 71 verses, opens with GaurÌ asking
ÉaÔkara, who she addresses as the lord of the world, LokanËtha to speak
of the various methods of magic including subjugation (vaÚikaraÙa),
driving away, (uccËÖana), deluding (mohana), paralysing (stambhana),
peace-making (ÚËntika), nourishing (pauÛÖika), destroying eyesight, hearing, knowledge, causing ruin, and drying up. Éiva says in verse eight
that by herbs and by reciting mantras, enemies are ruined. A sËdhaka
should bow to U××iÚa, to Rudra, to Kapardina and to VirÍpËkÛa. He
says these methods were revealed in the U××iÚa scriptures.
In verses 26-28, he says that by creating a figure made of nimba
wood, and written with the enemy’s name, and casting it into a cremation fire on the eighth or 14th tithi of a waning moon, reciting a mantra
108 times, the bhÍtas seize an enemy swiftly. The mantra is oÑ namo
bhagavate sarvabhÍtËdhipataye virÍpËkÛËya nityaÑ krÍrÍya daÑÛÖriÙe
vikarËline grahayakÛabhÍtavetËlane saha ÚaÔkara manuÛyaÑ dahadaha
vacapaca gÎhÙa gÎhÙa gÎhÙËpaya gÎhÙËpaya huÑ phaÖ svËhË. A mantra
to promote health is given in verse 30. In verse 42 begins a spell to
destroy a person’s house. The skull of a man filled with ashes from the
cremation ground is to be placed at the door of an enemy, and a mantra
chanted for seven nights.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
A death dealing method is given in chapter 48, followed by spells to
drive away enemies. Verse 61 describes the creation of a powder made
of the blood of a black snake, a cock, a tortoise, and a peacock, mixed
up with rocana, kumkum and flowers. It is is to prepared and crushed
together in the AÚleÛË asterism and mixed with the victim’s food, while
chanting a mantra. Other spells in this chapter include destroying the
servants of an enemy.
Chapter two, which has 67 verses, starts by describing a method by
which water may be prepared, which involves creating a liquid on inauspicious days and chanting a mantra which reads oÑ namo bhagavate
u××ËmareÚvarËya jalaÑ stambhaya stambhaya huÑ phaÖ svËhË. That’s
followed by methods for causing a person to be struck by skin disease,
the uprooting of villages, making someone bald, causing someone to go
mad, causing blindness, causing leprosy, subduing a person, and poisoning a person. An ointment (aÕjana) is described which gives a person
success. It is to be made on a dark eighth night, after worshipping Éiva.
In chapter three, the first verse says that by using the wing of a crow,
coupled with the skin of a snake and ashes from the cremation ground,
enemies may be driven away. The rest of this brief 11 verse chapter
gives descriptions for pacifying piÚËcas, grahËs, and brahmarËkÛas. Chapter
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four is even shorter, and describes the KaÔkËlÌ mantra with methods for
shutting the mouth of someone, subduing them, and bestowing poesy.
Two mantras are given – the first invokes VËgÌÚvarÌ. The second reads
oÑ oÑ oÑ ÌÑ ÌÑ ÌÑ aiÑ aiÑ aiÑ namaÒ svËhË. Reciting this 10,000
times makes a person a poet.
Chapter five is concerned with bringing a woman under subjugation.
It is mercifully brief, with only 16 verses. It describes two methods for
“drying up” a yoni using dubious substances like a dog’s urine. Other
spells include the preparation of an ointment which is apparently smeared
on the penis, and other ways to bring a woman under one’s control.
Chapter six is also brief, and opens with a description of how to make
a magical pill, which involves the flesh and hair of black goats, black
cats and crows, made on the eighth or 14th day of the waning moon, or
on a Tuesday or a Saturday or in the AÚleÛË or ¼rdrË nakÛatras. Alternatively, a forehead mark may be made.
In verse two, the tantra moves towards a description of the tattvas of
earth, water, fire, air and aether (ËkËÚË), which make up the three worlds
of both the moveable and the immoveable. It then describes the letters
of the alphabet related to these five elements, saying the letters a, Ë, i, Ì,
u, Í, Î, Ï, Ð and ó are the letters of earth; e, ai, o, au, aÑ and aÒ are the
letters of water; ka, kha, ga, gha, Ôa, ca, cha, ja, jha and Õ are the letters
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
of fire; Öa, Öha, ×a, ×ha, Ùa, ta, tha, da, dha, na, pa, pha, ba, bha and ma
are the letters of air; and ya, ra la, va, Úa, Ûa, sa ha are the letters of
aether. These letters are related to the type of magical acts that should
be performed.
Chapter seven starts with a description of the goddess as AuÛadhÌ,
the goddess of herbs, the secret of which should be concealed and by
which even devatËs are subjugated. She is one with CËÙ×ËlÌ, the accomplisher of all objects, and worshipped by hosts of gods and antigods.
She has four divisions. On a Saturday evening, having done twilight
worship, one should worship her using the five ritual accessories, giving
fruit and rice, and recite a mantra. Then, while the sun rises, using the
mantra oÑ hrÌÑ raktacËmuÙ×e hÍÑ phaÖ svËhË, and during the nakÛatras
of PuÛya or Hasta, one should worship AuÛadhÌ with red lotuses, with
sandal, with kumkum paste and the products of the cow, in a circle
inside a square, with the moon and the rest of the planets, starting with
the moon in the eastern direction, in order, using the mantra oÑ drËÑ
drÌÑ drÍÑ draiÑ drauÑ draÒ saÒ svËhË. By performing this rite, the
herbs become charged with life.
Chapter eight shows why worship of AuÛadhÌ is important, because
it prescribes a series of medicines all with the intent to help a woman
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become pregnant. The chapter starts off by saying a woman should
drink cow milk sanctified with the padma bÌja (ÚrÌÑ). The mantra is to
be recited on a Sunday, and consumed on a Monday, in the period after
her menses. By a solitary tree, near a river, the woman should bathe,
and the mantra should be recited, with the couple having intercourse
while immersed in the river. A second method prescribes using 17
mËÛas of “ÚvetajÌra” mixed with water, accompanied by a ritual at night.
A third method involves the woman drinking another compound at
night while reciting a mantra. A recipe towards the end of the chapter
specifies creating a mixture which consists of five mËÛas (one mËÛa =
around 17 grains troy) of triphala (myrobalans), one mËÛa of nimba, two
mËÛas of kadamba, three mËÛas of nÌpa (either Nauclea Cadamba or
Ixora Bandhucca), four mËÛas of tirËÌtË (?), five mËÛas of karaÕja
(pongamia glabra), six mËÛas of bhÎÔgarËja, and seven mËÛas of
mayÍraÚikha (Celostia Cristata). This is all to be crushed into a powder
and administered with a mixture of ghee at night, after the woman has
taken the ritual bath after menses.
The subject of herbs continues in chapter nine, which is very lengthy
compared to the other chapters in this work. A passage starts by prescribing a rite to be performed on a Saturday, during a lunar eclipse,
after binding the directions and having dishevelled hair together with
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
one’s Úakti. A mixture of one’s own semen and blood will subjugate a
woman using the mantra oÑ namo bhagavati tripure trailokyamohini
aiÑ drËÑ ÚrÌÑ klÌÑ sauÑ amukanËmnÌÑ ÚÌghraÑ me vaÚamËnaya svËhË.
A forehead mark called KËma’s Arrows is then described which appears
to be a mixture of menstrual blood (strÌpuÛpa), gorocana, kËÚmÌra kumkum,
white sandal, red sandal, musk, camphor and the scent from an elephant’s temples when in rut (hastimada). When a forehead mark is
made using the mantra oÑ aiÑ hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ klÌÑ hÍÑ phaÖ svËhË, a
woman becomes agitated. The text, in verse five, goes on to describe
another forehead mark, which it said was declared by VËtsyËyana.
Verse 11 begins to describe an ointment which will cause delusion in
others, while verse 16 begins a description of a powder (cÍrÙa), said to
have the same effect. The powder must be prepared at a specific astrological time. Another forehead mark begins to be described in verse 21
which involves recitation of particular mantras many times. A mantra is
described which in one month will attract a “mahËstrÌ”, and recited for
another month will attract a “nËgakanyË” and after three months a
“devakanyË”, or goddess.
Verse 26 describes a mantra to rid a person of fever, while the
chapter, after verse 27, has a passage which describes a mantra to
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subdue a ÇËkinÌ. This runs akÛaÒ kÛËÑ kÛaukËjasinau devatË tattvadhÍlinÌ
ghonËÚËlinÌ bhamantri bandhuÛanËdaivataÑ laghukaÙÖakena
purumabhiÚËsano devatËÑ mahËbhairava maÙ×alamacala oÑ cchaÒ cchaÒ
cchaÒ ×ËkinÌmanabandhu namaÒ ý oÑ namo bhagavate vajrËya
caÙ×eÚvarËya ÌÑ ÌÑ phaÖ svËhË. The text describes this mantra as the
subduer of all bhÍtas and ×ËkinÌs.
A short battery of other mantras leads up to a lengthy passage called
the yakÛiÙÌ mantra sËdhana. The text says SurasundarÌ, MahohËriÙÌ,
KanakËvatÌ, RatikarÌ, KËmeÚvarÌ, NaÖÌ, AnurËgiÙÌ and PadminÌ are the
eight yakÚiÙÌs related to desire (kËma). The sËdhanas of each of these
follow.
Then follows a section called the 36 yakÛiÙÌs, which appears to be
drawn wholesale from another work, with the numbering scheme starting at verse one. The text names these as VicitrË, VibhramË, HaÑsÌ,
BhÌÛaÙÌ, JanaraÕjinÌ, ViÚËlË, MadanË, GhaÙÖË, KËlalarÙÌ, MahËbhayË,
MahendrÌ, ÉaÑkhinÌ, CËndrÌ, ÉmaÚËnË, VaÖayakÛiÙÌ, MekhalË, VikalË,
LakÛmÌ, MËlinÌ, ÉatapatrikË, SulocanË, SuÚobhË, KapËlinÌ, ViÚËlinÌ, NaÖÌ,
KËmeÚvarÌ, SvarÙarekhË, SurasundarÌ, MahoharË, PramodË, AnurËgiÙÌ,
NakhakeÚikË, BhËminÌ, PadminÌ, SvarÙavatÌ and RatipriyË. The text says
these 36 yakÛiÙÌs, giving siddhi and kËma were spoken of in a tantra
called the KaraÔkiÙÌmata by MahËdeva. The mantras and how to wor(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
ship each of these yakÛiÙÌs then follows up to verse 65, in the interpolated text, at which point chapter nine in the U××ËmareÚvaratantra finishes.
After this heady medicine of the yakÛiÙÌs, chapter 10, which only has
10 verses, begins to describe the CeÖakas. The word means “slave” –
these are the servants of Kubera, who is the lord of wealth, and who is
also prince of the yakÛas, and so too the yakÛiÙÌs.
The chapter starts with a description of the KËmapiÚËca mantra,
which the text says is to be performed in the cremation ground, at night.
The mantra is oÑ aiÑ skÌÑ klÌÑ klÌÑ sahavallari klÌÑ kËmapiÚËca klÌÑ
hrÌÑ kËmapiÚËca amukÌÑ kËminÌÑ kËmayËmyahaÑ tËÑ kËmena grËhaya
grËhaya svapne mama rÍpe nakhairvidËraya nakhairvidËraya drËvaya
drËvaya astreÙa bandhaya bandhaya ÚrÌÑ phaÖ svËhË. A series of other
applications follow. In verse two, it’s said that one should recite a
mantra making an image of the target, while seated on a woollen cloth.
A mantra should be recited four lakh times at the coast of the ocean to
attract the target.
In chapter 11, which only has 13 verses, a mantra is described to
bind the directions (digbandhana). It runs vajrakrodhËya mahËdantËya
daÚadiÚo bandha bandha hÍÑ phaÖ svËhË. This is immediately followed
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by a rite called yonisaÑkoca, that is to say tightening the yoni. It
involved smearing the yoni with a mixture of herbs. In verse six the text
says that smearing the penis with a mixture of herbs as prescribed, helps
grow the length of a penis and causes a woman to love a man. A
prescription to prevent semen is described in verse seven. In verse eight,
begins a description of a cakra made of kumkum and inscribed either on
bhÍrja leaf, or on the clothes, or on the eye, which has 12 petals, each
inscribed with the mantra hrÌÑ, and with the name of the target in the
middle, which will cause a person to be intoxicated with desire and
attracted to the sËdhaka. An eye ointment, which when worn, subdues
all, is described in verse 13.
Chapter 12 contains a series of mantras but starts, peremptorily, with
a NÎsiÑha mantra. This chapter appears to be an extract from another
tantra however, because after that mantra PËrvatÌ asks Éiva a question,
to which he replies by saying he has previously spoken of it in the
U××iÚa. In verse 20, a GaÙeÚa mantra – oÑ glauÑ gaÙeÚËya namaÒ –
makes its appearance. The text says that one is to worship with this at
the three twilights. After a month of so doing, a sËdhaka obtains a
wealthy state.
Next comes a VËgÌÚvara mantra, followed by a KËmeÚvarÌ mantra –
oÑ klÌÑ, and a mantra to attract a woman which is oÑ drÌÑ drÌÑ drÌÑ
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
drÌÑ svËhË. A series of separate mantras to destroy misfortune, give
siddhi and destroy fever follow. A mantra to allay scorpion bite reads
oÑ maÑ kiÙi svËhË, followed by a mantra which is said to dispel all
poisons, using a peacock’s tail feather and chanting oÑ huÑ huÑ haÑsaÒ
haÑsaÑ sohaÑ sohaÑ svËhË. Other mantras to paralyse all, and bring
the desired fruit end the chapter.
A mantra to obtain food starts chapter 13, followed by another mantra
to attract, which should be performed at night, in a forest, at the root of
a tree, on a river bank, neat to an ocean or at a crossroads. The mantra
is oÑ hauÑ bhagavate mahËrudrËya u××ËmareÚvarËya huÑ huÑ chaÑ
chaÑ drÌÑ drÌÑ svËhË. Considerably more ritual details are given related to this mantra, which involves reciting the mantra 1,000 times,
using a pot containing the five gems, wrapped in white cloth, adorned
with various fruits and gems. A number of mantras for curing illnesses,
causing delusion and other acts follow in this section.
A string of magical mantras is contained in chapter 14, starting with
subjugation and a mantra to destroy enemies. The third prËyoga is called
KaÔkËlÌvarada, the recitation of which brings gold. The mantra is klÌÑ
kËlikËli mahËkËli kole kinyË svËhË. The mantra should be recited at the
twilights 1,000 times, while offering homa. An attraction mantra is
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followed by the kha×ga bheda mantra, a mantra to bring folk back from
the dead, a fever destroying mantra, a mantra to subdue people. A
mantra is given for pËdukË siddhi, vetËla siddhi, and for invisibility
(adÎÚya). The ÚaÔkhinÌ vidyË is followed by the puÛpËÕjali vedha (piercing), the hÍÑkËra vedha, the Ëlaya vedha, and a death dealing ritual
involving an iron trident. These brief instructions are followed by mantras
bestowing subjugation, destroying poison, driving away, and obtaining
poesy.
A mantra and ritual is given which is to be performed on a full or a
new moon one thousand times at the three twilights. At night sacrifice is
to be made on a fire, and afterwards a spirit will come and whisper the
answer to what is required in the sËdhaka’s ear. The mantra is oÑ aiÑ
hrÌÑ ÚrÌÑ klÌÑ viÚvarÍpiÙi piÚËcini bhÍtabhaviÛyËdikaÑ vada vada me
karÙe kathaya kathaya huÑ phaÖ svËhË. This invites a little fiendess to
whisper secrets or sweet nothings into a sËdhaka’s ears. More mantras
for subjugation and the like follow, leading up to a mantra to make
someone blind.
The last chapter starts with a description of a hexagonal yantra which
makes use of the mantra oÑ kurukulle svËhË, which, as you can read
elsewhere in this work, is a mantra of KurukullË.
The syllable oÑ is in the centre, while the other syllables of the
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mantra are in the angles of the hexagon. It is to be written on birch leaf,
and placed near the door of a house, to drive away snakes. A rite
follows to induce the desire for sexual intercourse. Then follows a way
to discover the identity of a thief. All these are very useful spells. But
we do not believe that a mantra, without conscious intention on behalf
of the sËdhaka, can do very much. And it must be a very weird person
indeed who builds up intense visualisation skills over a period of many
years just to catch a crook. Or perhaps that’s what rogue sËdhakas do
for a living.
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Appendices
Below is Kaul’s English introduction to the Kashmir Series of Texts
and Studies edition, now out of copyright

MËlinÌvijayottara Tantram

Foreword
The present volume of the Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies
represents the Éaiva yoga as set forth in the Trika system of Kashmir.
Its edition is based on the collation of the manuscripts described
below:
(ka).—This manuscript belongs to the Manuscript Library of the late
RËjarËm ÉËstri of ÉrÌnagar. It is written out on country paper in bold
and legible ÉËradË character. In size it is just about foolscap. Leaves
of the MS. number fifty with an average of 27 lines, to each page. Its
importance lies in its being correct and its containing variae lectiones
which proved greatly useful in the collation work. It is complete
except a few omissions. New. No date; but seems to be three-fourths
of a century old. (c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
(kha).—This pertains to PaÙ×it HarabhaÖÖa ÉËstri of this Department.
The MS. is in the form of a tËlapatra and is written on paper in
legible ÉËradË character. It consists of 25 leaves of foolscap size with
24 lines to each page. It is correct and complete but with small
lacunae here and there. It is only twenty-five years old. The MS. was
of much assistance as far as it threw light on many intricate points in
the volume under notice.
(ga).—This MS. is in possession of PaÙ×it MaheÚvara RËjËnaka of
this Department. It is copied on Kashmirian paper in DevanËgarÌ
character. The handwriting is bold and legible. The MS. contains 70
leaves measuring 10" by 6". There are a few blanks in the MS. It is
correct and older than either of the above two MSS. One of its
distinctive features consists in its containing in the colophon the
following three couplets which mention the name of the scribe and
the date of completion of the transcript and which are not met with in
either of the aforesaid MSS. The couplets run:
1 mailnIiv}y< deVyaStÙ< rhis yt! pura,
prmezen s<àae´< É´anu¢hkaMyya.
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2 kaiÄRkeyen y½ae´< ïuLva s<pdtaeStyae>,
munIna< Éi´yu´ana< s<sara[Rvtar[m!.
3 tdetÊvRnu}atae gaeivNdaïms<}ka>,
ïInaeNdp<iftsutae buxe=ilot vE bux>.

Their rendering in English is as follows :—
1. The Tantram, to wit, MalinÌvijaya, was, of yore, out of compassion
for His devotees, said in secrecy by ParameÚa to DevÌ.
2. This Tantram, a never-failing help in crossing the ocean of mundane existence, was related to the devoted munis by KËrttikeya after
he had heard it from them, i.e., the DevÌ and ParameÚa the topic of
Whose dialogue it formed.
3. The same Tantram, under the charge of his religious preceptor, was
transcribed on Wednesday by the learned Govindasrama, son of ÉrÌ
Nonda PaÙ×ita.
The date of the MS. is recorded as Samvat 26 Vaivad Saptamyam
Bhaume, i.e., on Tuesday, the 7th of the dark fortnight of VaiÚËkha
26 anno VikramÌ. This 26 must most probably be 1826 A.V. or 1769
(c) 2008
A.D. as is corroborated
bywww.shivashakti.com
the older appearance of the paper used on
the MS, in question. In addition to the assistance derived from the
collation of the above MSS. much pains have been taken in adopting
many a corrigendum in the variant readings of the text from their
direct and indirect references in TantrËloka, ÉrÌ Svacchandatantram,
ParËtrÌÚikË, ÉivasÍtravimarÚinÌ and VijÕËnabhairava (all of the Kashmir series). The major portion of the MS. owes its correction particularly to the TantrËloka which is a detailed exposition of this and to
the Svacchanda to which it is in many respects akin. For this the
scholarly labour of my Sanskit staff is really commendable.
In spite of my overcautiousness in making the present edition of the
MalinÌvijayatantram really useful for the Tantric public, many unavoidable blemishes have been lurking in the book for want of the
better material available. I hope that my future researches, carried
under the munificent patronage of the Kashmir Darbar in obtaining
the desired material, will lead me to better ends in view.
Srinagar, Kashmir
31st January 1922
Madhusudan Kaul
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Introduction
General. The supreme control over and the gradual unification with
the 36 principles from Éiva to the gross earth form, inter alia, the
principal argument of the MËlinÌtantram. The first recipient of this
mystic lore is ParameÚa who learns it from Aghora. The Tantram is in
the form of an interlocution between the DevÌ and ParameÚa, the
sacred teachings whereof have been communicated to the ¿shis by
KumËra the destroyer of TËraka.
It seems from the opening verses that there was originally a Tantram
called the SiddhayogiÚvarÌtantram which consisted of nine crore verses
and which interpreted the Éaivaistic teachings in the light of Bheda,
BhedËbheda and Abheda. Its abnormal prolixity necessitated its being
summarised in three crore verses, the chief topic dealt with therein
being the path of yoga. The abstract thus formed went by the name of
MËlinÌvijaya. In course of time, another improved and still more
summarised edition of 12,000 verses of the same was adopted. The
tantram in the present form is supposed to be the briefest resume of
the above as far as it is most convenient and helpful to the dull brain.
In my opinion supported by the text itself, the MËlinÌtantram is the
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
latter part of the SiddhayogiÚvarÌtantram
of which the former part was
probably represented by the SiddhËmatam (cf. sloka 13, M. V. T., 1st
AdhikËra).
Authorship of the Tantram. The Tantram is affiliated to the Agama
ÉËstra and is, as such, of divine authorship. The origin of the sacred
lore or Agama is very beautifully painted in the rich vocabulary of
TantrËloka. It describes in a masterly style the way how it was revealed to the sages:
“The Logos, or the All-Transcending Word (ParËvËk), germinally
contains all the ÉËstras or ¼gamas in their super-sensuous form. This
Logos materialises gradually into the physical form as syllables or
vocables and, as such, forms the units of speech. In its preliminary
materialisation as PaÚyantÌ, the two aspects of consciousness are
totally merged together and the words and their meanings are not at
all separated. The objects of perception in this stage appear as of a
piece with the subject. In the intervening stage of the ParË, words and
their meanings are differentiated from each other in the mind before
being voiced forth. In the last stage it becomes VaikharÌ because it
expresses itself through the words uttered by different vocal organs.
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“Thus the ParË, forms ultimately the source of all the ÉËstras flowing
out as spoken words from the five faces of the Supreme Being, which
represent His fivefold Éakti - Cit, ¼nanda, IcchË, JÕËna and KriyË.
The five systems of revelation, which principally originate from
ParamaÚiva through His five powers, constitute the 92 schools of
Tantras divisible into three classes and designated respectively Éiva,
Rudra and Bhairava. First of these which maintains the doctrine of
duality consists often systems only. The second class contains eighteen systems and propounds the doctrine of duality-unity or
BhedËbheda. The last, on the other hand, is unique in declaring the
eternal truth in the light of Idealistic Monism and preaches its doctrine in 64 systems.”
The same line of thought is also perceptible in the primeval utterances
of our ancient vedic seers. The reader is advised to consult the verses
29, 45 hymn 164, maÙ×ala I, ¿gveda.
1 Ay< s iz<´e yen gaErÉIv&ta
immait mayu< Xv<snavixiïta,
sa iciÄiÉinR ih ckar mÅy¡
iv*uÑvNtI àit viìmaEdt.
2 cTvair vakœ pirimta pdain
tain ivÊäaRü[a ye mnIi;[>,
(c) 2008
guha ÇIi[ inihta ne<gy<it
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turIy< vacae mnu:ya vdiNt.

Tantra defined. Tantra being a generic term for a class of religious
and magical works is designated as the mantraÚËstra though it generally treats of (i) incantations, (ii} their philosophy, (ill) the principles,
(iv) the worlds, (v) ceremony, (vi) initiation, (vii) worship, (viii)
mental and bodily discipline, (ix) observances of a Tantric. Like the
Veda it is, as the Tantrics hold, the breath of the Supreme Being or in
other words the immutable and eternal knowledge.
The performance of the present day Vedic ceremonies by the
Kashmiris, which run side by side with those of the Tantras and
which are sometimes intermixed with the latter, leads to believe that
the Tantras are either an imitation or a development of, or an improvement upon the Vedic ceremonies. The Tantric supplement is
useful, in the opinion of the Tantrist, to quicken and ensure the
fulfilment of desires in the Kali age.
Tantric worship. It does not essentially differ from that of the Vedas.
It strongly maintains the Omniscience and the omnipotence of God.
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The complete immersion of the duality in unity is the main lesson of
the Tantras. The adorer becomes the adored himself. His body is the
temple and his soul the idol in it. He is the high priest not of a god
above; around, or below but of his own ever-wakeful self.
Tantric view of Moksha. Moksha, in the tantric sense of the word, is
the unfoldment of powers brought about by the self-realization. It is
not the giving up of the mortal coil and thus acquiring immunity
from death. To a real Tantric, birth and death are phenomena of his
own creation. He finds gratification as much in the one as in the other
(cf. Bhairavastotra of Abhinava Gupta). He is the Bhairava whose
name even strikes terror into the destructive agencies and at whose
sweet will the world lives, moves and has its being. His sole article
of faith is that death has significance only for those who are subject
to mortality and not for those who have risen superior to its idea by
their living belief in the deathlessness of the soul (cf. TantrËloka p.
192, vol. I)
Realistic Optimism of the Tantras. A Tantric, like the one believing
in the Vedas, by gradual marches on the spiritual path, comes to feel
his close kinship with nature. To him both the animate and the
(c) 2008
www.shivashakti.com
inanimate are glowing
with divinity.
The divinely glorious presence
puts an end to all his animal tendencies and inspires him to fulfil his
noble mission. His self-centredness cheers him up and infuses him
with the fresh energy that facilitates and quickens the dawn of his
native glory without any detriment to the enjoyment of the sweet
pleasures awaiting him in the world. To him the world is not an
illusion, not a MËyË of the Vedantists, and therefore he tries to make
himself and his surroundings happy to the best of his ability.
Potency of the Mantras. The main theme with which the Tantras are
concerned is the power of Mantras. Mantras, as the Tantrists maintain,
are certain scientifically arranged formulas which, if practised according to the Tantric precepts, bring about certain results conducive to
the fulfilment of utterer’s wishes. Each and every MËtÎkË (a, Ë, etc.)
is a living energy in itself and should in no way be mistaken for a
mere VarÙa or letter. A living force is created by placing the letters in
a certain systematic order by the SËdhaka.
The mantras are nothing but the harmoniously living forces strong
enough, no doubt, to accomplish even the most difficult undertakings
of the votaries of the Tantras. This is not all. The arrangement of
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letters in a scientific procedure goes a great way to help the worshipper, provided no omissions of any sort of the part or parts in the
Tantric ceremony are made, to fathom out the hidden secrets of
nature, nay work wonders, and gradually free him from the meshes of
the world and raise him high to the lofty plain of supreme consciousness styled Paramapada.
All-embracing nature of the Tantras. The great merit of the Tantra lies
in its all comprehensive and all-embracing nature. The portals of
Tantra are invitingly open to all irrespective of caste and creed. The
repulsive and revolting creed of untouchability is unknown here. The
sweet cup of nectar, which it holds in its outstretched palms, can be
enjoyed by both the high and the low. No hard and fast rules, nor any
strict observances like those of the Vaidikas, are to be followed by
the devotees of Tantra. Shortlived and enervated as the men of iron
age are, they, by following the short and smooth methods of Tantric
self-culture, accomplish within a short span. of time what others
achieve in ages after ages. This is why the Tantras are popular and
have a large following.
Difficulties in the adoption of Tantric methods. But no rose is without
(c) evil
2008
a thorn. Good and
runwww.shivashakti.com
side by side. There is nothing which has
unmixed good or unmixed evil in it. The rosy path of the Tantric is
beset with thorns here and there. It is therefore the foremost duty of
the SËdhaka to avoid the thorns and to adhere to the rosy path, lest he
fall into the trap of the low spirits of nature, who, trying to cause
mischief, put obstacles in his way and thereby retard his progress in
the attainment of his desired object. It is only the potency of the
mantras that brings about the subjugation of these supersensuous
beings.
But, as ill luck would have it, a novice or a beginner in the Tantric
ceremonies, oftener than not, associates with the low spirits and
makes them minister to his unlawful ends. He discards the achievement of the high ideal which he ought to have followed strictly and
unerringly. This sort of practice is resorted to by the black magicians
whose fate is rendered miserable both here and hereafter. Practices of
this type are, never and in no region, commendable on the part of the
real Tantrics. The realisation of the Advaita Tattva is the chief aim, or
the summum bonum, to be attained by the high-class Tantrics. It is to
this end that they consecrate their lives and gain the highest status in
spirituality.
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MËlinÌ. In his commentary on the 17th verse of the TantrËloka,
volume I, p. 35, No. XXIX of our Series, Jayaratha says that the
MËlinÌvijayottara is so called because, due to the glory of MËlinÌ, it
occupies a pre-eminent position among and is superior to all the other
Schools of Éaivaistic Tantrism. MËlinÌ is also known by MËlË and so
the MËlinÌ is the generic term for the series of letters or the alphabet.
The natural and phonetically scientific order of the Sanskrit alphabet
goes by the name of PÍrvamËlinÌ which is popularly known as
MËtÎkË or Siddhi. When, on the other hand, no attention is paid to the
alphabetic origin and to its natural order and when therefore the
vowels and consonants are taken promiscuously, the alphabet is called
UttaramËlinÌ, chiefly denoting that order in which ‘na’ occupies the
first position and ‘pha’ the last.
MËlinÌvijayottara has reserved for itself the various modes of application of the UttaramËlinÌ for the mystic practices just as the
Svacchanda does of the PÍrvamËlinÌ. I believe that in the time of the
ÉrÌ Svacchanda either the order of the alphabet from ‘ na’ to ‘pha’
was unknown or less appreciated and therefore less in vogue, or that
the followers of the Svacchanda did not believe in the MËlinÌmata. Of
2008
www.shivashakti.com
course KshemarËja (c)
looks
at the
Svacchanda in the Trika perspective
but there is no reference whatsoever to the MËlinÌ, i.e., the
UttaramËlinÌ, in the text of Svacchanda.
The Sanskrit alphabet as given in the UttaramËlinÌ arrangement runs
as below:
n\§¤¥wcx$[%^bk
og“‘#AvÉyfFQHjrq
p D l Aa s A> h ; ] m z | t @ @e
Aae AaE d ),

MËlinÌ is of the greatest utility in infusing the divine life into the
body of practisers and all the Tantrists are enjoined to have recourse
to it for the attainment of desired objects in all the cases in which
particular details and instructions could not be punctiliously observed
regarding nyasa. Different parts of the human body represent the
different letters of the MËlinÌ. While giving the three kinds of mantra
called para, apara and parapara, instances are furnished as to how a
particular incantation can be made out from particular technical terms
such as head, eyes, etc. (see p. 135, TantrasËra of our Series).
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Commentary. The text of the MËlinÌvijayatantra is difficult to be
understood owing to the numerous technicalities found in it. But the
attempts of Abhinavagupta. have left no point unexplained and for
this the Tantric public must feel specially thankful to him. The first
verse of the Tantram he took up in his MËlinÌvijaya vËrttika and
explained it so thoroughly that connotations of several terms are made
clearly intelligible. The points, that could not :find room in the
VËrttika for want of space and owing to its limited scope as VËrttika,
he discussed in the TantrËloka.
The TantrËloka, as the author himself declares, is a detailed exposition of the Tantram. The reader of the Tantra could get an opportunity of understanding the text more clearly if this Department were to
get the MS. of Abhinava’s PÍrvapanchikË on it. (See commentary on
TantrËloka; 16th Ahnika). Abhinava has a very high opinion of the
Tantra and says in the TantrËloka that the MËlinÌvijaya is the essence
of the Trika System which again represents the pith and marrow of
the different teachings of the Lord enunciated in the different schools
of Tantras.

Abstract

(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com

The great sages NËrada and others, feeling athirst under the holy
inspiration of ÉivaÚakti for the right realisation of the Supreme Principle, repair to KumËra and, after paying due homage, request him to
initiate them in the mystic processes of yoga. KumËra, thereupon
takes commiseration on them and communicates the secret knowledge
of the MËlinÌvijayatantra as originally addressed by Éiva to UmË.
The whole range of the knowable is divided into two classes, the
acceptable and the avoidable. The acceptables are: Éiva, Éakti,
Vidyesa, Mantra, MantreÚvara and the Jivas. The impurity, actions,
MËyË and the whole world, as her creation, form the category of the
avoidables. The key to the success in both the spheres of matter and
soul is supplied by the right discernment of the acceptable and the
avoidable.
The supreme controller of the universe in the words of the
MËlinÌvijaya is all-doing, all-knowing, all-sustaining and infinite. On
the emergence of desire at the creational stage, He evolves out of His
own Self the octad of VijÕËnakevalas. He assigns to them the functions of sustenance, destruction, preservation and benefaction. For
their sphere of action He manifests seven crores of mantras with their
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respective ranges. All these mantras are the living psychical forces
and they gratify the wishes of a SËdhaka by the well-merited bestowal
of fruits.
The self comes into manifestation in the fourfold capacity as Éiva,
MantramaheÚa, MantreÚa and Mantra. Éiva is the lord Himself.
VijÕËnakala is a degree less than Mantra owing to the defilement of
mala. PralayËkala is wrapped up in the defilements of mala and
karma. Mala stands for the imperfect knowledge and the tree of the
world shoots up therefrom. Karma is the action in general. As virtuous, it leads to pleasure and, as otherwise, it yields pain. Sakala
stands for the anus or jivas in general. Their field is offered by the
totality of categories from kalË to earth.*
Rudras are one hundred and eighteen in number and are headed by
AngushÖhamËtra.
According to their merits they are appointed as MantreÚvaras. They
take over charge of their departments and reward Brahma and others
according to their deserts. The sages receive the sacred science of the
knowable either as acceptable or as avoidable from Brahma, etc. and
Manus, from the sages.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
Of the seven crores of mantras one half of the portion has, at the
option of Éiva, attained the deathless stage after favouring hosts of
jivas.
Each principle from earth up to matter is susceptible of being viewed
from fifteen different standpoints owing to the seven perceivers
regarded either as Éakti or as ÉaktimËn and to the principle itself;
those from Purusha to KalË, from thirteen owing to the inapplicability
of perceptivity to Sakala therein. The principle of mËyË is viewed
from eleven standpoints because of the further reduction of
PralayËkala as perceiver. Similarly, other principles know each a
further reduction of two standpoints up to the last principle of Éiva
which has no diversity.
The spiritual teacher is defined as one who knows all the aforesaid
principles in their true perspective. He occupies as lofty a position as
Éiva and is, as such, the revealer of the potency of mantras. At his
mere touch the people get purged of all sins.
The inspiration of Rudra Éakti is ever existent in him. The five
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indicative marks of the RudraÚakti are: (1) firm devotion to Rudra,
(2) the success of the mantra capable of yielding the desired object
instantaneously, (3) the control over all creatures, (4) the bringing to
completion of all undertakings, and (5) the poetic faculty. The inspiration of RudraÚakti is primarily divisible into three heads, ¼Ùava,
Éakta and ÉËmbhava, each of which is fiftyfold with reference to
bhÍta, tattva, Ëtman, mantreÚa and Éakti and to their sub-divisions.
¼Ùava is that inspiration of RudraÚakti which is attainable by utterance, conscious mental discipline (karaÙa), contemplation, incantation
and the bodily centres.
Éakta is the name of that stage which is obtainable by the contemplation through the mind on the object of meditation accompanied by
utterance.
ÉËmbhava indicates the state which is produced by the deep and
penetrative spiritual insight involving absolutely no mental concentration on any particular object.
All the above forms of inspiration are susceptible of being interpreted
in the light of the
state, waking, dreaming, dreamless, the
(c)fivefold
2008 www.shivashakti.com
fourth and beyond the fourth. The following table is given to help the
reader in tracing the pentad of states in the chain of standpoints
undergoing a gradual reduction by twos at each stage of perceivers:—
From earth to matter
1. Svarupa-sakala stage
(a) Svarupa-sakala-sakti = waking state (jagrat)
(b) Pralayakala = dreaming state (svapna)
(c) Vijnanakala = dreamless state (sushupti)
(d) Mantra, mantresa, mantramahesa = 4th state
(e) ÉivaÚakti = beyond the 4th state
From Purusha to kala
2. Sakala stage
(a) Sakala = waking state
(b), (c), (d), (e) As above
Principle of maya
3. Pralayakala stage
(a) Pralayakala = waking state
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(b) Vijnanakalasakti = dreaming state
(c), (d), (e) As above
Mayordhva
4. Vijnanakala stage
(a) Vijnanakala = waking state
(b) Mantra = dreaming state
(c) Mantresa = dreamless state
(d) Mantramahesa = the 4th state
(e) as above
Suddhavidya
5. Mantra stage
(a) Mantra = waking
(b) Mantresa = dreaming
(c) Mantramahesa = dreamless
(d) Éakti = the 4th
(e) Éiva = beyond the 4th
Isvara
6. Mantresa stage
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
(a) Mantresa = waking
(b) Mantramahesasakti = dreaming
(c) Mantramahesa = dreamless
(d), (e) As above
Sadasiva
7. Mantramahesa stage
(a) Mantramahesa = waking
(b) Kriyasakti = dreaming
(c) Jnanasakti = dreamless
(d) Icchasakti = the 4th
(e) Éiva = beyond the 4th
Undifferentiated stage
Éiva stage
(a) Kriya = (a) Waking
(b) Jnana = (b) Dreaming
(c) IcchË = (c) Dreamless
(d) Ananda = (d) The 4th
(e) Cit = (e) Beyond the 4th
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The synonyms of the states are:
(a) Jagrat = Pindastha = Sarvatobhadra.
(b) Svapna = Padastha = Vyapti.
(c) Sushupti = Rupastha = Mahavyapti.
(d) Turya = Pracaya = Rupatita.
(e) Turyatita = Mahapracaya.
The triple manifestation of the transcendental self as an average self,
as energy and as Éiva, constitutes the triad of fundamentals forming
the central theme of the Trika Philosophy. It covers the entire field of
Tattvas of the Éaivaism, the Atman overlapping as many as those
beginning with earth and ending with the VijÕËnakala; VidyË or Éakti,
those from Mantra to MantreÚvara and the rest constituting the state
of Éiva.
The fourfold classification of the Tattwas from the evolutionistic
standpoint is termed the earthly, the material, the mayic and the
Éaktic. Among these the first is pervaded by DhËrikË KalË. It has
only one Tattwa, one letter, one world, one mantra represented by
‘kÛa’ and sixteen worlds. ¼pyËyanÌ KalË pervades the second.
(c) 2008from
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Twenty-three. principles
water upwards and as many letters (ta
and others) are assigned to it. Five words, five mantras and fifty-six
worlds are included in it. The third is permeated by the BodhinÌ KalË.
Seven principles, twenty-eight worlds, seven letters, two words and
two mantras are found in it. The last is covered by UtpÍyinÌ and there
are three principles, three letters, eighteen worlds, one word and one
mantra in this class. The final principle is called Éiva, As such, it is
under the AvakasadË kala and has sixteen vowels, one mantra and
one word. The above four classes are respectively presided over by
Brahma, Vishnu, Rudra and ½Úvara.
In giving the genesis of the sanskrit alphabet from ‘a’ to ‘kÛa’ there
occurs a description as to how the inseparable Éakti of the Lord, at
the cosmic stage, evolves as cognition and activity when He feels the
holy impulse of bringing into manifestation the world as we see it.
The faculty that gives the determinate knowledge, ‘this is thus and
not otherwise’, is known as jÕËnaÚakti.
The kriyËÚakti denotes that faculty where through the determination,
‘let such and such thing come to light’, is translated into action. As
regards the universe of sound, Éakti appears as PÍrvamËlinÌ represent-
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ing the alphabet from ‘a’ to ‘kÛa’. Aghora is said to be awakened into
action by ParameÚvara and at His desire he vitalises mËyË and from
her emanate various letters and these letters are the source of knowledge in general.
Although the Éakti of Éiva possesses infinite forms, she is chiefly
known through her three aspects—(a) aparË or ghoratari, (b) parËparË
or ghorË, and (c) parË or aghorË. The aparË keeps always surrounding
the Rudra souls and pushes the Jivas on the downward march by
attaching them to sense objects. ParËparË, like the former, hinders the
progress of the jivas towards their goal of life and brings about their
attachment to the mixed fruit of pain and pleasure. Lastly, parË
occupies herself in conducting the creatures to the highest end of life,
the attainment of Éiva stage. The UttaramËlinÌ in which also Éakti
appears is referred to above.
The three respective mantras of the above triad are given in the
phraseology of the different parts of the human organism.
The allotment of the six systems of the path (adhvan) is substantially
the same in the UttaramËlinÌ as in the PÍrvamËlinÌ. The former in this
respect differs from(c)
the2008
latter www.shivashakti.com
inasmuch as the order of the alphabet is
different to and other than that given for the former. ‘Pha’ is assigned
to the principle of earth. From ‘da’ to ‘jha’ the twenty-three letters
are respectively allocated to the corresponding 23 principles beginning
with water and ending with matter. The principles from purusha to
mËyË claim one each, the letters from ‘cha’ to ‘a’; ‘i’ to ‘gha’ cover
respectively, the principles SuddhavidyË, ½Úvara and SadËÚiva. The
principle of Éiva embraces the sixteen letters from ‘ga’ up to ‘na’.
For understanding the application of the three mantras of parË, aparË
and parËparË, as regards the different principles, the reader is advised
to consult the passage given on page 24 of MËlinÌvijaya.
The knowledge of the acceptable as also of the avoidable is indispensable for the attainment of yoga which, as such, is the unification, of
the individual soul with the universal. JÕËna as well as yoga lead
alike to the goal of life as referred to above. The former is threefold
as being based on what is heard, on contemplation and on living
realisation of the reality. The first deals with it as dwelt upon here
and there in the sacred texts. The second involves a deeper study of
those in their entirety with an eye to sifting the fundamentals. The
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third marks the final stage of the seeker after truth and is possible
only on the fixity of the previous stage.
Yogi also has to go through the four stages while on the path of
Yoga. According to the degree of divine inspiration, he is called (1)
SamprËpta, (2) GhaÖamana, (3) Siddha and (4) Siddhatama.
SamprËpta is one who has received initiation through a line of teachers and is living upto it.
GhaÖamana refers to him who again and again checks and restrains
his mind from the outside influence and. concentrates it on the truth.
By the continuity of efforts owing to the ever-increasing interest, he
gets success in disciplining his mind into the concentration on that
truth exclusively, and is called Siddhayoga.
When getting totally identified with the highest principle so as to lose
his individuality to the utter disregard of the circumstances he is
placed in, he becomes siddha. In this stage alone he is really justified
to uplift the depressed humanity.

(c)is2008
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The Éaiva teacher
advised
to purge his disciple of all the impurities
peculiar to the different worlds numbering 118 which respectively
cover the range of principles from PÎthivÌ to SadËÚiva before he can
lead him to find the reality in Éiva.
The purification of the soul is to be necessarily undergone not only in
the above way but also in the body which microcosmically represents
all the principles.
The MËlinÌvijaya has a set of mudrËs on the exercise of which it lays
a great stress and enumerates them as follows:
(a) TriÚula. (b) Padma. (c) Éakti. (d) Cakra. (e) Vajra. (f) Dan×a. (g)
DaÑshtrË, (h) MahËpreta. (i) MahËmudrË. (j) Khagesvari. (k)
MahodayË. (1) KarËlË. (m) KhaÖvËnga. (n) KapËla. (o) Hala. (p) PËsa.
(q) Ankusa. (r) GhanÖË. (s) Trisikhamudgara. (t) ¼vËha. (u) SthËpanÌ
(v) RodhË. (w) DravyadË. (x) Nati. (y) AmÎtË, and (z) YogamudrË.
Their mantras are to be formed by prefixing the syllables ‘oÑ’ and
‘hrÌÑ’ and affixing the word ‘namah’ at the end.
A follower of the MËlinÌ School, if and when he desires to perform a
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sacrifice, must have purificatory baths technically known as
BhasmasnËna, JalasnËna, AgnisnËna, VËyusnËna and DivyasnËna.
Being thus purified he should enter the sacrificial altar and offer
worship to the deities of the entrance. He should consider himself as
akin to Éiva in the form of light and should electrify himself with the
vital energy of consciousness consisting in ‘I am He.’ He should
identify his body with the mËtÎkË assigning each of the parts of his
body to the corresponding letters of the alphabet according to the
arrangement of the mËtÎkËnyËsa. In the saktanyËsa which he has to
observe after this, he has to identify his body with the three vidyËs
alluded to above. Then he has to perform the mental sacrifice for the
details of which the student is advised to consult the text p. 48
MËlinÌvijayatantram.
As regards the physical worship the worshipper is to worship GaÙeÚa
as three-eyed, as elephant-headed and as dwarfish in stature. The pÍjË
to GaÙeÚa being over, he has to contemplate Éiva as seated on the
sixfold seat of Ananta, Dharma, JÕËna, VairËgya, Aisvarya, and
KarnikË and as bearing a sword, a shield, fierce to look at, of great
jaws, terrible and with his eyebrows knit together and surrounded by
the eight deities (mËtÎkËs).

(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com

Then he should begin the sacrifice. Two vessels, one big and one
small formed of gold and full of perfumed water, should be placed
with two canopies of white cloth over them. Indra and other deities of
the quarters should be requested to watch the proceedings so as to
ward off the malignant influences while. the smaller vessel, is passed
round and its water allowed to drop. Then he should prepare a kuÙ×a
for the fire. The fire should necessarily be got either in a copper
vessel or in an earthen pot and should receive the several ceremonies
of birth, etc. He should perform homa by muttering the mulamantra
one hundred times and the other attendant mantras ten times. The
homa being over, he may rest and go to sleep.
If he sees a good dream he may express it to his disciples and if
otherwise he should perform the homa.
The vows that a Tantric disciple has to observe are:- (A) that he
should always offer worship (a) to his deity, (b) to the fire, (c) to the
spiritual teacher and (d) to the goddesses; (B) that he should not eat
without offering his food to them; (C) that he should refrain from
using the property dedicated to the deity, the guru and Candi; (D) that
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he should not even for a moment engage himself in idle and unavailing pursuits and lastly (E) that he should either be fixed in the practice of yoga or in that of the mantra.
When by the proper and satisfactory discharge of the duties prescribed
for him, the disciple gives an unmistakable proof of his ardent admiration for the Éaivism and when consequently the Éaiva teacher also
feels justified in initiating him in its mysteries by his own conviction
in the depth and genuineness of the disciple’s longing for the same,
the latter should have the mystic diagrams drawn on the carefully
selected piece of ground in conformity with the rules and regulations
detailed in the MËlinÌvijayatantram. In their centre he should invoke
Bhairava and perform the pÍjË to Him. Thereupon, he should approach Him with the following: ‘At Thy dictate, O Lord, I have been
installed in the position of a preceptor. The disciples are fully under
the sanctifying influence of ÉivaÚakti. They, as such, deserve Thy
favour. They have sought Thy help in securing it. Therefore, O Lord,
I pray, be kind to me and let my body be enshrined by Thee so that I
may be qualified to render them due assistance.’
The prayer being over, he should believe and feel that the six kinds
2008over
www.shivashakti.com
of the Path are (c)
presided
by Bhairava and that his body has
veritably been penetrated into by the divine spirit and the cloaks of
mala that conceal his kinship with Éiva have fallen one by one laying
it entirely bare to him. In this stage he should identify himself with
his disciple and with the path in which the disciple is to be initiated
by the holy faith, ‘I alone am the supreme reality; this whole universe
is in me; I am the stay and support of this all.’
The unification of the Sishya, the teacher and the rest of the world
into the one ultimate reality is the NirvËÙa. This is as regards the
outer aspect of initiation.
As regards the inner side, the teacher has to bring in the Jiva of his
disciple from the outside into his own self and then he has to awaken
the serpent force in him and move it up from centre to centre till it
reaches the Brahmic aperture in the head. The disciple, that is thus
united with the supreme principle by his own spiritual teacher, witnesses the destruction of his bondage of mËyË and never, thenceforth,
takes his birth and becomes a pasu.
If the disciple after receiving initiation feels a strong impulse to
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acquire the mystic powers, he may repair to his guru and obtain
instructions from him regarding the performance of certain penances
leading to that end.
In case the SËdhaka aspires after the attainment of the stage of
¼cËrya, he must acquire a higher mode of initiation leading to enjoyment both here and hereafter. The formation of the diagrams and the
kundas and such other external requisites have no significance in it.
He has only to consider and really believe that his body has been
burnt by the bright fire of energy enkindled from the tip of the toe up
to the cranium through the help of mahËmudrË. After that he has to
consider himself as possessed of an ethereal form purged of the
impurities closely accompanying the principle of materiality.
The inspiration of ÉivaÚakti as revealed in him is determined by the
particular movement of DantakËshÖha. The reception of the divine
inspiration is betokened by the five states of (1) happiness, (2) the
awakening of the serpent force; (3) the bodily tremulation, (4) sleep
and (5) intoxication. In this initiation sixty-four lamps are to be
lighted and the worship to Éiva is offered in a conch full of herbs and
perfumed water with which the SËdhaka is anointed towards the end
of the ceremony. (c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
A spiritual teacher, who has already obtained control over the different principles constituting the world, must very well ascertain the
tendency of the disciple towards a particular principle, before he
instructs him in the way to achieve success in securing the conquest
thereof. He should never allow him to swerve from that with which
he has made an effort already to unify himself. He is sure to get
union with Éiva through that after enjoying particular privileges
peculiar thereto.
But the place must invariably be in all cases very well chosen for
entering upon the yogic practices. It must either be a cave or a cell
with no din of the world and perfectly charming as regards scenery. It
must be a safe retreat from all evil contaminations.
Such a place very well serves the purpose of the yogi who has habituated himself to a particular posture day and night. A man of the street
or a man of the field cannot take to yoga and profit by that. A
candidate for that must have curbed his passions to the entire subjugation of the mind. He must have had an established practice in the
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suppression of breath. All the sense activities must be under his
control. He must have overcome sleep, anger and the mental restlessness and must be altogether impervious to pain.
A candidate with such qualifications is entitled to yogic practice and
if he continue to follow the methods adopted for different dhËraÙËs,
he is sure to win his conquest of the entire cosmos. The palm of the
glory attendant upon the success in each dhËraÙË from earth to Éiva is
very well described in the latter portion of the MËlinÌvijaya. If the
seeker after truth dives deeper in the mysteries of them, he will
himself examine the truth of the statements made so often in connection with the dhËraÙËs. His patience will not be exhausted by the
minute details recorded in relation to the dhËraÙËs because the success
in one particular dhËraÙË will repay the trouble in an incalculable
way.
Srinagar, Kmr.
February 5, 1922
Madhusudan Kaul
* Cf. TantrasËra. The group of perceivers designated
Mantramahesvaras
domineered
over by Sadasiva. At this stage
(c) is2008
www.shivashakti.com
objectivity is dim and is wholly overshadowed by subjectivity. The
Mantramahesvaras carry on their functions under the supervision of
Isvara. This stage is marked by the polarity of objecjtivity and subjectivity. The Mantras under the guidance of Anantabhattaraka find their
place at the stage of Suddhavidya. It gives rise to the multiform
objectivity. At the stage intervening between Suddhavidya and maya,
Vijnanakevalas only are in existence as pure cognition. Maya is
peculiar to Pralayakevalas. The principles from maya down to the
earth is the sphere of Sakalas.
Appendix

}ankairka
àwm> pql>
‘ nm> izvay, isÏe_yae pué;e_yae nm>, ïIz»rpade_yae nm>, AàithttÅve_yae nm>,
Awat> s<àvúyaim }ansVv¡ suÉai;tm!,
kairka ïI}anaOyat< ivs¾R }ankairkam!. 1.
kairkanam #}an< ïUyNte c...vl,
saMàt< kwiy:yaim yaeigna< yu´kar[m!. 2.
mui´magIR c sVvRtae sVveRiNÔyivvijRta>,
pÂpÂivinmuR´ae... ... vi¾Rtm!. 3.
@te suraStn! }an< mui´... van! ywaiSwt>,
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sVVyRixivinmuR´< y½ #iNÔygaecrm!. 4.
ÖadzaNt< twa... ... ... zaNt< twEv c,
ÖadzaNt< klazt< v[aR]rivvi¾Rtm!. 5.
sVvR}Â sda zaNt< sVvaRïivvi¾Rtm!,
äüa iv:[uStwa éÔ $ñr> izv @v c. 6.
mUiÄRêp< iSwt< heturnuÄr< ywaiSwt>,
êpkay> sdatIt< mÙtÙavvi¾Rtm!. 7.
AaTmaprivinmuR´< p]atIt< ïym!,
* * * * lA[a. 8.
sVvRÖBÖivinmuR´< iniítNtu inrak…lm!,
jïänakärikä
prathamaù paöalaù
om namaù çiväya | siddhebhyo puruñebhyo namaù | çréçaìkarapädebhyo
namaù | apratihatatattvebhyo namaù|
athätaù sampravakñyämi jïänasarvvaà subhäñitam |
kärikä çréjïänäkhyätaà visarjja jïänakärikäm || 1||
kärikänäma ijïänaà çrüyante ca...vala |
sämprataà kathayiñyämi yoginäà yuktakäraëam || 2||
muktimärgé ca sarvvato sarvvendriyavivarjitäù |
païcapaïcavinirmukto... ... varjjitam || 3||
ete surästan jïänaà mukti... vän yathästhitaù |
sarvvyadhivinirmuktaà yacca indriyagocaram || 4||
dvädaçäntaà tathä... ... ... çäntaà tathaiva ca |
dvädaçäntaà kaläçataà varëäkñaravivarjjitam || 5||
sarvvajïaïca sadä çäntaà sarvväçravivarjjitam |
brahmä viñëustathä rudra
éçvaraù
çiva eva ca || 6||
(c) 2008
www.shivashakti.com
mürttirüpaà sthitaà heturanuttaraà yathästhitaù |
rüpakäyaù sadätétaà mantratanträvavarjjitam || 7||
ätmäparavinirmuktaà pakñätétaà çrayam |
* * * * laaëä || 8||
sarvvadvabdvavinirmuktaà niçcitantu niräkulam |
sak…lTv< yda icÄ< iv;yas´cetsam!. 9.
tda æmiNt s<sar< mayamlivmaeihta>,
@tdœÖNÖsmaOyat< s<sarSy tu in[Rym!. 10.
saMàt< kwiy:yaim mui´StdStu Ê‘RÉm!,
yen iv}anmaÇe[ mui´ÉRvit yaeignam!. 11.
svRs<sarriht mui´íEv inrak…lm!,
iniít< iníl< saMy< inÖRNÖ< c inrak…lm!.
12. Éven! mae]ae nra[aÂ ÖNÖÉavivvi¾Rtm!,
iniScÄ< icÄriht< kairka}anmuÄmm!. 13.
@tÑed< myaOyat< mae]SyEv tu in[Rym!,
sVvaRiïyivinmuR´< icÄaScEv inraïym!. 14.
icÄaïy< ÉveÏMm¡ inraïy< mae]d< Sm&tm!,
devae devI twaNyÂ xMmaRxMmaRivvi¾Rtm!. 15.
xMmaRxMmaRïy< àae´< s<sarSy tu bNxnm!,
Aaïy< bNximTyu´< mui´íEv inraïym!. 16.
inraïy< ÉveÄÅvmicNTymui´l][m!,
iv;yavSw< yda icÄ< ÖNÖmui´ivvi¾Rtm!. 17.
tda æmit s<sar< yÄ< iníytaly>,
mnae=vSwaivinMmuR´< yavÄ< cÂlIÉvet!,
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kwNt< iník< deiv }atVy< }ankairke. 18.
säkulatvaà yadä cittaà viñayäsaktacetasäm || 9||
tadä bhramanti saàsäraà mäyämalavimohitäù |
etaddvandvasamäkhyätaà saàsärasya tu nirëayam || 10||
sämprataà kathayiñyämi muktistadastu durllabham |
yena vijïänamätreëa muktirbhavati yoginäm || 11||
sarvasaàsärarahita muktiçcaiva niräkulam |
niçcitaà niçcalaà sämyaà nirdvandvaà ca niräkulam ||
12|| bhaven mokño naräëäïca dvandvabhävavivarjjitam |
niscittaà cittarahitaà kärikäjïänamuttamam || 13||
etadbhedaà mayäkhyätaà mokñasyaiva tu nirëayam |
sarvväçriyavinirmuktaà cittäscaiva niräçrayam || 14||
cittäçrayaà bhaveddharmmaà niräçrayaà mokñadaà småtam |
devo devé tathänyaïca dharmmädharmmävivarjjitam || 15||
dharmmädharmmäçrayaà proktaà saàsärasya tu bandhanam |
äçrayaà bandhamityuktaà muktiçcaiva niräçrayam || 16||
niräçrayaà bhavettattvamacintyamuktilakñaëam |
viñayävasthaà yadä cittaà dvandvamuktivivarjjitam || 17||
tadä bhramati saàsäraà yattaà niçcayatälayaù |
mano’vasthävinirmmuktaà yävattaà caïcalébhavet |
kathantaà niçcakaà devi jïätavyaà jïänakärike || 18||
#it }ankairkaya< mae]aixkar> àwm> pql>,
iti jïänakärikäyäà mokñädhikäraù prathamaù paöalaù |

(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
iÖtIy> pql>
At> pr< àvúyaim }an< ÇElaeKyÊlRÉm!,
kairkatÅvsÑav< isÏnawk…laeÑvm!. 1.
cNÔsUYyRivinmuR´< Öar[a]ivvi¾Rtm!,
p&iwVyapSt< twa yaegI vayurakazmev c. 2.
pÂiÉrahetae dehae ïUyte tTVvnayke,
sVveR;a< Vyapk> zaNt VyaÝI tSy n ivdœYte. 3.
VyapkTve iSwt> sa]a*wa ]Ire;u sipR;>,
kiwt< tÅviÉvRStu }anrÆ< suÊlRÉm!. 4.
AaTmaprivinmuR´< icÄ< cEv inraïym!,
icÄaïy< ÉvedœÖNÖ< inraïyÂmaE;dm! ?. 5.
mnStu ivx< àae´< rajsNtamsNtwa,
saiÅvkNtu t&tIyÂ iÇiÉxRMmeR[ l][m!. 6.
tams< cÂl< ]uÔ< rajs¼itragit>,
saiÅvk< t&tIy< }ey< xMmRyu´< sda iSwtm!. 7.
ctuwRNtu mníEv kwyaim ivze;t>,
gu[ÇyivinMmuR´< sda inVvaR[l][m!. 8.
%ÅmaeÄmctuwRNtu yen s<zuÏcetsa,
sVvaRi¶ivnyatItimiNÔyatItmVyym!. 9.
Ana_yas< sda tÅv< sVvRicNtaivvi¾Rtm!,
dvitéyaù paöalaù
ataù paraà pravakñyämi jïänaà trailokyadurlabham |
kärikätattvasadbhävaà siddhanäthakulodbhavam || 1||
candrasüryyavinirmuktaà dväraëäkñavivarjjitam |
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påthivyäpastaà tathä yogé väyuräkäçameva ca || 2||
païcabhiräheto deho çrüyate tatvvanäyake |
sarvveñäà vyäpakaù çänta vyäpté tasya na vidyte || 3||
vyäpakatve sthitaù säkñädyathä kñéreñu sarpiñaù |
kathitaà tattvabhirvastu jïänaratnaà sudurlabham || 4||
ätmäparavinirmuktaà cittaà caiva niräçrayam |
cittäçrayaà bhaveddvandvaà niräçrayaïcamauñadam ? || 5||
manastu vidhaà proktaà räjasantämasantathä |
sättvikantu tåtéyaïca tribhirdharmmeëa lakñaëam || 6||
tämasaà caïcalaà kñudraà räjasaìgatirägatiù |
sättvikaà tåtéyaà jïeyaà dharmmayuktaà sadä sthitam || 7||
caturthantu manaçcaiva kathayämi viçeñataù |
guëatrayavinirmmuktaà sadä nirvväëalakñaëam || 8||
uttmottamacaturthantu yena saàçuddhacetasä |
sarvvägnivinayätétamindriyätétamavyayam || 9||
anäbhyäsaà sadä tattvaà sarvvacintävivarjjitam |
icÄaÉavivinmuR´< inimÄ< tÅvlaEikkm!. 10.
AÉav< ÉavnatIt< icÄaicÄivvi¾Rtm!,
icÄa*iciNtt< }anmvaCy}anin[Rym!. 11.
ywEv sdayu´a> tavi½Ä< sucÂlm!,
cÂl< ÉavimTyu´mcl< mui´l][m!. 12.
icÄayu´< yda icÄ< tdasaEhœ cÂl< Sm&tm!,
icÄatIt< yda icÄ< iniítmcl< Évet!. 13.
sVvRicNtaivinmuR´mÉave iníl< Évet!,
n yaegaXyaticÄStu n c l][saxkm!. 14.
(c)
n inraexae Évet! tÇ n kayzU
Nyme2008
v c, www.shivashakti.com
n bihrNtmNtSw< caNt AaidmXyg>. 15.
n tejae vayurakaz< p&iwVya AapÉavna,
n ÉuiÏnR cah<karae n mn #iNÔyae n c. 16.
n icÄaicÄkStÅv< ictatIt< iSwt< sda,
n icNta yStu iv}eya }atVy kalzasn>. 17.
yae sae iniScNtsVvR}> smaixprmeñr>,
}atVy< mae]sÑav< guÝÉedàkaiztm!. 18.
s<sara[RvinMmuR´< kLpnatItgaecrm!,
inivRkLp< sda }an< kiwt< }ankairkm!. 19.
cetnacetna cEv kLpna ÉavnaStwa,
cittäbhävavinirmuktaà nimittaà tattvalaukikam || 10||
abhävaà bhävanätétaà cittäcittavivarjjitam |
cittädyacintitaà jïänamaväcyajïänanirëayam || 11||
yathaiva sadäyuktäù tävaccittaà sucaïcalam |
caïcalaà bhävamityuktamacalaà muktilakñaëam || 12||
cittäyuktaà yadä cittaà tadäsauh caïcalaà småtam |
cittätétaà yadä cittaà niçcitamacalaà bhavet || 13||
sarvvacintävinirmuktamabhäve niçcalaà bhavet |
na yogädhyätacittastu na ca lakñaëasädhakam || 14||
na nirodho bhavet tatra na käyaçünyameva ca |
na bahirantamantasthaà cänta ädimadhyagaù || 15||
na tejo väyuräkäçaà påthivyä äpabhävanä |
na bhuddhirna cähaìkäro na mana indriyo na ca || 16||
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na cittäcittakastattvaà citätétaà sthitaà sadä |
na cintä yastu vijïeyä jïätavya kälaçäsanaù || 17||
yo so niscintasarvvajïaù samädhiparameçvaraù |
jïätavyaà mokñasadbhävaà guptabhedaprakäçitam || 18||
saàsärärëavanirmmuktaà kalpanätétagocaram |
nirvikalpaà sadä jïänaà kathitaà jïänakärikam || 19||
cetanäcetanä caiva kalpanä bhävanästathä |
xar[axrivNyascNÔsUYyaRi¶m{fle. 20.
vayurakazStwa s&Tya> äüa éÔaiddevta>,
sVveR te kLpna àae´< inivRkLpStwaNywa. 21.
kLpna}anyu´aStu æmiNt “qyÙvt!,
pirpU[¡ kw< te;a< isÏ³mivvi¾Rtm!. 22.
ptiNt i]à< s<sare icÄ}anen riÃt>,
n yaiNt ceh s<sare ye iSwta %Äm< pdm!. 23.
nrke gmnNtSy n SvgeR gmnNtwa,
pazÖyivinêpStu xMmaRxMmRinbNxne. 24.
}anofœgen iDTva pazÖyinbNxnm!,
ANxpaz< yda icÄ< k…tae gCDiNt yaeign>. 25.
xMmaRxMmRÖy> pazae ptNTyut! ptiNt c,
ten pazen bÏStu ÉuÃte kMmRsÂym!. 26.
xMmeR[ ÉuÃte SvgRmxMm¡ nrkaid;u,
xMmaRxMm¡ tu ÖaE yae=saE ÇElaeKySy inbNxnm!. 27.
xMmaRxMm¡ yda Ty´< i]à< muÂiNt manva>,
xMmaR cEv AxMmaR ÖaE iÖivx< pirkIiÄRtm!. 28.
svaý_yNtceRt> xMmaRxMmRàitiótm!,
www.shivashakti.com
AXyaTmjatsÑav< yae(c)
igname2008
v s<iSwt>.
29.
laEikkaSwlkMmRÂaXyaTmkSyed< sUúmm!,
dhäraëädharavinyäsacandrasüryyägnimaëòale || 20||
väyuräkäçastathä såtyäù brahmä rudrädidevatäù |
sarvve te kalpanä proktaà nirvikalpastathänyathä || 21||
kalpanäjïänayuktästu bhramanti ghaöayantravat |
paripürëaà kathaà teñäà siddhakramavivarjjitam || 22||
patanti kñipraà saàsäre cittajïänena raïjitaù |
na yänti ceha saàsäre ye sthitä uttamaà padam || 23||
narake gamanantasya na svarge gamanantathä |
päçadvayavinirüpastu dharmmädharmmanibandhane || 24||
jïänakhaògena chitvä päçadvayanibandhanam |
andhapäçaà yadä cittaà kuto gacchanti yoginaù || 25||
dharmmädharmmadvayaù päço patantyut patanti ca |
tena päçena baddhastu bhuïjate karmmasaïcayam || 26||
dharmmeëa bhuïjate svargamadharmmaà narakädiñu |
dharmmädharmmaà tu dvau yo’sau trailokyasya nibandhanam || 27||
dharmmädharmmaà yadä tyaktaà kñipraà muïcanti mänaväù |
dharmmä caiva adharmmä dvau dvividhaà parikérttitam || 28||
savähyabhyantarcetaù dharmmädharmmapratiñöhitam |
adhyätmajätasadbhävaà yoginämeva saàsthitaù || 29||
laukikästhalakarmmaïcädhyätmakasyedaà sükñmam |
AaXyaiTmke cEv xMmaRxMmRiSwit> sda. 30.
^dœXvRcarae ÉveÏMmaeR=ÖySyae=xMmRl][m!,
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xMmaRxMmR]ye ]I[e muCyte sVvERxRnE> ?. 31.
xMmaRxMmRÖy< }aTva pun}aRnmvaßuyat!,
xMmaRxMmRivcarae=y< kiwt< }ankairkE>. 32.
#it }anˆoairkaya< xMmaRxMmRivcarae nam iÖtIy> pql>.
ädhyätmike caiva dharmmädharmmasthitiù sadä || 30||
ürddhvacäro bhaveddharmmo’dvayasyo’dharmmalakñaëam |
dharmmädharmmakñaye kñéëe mucyate sarvvairdhanaiù ? || 31||
dharmmädharmmadvayaà jïätvä punarjïänamaväpnuyät |
dharmmädharmmavicäro’yaà kathitaà jïänakärikaiù || 32||
iti jïänaûärikäyäà dharmmädharmmavicäro näma dvitéyaù paöalaù ||
t&tIy> pql>
Aw cYyaRn! àvúyaim yaeignamupjayte,
s ceta}an n sVvR> cEtNy< }anvi¾Rtm!. 1.
cetacetsmayu´< }anTv< sMàkIiÄRtm!
Éui´tÅv< yda cet< s ceÄMmui´l][m!. 2.
cetacetsmayu´< cEtNy< zañt< pdm!,
yaeigna< yaegiciNttmaYyRs<}anvi¾Rtm!. 3.
yae magRivinmuR´< yaeigna< mui´l][m!,
@kil¼e Zmzane va ndIna< s¼me;u c. 4.
zUNyagare guhavase v&]mUle tu cTvre,
mhaedixtqe cEv iÇpwe vaip saxk>. 5.
n¶aSte mu´kezaStu midranNdcets>,
malainMmaRilta yaegI @kakI æmte sda. 6.
2008
il¼Ntu kwiy:yaim yi‘¼<(c)
kaEilk<
Sm&tm!www.shivashakti.com
,
laEpUjaòk< yÄ< il¼Ntu s cracrm!. 7.
ly vE yain sVveR;a< ten il¼< muda k«tm!,
@tt! kaEilk< yi‘¼< n zElhemraEPyjm!. 8.
kiwt< dehj< il¼< @kNtu n iÖtIykm!,
@kil¼< smaOyat< Zmzan< kwyaim te. 9.
zaeÉte c yda deh> sVveR;a< @kdeihnam!,
tåtéyaù paöalaù
atha caryyän pravakñyämi yoginämupajäyate |
sa cetäjïäna na sarvvaù caitanyaà jïänavarjjitam || 1||
cetäcetasamäyuktaà jïänatvaà samprakérttitam
bhuktitattvaà yadä cetaà sa cettammuktilakñaëam || 2||
cetäcetasamäyuktaà caitanyaà çäçvataà padam |
yoginäà yogacintitamäryyasaïjïänavarjjitam || 3||
yo märgavinirmuktaà yoginäà muktilakñaëam |
ekaliìge çmaçäne vä nadénäà saìgameñu ca || 4||
çünyägäre guhäväse våkñamüle tu catvare |
mahodadhitaöe caiva tripathe väpi sädhakaù || 5||
nagnäste muktakeçästu madiränandacetasaù |
mälänirmmälitä yogé ekäké bhramate sadä || 6||
liìgantu kathayiñyämi yalliìgaà kaulikaà småtam |
lauapüjäñöakaà yattaà liìgantu sa caräcaram || 7||
laya vai yäni sarvveñäà tena liìgaà mudä kåtam |
etat kaulikaà yalliìgaà na çailahemaraupyajam || 8||
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kathitaà dehajaà liìgam ekantu na dvitéyakam |
ekaliìgaà samäkhyätaà çmaçänaà kathayämi te || 9||
çobhate ca yadä dehaù sarvveñäm ekadehinäm |
inSvasSvass<yu´< Zmzan< pirkIiÄRtm!. 10.
AxaeÏ¡ àa[sÂar> vhte cEv inTyz>,
%dœXvRcare Évedœ g¼a ySta ? caxae VyviSwt>. 11.
Öa_ya< melapk< yÇ s n mett! ? àkIiÄRta,
AzrIr< yda tÅv< Svdehe sa iSwta yid. 12.
zUNy< inrÃn< }aTva muCyte naÇ s<zy>,
guý< tu kwiy:yaim guýe scracrm!. 13.
guý< zrIrimTyu´< vaist< }anraizna,
guýavas< iSwtae yaegI cYyaR tSy n %Cyte. 14.
vasStu kiwt< idVy< v&]mUl< z&[u twa,
v&]> zrIrimTyu´< padaidkrzaoyae>. 15.
%dœXvRmUl< ÉveÖ±< mUlve ? v&]xarkm!,
v&]mUl< ttae }aTva baýv&]Sy vi¾Rtm!. 16.
v&]mUl< smaOyat< cTvar> z&[u saMàtm!
jya c ivjya cEv Aijta capraijta. 17.
ctu>Ai´smaepet< cTvar< maÇkaeÑvm!,
cTvar< kiwt< idVy< mhaedixtq> z&[u. 18.
ibNÊStÂ prazi´> tqSw caéêip[I,
ibNÊcaéiSwta inTy< tqSw< ibNÊm{flm!. 19.
tqSwÂ iSwta yaegI tq< cEv àkIitRtm!,
nisväsasväsasaàyuktaà çmaçänaà parikérttitam || 10||
adhorddhaà präëasaïcäraù
caiva nityaçaù |
(c) 2008 vahate
www.shivashakti.com
urddhvacäre bhaved gaìgä yastä ? cädho vyavasthitaù || 11||
dväbhyäà meläpakaà yatra sa na metat ? prakérttitä |
açaréraà yadä tattvaà svadehe sä sthitä yadi || 12||
çünyaà niraïjanaà jïätvä mucyate nätra saàçayaù |
guhyaà tu kathayiñyämi guhye sacaräcaram || 13||
guhyaà çaréramityuktaà väsitaà jïänaräçinä |
guhyäväsaà sthito yogé caryyä tasya na ucyate || 14||
väsastu kathitaà divyaà våkñamülaà çåëu tathä |
våkñaù çaréramityuktaà pädädikaraçäkhayoù || 15||
urddhvamülaà bhavedvaktraà mülave ? våkñadhärakam |
våkñamülaà tato jïätvä bähyavåkñasya varjjitam || 16||
våkñamülaà samäkhyätaà catväraù çåëu sämpratam
jayä ca vijayä caiva ajitä cäparäjitä || 17||
catuùaktisamopetaà catväraà mätrakodbhavam |
catväraà kathitaà divyaà mahodadhitaöaù çåëu || 18||
bindustaïca paräçaktiù taöastha cärurüpiëé |
binducärusthitä nityaà taöasthaà bindumaëòalam || 19||
taöasthaïca sthitä yogé taöaà caiva prakértitam |
cNÔ< Ty®va yda yait Aaxar< sUYyRm{flm!. 20.
sUYy¡ Ty®va yda yait Vyaema=Stu cNÔm{fle,
ggnmaiSwtae ? inTy< vela #v mhaedxe>. 21.
@tÖela smaOyatm! AXyaTmEv àitiótm!,
naiSwr< Évit ñas< bihSw< mnriÃtm!. 22.
Aiwr< ö!vyaeigna< àvah< vhte sda,
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àvah< gmnÂEv gmnagmn< pun>. 23.
gmnagmns<yu´ae vela=iSmn! ywa iSwtm!,
gmagm ywa vela naiSt riÃt kiít! ?. 24.
ggnaepm< iSwt< jgt! ÉaviÚílta< ìjet! ?,
mhaedixtqe iSwTva %dix kiwt< tt>. 25.
iníl< pirpU[RTv< mhaedix Sm&tm! ...,
yaeigna< cYyRsÑav< kiwt< tÅv< ivze;t>. 26.
mhaedix smaOyat< iÇpÂk< kwyaMyhm!,
sÅvrjStmíEv @kTve tu ywa iSwtm!. 27.
iÇpw< tu ivinmuR´< zaôtae }ankairka,
iÇpw< tu smaOyat< n¶Ntu kwyaim te. 28.
Aiv*a ... pTyt!kal ? n¶k< c saxkeñrm!,
n¶Stu kiwtan! devan! mu´kezNtt> z&[u. 29.
kezStu pazimTyu´< mui´magRàbNxkm!,
candraà tyaktvä yadä yäti ädhäraà süryyamaëòalam || 20||
süryyaà tyaktvä yadä yäti vyomä’stu candramaëòale |
gaganamästhito ? nityaà velä iva mahodadheù || 21||
etadvelä samäkhyätam adhyätmaiva pratiñöhitam |
nästhiraà bhavati çväsaà bahisthaà manaraïjitam || 22||
athiraà srvayoginäà pravähaà vahate sadä |
pravähaà gamanaïcaiva gamanägamanaà punaù || 23||
gamanägamanasaàyukto velä’smin yathä sthitam |
gamägama yathä velä nästi raïjita kaçcit ? || 24||
gaganopamaà sthitaà jagat bhävanniçcalatäà vrajet ? |
mahodadhitaöe sthitvä
tataù || 25||
(c)udadhi
2008kathitaà
www.shivashakti.com
niçcalaà paripürëatvaà mahodadhi småtam ... |
yoginäà caryyasadbhävaà kathitaà tattvaà viçeñataù || 26||
mahodadhi samäkhyätaà tripaïcakaà kathayämyaham |
sattvarajastamaçcaiva ekatve tu yathä sthitam || 27||
tripathaà tu vinirmuktaà çästrato jïänakärikä |
tripathaà tu samäkhyätaà nagnantu kathayämi te || 28||
avidyä ... patyatkäla ? nagnakaà ca sädhakeçvaram |
nagnastu kathitän devän muktakeçantataù çåëu || 29||
keçastu päçamityuktaà muktimärgaprabandhakam |
xmRStu nEken pazíEv ivze;t>. 30.
;ifœÉmuR´ae yda yaegI mu´kez> s %Cyte,
mu´kez> smaOyat AanNd< z&[u saMàtm!. 31.
yaegpargtae yaegI mhaparivvi¾Rt>,
panyaegam&t< idVy< yaeigna< sMàkIiÄRtm!. 32.
@iÉyuR´ae mhayaegI midramÄ %Cyte,
midranNdmaOyat< nEmaRLymailnae ? z&[.
u 33.
v[¡ cEvaiSt mala¶< s<iSwtae Ai´sUÇke,
mala cEvSmaOyata yaeigna< caNykar[m!.
nEmaRLymailnae yaegI yaegcya¡ kraeit s>. 34.
@kakImitiwyRStu æmte àvdet! sda,
As<hayae æmte xIr> s @kakInmuCyte. 35.
@kakI tu smaOyata zaô< imlkairka ?,
@t½yaR smaOyata ivz c }anxark ?. 36.
#it }ankairmhamiDNÔnawpadavtairtenae´< cyaRixkarStu t&tIy> pql>.
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dharmastu naikena päçaçcaiva viçeñataù || 30||
ñaòbhirmukto yadä yogé muktakeçaù sa ucyate |
muktakeçaù samäkhyäta änandaà çåëu sämpratam || 31||
yogapäragato yogé mahäpäravivarjjitaù |
pänayogämåtaà divyaà yoginäà samprakérttitam || 32||
ebhiryukto mahäyogé madirämatta ucyate |
madiränandamäkhyätaà nairmälyamälino ? çåëu || 33||
varëaà caivästi mälägnaà saàsthito aktisütrake |
mälä caivasmäkhyätä yoginäà cänyakäraëam ||
nairmälyamälino yogé yogacaryäà karoti saù || 34||
ekäkématithiryastu bhramate pravadet sadä |
asaàhäyo bhramate dhéraù sa ekäkénamucyate || 35||
ekäké tu samäkhyätä çästraà milakärikä ? |
etaccaryä samäkhyätä viça ca jïänadhäraka ? || 36||
iti jïänakärimahämachindranäthapädävatäritenoktaà caryädhikärastu tåtéyaù
paöalaù ||

Appendix

ïIg[ezay nm>
ïImheznawk«ta
ïInawnvrÆmailka
ïIÉasuranNdnawivrictya
h<s> sae=h< mÙmyE> ñasinkayEyaR gayÇI jNte;u sveR;u ipnÏa,
tÔƒp> sÚaivrÉUÏasnya ySt< sNmag¡ mÅmyUr< guémIfe. 1.
%*ÑaSvNm{flkalaiÎninTyaiv*aêp>
àap ;fwInrÉavm!,
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
yStIwaRTma m{flpU[aR]rv:maR t< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 2.
tTpñaTyàa[smUhEnRvnawa y> ;ifœÇ<zÄÅvmy> ;aefz inTya>,
@v< rITya vaists<XyaÇymUitRSt< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 3.
SvasE> ;ò(a ;iò”qIdEvtêpae (60) me;àòÖadzziz ( 12 ) àitman>,
AkaR*aTma yae nvs<Oya¢hmUitRSt< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 4.
pÂaTma ÉUtinkayae gtmayae y> pÂazÖ[R ( 50 ) vpuí³œgtaiÉ>,
z®yalIiÉ> s¼itmaneknvTya t< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 5.
yÏa pÂazi‘ippIfEkrdanamav&ÅyasI*> )lvan! deizkvyR>,
}anaeÄu¼ae ( 3600 ) frlksh;qœkv&tESt< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 6.
neÇaeÌaFae ( 4320 ) deizkrafœÉUt ( 5 ) smUhErenae varI yae nvnaw¢hc³E>,
n]ÇSyav&iÄiÉranNdzrIrSt< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 7.
inTyav&ÄavIzly> sÚclae=ÉUÚafœAaÄaE raiz;u nanajpêp>,
A_ySyiÑStÅvg[EéÚtmUitRSt< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 8.
çrégaëeçäya namaù
çrémaheçanäthakåtä
çrénäthanavaratnamälikä
çrébhäsuränandanäthaviracitayä
haàsaù so’haà mantramayaiù çväsanikäyairyä gäyatré janteñu sarveñu
pinaddhä |
tadrüpaù sannävirabhüddhäsanayä yastaà sanmärgaà mattmayüraà
guruméòe || 1||
udyadbhäsvanmaëòalakäläddinanityävidyärüpaù präpa ñaòathénarabhävam
|
yastérthätmä maëòalapürëäkñaravarñmä taà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà
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guruméòe || 2||
tatpaçvätyapräëasamühairnavanäthä yaù ñaòtriàçattattvamayaù ñoòaça
nityäù |
evaà rétyä väsitasandhyätrayamürtistaà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà
guruméòe || 3||
sväsaiù ñañöyä ñañöighaöédaivatarüpo (60) meñaprañöadvädaçaçaçi ( 12 )
pratimänaù |
arkädyätmä yo navasaìkhyägrahamürtistaà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà
guruméòe || 4||
païcätmä bhütanikäyo gatamäyo yaù païcäçadvarëa ( 50 )
vapuçcakrgatäbhiù |
çaktyälébhiù saìgatimänekanavatyä taà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà
guruméòe || 5||
yaddhä païcäçallipipéòaikaradänämävåttyäsédyaù phalavän deçikavaryaù |
jïänottuìgo ( 3600 ) òaralakasahañaökavåtaistaà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà
guruméòe || 6||
netrodgäòho ( 4320 ) deçikaräòbhüta ( 5 ) samühaireno väré yo
navanäthagrahacakraiù |
nakñatrasyävåttibhiränandaçarérastaà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà guruméòe
|| 7||
nityävåttävéçalayaù sannacalo’bhünnäòävõttau räçiñu nänäjaparüpaù |
abhyasyadbhistattvagaëairunnatamürtistaà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà
guruméòe || 8||
x&TyuvIRzaòeNÔidgazaihyugiÇàae´aiÉ> pu<heitiÉrMbaiÉriÉÚ>,
Aav&ÅyEv< ;{[vteyR> izoraTma t< sNmag¡ mÄmyUr< guémIfe. 9.
www.shivashakti.com
#Ty¢WnaÑaSkrrayae nvrÆE(c)
ÉaRl2008
am¢(a< nawrhœ
Sy< gmyNtItm!,
ye;ame;a k{Qgta te jgdMba iv*a_yasadÇ jnu:yev mhe;>. 10.
#it ïImheznawk«ta nawnvrÆmala smaÝa,
dhåtyurvéçäñöendradigäçähiyugatriproktäbhiù puàhetibhirambäbhirabhinnaù
|
ävåttyaivaà ñaëëavateryaù çikharätmä taà sanmärgaà mattamayüraà
guruméòe || 9||
ityagrathnädbhäskararäyo navaratnairbhälämagryäà nätharahsyaà
gamayantétam |
yeñämeñä kaëöhagatä te jagadambä vidyäbhyäsädatra januñyeva maheñaù ||
10||
iti çrémaheçanäthakåtä näthanavaratnamälä samäptä |

appendix

Aw
@kiv<z> pql>,
( ïIÉErv %vac, )
Aw vúye mhezain tÅvsar< puratnm!,
yen iv}anmaÇe[ k…ber #v jayte. 1.
taèisskmetÄu ipÄl< caip yÆt>,
ctuhRStàma[< ih gt¡ k«Tva tu saxk>. 2.
srl< ÉSm k…yaR½ ivvjaR¼ars<yutm!,
krI;mxRs<(yu´<?)taèSyaepir pUirtm!. 3.
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tapyet! prmezain idnain sÝ cEvih,
tt> p(re?r<)mhezain %ÄaeLy yÆt> izve. 4.
paÇe laehmye deiv tmaday mheñir,
iv(vj?vjae)¼arjEdeRiv AltEStapyedœ †Fm!. 5.
ÔvIÉUt< twa taè< yen jayet suNdir,
tdx¡ c rs< tÇ d*at! àytmans>. 6.
ivjavrsMkenEv Aqê;rsen c,
is<ihkarskenaw yu´< k…yaRdœ mheñir. 7.
ttí Sv[¡ jyet sTy< surg[aicRte,
mUlmÙSy jaPyen isÏ(Tyev n s<zy>. 8.
shödzjapen isÏ(Tyev n s<zy>,
atha
ekaviàçaù paöalaù |
( çrébhairava uväca | )
atha vakñye maheçäni tattvasäraà purätanam |
yena vijïänamätreëa kubera iva jäyate || 1||
tämrasisakametattu pittalaà cäpi yatnataù |
caturhastapramäëaà hi gartaà kåtvä tu sädhakaù || 2||
saralaà bhasma kuryäcca vivarjäìgärasaàyutam |
karéñamardhasaà(yuktaà?)tämrasyopari püritam || 3||
täpayet parameçäni dinäni sapta caivahi |
tataù pa(re?raà)maheçäni uttolya yatnataù çive || 4||
pätre lohamaye devi tamädäya maheçvari |
vi(vaja?vajo)ìgärajairdevi alataistäpayed dåòham || 5 ||
dravébhütaà tathä
tämraà
jäyeta sundari |
(c)
2008yena
www.shivashakti.com
tadardhaà ca rasaà tatra dadyät prayatamänasaù || 6||
vijävarasamkenaiva aöarüñarasena ca |
siàhikärasakenätha yuktaà kuryäd maheçvari || 7||
tataçca svarëaà jayeta satyaà suragaëärcite |
mülamantrasya jäpyena siddhyatyeva na saàçayaù || 8||
sahasradaçajäpena siddhyatyeva na saàçayaù |
pUvaeR´en rsenEv zuÏsUten va pun>. 9.
sm!\Ty tÇ d*a½ issk< êPyta< ìjet!,
#it te kiwt< sv¡ svRsarSvtàdm!. 10.
àyaegahaeR Évedœ deiv sTy< sTy< vranne,
#danI— z&[u cavRi¼ sUtÉSm twEv c. 11.
yen iv}anmaÇe[ m<ÇisiÏÉRvet! iàye,
saxRhStàma[en gt¡ k«Tva tu deizk>. 12.
hirÔgaemyenaw lepyet! prmeñir,
ttStu gjsUÇe[ ÉSm k…yaRdœ ywaivix. 13.
vEjyNTyaí mUlen twa isiÏrsen c,
krI;ke[ deveiz ÉSmIk…yaRdœ ivxant>. 14.
zuÏsUt smaday m¼le vasre iniz,
^xaRxaeR lv[< dÅva ÉSmIÉvit tT][at!. 15.
AñTwp‘venEv s<yu´< prmeñir,
sUtÉSmÉvTyev preiz naÇ s<zy>. 16.
AñdNtn deveiz vaijmare[ cEv ih,
s<yu´sUt< tÇTy< ÉSmIÉvit tT][at!. 17.
xatuna sh yu´< tdœ biÏÉvit suNdir,
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patalrskenEv mve½ Sv[RmuÄmm!. 18.
AadaE c guilka< bdœXva pScadœ rsen tafyet!,
pürvoktena rasenaiva çuddhasütena vä punaù || 9||
samåtya tatra dadyäcca sisakaà rüpyatäà vrajet |
iti te kathitaà sarvaà sarvasärasvatapradam || 10||
prayogärho bhaved devi satyaà satyaà varänane |
idänéà çåëu cärvaìgi sütabhasma tathaiva ca || 11||
yena vijïänamätreëa mantrasiddhirbhavet priye |
särdhahastapramäëena gartaà kåtvä tu deçikaù || 12||
haridragomayenätha lepayet parameçvari |
tatastu gajasütreëa bhasma kuryäd yathävidhi || 13||
vaijayantyäçca mülena tathä siddhirasena ca |
karéñakeëa deveçi bhasmékuryäd vidhänataù || 14||
çuddhasüta samädäya maìgale väsare niçi |
ürdhärdho lavaëaà dattvä bhasmébhavati tatkñaëät || 15||
açvatthapallavenaiva saàyuktaà parameçvari |
sütabhasmabhavatyeva pareçi nätra saàçayaù || 16||
açvadantana deveçi väjimäreëa caiva hi |
saàyuktasütaà tatratyaà bhasmébhavati tatkñaëät || 17||
dhätunä saha yuktaà tad baddhibhavati sundari |
pätälarasakenaiva mavecca svarëamuttamam || 18||
ädau ca gulikäà baddhvä pascäd rasena täòayet |
ttae biÏÉvTyev sTy< guég[aicRte. 19.
iÇraÇSy ivxanen jp< k…yaRCDuiciSmte,
tt> àyaegae deveiz isÏae naSTyÇ s<zy>. 20.
(c) 2008 www.shivashakti.com
Éavnarss<pÚae Évedœ yaegI mhakiv>,
ÉavSy in[Ry< deiv kiwtmip zaeÉne. 21.
ÉavStu iÇivxae deiv idVyvIrpzu³mat!,
gurvStu iÇxa ˆG>@yaStwEv mÙdevta>. 22.
Aa*ae Éavae mhadeiv ïeyan! svaRgme;u c,
iÖtIyae mXym> àae´St&tIy> svRiniNdt>. 23.
b÷japat! twa haemat! kay¬ezaidivStrE>,
n Éaven ivna deiv mÙivdœYA )làda. 24.
ik< vIrsaxnEl]E> ik< va k«iòk…lak…lE>,
ik< pIQpUjnenEv ik< kNyaÉaejnaidiÉ>. 25.
Svyaei;tàIitdanen ik< pre;a< twEv c,
ik< ijteiNÔyÉaven ik< k…lacarkmR[a. 26.
yid ÉavivzuÏaTm n Syat! k…lpray[>,
Éaven lÉte mui´< Éaven k…lvÏRnm!. 27.
Éaven gaeÇv&iÏ> Syadœ Éaven k…lsaxn<,
ik< NyasivStre[ev ik< ÉUtzuiÏivStrE>. 28.
ik< twa pUjnenEv yid Éavae n jayte,
tato baddhibhavatyeva satyaà gurugaëärcite || 19||
trirätrasya vidhänena japaà kuryäcchucismite |
tataù prayogo deveçi siddho nästyatra saàçayaù || 20||
bhävanärasasampanno bhaved yogé mahäkaviù |
bhävasya nirëayaà devi kathitamapi çobhane || 21||
bhävastu trividho devi divyavérapaçukramät |
guravastu tridhä úùeyästathaiva mantradevatäù || 22||
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ädyo bhävo mahädevi çreyän sarvägameñu ca |
dvitéyo madhyamaù proktaståtéyaù sarvaninditaù || 23||
bahujäpät tathä homät käyakleçädivistaraiù |
na bhävena vinä devi mantravidya phalapradä || 24||
kià vérasädhanailakñaiù kià vä kåñöikuläkulaiù |
kià péöhapüjanenaiva kià kanyäbhojanädibhiù || 25||
svayoñitaprétidänena kià pareñäà tathaiva ca |
kià jitendriyabhävena kià kuläcärakarmaëä || 26||
yadi bhävaviçuddhätma na syät kulaparäyaëaù |
bhävena labhate muktià bhävena kulavarddhanam || 27||
bhävena gotravåddhiù syäd bhävena kulasädhanaà |
kià nyäsavistareëeva kià bhütaçuddhivistaraiù || 28||
kià tathä püjanenaiva yadi bhävo na jäyate |
ze;Éavae mhadœ(v?iv)svRkmRsuoavh>. 29.
ten Éaven deveiz pUjyet! prmeñrI—,
ivna hetukmasa* ]aeÉyu´ae mheñr>. 30.
yÇ k…Ç k…je vare Zmzangmne k«te,
pUja)l< lÉet! tÇ sÝvasrs<imtm!. 31.
ctudRZya< gte tÇ p]pu{y)l< lÉet!,
nagte naicRte Swane pzurev n zm!,zy>. 32.
naNy> Syadixkae dev #it icNtapray[>,
saxke ]aeÉmapÚe mm ]aeÉ> àjayte. 33.
tSmadœ yÆadœ Éaegyutae Évedœ ivrvr> sda,
Éaegen mae]maßaeit Éaegen k…lsuNdrIm!. 34.
ivna hetukmasa* ]aeÉyu´ae mheñr>,
2008
www.shivashakti.com
n pUja< mansI— k…yaRdœ n(c)
Xyan<
nc icNtnm!
. 35.
y*dœ vdE inÔait yTkraeit ydcRit,
tTsv¡ k…lêp< tu XyaTvEv ivhret! suxI>. 36.
tSmadœ Éu®va c pITva c pUjyet! prmeñrIm!,
n cEv ïuitdae;ae=Ç napraxaidË;[m!. 37.
@kakI injRne deze Zmzane pvRte vne,
zUNyagare ndIitre in>z»ae ivhret! sda. 38.
vIra[a< jpkalStu svRkal> àzSyte,
çeñabhävo mahäd(va?vi)sarvakarmasukhävahaù || 29||
tena bhävena deveçi püjayet parameçvaréà |
vinä hetukamäsädya kñobhayukto maheçvaraù || 30||
yatra kutra kuje väre çmaçänagamane kåte |
püjäphalaà labhet tatra saptaväsarasammitam || 31||
caturdaçyäà gate tatra pakñapuëyaphalaà labhet |
nägate närcite sthäne paçureva na çam|çayaù || 32||
nänyaù syädadhiko deva iti cintäparäyaëaù |
sädhake kñobhamäpanne mama kñobhaù prajäyate || 33||
tasmäd yatnäd bhogayuto bhaved viravaraù sadä |
bhogena mokñamäpnoti bhogena kulasundarém || 34||
vinä hetukamäsädya kñobhayukto maheçvaraù |
na püjäà mänaséà kuryäd na dhyänaà naca cintanam || 35||
yadyad vadai nidräti yatkaroti yadarcati |
tatsarvaà kularüpaà tu dhyätvaiva viharet sudhéù || 36||
tasmäd bhuktvä ca pétvä ca püjayet parameçvarém |
na caiva çrutidoño’tra näparädhädidüñaëam || 37||
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ekäké nirjane deçe çmaçäne parvate vane |
çünyägäre nadétire niùçaìko viharet sadä || 38||
véräëäà japakälastu sarvakälaù praçasyate |
svRdeze svRpIQe ktRVy< k…ltae;[m!. 39.
#it iv}ay deveiz sv¡ k…yaRdœ vranne,
b÷naÇ ikmu´en ikmNyt! kwyaim te. 40.
#it iïb&hÚIltÙe ÉErvIÉErvs<vade(rsayn Éavinêp[<) @kiv<z> pql>. 21.
sarvadeçe sarvapéöhe kartavyaà kulatoñaëam || 39||
iti vijïäya deveçi sarvaà kuryäd varänane |
bahunätra kimuktena kimanyat kathayämi te || 40||
iti çribåhannélatantre bhairavébhairavasaàväde(rasäyana bhävanirüpaëaà)
ekaviàçaù paöalaù || 21||

Appendix
Ak…lvIrtÙm!
ïImCDNdpadke_yae nm>
ïImInshjnNd< SvkIya¼smuÑvm!,
svRmaxargMÉIrmcl< Vypk< prm!,
Awat> sMàvyaim Ak…lvIr< mhÑƒtm!,
guýadœ guýtr< guý< isÏsÑavsNtit>. 1.
An¢hay laekana< isÏnawen Éai;t<,
gaepnIy< àyÆen ydICDn! zañt<
pdm!. 2.
(c) 2008
www.shivashakti.com
s<sara[Rvm¶ata< ÉUtana< mhdaïym!,
ywa ndInda> sVveR sagre smupagta>. 3.
twa Ak…lvIre;u sVvRxMmaR ly¼ta>,
sVvaRxarmze;Sy jgt> sVvRda àÉu>. 4.
shjanNd< n ivNdiNt sVvRxMMmRsmas&ta>,
AnanNtmlE¢RSta mhamayaNxCDidta>. 5.
zaôjalen sNtuòa maeihtaSTyjyiNtta> (?),
n ivNdiNt pd< zaNt< kaElana< in:kl< guém!. 6.
s<vadyiNt ye keicn! NyayvEzei;kaStwa,
baExaStu AirhNta ye saemisÏaNtvaidn>. 7.
mIma<s pÂôaetaí vamisÏaNtdi][a>,
#ithaspura[Â ÉUttÅvNtu gaéfm!. 8.
akulavératantram
çrémacchandapädakebhyo namaù
çréménasahajanandaà svakéyäìgasamudbhavam |
sarvamädhäragambhéramacalaà vyapakaà param |
athätaù sampravayämi akulavéraà mahadbhütam |
guhyäd guhyataraà guhyaà siddhasadbhävasantatiù || 1||
anagrahäya lokänäà siddhanäthena bhäñitaà |
gopanéyaà prayatnena yadécchan çäçvataà padam || 2||
saàsärärëavamagnätäà bhütänäà mahadäçrayam |
yathä nadénadäù sarvve sägare samupägatäù || 3||
tathä akulavéreñu sarvvadharmmä layaìgatäù |
sarvvädhäramaçeñasya jagataù sarvvadä prabhuù || 4||
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sahajänandaà na vindanti sarvvadharmmmasamäsåtäù |
anänantamalairgrastä mahämäyändhacchaditäù || 5||
çästrajälena santuñöä mohitästyajayantitäù (?) |
na vindanti padaà çäntaà kaulänäà niñkalaà gurum || 6||
saàvädayanti ye kecin nyäyavaiçeñikästathä |
baudhästu arihantä ye somasiddhäntavädinaù || 7||
mémäàsa païcastrotäçca vämasiddhäntadakñiëäù |
itihäsapuräëaïca bhütatattvantu gäruòam || 8||
@iÉ> zEvagmE> sVvER> prae]Â i³yaiNvta>,
sivkLpisiÏsRÂar<tt! sVv¡ papbNxivt!. 9.
ivkLpb÷la> sVvERiMmWyavada inrwRka>,
n te muÂiNt s<sare Ak…lvIrivvi¾Rta>. 10.
sVvR}< sVvRmas&Ty sVvRtae ihtl][m!,
sVveR;a< isiÏStÇSwa sVvRisiÏÂ tÇ vE. 11.
yÆasaE Ak…lvIrae †Zyte sVvRtaemuom!,
t< ividTva pr< êp< mnae inílta< ìjet!. 12.
zBdêprsSpzRgNxÂEvaÇ pÂmm!
sVvRÉavaí tÇEv àlI[a> àly< gta>. 13.
ÉavaÉavivinMmuR´ %dyaStmnvi¾Rt>,
SvÉavmitmt< zaNt< mnae ySy mnaemym!. 14.
Ak…lvIrimit Oyat< sVvaRxarpaprm!,
naxarl]ÉedNtu n nadgaecre pQet!. 15.
ùid Swane n v±e c “i{qka talrNØke,
n #fa ip¼la zaNta n caStIit gmagme. 16.
n naiÉc³k{Qe c n izre nEv mStke,
2008 www.shivashakti.com
twa c]uéNmIlne c n(c)
nasa¢inrI][e
. 17.
n pUrkk…MÉke tÇ recke [c] twa pun>,
n ibNÊÉedke ¢NwaE llaqe n tu viûke. 18.
ebhiù çaivägamaiù sarvvaiù parokñaïca kriyänvitäiù |
savikalpasiddhirsaïcärantat sarvvaà päpabandhavit || 9||
vikalpabahuläù sarvvarimmithyävädä nirarthakäù |
na te muïcanti saàsäre akulavéravivarjjitäù || 10||
sarvvajïaà sarvvamäsåtya sarvvato hitalakñaëam |
sarvveñäà siddhistatrasthä sarvvasiddhiïca tatra vai || 11||
yatnäsau akulavéro dåçyate sarvvatomukham |
taà viditvä paraà rüpaà mano niçcalatäà vrajet || 12||
çabdarüparasasparçagandhaïcaivätra païcamam
sarvvabhäväçca tatraiva praléëäù pralayaà gatäù || 13||
bhäväbhävavinirmmukta udayästamanavarjjitaù |
svabhävamatimataà çäntaà mano yasya manomayam || 14||
akulavéramiti khyätaà sarvvädhärapäparam |
nädhäralakñabhedantu na nädagocare paöhet || 15||
hådi sthäne na vaktre ca ghaëöikä tälarandhrake |
na iòä piìgalä çäntä na cästéti gamägame || 16||
na näbhicakrakaëöhe ca na çire naiva mastake |
tathä cakñurunmélane ca na näsägranirékñaëe || 17||
na pürakakumbhake tatra recake [ca] tathä punaù |
na bindubhedake granthau laläöe na tu vahnike || 18||
àvezingRme nEv navahnivs¾Rnm!,
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n kr[EnaRsn< muÔ‰#nRmase iÉÚtaluke. 19.
n inraexae n caeÏarae natIta< caln< n ih,
n àeYyRàerkÂEv n SwanÚEv cïym!. 20.
n caTmnEv tdœ ¢aý< ¢aýatItpd< Évet!,
@tt! p]ivinRmuR´< hetu†òaNtvi¾Rtm!. 21.
n Ëre n c vE inkqe n Éirtae n c ir´k>,
n %Úaen sae=ixk @iÉ> p]EivRvi¾Rtm!. 22.
yí iv<zaTmkae ýe; puÌl naiSt yÇ vE,
yÇ l]< n iv*et Ak…lvIr s %½(te. 23.
ySyEv< s<izt< kiít! smrs s<izt>,
s äüa sae hiríEz> s éÔae s c $ñr>. 24.
s izv> prmdev> s saemaŠaRi¶kStwa,
s c sa<Oy> pura[aí AhRNtbuÏ @v c. 25.
Svy< devI Svy< dev> Svy< iz:y> Svy< gué>,
Svy< Xyan< Svy< Xyata Svy< sVvRÇ devta. 26.
ya†zen tu Éaven pué;ae Éavyet! sda,
ta†za< )lmaVßaeit naÇ kaYyRivcar[at!. 27.
ASyEv ih ih namain p&wGÉUtain yaeigiÉ>,
Anam tSy igyNte æaiNt}anivmaeihtE>. 28.
praveçanirgame naiva nävähanavisarjjanam |
na karaëairnäsanaà mudrirnamäse bhinnatäluke || 19||
na nirodho na coddhäro nätétäà cälanaà na hi |
na preryyaprerakaïcaiva na sthänannaiva caçrayam || 20||
na cätmanaiva tad grähyaà grähyätétapadaà bhavet |
etat pakñavirnirmuktaà
|| 21||
(c) hetudåñöäntavarjjitam
2008 www.shivashakti.com
na düre na ca vai nikaöe na bharito na ca riktakaù |
na unnona so’dhika ebhiù pakñairvivarjjitam || 22||
yaçca viàçätmako hyeña pudgala nästi yatra vai |
yatra lakñaà na vidyeta akulavéra sa uccyate || 23||
yasyaivaà saàçitaà kaçcit samarasa saàçitaù |
sa brahmä so hariçcaiçaù sa rudro sa ca éçvaraù || 24||
sa çivaù paramadevaù sa somärkkägnikastathä |
sa ca säìkhyaù puräëäçca arhantabuddha eva ca || 25||
svayaà devé svayaà devaù svayaà çiñyaù svayaà guruù |
svayaà dhyänaà svayaà dhyätä svayaà sarvvatra devatä || 26||
yädåçena tu bhävena puruño bhävayet sadä |
tädåçäà phalamävpnoti nätra käryyavicäraëät || 27||
asyaiva hi hi nämäni påthagbhütäni yogibhiù |
anäma tasya giyante bhräntijïänavimohitaiù || 28||
xMmaRxMmRsmai¬òaivkLptmZDaidta>,
ten muÂiNt s<sar< nrk< yaeins<k…lm!. 29.
Ak…lvIr< mhÑƒt< yda pZyiNt sVvRgm!,
s baýa_yNtre inTy< @kakar< cracrm!. 30.
inStr¼< inraÉas< pdÉedivvi¾Rtm!,
sVvaRvyvinMmuR´< inlRy< inVvRkarjm!. 31.
A†òinguR[< zaNt< tÅvatIt< inrÃnm!,
sVvR}< pirpU[RÂ SvÉavíEvm]ym!. 32.
kaYyRkar[inMmuR´micNTymnamym!,
mayatIt< inralMb< Vyapk< sVvRtaemuom!. 33.
smTv< @kÉUtÂ ^hapaehivvi¾Rtm!,
Ak…lvIr< mhÑƒt< AiStnaiStivvi¾Rtm!. 34.
n mnae n c vE buiÏnR icNtacetnaidkm!,
n kal> klnazi´nR izvae n c #iNÔy>. 35.
n ÉUte g&ýte sae ih n suo< Ê>omev c,
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